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ABSTRACT
THE MEDIA MATRIX OF EARLY JEWISH AND CHRISTIAN LITERATURE

Nicholas A. Elder, B.A., M.A.

Marquette University, 2018

This study compares two seemingly dissimilar ancient texts, the Gospel of Mark and Joseph and Aseneth. The former is a product of the nascent Jesus movement and influenced by the Greco-Roman βίοι (“Lives”). It details the life, ministry, death, and resurrection of a wandering Galilean. The latter is a Hellenistic Jewish narrative influenced by Jewish novellas and Greek romances. It expands the laconic account of Joseph’s marriage to Aseneth in Genesis 41 into a full-blown love story that promotes the romantic, theological, and ethical incentives of spurning idols and converting to Judaism. Generically, theologically, and concerning content the two texts are quite different.

Nonetheless, Mark and Joseph and Aseneth exhibit a number of remarkable affinities. As to language and style, both are paratactically structured and contain few long, complex periods. They are repetitive with respect to words, clauses, sentences, and pericopes. Each employs a similar proportion of active to passive voice verbs, as well as present and imperfect to aorist tenses. They are similar in length, and the direction of each narrative dramatically shifts at its midway point. Both are intertextually echoic, evoking Jewish Scriptures metonymically rather than by direct citation. And each has a multiform textual tradition that went unprotected from dramatic revisions by later authors and editors.

I argue that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth are similar in these respects because of their medium and mode of composition. Each was composed via dictation. They are what I will call “textualized oral narratives.” As such they represent one instantiation of the complex relationship between orality and textuality in early Judaism and Christianity. This thesis is argued on the basis of modern sociolinguistic studies that compare oral and written narratives, considerations of ancient media culture, and the linguistic and metalinguistic characteristics of the texts themselves.
PREFACE

The seeds for this study were planted when I first read Christoph Burchard’s introduction to Joseph and Aseneth in James H. Charlesworth’s *Old Testament Pseudepigrapha*. Towards the beginning of his introduction he indicates that Joseph and Aseneth is “a little longer than the Gospel of Mark.”¹ As I continued through Burchard’s introduction and then the narrative itself, several other similarities to Mark’s Gospel became clear, prompting the question “why?”²

Early in my PhD program at Marquette I developed a growing interest in media criticism of the New Testament, and particularly the Second Gospel. I suspected that this burgeoning field would productively inform interpretation of Joseph and Aseneth, given its similarities with Mark. At that point, without any reference to Mark’s Gospel I argued that orality theory can productively inform interpretation of the pseudepigraphon in an article published in the *Journal for the* .

---

¹ Charlesworth, introduction to “Joseph and Aseneth: A New Translation and Introduction,” in *The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha*, ed. James H. Charlesworth, vol. 2 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1985), 177. This is true of his reconstruction of the Greek text, but is not true of Marc Philonenko’s, which is 2,992 words shorter than Mark and will be prioritized in what follows (*Joseph et Aséneth: Introduction, Texte Critique, Traduction, et Notes*, StPB 13 [Leiden: Brill, 1968]). I address my preference for Philonenko’s version in Chapter Three.

² The following from Charlesworth’s introduction particularly stood out: Joseph and Aseneth was originally written in Greek but linguistically betrays Aramaic or Hebrew influence (ibid., 181, 185); the plot is straightforward and lacks vivid details (ibid., 182); sentences are paratactically structured with infrequent use of particles other than “and” (ibid., 184); this results in a “rigidity of style” that is difficult for the modern reader to appreciate (ibid., 186); the majority of Joseph and Aseneth’s manuscripts were “made to be read aloud” (ibid., 195).
Study of Judaism. My intent was to explore the similarities between Mark and Joseph and Aseneth at greater length later on. This project is the fruit of that intent.

I wish to make it clear from the outset that I do not consider Joseph and Aseneth some kind of “background” narrative for interpreting Mark. While I first came to the former because of my interest in the latter, I have developed an appreciation for Joseph and Aseneth that rivals my appreciation for the Gospel of Mark. It is a story worth experiencing and studying on its own accord. And because it is worthy of study on its own accord, it ought to be studied with reference to contemporaneous narratives, just as Mark should. This is why I study the two narratives in tandem in what follows. They throw interpretive light on one another.

I owe a debt of gratitude to the many people who assisted me in the completion of this project. First, to my dissertation co-advisors, Drs. Julian V. Hills and Joshua Ezra Burns. There scarcely could have been a better combination of advisors for the nature of this project. Dr. Hills possesses not only a keen editorial eye that vastly improves his advisees’ writing, but also an expertise in gospel studies that proved invaluable for this project. Dr. Burns’s encyclopedic knowledge of early Judaism is coupled with an uncanny ability to detect both logical gaps in the flow of an argument and unsubstantiated claims. The text that follows has been improved

---

greatly by their feedback on both its content and rhetoric. Any deficiencies are of course my own.

Most importantly, my family has sacrificed a great deal to make this project a reality, not least uprooting from the Front Range of Colorado to move to Milwaukee, WI. Relinquishing three hundred days of sunshine a year to face the reality of something called “polar vortices” is perhaps the best evidence of their unflagging support. Beth, Brooks, and Kit James, thank you.
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INTRODUCTION

A paradox has emerged during the past thirty years of Markan scholarship. With the rise of narrative criticism, many deem the gospel a well-crafted and even sophisticated story. Mark creates a narrative world which its audience is invited to enter. According to David Rhoads and Donald Michie in the opening words of Mark as Story, this is “a world full of conflict and suspense, a world of surprising reversals and strange ironies, a world of riddles and hidden meanings.”\(^1\) As interpreters began to read Mark as a unified whole in the early 1980s, interest shifted from the world behind the text to the world of the text.\(^2\) The Second Gospel, which was previously judged an artless collection of sources, became a literary achievement written by an artist par excellence.\(^3\)

---


\(^2\) Christopher W. Skinner examines the far-reaching influence of Rhoads and Michie’s monograph, especially with respect to the shifting methodological landscape of the late 1970s through the early 1990s (“Telling the Story: The Appearance and Impact of Mark as Story,” in *Mark as Story: Retrospect and Prospect*, ed. idem and Kelly R. Iverson, SBLRBS 65 [Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2011], 1–16).

But Mark’s style has not changed during this time and neither have assessments of it.\(^4\) Linguistically, many consider the narrative terse and unpolished.\(^5\) Those who claim that Mark writes sophisticated Greek are few.\(^6\) This is the heart of the paradox. On the one hand, the gospel is narratively effective, even artistic. On the other, its style is literally unadorned. Mark is a compelling story written in unaccomplished Greek.\(^7\)

There is a growing consensus that this incongruity results from Mark existing at the borderland between orality and textuality. The preface to the third edition of *Mark as Story* exemplifies this new development in Markan studies. There, Rhoads, 


\(^6\) Lane and Mary Ann Beavis nearly make this contention. Both concede that Mark writes in a simple style, but they argue that this is a deliberate choice. Lane lauds the narrative’s unadorned language as a product of “conscious literary or even theological intention” and concludes that the gospel was written “with consummate skill” (*Gospel of Mark*, 28). Beavis insists that Mark shows rhetorical sophistication and that the gospel’s style, while second-rate, displays some elements of literary flourish that will have been appreciated by educated readers (*Mark’s Audience: The Literary and Social Setting of Mark 4:11–12*, JSNTSup 33 [Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1989], 42–44).

\(^7\) To this end Craig A. Evans writes, “For all the evangelist’s shortcomings in matters of literary style and polish, it must be admitted that his literary achievement is nonetheless remarkable and should be viewed as successful” (“How Mark Writes,” in *The Written Gospel*, ed. Markus Bockmuehl and Donald A. Hagner [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005], 148).
Michie, and Joanna Dewey claim that the Second Gospel is an “oral/aural composition.” Yet there is little clarity about what it means for a narrative to be an “oral/aural composition.” It is common for other nebulous terms such as “residual orality” and “oral literature” to be applied to Mark, as if merely evoking these categories settles the matter about the gospel’s distinct style.

One of my objectives in this study is to bring precision to these terms. I agree with those who argue that Mark is an oral composition and that the gospel exhibits a preponderance of residual orality. But these terms will not be employed without situating them within ancient media culture, which I will do in Chapter Two. It is one thing to claim that a narrative exhibits residual orality and categorize it as oral literature. It is another to offer a reason why it exhibits residual orality. I will contend that Mark displays style and syntax characteristic of oral storytelling because it is an oral tradition that was committed to the written medium via dictation.

That Mark is an oral tradition composed in this manner is evidenced by its beginning, its ending, and elements in between the two. The first words of the narrative designate it “orally proclaimed news” (εὐαγγέλιον). In a novel way, this oral message now abides in written form. “Gospel” (εὐαγγέλιον) was originally a media term, but, under Mark’s influence, it came to connote content about the life,

---


9 In Chapter Five I discuss the various meanings of the term εὐαγγέλιον and how its connotations changed from the first to second centuries CE.
death, and resurrection of Jesus the Nazarene in a variety of forms. I will argue in Chapter Five that “gospel” (εὐαγγέλιον) in Mark 1:1, as a meta-generic category, indicates more about the narrative’s medium than its genre. Furthermore, Mark’s successors, Matthew and Luke, also signal their media affiliations at the beginnings of their narratives.

Just as Mark’s relationship to the oral lifeworld is intimated in its opening words, so also is it revealed in its closing words. The gospel infamously ends on an anticlimactic note. Mark 16:8 disappointed readers as early as the second century, at which point tradents appended what they must have determined to be more satisfying endings. They were able to do so because Mark was considered a relatively open tradition that could be expanded. In Chapters Two and Four I shall argue that there are certain media conditions under which a narrative is more likely to be augmented. Mark, as a textualized oral tradition, meets these conditions. We shall also see that the ending “for they were afraid” (ἐφοβοῦντο γάρ) is not so curious in view of media-critical considerations.

Between the gospel’s beginning and end, its style hints at its medium and mode of composition. Anacolutha, for example, are frequent in Mark.10 These

---

occasions of ruptured syntax and their close counterparts, parenthetical insertions, bespeak oral composition. When visualized in writing they appear awkward or jarring, but when heard they serve as oral punctuation.\textsuperscript{11} As Robert M. Fowler writes, “the spoken word readily forgives and perhaps even favors anacoluthon.”\textsuperscript{12} This is but one way that oral composition and aural reception shed light on a characteristic of Mark’s grammar.

Many other linguistic features that make Mark stylistically distinct from the later gospels are the very features that are characteristic of spoken stories. This raises old questions about how Mark relates to vernacular Greek and the Koine of the papyri that were addressed by the likes of Adolf Deissmann and Albert Thumb at the turn of the twentieth century. These questions will be revisited in Chapters Two and Three. In the latter, we shall also see that several Markan idiosyncrasies follow normal patterns of spoken narrative. For example, the word εὐθύς, which is typically, and I will argue often improperly, translated “immediately,” makes better sense as a multifunctional discourse marker, which is a sequencing device common in oral narrative, than as an adverb that connotes immediacy. Other Markan particularities, such as the historical present, intercalations, parataxis, and repetition, likewise suggest that the gospel is an oral tradition composed via dictation.

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{11} Fowler, \textit{Let the Reader Understand}, 113.

\textsuperscript{12} Ibid.
Mark was not the only narrative composed this way in early Judaism and Christianity. A near contemporary of the gospel, the Hellenistic Jewish narrative Joseph and Aseneth, appears to have been written similarly. This text presents a quandary similar to that of the Second Gospel. It is also an effective story told in a simple style. Moreover, many of the linguistic characteristics exhibited in Mark are also present in Joseph and Aseneth.

As it happens, this pseudepigraphon has never been systematically compared with Mark. Presumably this is because the two narratives are dissimilar on many counts. Joseph and Aseneth is a Jewish text. Mark is literature from the early Jesus

---


14 The consensus about the Jewish or Christian provenance of Joseph and Aseneth has swung back and forth in the history of scholarship. Questions of provenance began with the first critical edition of the narrative by Pierre Batiffol, wherein he argued that the story was a Christian text from the fifth century CE constructed from a haggadic tale from the preceding century (“Le Livre de La Prière d’Aseneth,” in Studia Patristica: Études d’ancienne Littérature Chrétienne, vols. 1–2 [Paris: Leroux, 1889], 1:36–37). The influence of Batiffol’s assessment is indicated by the fact that Joseph and Aseneth was not included in early twentieth-century collections of Jewish pseudepigrapha by Emil Kautzch and R. H. Charles (Kautzch, Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des Alten Testaments, 2 vols. [Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1900]; Charles, The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament in English, 2 vols. [Oxford: Clarendon, 1913]). Shortly thereafter the consensus shifted, and the narrative began to be considered a Jewish text from the Hellenistic period. This reversal was the result of Burchard’s and Marc Philonenko’s influences. Both scholars, working with the textual witnesses of the narrative to construct critical editions, contended that Joseph and Aseneth had Jewish origins (Burchard, Untersuchungen zu Joseph und Aseneth: Überlieferung — Ortsbestimmung, WUNT 8 [Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1965], 99–100; Philonenko, Joseph et Aséneth: Introduction, Texte Critique, Traduction, et Notes, StPB 13 [Leiden: Brill, 1968], 100–109). And presently, while most still consider the narrative Jewish, there is a vocal minority that maintains Christian authorship, emboldened by Ross S. Kraemer’s arguments against the necessity of early, Jewish authorship (When Aseneth Met Joseph: A Late Antique Tale of the Biblical Patriarch and His Egyptian Wife, Reconsidered [New York: Oxford University Press, 1998]). Christian authorship is argued by Michael Penn (“Identity Transformation and Authorial Identification in Joseph and Aseneth,” JSP 13 [2002]: 178–83) and Rivka Nir (Joseph and Aseneth: A Christian Book, Hebrew Bible Monographs 42
movement. Generically, Joseph and Aseneth is a product of, or at least influenced by, ancient romance novels; Mark by the βίοι (“Lives”).\(^{15}\) Joseph and Aseneth has a feel-good, romantic ending: the hero and heroine live happily ever after in marital bliss. Mark’s ending, in contrast, is stark. The protagonist, abandoned by his followers, is tortured and dies. He is raised, but his devotees fail to tell anyone about it.\(^{16}\) Joseph and Aseneth unashamedly promotes Jewish monotheism over Egyptian idolatry. The gospel aims to convince its audience of Jesus’s messianic identity and that the Jewish deity has inaugurated a new age through this agent. Joseph and Aseneth features a female main character, while Mark’s is a male with a band of mostly male disciples.

In short, Mark and Joseph and Aseneth differ as to theology, ideology, content, and,

---


\(^{16}\) This assumes that the shorter and longer endings of Mark are secondary, which remains the scholarly consensus and will be addressed in Chapter Four.
most importantly, genre.

Despite these differences, the two narratives exhibit remarkable similarities. Chief among these is the enigma of being compelling stories written in unsophisticated Greek. As I shall argue, Joseph and Aseneth and Mark are also comparable with respect to length, language, overall structure, how they evoke intertexts, and how they were textually reappropriated by later tradents. The central argument of this study is that these two nearly contemporaneous narratives are oral traditions that were committed to the written medium via dictation. Recent sociolinguistic research has shown that speaking and writing involve different psychological processes and result in different syntax. I draw on these studies to show that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth exhibit a style characteristic of oral storytelling.\(^\text{17}\) I also engage media theory and studies of ancient media to show that these narratives share two metalinguistic features, further indicating that they are oral literature. On the basis of this sociolinguistic research and media theory, I propose five criteria as a heuristic apparatus for comparing Joseph and Aseneth and Mark \textit{ex hypothesi}. These criteria aid in determining the density of the narratives’

\(^{17}\) It is in this sense that I use the phrase "residual orality." By residual orality I do \textit{not} mean modes of thought and expression exclusive to primary oral cultures. This is one way that Walter J. Ong first employed the phrase \textit{(Rhetoric, Romance, and Technology: Studies in the Interaction of Expression and Culture} [Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1971], 25–26; \textit{idem}, \textit{Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word} [London: Routledge, 1982], 31–76). Lack of clarity on the part of interpreters has led to confusion about the semantic range of residual orality in orality studies and biblical performance criticism.
residual oralities and assessing the ways in which Mark and Joseph and Aseneth bear
the marks of both orality and textuality.

Before proposing these criteria, a review of scholarship is in order. Because I
address oral influences on an early Jewish narrative and an early Christian narrative,
this study engages three seldom overlapping fields of inquiry in biblical scholarship:
(1) orality and textuality as they relate to the NT and the canonical gospels; (2)
orality and textuality as they relate to Jewish narratives of the Second Temple period;
and (3) the literary relationship between pseudepigraphical literature and the
gospels. Reviewing these fields, I shall show that many interpreters of ancient Jewish
and Christian narratives have methodologically distanced themselves from the so-
called Great Divide approach to the relationship between orality and textuality. In its
place, they have concerned themselves with the complexity and multiformity of this
correlation. Concerning investigations of pseudepigrapha and the canonical gospels,
the stylistic, generic, and media relationships between the two corpora have seldom
been explored.

As we move to this review, there is something I wish to be clear about from
the outset: claiming that these narratives exhibit residual orality as a result of their
composition by dictation is not to imply that they are divorced from textuality
altogether. Mark and Joseph and Aseneth are written texts. As written documents
that were composed via dictation, they represent one way that orality and textuality
function in tandem in the Greco-Roman world. They exist at the borderland between
these two modalities. This being the case, we shall find ourselves better equipped to
understand why features characteristic of orality show up in these texts, how Mark and Joseph and Aseneth are related despite their dissimilitude in genre, and in what ways their medium and mode of composition matter for their interpretation.
Investigations of oral influence on biblical texts typically take either a Great Divide or a contextual approach to orality and textuality. The Great Divide perspective began with Werner H. Kelber’s monograph, *The Oral and the Written Gospel*, and considers orality and textuality as two modalities of communication that are competing or mutually exclusive.¹ This position tends to exaggerate the importance of orality in antiquity while minimizing the functions of textuality. By painting orality with such broad strokes, scholars adopting this outlook have not paid adequate attention to why a *written* text might exhibit features characteristic of oral discourse.

The other, more theoretically informed position is what Rafael Rodríguez has called a contextual approach to orality and textuality.² This perspective considers the mutual effect of textuality and orality central. Scholars promoting this contextual methodology maintain that neither orality nor textuality is a monolithic reality. The two modalities work differently in various social and cultural contexts. These interpreters want to avoid making summative claims about orality and textuality. Instead, they attempt to understand the communication systems of respective

---


ancient contexts before investigating the implications of orality and textuality within those communicative environments. They also affirm that the two modalities are interrelated.

Great Divide Approaches to Orality and Textuality in the New Testament

Werner H. Kelber

Kelber is often cited as the first biblical interpreter who utilized orality studies to interpret NT texts. This is not strictly accurate, as others had published less technical studies applying the oral-formulaic theory of Albert Lord and Milman Parry to biblical texts. Though in The Oral and the Written Gospel Kelber does more influentially argue that “the Gospels were composed and received in a world dominated by oral communication.” His monograph turned the tide against the chirographic and typographic biases that had previously reigned in biblical studies.

---


5 Horsley, introduction, viii. While The Oral and the Written Gospel proved to be more influential, Kelber’s article “Mark and Oral Tradition” (Semeia 16 [1979]: 7–55) had already explored the gospel’s oral — or non-oral — tradition. Kelber notes that The Oral and the Written Gospel is very much an expansion of the hypothesis laid out in “Mark and Oral Tradition” (preface to Gospel, xvii).
Kelber does not contend that the Gospel of Mark was oral literature itself, as many other Markan interpreters have argued since the publication of The Oral and the Written Gospel.\(^6\) The opposite is the case. He maintains that Mark did not extend oral tradition but resisted many of its constituent aspects.\(^7\) According to Kelber, the first written gospel was an attempt to silence the pre-Synoptic tradition that was heavily influenced by orality.\(^8\) In Kelber’s treatment, Mark’s exploitation of the written medium is an intentional break with the oral medium. But he affirms that oral forms and conventions “gained admittance into the written document.”\(^9\)

Oral features made their way into the written text because of the prominence of oral tradition.\(^10\) According to Kelber, these features include parataxis, formulaic phrases such as καὶ ἐγένετο and καὶ γίνεται (“and it happened”), the speed at which the narrative progresses, the ubiquity of the third-person plural, the dominance of active


\(^7\) Kelber, new introduction to The Oral and the Written Gospel: The Hermeneutics of Speaking and Writing in the Synoptic Tradition, Mark, Paul, and Q (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1997), xix.

\(^8\) Kelber, Gospel, 17.

\(^9\) Ibid., 44.

\(^10\) Ibid.
verbs, a high number of instances of the historical present, and the frequency of direct speech.\textsuperscript{11}

In his final analysis, Kelber finds Mark’s evocation of the oral gospel tradition hostile and destructive.\textsuperscript{12} Mark retains aspects of the oral tradition only to supersede it in written form. Mark’s Gospel takes a polemical stance against the prophetic voice that promoted “the oral metaphysics of [Jesus’s] presence.”\textsuperscript{13} By writing a gospel that relegates Jesus’s authority to the past rather than the prophetic present, the author of Mark harnesses the modality of writing to support an ideological agenda that silenced its oral predecessors. Mark intentionally creates a Great Divide between oral and textual traditions.\textsuperscript{14}

By arguing his case in this forceful and dichotomous form, Kelber exposes a deep-seated bias of modern biblical criticism. His exposing the chirographic-typographic hegemony in biblical scholarship remains Kelber’s principal contribution to the field of NT interpretation, as it ushered in the current era of

\textsuperscript{11} Ibid., 65–66. As I shall show in Chapter Two, some of the features that Kelber identified as evidence of Mark’s indebtedness to the oral lifeworld are substantiated as features of oral discourse by sociolinguists. Those working in this field had not yet reached substantive conclusions about the differences between oral and written narratives when Kelber first published \textit{The Oral and the Written Gospel}.

\textsuperscript{12} Ibid., 94.

\textsuperscript{13} Ibid., 99.

\textsuperscript{14} Kelber has contested the allegation that his perspective in \textit{The Oral and the Written Gospel} and subsequent publications falls prey to the much-maligned Great Divide approach to orality and textuality. In his updated introduction, Kelber writes, “I do not myself use the term the Great Divide, nor was it part of our vocabulary in the late seventies and early eighties when the book was written” (new introduction, xxi). He argues that his “strong” thesis was necessary to overcome the chirographic and typographic biases that reigned in biblical scholarship (ibid., xxi–xxii).
orality studies that considers more seriously the oral lifeworld in which NT texts were produced and received.\textsuperscript{15}

Joanna Dewey

In her early work on the gospels, Joanna Dewey follows Kelber in adopting a Great Divide perspective on orality and textuality. In contrast to Kelber she situates Mark on the oral side of the oral-textual divide. She concludes that the gospel is best understood using oral hermeneutics.\textsuperscript{16} Dewey inverts Kelber’s thematic arguments for Markan textuality to argue for Markan orality.\textsuperscript{17} She also sees this orality exhibited in the non-linear structure of the narrative.\textsuperscript{18} These thematic and structural considerations lead her to conclude that “the gospel remains fundamentally on the oral side of the oral/written divide.”\textsuperscript{19} In this statement, Dewey unambiguously takes a Great Divide approach to the relationship between orality and textuality.

\textsuperscript{15} Kelber’s contribution has been praised as “the single most important and influential work on oral tradition” (Terence C. Mournet, Oral Tradition and Literary Dependency: Variability and Stability in the Synoptic Tradition and Q, WUNT 195 [Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005], 86). Iverson similarly lauds this text, writing, “There is little doubt that when thinking about the history of orality studies in Gospels research, terms such as ‘watershed’ and ‘turning point’ are justifiably applied to The Oral and the Written Gospel” (“Orality,” 82). Finally, Rodríguez writes that “we exaggerate only slightly if we speak of a ‘Kelber revolution’ in NT scholarship” (Oral Tradition, 39).


\textsuperscript{17} Ibid., 73–87.


\textsuperscript{19} Dewey, “Gospel of Mark,” 86.
But in 2013 Dewey softened her dichotomous argument and distanced herself from the Great Divide position.\textsuperscript{20} Now she argues that the first-century environment was characterized by orality \textit{and} textuality. She still affirms that orality undergirded all composition and performance, but also concedes that writing played a significant role in the gospel’s media setting.\textsuperscript{21} Perhaps recent investigations of the complex relationship of orality and textuality, which will be addressed below, have led Dewey to reject the Great Divide as a model for the gospels. Against this perspective, she now proposes that NT texts can be “located on a continuum from more literate to more oral.”\textsuperscript{22} Dewey unsurprisingly locates Mark on the oral side of this continuum.\textsuperscript{23}

James D. G. Dunn

James D. G. Dunn is another representative of the Great Divide approach. Before outlining his own methodology, Dunn urges interpreters to appreciate that the oral-textual circumstances of antiquity were different from the influence of these modalities of communication in the modern world.\textsuperscript{24} Channeling Kelber, Dunn calls


\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., 36.

\textsuperscript{22} Ibid., 35.

\textsuperscript{23} Ibid., 48.

attention to the endemic chirographic and typographic biases in biblical scholarship. He advises that interpreters shed these biases and attempt to understand the constituent features of an oral culture.\(^{25}\)

According to Dunn, texts in antiquity were neither produced nor experienced in the same way that texts are produced or experienced in the post-Gutenberg world. Yet Dunn allows his oral perspective to supplant entirely the textual perspective that he disputes.\(^{26}\) After noting his commitment to the two-document hypothesis, Dunn suggests that Matthew and Luke were retelling Mark “\textit{in oral mode} — as story tellers, rather than editors — with Matthew and Luke as evidence not so much of redaction as of second orality.”\(^{27}\) For Dunn, the gospels were produced in an environment where orality served many communicative ends. Therefore, all

\(^{25}\) Ibid.


\(^{27}\) Dunn, “Altering,” 66; emphasis original.
narratives must have been products of oral composition. Editorial activity in the textual medium is excluded. By making this claim, Dunn leaves little room for investigating how texts operate as texts in the NT’s media environment.

Performance Critics

Performance criticism is a maturing methodology that has a vested interest in the relationship between orality and textuality in antiquity. While performance critics often utilize theoretical, textual, historical-critical, and social-scientific scholarship, they have a greater concern for biblical texts’ roles in performative settings. David Rhoads claims that the purpose of performance criticism is to learn as much as possible about the ancient oral environment in order to interpret its texts as “performance literature.”

In Rhoads’s conception, all NT texts are created performatively equal since each text is a transcription of oral discourse to be performed for an audience.

For many performance critics, interpreting NT texts as transcriptive performance literature is a natural conclusion drawn from three ancient social factors. First, literacy rates were low in antiquity. Second, texts were expensive to

---


30 The most influential studies on literacy in the ancient world, and especially with respect to Judaism and Christianity, are William V. Harris, *Ancient Literacy* (Cambridge: Harvard University
produce because of the cost of papyri and the expense of hiring scribes. And third,


Details about the cost of writing materials and papyrus in Naphtali Lewis, *Papyrus in Classical Antiquity* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974), 130–34; T. C. Skeat, “The Length of the Standard Papyrus Roll and the Cost-Advantage of the Codex,” *ZPE* 45 (1982): 169–75; Harris, *Ancient Literacy*, 194–96; Hezser, *Jewish Literacy*, 132–33. Following Naphtali Lewis, Hezser concludes that the cost of papyrus was what she calls a “relative expense.” To the wealthy, the cost will have seemed minimal. To the craftsman, the cost of papyrus will have been crippling, as a single roll cost about a day’s wages in the Roman period (*Jewish Literacy*, 132; Lewis, *Papyrus*, 130). The claim that the cost of papyrus hindered widespread writing and the development of a literary culture is contradicted by the massive papyri finds at locations such as Oxyrhynchus’s rubbish heap. The ubiquity of non-literate texts found there and elsewhere indicates that the cost of papyrus may not have been prohibitive, as is often assumed (*Hezser, Jewish Literacy*, 132). Nonetheless, some performance critics still evoke the cost of writing as a foundational argument for the performative nature of all texts. This is the case with Boomershine, *Messiah of Peace*, 3–4. Shiner cites Martial’s suggested cost of one and a half to five denarii for a single book of the *Epigrams* to give a general idea of the cost of Mark (*Proclaiming*, 13; Martial *Ep.* 1.664; 1.117.17; 13.3.2). He concludes that a copy of Mark would have cost the average person a few days’ wages (ibid.). Pieter J. J. Botha similarly estimates costs for the production of the canonical gospels, concluding that the price would not necessarily have been unaffordable, but that the money could be well spent elsewhere, especially in the case of people living at the subsistence level (*Orality and Literacy in Early Christianity*, Biblical Performance Criticism Series 5 [Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2012], 72–74).
there was a preference for oral traditions over written traditions in antiquity. This meant that texts were produced for hearers rather than for readers. Whitney Shiner elucidates these social circumstances from primary-source evidence. These sources also help him describe different kinds of performances in the ancient world and their respective features.

While Shiner’s work relies on primary-source testimony to performances in antiquity, performance critics also utilize modern performances of biblical texts as tools for interpretation. Thomas Boomershine’s performance commentary on Mark’s passion narrative simultaneously incorporates considerations from his own

---


33 There is textual testimony that suggests hearers rather than readers were experiencing texts. Longinus uses the terms ἄκροατης (Subl. 10.1; 26.1) and ἄκούοντες (Subl. 15.2; 30.1). Apuleius introduces Metamorphoses by stating that he would like to “caress your ears into approval with a pretty whisper” (auresque tuas benivolitas lepido susurro permulceam; Metam. 1.1). In Or. 18.6, Dio Chrysostom advises that an individual should not read the poets, but have the poets read to him. The prevalence of lectores, professional readers, in antiquity would also indicate that there may have been a preference for being read to, rather than actively reading. See Raymond J. Starr, “Reading Aloud: Lectores and Roman Reading,” CJ 86 (1991): 337–43.


35 Ibid., 37–187. These features include emotion, delivery, memorization, gestures, movements, audience, applause, and the extent to which the audience is included in ancient performances.

performances of Mark and critical biblical scholarship. The commentary is intentionally a multimedia experience. It is correlated with a website that hosts videos of Boomershine’s performances of Mark in both English and Koine Greek.

Performance critics are interested not only in the ways that orality lies behind and exerts influence upon written texts, but also in the reenactment of performative events in new contexts. This of course presupposes that all NT texts were experienced in the same oral medium. Performance criticism aptly observes that the ancient world was characterized by orality in a manner that differs from the modern world, but practitioners of performance criticism often elide the differences between media forms in the ancient world, and so give little appreciation to the role that textuality played in this context. The result is that many performance critics adopt a Great Divide perspective that situates ancient narratives on the oral side of the oral-written divide.

37 Boomershine, Messiah of Peace.

38 This is Hurtado’s principal critique of performance criticism (“Oral Fixation,” 323–24). He also systematically contests the importance that performance critics often place on the various characteristics of the ancient oral-textual situation. He argues that these features are historically oversimplified by performance critics, and attempts to provide a more nuanced assessment about private and silent reading, the physical form of manuscripts, literacy rates, and composition by dictation in antiquity (ibid., 323–35).
Contextual Approaches to Orality and Textuality in the New Testament

Rafael Rodríguez

Rodríguez takes a contextual methodological approach to orality and textuality. In his 2009 article, “Reading and Hearing in Ancient Contexts,” he attempts to deconstruct the binarial relationship that orality and textuality is often constructed in, arguing that NT scholarship needs a more complete understanding of both, particularly when it comes to their cultural and social functions. For Rodríguez, the essentialization of both orality and textuality, and especially oral cultures and literate cultures, has led NT scholars to misunderstand the complex relationship between the two. Rodríguez considers three dynamics of textuality that are consistently overlooked in biblical orality studies: (1) texts shape communal identity; (2) texts possess symbolic value; and (3) texts affect power relations. According to him, these dynamics require interpreters to “focus on specific, culturally bounded dynamics of literacy and orality within a particular environment,” rather than make generalizations about oral and literate cultures. To this end, NT scholars exploring the effects of orality and textuality need to acknowledge that these modalities vary in different cultures. Understanding the roles of orality and textuality in any given


40 Rodríguez is concerned less with the essentialization of orality or textuality per se than with the essentialization of oral and literate cultures (ibid., 160).

41 Ibid., 162–70.

42 Ibid., 162.
context is the most significant task of the interpreter, according to Rodríguez. This entails investigating texts along with the social, historical, and cultural worlds in which they were produced.

Rodríguez does not analyze the communications systems of the NT or other ancient literature, nor does he provide a model for doing so. He does suggest that a “contextual approach to oral tradition” might be the most effective way to investigate how orality and textuality function in the first-century media environment. This contextual perspective is informed by John Miles Foley’s model of verbal art and is not concerned with the way that orality is retained in the texts of the NT. Rodríguez’s contextual method leads him to reject the notion that written texts provide any unmediated access to an underlying oral tradition. He forgoes any attempt to search for orality within texts themselves.

According to Rodríguez, a written text is only one small piece of the fuller oral-traditional picture that can never be recaptured. Even so, his insistence that no element of the oral tradition or orality is retained in a written text seems an overstatement. If the larger, often inaccessible, tradition was as orally and textually multiform as Rodríguez proposes, it would be surprising if elements of the oral

---

43 Ibid., 172.
46 Rodríguez, *Oral Tradition*, 118.
tradition were not retained when an instantiation of that oral tradition was transferred into the written medium. Instead, I propose that elements of orality, and particularly of oral conception, can be detected in written texts. Taking a complex, contextual approach to orality, textuality, and media traditions means that orality and textuality are to be explored with reference to their mutual influence in any given media tradition. Sometimes traces of orality will be detectable and sometimes they will not. If a text is composed by dictation, the traces of orality are likely to be stronger. These traces do not represent an oral tradition as a whole, but they do signify orality embodied in a written text.

Antoinette Clark Wire

Like Rodríguez, Antoinette Clark Wire acknowledges that the gospels were products of an oral tradition to which there is now only limited textual access. Unlike Rodríguez, Wire argues that their oral-traditional pre-history has thoroughly shaped their textual transmission. She offers a theory of composition-in-performance that does not imply the gospels are representatives of their first telling, but that “more than one favored teller has put his or her imprint on the conception as a whole, leaving a rich and complex web of tradition.” This tradition constrained the scribe

---


48 Ibid., 5.
who wrote down one telling of the gospel in “scribal re-performance.” Because the gospel was continually shaped in oral performance, the written gospel represents just one of these performances. Wire takes the manuscript evidence of Mark, its linguistic features, and its story-structure as indications of scribal re-performance.

Wire’s account strikes a balance between elucidating Mark’s oral features and not equating them with the entire oral tradition. She does not self-consciously take a contextual approach to orality and textuality, but her scribal re-performance model effectively informs Mark’s textuality and its residually oral features. By suggesting that the gospel simultaneously existed in oral and textual form, Wire adjudicates the narrative’s role in the textual developments of the gospel tradition. She argues that it was first committed to writing either for “symbolic value” as a physical entity or for “pedagogical purposes.”

With Dewey, Wire acknowledges that Mark is principally oral, if placed on an oral-written continuum. Be that as it may, this does not force her into taking the Great Divide approach to orality and textuality. If her construction is accurate, it accounts for why Mark’s written text contains features of orality and clarifies how the gospel was produced and received in its oral-textual environment. She cites

---

49 According to Wire, this means that the scribe himself is performing the tradition as he writes (ibid., 57).

50 On manuscript evidence to Mark, see ibid., 23–60; the gospel’s linguistic features, ibid., 73–89; Mark’s story-structure, ibid., 90–134.

51 Ibid., 58.
sociolinguistic studies to inform her discussion of Mark's orality. In what follows, I utilize much of the same sociolinguistic research Wire cites and supplement it with additional studies. I do so not only to demonstrate how oral residues are retained in written texts, but also to account for the differences between orality and textuality. Sociolinguistic research can be applied not only to explicate the oral psychodynamics that influence a narrative but also to elucidate the literary psychodynamics that characterize certain texts. This research better equips interpreters to investigate the oral-textual matrix of the first-century media environment and to assess the oral and textual dynamics of narratives produced and received in this environment.

Second Temple Period Jewish Narratives and Orality

How orality and textuality affect the production and reception of ancient texts has occupied the attention of NT scholars, and particular Markan scholars, more than pseudepigrapha scholars. Nonetheless, there are a few treatments that do address the roles of orality and textuality in these texts. For the most part, these do not examine the style of these texts, but are concerned with orality and textuality at the

---

52 Wire particularly depends on Wallace Chafe, “The Deployment of Consciousness in the Production of a Narrative,” in The Pear Stories: Cognitive, Cultural, and Linguistic Aspects of Narrative Production, ed. idem, Advances in Discourse Processes 3 (Norwood, NJ: Ablex, 1980), 9–50; idem, Discourse, Consciousness, and Time: The Flow and Displacement of Conscious Experience in Speaking and Writing (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994). She applies Chafe’s research primarily to argue that Mark makes use of “intonation units” and the “one new idea constraint” (Wire, Case, 75). I also rely heavily on Chafe’s sociolinguistic research in Chapters Two and Three and supplement it with additional studies concerned with the differences between speaking and writing.
ideological and generic levels. Since Joseph and Aseneth is part of this corpus, these few studies are of interest.

Lawrence M. Wills

Lawrence M. Wills maintains that the Jewish novellas grew out of an oral, folkloristic tradition. He specifically addresses their generic relationship to the Greco-Roman novels. Wills suggests that there is a novelistic impulse to transfer oral tales into the written medium. This impulse was the leading factor in the rise of the popularity of the novels and the Jewish novellas in the ancient world.

According to Wills, the Jewish novellas may have begun life as oral traditions, but he is convinced that their written form significantly alters them. The constituent features of the novelistic impulse “are more commonly encountered in written than in oral narrative.” Nonetheless, certain folkloristic features of the

---

53 Wills investigates Greek Esther, Greek Daniel, Judith, Tobit, and Joseph and Aseneth. He calls these “ideal Jewish novellas,” an obvious echo of the phrase “ideal novels” in discussions of five Greek works, specifically Chariton’s Callirhoe, Xenophon’s Anthia and Habrocomes, Achilles Tatius’s Clitophon and Leucippe, Longus’s Daphnis and Chloe, and Heliodorus’s Ethiopica (“Jewish Novellas in a Greek and Roman Age: Fiction and Identity,” JSJ 42 [2011]: 141–65; esp. 142).


56 Wills, Jewish Novel, 33. See also idem, “Jewish Novellas,” 144, where he writes, “Although the novels may sometimes be fed by streams of oral tradition, they have only arisen where the written
Jewish novellas are retained from their oral prehistory. This leads him to describe the Jewish novellas as products of a “popular literary culture,” which is a tertium quid between oral narrative and written literature.

Wills finds that the Jewish novellas are an excellent laboratory for investigating the “interaction of oral sources and written narratives.” He goes so far as to suggest how this interaction is realized in textual traditions. His approach to orality and textuality in the Jewish novelistic literature might be designated contextual. He suggests that the Jewish novellas variously possess residual orality in their textual forms, and this contention can be further substantiated with a linguistic apparatus for evaluating the oralities and textualities that characterize these traditions.

Matthias Henze

Matthias Henze has examined the textual relationship between two Second Temple Jewish apocalyptic narratives, 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch. Rather than analyze the medium could be cultivated for entertainment.” Elsewhere he again emphasizes the role of writing in the production of the Jewish novels (idem, introduction to Ancient Jewish Novels: An Anthology [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002], 6).

57 Wills, Jewish Novel, 33.

58 Ibid., 36. Constituent elements of this tertium quid described in ibid., 34–35.

59 Ibid., 38.

60 Wills addresses orality and textuality in Tobit and Greek Esther (ibid., 91 and 105, respectively).

relationship of these two texts from a source-critical and typographic perspective, Henze offers an account of their relationship. He argues for the coexistence of literary composition and oral performance in the transmission process of these texts.\(^{62}\) Henze does not assign textual priority to either 4 Ezra or 2 Baruch. Rather, he concludes that they are products of “a scribal culture that was essentially oral.”\(^{63}\) This accounts for their relationship. In short, Henze’s claim is that they were produced and received in an environment that was simultaneously influenced by orality and textuality.

In his conclusion, Henze suggests that 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch are not isolated instances of the complex relationship between orality and textuality in the production of Second Temple period texts. He proposes four other textual traditions that constitute a similar complex relationship between orality and textuality in this context: (1) the Genesis Apocryphon’s relationship to Jubilees and 1 Enoch; (2) the Synoptic gospels; (3) the Didache’s relationship to the canonical gospels; and (4) the Tosefta’s relationship to the Tannaitic traditions.\(^{64}\) Henze’s article is unique in its application of oral theory to Second Temple Jewish textual traditions. His approach does not assess the influence of orality on these texts themselves, though. While Henze claims that oral aesthetics are at work in 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch, he does not

---

\(^{62}\) Ibid., 183.

\(^{63}\) Ibid., 199.

\(^{64}\) Ibid., 200.
examine residual orality in the texts themselves.\textsuperscript{65} Instead, he finds oral aesthetics in the dialogical forms of 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch and in the repetitions of themes and motifs in the texts.\textsuperscript{66}

James H. Charlesworth

James H. Charlesworth tentatively proposes that certain pseudepigraphical texts have their origins in “living oral traditions.”\textsuperscript{67} He nearly insinuates a performative setting for certain pseudepigrapha. According to him, “probably some [pseudepigrapha] were told with infectious animation around camp fires as dusk settled into night.”\textsuperscript{68} Charlesworth specifically notes Joseph and Aseneth as one of these tales that might have originated in “non-academic settings.”\textsuperscript{69}

Charlesworth has no intention of exploring the residual orality of Joseph and Aseneth or of the other written texts that might have been the result of living oral traditions.\textsuperscript{70} Rather, he simply notes that these oral traditions have the potential to affect written traditions. Charlesworth’s brief suggestions are neither a complex nor

\textsuperscript{65} Ibid., 199.

\textsuperscript{66} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{68} Ibid., 79.

\textsuperscript{69} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{70} These are the Epistle of Jeremiah, the Genesis Apocryphon, and Susannah (ibid.).
a Great Divide approach to orality and textuality. His claim that living oral traditions formatively influenced certain pseudepigrapha coheres with orality theory. His argument can be further advanced by detecting residual orality in these narratives.

**The Gospels’ Relationship to Second Temple Period Jewish Narratives**

Most studies of the Jewish literary influences on the gospels are primarily interested in the theological or social content of these texts and not their style. This is particularly true of research that addresses how certain Jewish texts might have influenced the production and dissemination of the gospels. David E. Aune’s conclusion that the canonical gospels are Greco-Roman in form but Jewish in content is indicative of this perspective’s ubiquity and impact. Even treatments interested in the Jewish milieu in which the gospels were produced are primarily concerned with the theology, Christology, and social setting of the gospels and not with their style or medium.

Michael E. Vines

Michael E. Vines appears to be the exception that proves this rule. He addresses the genre of Mark and alleges that there is lingering scholarly doubt about Mark’s status

---


as a Greco-Roman biography. Vines, dependent on Adela Yarbro Collins, acknowledges that the style and syntax of Mark differs greatly from the Greco-Roman novels and that Mark’s biographical features are limited to the gospel’s fixation on a single person and its chronology. For these reasons, Vines maintains that theories about Mark’s genre ought to be more attentive to its literary and stylistic heritage. He employs the genre theory of Mikhail Bakhtin to compare Mark with a cross-section of ancient literature. He determines that the gospel and the Jewish novels share a similar novelistic perspective.

Vines’s proposition that Mark is to be interpreted within its Jewish literary and stylistic context is constructive. His Bakhtinian method, which holds that “genre is primarily about how an author shapes narrative time and space in conversation with preceding works of literature,” lays a foundation for comparing Mark with Jewish novelistic literature. But his execution of this comparative interpretation is minimal. Vines writes, “Mark shares its most important literary

---


75 Vines, Problem, 33–67.

76 Ibid., 154.

77 Ibid., 29.

78 Ibid., 153.
relationship with the Jewish novels rather than some other type of Greco-Roman literature,” but spends only a few pages elucidating this relationship on the basis of “a realistic-apocalyptic chronotype.”79 Vines might contest Aune’s conclusion that the gospels are Jewish in content, but Hellenistic in form, but he never outlines Mark’s Jewish form, merely its theological-apocalyptic content.80

Christoph Burchard

Burchard is one of the few scholars who has taken up the task of systematically comparing elements of Joseph and Aseneth with the NT. After proposing reasons that scholars have been slow to recognize the importance of Joseph and Aseneth for NT research, Christoph Burchard details six ways the narrative has recently been utilized by NT scholars.81 First, it has been referenced to interpret aspects of the Lord’s Supper.82 Second, Joseph and Aseneth provides another data point for

79 Ibid., 153–60.

80 Aune, New Testament, 22.

81 Burchard believes that the delayed reception by NT scholars was the result of two factors: Joseph and Aseneth’s linguistic unavailability and its supposed provenance. The text was initially available in only Syriac, Serbo-Slavonic, and Armenian. In 1889–1890 it was first made available in Greek and Latin by Batiffol, (“Le Livre,” 1–115). Batiffol believed that the text was a Christian work, which meant that it “had been salvaged only to be placed in the custody of the Byzantinists” (Burchard, “The Importance of Joseph and Aseneth for the Study of the New Testament: A General Survey and a Fresh Look at the Lord’s Supper,” NTS 33 [1987]: 103).

interpretive problems of NT Greek. Third, it informs treatments of conversion in early Judaism and Christianity. Fourth, the narrative helps elucidate NT eschatology. Fifth, it provides comparative material for NT ethics. And sixth, the grammar of the narrative has been the subject of short notes. Burchard then offers some “fresh suggestions” as to how Joseph and Aseneth can aid NT interpretation: he reads Jos. Asen. 8:5–7 in conversation with sacramental rites in the NT; determines that Joseph and Aseneth is of little help uncovering the symbolic antecedents to the Lord’s Supper; reads John 6 in view of the phrase “bread of life” (ἄρτος [εὐλογημένος] ζωής [σου]) in Jos. Asen. 8:5, 9; 15:5; 16:16; 19:5; 21:21; and intertextually interprets Paul’s discussion of the Lord’s Supper in 1 Cor 10–11 with reference to the narrative.

---


84 Burchard, “Ei nach einem Ausdruck,” 73–82; idem, “Fußnoten,” 157–71; Smith, Joseph and Aseneth.


Previous investigations of Joseph and Aseneth’s relationship to the NT, along with Burchard’s own suggestions, are largely thematic, cultural, and only narrowly linguistic. As noted above, there are a few investigations that deal with linguistic difficulties in Joseph and Aseneth and the NT, but these are mostly short studies and are concerned with individual words, phrases, or syntax. 88

James H. Charlesworth

Charlesworth’s aforementioned claim that certain pseudepigrapha were influenced by living oral traditions is situated within the larger context that explores the NT’s relationship to pseudepigraphical literature. Charlesworth suggests that there are more and less appropriate methodologies for examining the literary relationship between the NT and pseudepigrapha. It is best practice, according to him, to be precise in intertextual terminology and to specify what kind of intertextuality is at work, whether it be a citation, allusion, echo, or some other evocation of a text. 89 He

88 Edgar Smith’s dissertation is a significant exception. He systematically parallels words and phrases from Joseph and Aseneth 1–21 with early Christian literature. He conceived of his project as “a contribution to the Corpus Hellenisticum Novi Testamenti, an international research project of a systematic collection of parallels to the New Testament in Hellenistic literature” (Joseph and Aseneth, v). Smith is primarily concerned with noting parallels in expression, linguistic forms, and the use of liturgical formulae within narratives (ibid., 34–35). His objective is not to account for these parallels. His dissertation is concerned only with the occurrences of words and phrases and not their syntax. Smith has little interest in the consistent syntactical and grammatical features that Joseph and Aseneth shares with early Christian literature.

proceeds to demonstrate this methodology with illustrative examples from the NT and pseudepigrapha.\textsuperscript{90}

Charlesworth rejects the notion that direct textual relationships should be the primary locus of inquiry regarding the NT and pseudepigrapha. Rather, pseudepigrapha are helpful inasmuch as they disclose certain themes and ideas that were prevalent in the \textit{Zeitgeist} of Second Temple Judaism and early Christianity.\textsuperscript{91} Charlesworth acknowledges that there are cases where the NT \textit{is} directly dependent on pseudepigrapha, but he maintains that these are rare. His approach allows for a wider conception of the relationship between textual traditions. Additionally, it does not simply mine the pseudepigrapha for background material but appreciates the significance of each textual tradition independently.\textsuperscript{92} Charlesworth is not necessarily concerned with how stylistic and media similarities between the two traditions might be significant for understanding the social and cultural matrix of early Judaism and Christianity. But I shall argue that they are.

\textsuperscript{90} Ibid., 70–78.

\textsuperscript{91} Ibid., 78.

Conclusion

In this Chapter I have reviewed secondary literature from the following fields: (1) orality and textuality in the NT and the canonical gospels; (2) orality and textuality in Jewish narratives of the Second Temple period; and (3) the literary relationships between the canonical gospels and Second Temple Jewish narratives. With respect to the first and second fields, scholars have intentionally distanced themselves from the Great Divide theory of orality and textuality and have attempted to take more complex, contextual approaches. As to the third field, we have seen that comparisons between the gospels and Second Temple Jewish narratives are mostly concerned with the content of the two and not with their media forms or style.

In the next four Chapters I will outline and apply a complex, contextual approach to orality’s influence upon textuality in Mark and Joseph and Aseneth. I argue that both narratives had antecedent oral traditions and were composed via dictation. They are what I will call *textualized oral narratives*. This is a media designation, not a genre designation. Media is a meta-generic category concerned with how a text was produced and received. I am primarily concerned with the production of these texts, but considerations of their reception will play a role as well.

Chapter Two will establish the methodology to be employed in Chapters Three, Four, and Five. I will first consider theoretical scholarship on how orality and textuality function generally. I will then review sociolinguistic research concerned with the differences between speaking a narrative and writing one. These differences
will help me formulate the first three criteria for assessing residual orality in narratives. Orality theory will assist in the formulation of the other two criteria, which are concerned with metalinguistic aspects of oral literature. To demonstrate the utility of these criteria, I apply them to two short Greek narratives that were almost assuredly composed via dictation. I then move towards the ancient media context itself. I address modes of production in Greco-Roman antiquity. I conclude Chapter Two by proposing an ancient media category in whose range Mark and Joseph and Aseneth might fall.

In Chapter Three I compare Mark and Joseph and Aseneth with the linguistic criteria proposed in Chapter Two. In Chapter Four I do the same with the metalinguistic criteria. The purpose is to identify the similarities between these two narratives as textualized oral traditions. The affinities they have reveal that there is a relationship between them. But this relationship is one not of genre, authorship, or provenance. It concerns their mode of production. Chapter Five then compares how the two narratives were redacted by later editors. The changes that Matthew and Luke make to Mark resemble those that manuscripts of the a family make to early recensions of Joseph and Aseneth. In both cases later tradents altered the stylistic features of the narratives that were residually oral. They literaturized their predecessors similarly.
CHAPTER TWO: MEDIA THEORY, ANCIENT MEDIA, AND ORALLY COMPOSED NARRATIVES FROM THE PAPYRI

**Mixed-Media Theory**

A mixed-media approach that is attuned to the cooperative nature of orality and textuality in the ancient Mediterranean world is more constructive than the Great Divide perspective that has permeated much of the biblical scholarship reviewed previously. In this Chapter, I outline this mixed-media perspective, propose five criteria for evaluating the degree to which Koine Greek narratives display elements characteristic of orality and textuality, establish the utility of these criteria by reading narratives from the papyri with them, and propose a media category from Greco-Roman antiquity that Joseph and Aseneth and Mark are closest to, namely, ὑπομνήματα, which I will be translating as “oral memoirs.”

By adopting such an approach, I take as axiomatic Ruth H. Finnegan’s claim that most cultures possess a mixture of media.¹ Both orality and textuality played their roles in the ancient Mediterranean environment. Additionally, these modalities overlap and work in concert.² A given discourse can begin life as an oral narrative and be transcribed into a written medium. In contrast, a written narrative can be...
read orally. John Lyons calls this phenomenon “media transferability.” The boundaries between media are permeable from this complex media-transfer perspective.

While media have permeable boundaries and discourses are often transferred into new forms, features of a tradition’s media history imprint themselves upon a given narrative. These are particularly observable when a narrative undergoes media transformation. When oral literature is transferred to a written medium, oral psychodynamics are often detectable in the written medium. Conversely, when a written discourse is read aloud without being edited for oral recitation, the psychodynamics of writing are readily recognizable in the written discourse’s oral reading. But when a discourse moves further away from its original conception and media form, the traces of that medium become increasingly faint.

Egbert J. Bakker offers an apparatus for analyzing the oral and literate conceptions of discourses. According to him, those investigating the intersection of oral and written traditions ought to distinguish between the conception and the

---


medium of a discourse.\textsuperscript{6} Certain qualities are normally associated either with speaking or with writing because the two modalities require different hermeneutic activities.\textsuperscript{7} Bakker places the conception of a discourse and the conception of that discourse’s writing, its medium, on parallel continua:\textsuperscript{8}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conception of a discourse:</th>
<th>Oral \hspace{50pt} \hspace{50pt} Literate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conception of its writing (medium):</td>
<td>Transcription \hspace{50pt} \hspace{50pt} Composition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both writing and orality, in Bakker’s view, are variegated activities. There is not one purpose or operation of orality, nor is there just one of writing. Both have diverse roles that overlap. Any given discourse can exhibit features that are more oral or more literary. One of the advantages of this model is that it appreciates both the complex relationship between orality and writing and the detectable differences between the two modalities. By conceiving of narratives on a sliding scale of oral to literate, the interpreter is not forced into making totalizing claims about textual

\textsuperscript{6} Ibid., 30. Many sociolinguists differentiate between the conception and medium of a discourse, though often using different terminology. Wulf Oesterreicher lists many of these scholars and their preferred terminologies (“Types of Orality in Text,” in Written Voices, Spoken Signs: Tradition, Performance, and the Epic Text, ed. Egbert J. Bakker and Ahuvia Kahane [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997], 257 n. 2).

\textsuperscript{7} Bakker, “How Oral?” 30.

\textsuperscript{8} Reproduced with slight alteration from ibid., 31.
traditions, nor must she see orality and textuality as mutually exclusive or competing categories. Rather, narratives exist on this sliding scale, some exhibiting more oral and some exhibiting more literary psychodynamics.

But Bakker’s model remains imprecise in some respects. It supplies little information about the different functions of orality and textuality and does not indicate the ways that they work in tandem. The methodological work of John Miles Foley and Paul Zumthor can help fill this theoretical gap. Zumthor provides a more precise conception of oral tradition. He first outlines five phases of a discourse: (1) Production; (2) Transmission; (3) Reception; (4) Storage; and (5) Repetition. An oral tradition is any discourse wherein operations one, four, and five are carried out in the oral mode. That is, if a discourse begins life orally, is stored mnemonically by tradents, and then is reactivated by subsequent tellings, it is categorized as an oral tradition. It is in Zumthor’s sense that I consider Mark and Joseph and Aseneth to have antecedent oral traditions. Before they were committed to writing, both were produced, stored, and repeated orally.

---


11 Ibid., 23.

12 There is no incontrovertible evidence that Joseph and Aseneth had an oral existence before the narrative was transferred to the written medium. But Bakker’s theory of the conceptions and media of discourses make the possibility more likely than not. Furthermore, the narrative exhibits several folkloristic themes, and some of its interpretive difficulties are resolved if it first existed as an
Whereas Zumthor helps determine what constitutes oral tradition, Foley’s theoretical notions of how orality and textuality inform one another provides categories in which the different relationships between these modalities might be placed. For him, verbal art falls into four types: oral performance, voiced texts, voices from the past, and written oral poems. Where a discourse falls within these types depends on how it is composed, performed, and received. Foley and Rodríguez visualize the categories in a table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modalities</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Reception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral Performance</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Aural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced Texts</td>
<td>Written</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Aural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voices from the Past</td>
<td>Oral/written</td>
<td>Oral/written</td>
<td>Aural/written</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written Oral Poems</td>
<td>Written</td>
<td>Written</td>
<td>Written</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Voices from the Past is the type germane to the gospels and Joseph and Aseneth. In this category, the discourse is derived from oral tradition. It can be composed orally or by way of writing. Similarly, the oral tradition can be performed and received orally or textually. Voices from the Past is a broad category into which any discourse that derives from an oral tradition might fall. I hold that we can be

oral tradition. This is especially the case with Aseneth’s name change in 15:6, as I have argued elsewhere (Nicholas A. Elder, “On Transcription and Oral Transmission in Aseneth: A Study of the Narrative’s Conception,” JSJ 47 [2016]: 140–41).


14 Rodríguez, Oral Tradition, 81; Foley, “Plentitude and Diversity,” 108.

15 Foley indicates that “parts of the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament” should be placed in this category, though he doesn’t indicate which parts (How to Read, 46).
more precise about Mark’s and Joseph and Aseneth’s place in this category. They are oral traditions, specifically oral narratives, that were produced, stored, and transmitted orally. Eventually, they were committed to the written medium. This was initially done via dictation, likely in an effort to maintain continuity with their past medium and because their tradents were not scribally literate. After being transferred to a new medium, they could be, and were, altered textually. Thus Mark and Joseph and Aseneth fall within Foley’s Voices from the Past category, but they are of a similar, more specific type in this group. In long form, I’d call this type an *orally textualized oral-narrative tradition*. This mouthful expresses: (1) that the oral tradition was committed to a textual medium; (2) how it was committed to its new medium, namely, orally; and (3) that the tradition is narrative in form. Henceforth I will refer to this category in short form as *textualized oral narrative*.

This type contrasts with oral traditions that were committed to the written medium in a more literary mode. Matthew, Luke, and some later recensions of Joseph and Aseneth, while still to be categorized as Voices from the Past insofar as they are derived from antecedent oral traditions and might have been orally performed and aurally received, were not orally composed. This being the case, they are not in the same subcategory as their predecessors as to their medium.

Transposing Foley’s categories onto Bakker’s continuum, oral performance is on the left end and written oral poems on the right, as such:
I categorize Mark and the early recensions of Joseph and Aseneth as Voices from the Past, as I do Matthew, Luke, and the $a$-text family of Joseph and Aseneth. The latter three are further to the right on the continuum than the former.

As yet there is no serviceable apparatus for hypothesizing whether or not a Koine Greek narrative was composed via dictation, appraising how it exhibits residual orality, and determining on which side of this continuum it leans. Given this absence I will employ sociolinguistic research concerned with the differences between writing and speaking a narrative to establish three linguistic criteria by which these assessments can be made with greater acuity. Sociolinguists acknowledge that speaking and writing entail different psychological processes that respond to variegated social, linguistic, and cultural situations. For this reason, there are features characteristic of oral and literary registers. Since the invention of the tape recorder, sociolinguists have been able to observe the unique features or oral
narratives and compare these to the features of written narratives. I have distilled these differences into three categories and created three criteria from them: (1) parataxis, apposition, and the idea unit; (2) repetition of syntactical patterns, words, phrases, and ideas; and (3) verb employment.

**Features of Oral and Literary Registers**

**Criterion #1: Parataxis, Apposition, and the Idea Unit**

Parataxis with the coordinating conjunction καί, particularly in Mark's Gospel, has been noted as a feature of the Greek vernacular by several biblical scholars. Nonetheless, most of these interpreters do not hypothesize why parataxis is a feature of the vernacular. Sociolinguistic research suggests that this is a common feature of oral storytelling in most languages, demarcating what is called, among other designations, the idea unit.

---

16 The classic study that uses the tape recorder is Chafe's edited volume, *The Pear Stories*. It is a collection of essays by sociolinguists who observe the differences between oral narrative and written narrative. First, individuals were shown a short film with no dialogue and were tape-recorded orally retelling the narrative depicted in the film. They were then asked to write the narrative. The articles in the collection compare the differences and similarities between these oral retellings and the written retellings in a variety of languages.


It is because of the idea unit that spoken discourse, especially when transferred and examined in a written medium, appears to advance in short, additive bursts. Bakker writes that an idea unit “is usually four to seven words long; it can be a complete syntactic unit, such as a clause, but it can also be something that needs to be complemented to make sense syntactically; and in spoken language it is marked by intentional boundaries, and often by pauses.” Short idea units make oral discourse easier for the speaker to produce and the hearer to process. Rather than exerting mental energy attempting to comprehend how clauses and entire segments of a discourse are related, the hearer focuses on the single ideas contained within each unit. They often determine the units’ relationship to one another by means other than grammar, such as prosody and chronological sequencing. This does not imply that there are no logical relationships between events or idea units, but that these relationships are signaled by means other than syntax. Hearers and speakers work out the relationship between events that are paratactically structured through the tools provided by physical co-presence. The coordinating conjunction, in spoken

---

19 Bakker, “How Oral?” 39. Chafe similarly observes that “a prototypical idea unit has the following properties: (1) It is spoken with a single coherent intonation contour, ending in what is perceived as a clause-final intonation; (2) it is preceded and followed by some kind of hesitation, ranging from a momentary break in timing to a filled or unfilled pause lasting several seconds; (3) it is a clause — that is, it contains one verb and phrase along with whatever noun phrases, prepositional phrases, adverbs, and so on are appropriate; and (4) it is about seven words long and takes about two seconds to produce. Idea units do not always conform to this prototype, but on the whole they are clearly identifiable elements of spoken language, and deviations from the prototype are usually explainable in interesting ways” (“Linguistic Differences,” 106).

20 Suzanne Fleischman notes that the relationships between clauses in oral literature is non-explicit (Tense and Narrativity: From Medieval Performance to Modern Fiction [Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990], 186).
discourse, possesses a wider range of meaning than simple coordination.\textsuperscript{21} The result is that \textit{and} occurs far more frequently in oral narrative than in written. Karen Beaman finds that it appears about twice as often in the former than in the latter.\textsuperscript{22} Similarly, Zumthor notes that parataxis is a defining characteristic of all oral genres.\textsuperscript{23}

In contrast to the paratactic structuring found in residually oral narratives, literally conceived narratives possess more complex syntactical relationships between clauses, sentences, and paragraphs.\textsuperscript{24} These types of narrative still employ idea units, but the units are longer and are related to one another in more complex syntactical relationships. This is because writers are able to spend more time mentally and physically crafting their sentences into longer and more intricate units.\textsuperscript{25} As a result, complex sentences are the norm in many forms of written narrative.\textsuperscript{26}


\textsuperscript{22} Ibid., 61.


\textsuperscript{24} According to Ong, written discourse is more complex because it must fill in the existential void left when a reader is not in physical proximity to the author (\textit{Orality and Literacy}, 38).

\textsuperscript{25} On this Deborah Tannen writes, “The use of complex constructions, relative clauses, and formal cohesive devices reflects what has been called the literate strategy of establishing cohesion by lexicalization” (“Oral and Literate Strategies in Spoken and Written Narratives,” \textit{Language} 58 [1982]: 7).

Writers use a variety of tools to create more complex sentences that can better communicate the nuance of their thought and fill in the existential void between writer and reader. Participial phrases, prepositional phrases, relative clauses, adverbs, indirect questions, attributive adjectives, constituents joined in pairs, and complement clauses are but a few of these devices.\(^{27}\) An abundance of these features in a discourse is evidence that it has been well planned syntactically and was conceived for a written medium. The absence of them is an oral residue.

In Koine Greek the idea unit and parataxis are produced by the simple coordinating conjunction καί. They can also be created by apposition. Because paratactic structuring is easily noticed, it will be the first criterion applied to Joseph and Aseneth and Mark. My research suggests that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth’s paratactic structures are initial indicators that the narratives will contain other residually oral qualities. When paratactic structuring and a shorter average length of clauses is prominent in a narrative, other features that are characteristic of oral storytelling, such as repetition, are to be expected. As we shall see, this is precisely the case with these two narratives.

Criterion #2: Repetition of Syntactical Patterns, Words, Phrases, and Ideas

Oral narrative is more repetitive than written narrative.\(^{28}\) This is because, in

\(^{27}\) Chafe provides a full list with discussion of each (“Linguistic Differences,” 108–10).

\(^{28}\) Zumthor suggests that repetition is the “universally definitive feature” of oral literature (Oral Poetry, 111).
comparison with spoken narrative, written narrative is produced more slowly and is editable.\textsuperscript{29} While repetition can work rhetorically in literature, oral narrative is more repetitive than written narrative on three different levels: individual lexemes, syntactical structure, and entire episodes and concepts. Repetition in literally conceived texts is usually on the grammatical level, rather than on all three.

There are two reasons for the redundancy of words and phrases that is inherent to oral storytelling: (1) clarity of expression and (2) rapidity of production. Regarding the first, Walter Ong argues that redundancy in oral discourse is a result of an audience’s inability to back loop the “evanescent” spoken word.\textsuperscript{30} Speakers are naturally more redundant than writers in order to articulate clearly their message to their audience. Redundancy is also a result of the speed at which oral discourse is produced in comparison with written discourse. This allows planned, written discourse to possess a richness of vocabulary that is rare in oral discourse.\textsuperscript{31} While colloquial language often exhibits a narrow range of vocabulary, speakers compensate for this fact by “assigning a premium to freshness.”\textsuperscript{32} For this reason,

\begin{quote}


\textsuperscript{31} Chafe and Danielwicz, “Properties,” 91.

\textsuperscript{32} Ibid., 92.
\end{quote}
colloquial registers often employ words that are less common or even considered ungrammatical in written discourse.

The second area in which oral narrative is more redundant than written narrative is syntactic structure. Once again, this is a result of the rapidity of production characteristic of spoken discourse.\(^{33}\) The repetition of syntactic constructions can also have a rhetorical effect, since repetition allows the hearer to track with the speaker and to immerse herself in the narrative. Repetition creates “a mesmerizing rhythm which sweeps the hearer along.”\(^{34}\) To literate sensibilities, repeating the same sentence structure can seem rhetorically ineffective and makes for unaccomplished writing. Yet from an oral perspective a repetitive structure is an effective tool for communication.

Finally, oral narrative is more prone to repeat entire episodes or concepts. Ong argues that this is because of the redundancy inherent to thought.\(^{35}\) The technology of writing obviates this redundancy by creating a physical text that can be critically scrutinized by its author and reader. By restating entire episodes, or the point of an episode in different words, speakers communicate their message more effectively with the *copia*, or fullness, that is natural to oral narrative.


\(^{35}\) Ong, *Orality and Literacy*, 40.
When the criterion of repetition is applied to Joseph and Aseneth and Mark, we shall find that they are repetitive in word choice, syntactical constructions, and the concepts they are conveying. Further, we will see that they contain words that are found less frequently in literarily conceived discourse. In contrast, literally conceived discourse is not as repetitive in vocabulary or syntactical constructions. Sentences may follow some consistent patterns as a result of a given author’s literary style, but there is a wider variety of syntactical configurations than in narrative that is orally conceived. We will also find that literarily conceived narratives possess a greater range of literary forms and genres. While orally conceived narratives primarily have direct narration of events and direct discourse, literarily conceived narrative supplements the narration of events with other forms.

Criterion #3: Verb Employment

In some ways, oral narratives are more complex than written narratives with respect to their employment of verbs. In other ways, oral narratives show simplicity in verbal tense, voice, and mood. On the one hand, oral narrative often switches between tenses in a manner that appears ungrammatical to literate sensibilities, exhibiting a more complex, even sophisticated, use of verbal tense. On the other hand, oral narrative does not usually make full use of the variety of tenses, voices, and moods that are available in any language in the same way that literarily conceived narratives do.

Sociolinguists have found that oral narrative often begins in the past tense
but will move into the present as the narrative progresses.\textsuperscript{36} This makes the event a speaker is narrating more immediate to his or her audience. Concerning this immediacy, Wallace Chafe distinguishes between the represented event and the representing consciousness.\textsuperscript{37} In oral narrative, the present tense “present[s] the event or state [of the represented consciousness] as if its time coincided with that of the representing consciousness.”\textsuperscript{38} The historical present and the imperfective aspect are common in oral narrative and provide a direct connection between the speaker’s consciousness and the hearer’s consciousness, presenting the event as immediate.

It is not the present tense alone that accomplishes this immediacy. The effect is also created by direct speech.\textsuperscript{39} The past progressive tense, often in conjunction with the present tense, does the same.\textsuperscript{40} The result is that oral narrative exhibits an

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Chafe, \textit{Discourse}, 198.
\item Ibid., 208.
\item For this reason, the historical present and direct discourse often co-occur. Deborah Schiffrin writes, “A verb of saying (along with a reference to the original speaker) usually precedes quoted material. Using the present tense with that verb is another way in which the narrative framework replaces the situation of speaking to make the reported material more immediate. Thus, we would expect the [historical present] to be more frequent in our data with direct than indirect quotes...” (“Tense Variation in Narrative,” \textit{Language} 57 [1981]: 58). In his research, Chafe finds that direct speech occurs about three times more frequently in oral than in written discourse (“Integration and Involvement,” 48; idem, \textit{Discourse}, 210). The most common historical present verb in Koine Greek narratives is λέγω (“to say”) employed in conjunction with direct speech. In Chapter Three we shall see how this historical present tense verb functions in Mark and Joseph and Aseneth.
\item Schiffrin observes that there are functional reasons that the historical present and the past progressive mutually support one another in oral narrative (“Tense Variation,” 59), as does William Labov (“The Transformation of Experience in Narrative Syntax,” in \textit{Language in the Inner City}:
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
even distribution of the simple past tense, the past progressive, and the present
tense. In Koine Greek this is the aorist tense, the imperfect tense, and the present
tense, respectively.

In contrast to the even distribution of these three tenses in oral narrative,
literally conceived narrative generally possesses past tense verbs and the other
tenses supplement these for artistic effect. Supplemental tenses do not function to
represent the producer’s consciousness in an immediate mode because written
discourse does not instinctively transport the represented event into the representing
consciousness, as spoken narrative does. Rather, “when writing removes copresence
and interaction [between producer and receiver], the hold [of the representing
consciousness] is weakened and the represented consciousness is free to migrate to a
different time and place.”41 This different time and place is the past and the written
document, respectively. Migrating the represented consciousness to the past better
facilitates artistic and complex employment of the verbal tenses and moods. In
writing, narrative events can be represented by their temporal or aspectual
relationship to one another. For this reason, the past tense is predominantly
employed, and a full range of other tenses and moods accompany it for artistic
effect. In Koine Greek this translates into a heavy dose of the aorist tense,
accompanied by less frequent employment of the imperfect, present, future, perfect,

---

41 Chafe, Discourse, 227. Chafe calls this phenomenon “displaced immediacy.”
and pluperfect tenses. The full range of the Koine verbal tense system will be found in narratives that are literarily conceived more often than in narratives that are orally conceived. The other verbal moods, especially subjunctives, infinitives, and participles, occur more frequently in literarily conceived narrative, as these also accomplish the complex syntax that is inherent in written narrative but not in oral.42

Finally, writers make recourse to the passive voice more frequently than speakers do. Chafe found that passive verbs occur about five times more often in writing than in speaking.43 This higher frequency is the result of two phenomena. First, speakers are often more involved in their narrative than writers are, bringing the represented consciousness in line with the representing consciousness. Active verbs facilitate this better than passives do. Second, writers present events and clauses in complex relationships to one another, because both writers and readers lack temporal constraints for producing and experiencing a discourse. A full engagement with the options available for verbal voice attests to this complexity. In Koine Greek, narratives literarily conceived are more likely to exhibit the passive voice than narratives orally conceived. Be that as it may, because narrative in general naturally commends the active voice, the rise in the passive in literarily conceived discourse is usually not as pronounced as the differences between oral and written

42 Chafe finds that participles are used four times more often in written discourse than in spoken discourse (“Integration and Involvement,” 40–41).

43 Ibid., 45. Tina Bennett’s findings (“An Extended View of Verb Voice in Written and Spoken Personal Narratives,” in Ochs and Kennan, Discourse Across Time and Space, 43–49), as well as Ochs’s (“Planned and Unplanned Discourse,” 69–70), are similar to Chafe’s.
narrative in verbal tense and mood.\textsuperscript{44}

In short, we will see a movement between the aorist, imperfect, and present tense in Koine Greek narratives orally conceived. This is a movement between represented and representing consciousness. Authors of orally conceived narratives do not avail themselves to the full tense, voice, and mood systems as authors of literally conceived discourse do. The latter are more likely to employ aorist tense verbs primarily, supplementing them with the imperfect, present, future, and perfect tenses to create a more distal and syntactically complex represented consciousness. This entails engagement with a wider range of the different verbal voices and moods available to the writer.

These first three criteria have been concerned with the differing language and style of oral and written narratives. But there are also differences between these two modalities at the metatextual level. The last two criteria are concerned with how narratives that are composed via dictation from an antecedent oral tradition relate to that tradition and how they recall other texts and traditions.

Criterion #4: Multiform Tradition

Oral literature is equiprimordial.\textsuperscript{45} Every instance of a narrative, whether spoken or written, is equally original. Past tellings of a tale may shape future instantiations, but

\textsuperscript{44} Ochs, “Planned and Unplanned Discourse,” 69.

\textsuperscript{45} Equiprimordial (gleichursprünglich) is a Heideggerian term that Werner H. Kelber appropriates to address the “simultaneity of multiple originals” of speech acts (“The Works of
each representative of the tradition is of interest itself. Equiprimordial traditions are “characterized by similar and different meanings,” and each declamation is a “freshly autonomous event.” Here, orality theory dovetails with social memory theory. Memory theorists profess that tradition is nothing less than a memorial process reactivated in and reshaped by new contexts. Both the historical past and present exigencies exert influence on the tradition that is reproduced and received in a new setting. From this perspective, texts and traditions do not necessarily develop linearly. It is not as though their original provenance or historical core can be recovered in some pure, untainted form if we could just peel back subsequent layers of tradition. Traditions are contiguous with their past, but diverging memorial trajectories and refractions are also to be interpreted in their own right.

---


47 Jan Assmann claims that tradition “refers to the business of handing down and receiving, as well as the continued existence of what has been received” (“Introduction: What is Cultural Memory?” in idem, Religion and Cultural Memory: Ten Studies, trans. Rodney Livingstone [Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2006], 25). Tradition is therefore concerned with the received past as it exists in the present. According to Tom Thatcher and Alan Kirk, social memory theorists “refuse to authorize any sharp distinction between memory and tradition” (“Jesus Tradition as Social Memory,” in Kirk and Thatcher, Memory, Tradition, and Text, 32).


50 Anthony Le Donne, The Historiographical Jesus: Memory, Typology and The Son of David (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2009), 73.
The equiprimordiality of oral literature leads to another one of its properties, which Zumthor has called *mouvance*. *Mouvance* refers to the “radical instability” of an oral tradition. Oral traditions are, by their nature, open to changes. Zumthor writes, “the oral text, for the most part, is multiple, cumulative, many-colored, sometimes diverse to the point of being contradictory.” When oral traditions are transferred into the written medium, they often continue to exhibit *mouvance*. This is a holdover from the equiprimordiality of oral literature. From the multiform textual tradition of the *Actus Vercellenses*, Christine M. Thomas argues that this tradition must have existed and developed within an oral milieu, since textual multiforms are a “smoking gun” of oral transmission. Narratives that have a background in oral performance, she proposes, are more textually fluid than those that don’t. She goes so far as to propose that each manuscript might be viewed as a performance, and calls this the “performance attitude toward written texts.”

---


55 Ibid., 85. Similarly, Martin S. Jaffee notes, “A given book normally circulated in a variety of textual forms, some longer and some shorter, one copy distinct in a variety of ways from any other. [...] To the degree that the book was its oral declamation and aural appropriation (rather than its mere material copy), the manuscript substrate of the book bore the influence of the performative contexts in which it was shared” (*Torah in the Mouth: Writing and Oral Tradition in Palestinian Judaism 200 BCE-400 CE* [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001], 18; emphasis original).
The more a text linguistically bears the marks of its oral predecessors, the more pluriform its textual tradition is likely to be. If a narrative existed as an oral tradition before moving into the textual medium, its oral form is likely to persist even after its transference to the new modality.\textsuperscript{56} Texts that are more residually oral exhibit a more multiform textual tradition because the attitude applied to the oral tradition equally applies to their existence in the textual medium.\textsuperscript{57} There are, in this situation, multiple receptions of the tradition. When oral and written media of the same narrative exist simultaneously, both possess a more fluid existence, and there is not the same concern for the original as there is when a narrative is conceived literarily.

When it comes to ancient narratives, we’ll see that residually oral texts are more likely to possess a textual tradition that is voluminous, multiform, and living. There will be different versions of the same narrative extant. The general storyline will be maintained, but there will often be significant differences between the versions. The “original” form of the story may not be precisely preserved. Authors and redactors will add, remove, and change aspects of the narrative as they please. This is not ill-intended editorial activity but simply the result of altering a narrative for a new mode and context of reception.


\textsuperscript{57} Thomas, \textit{Acts of Peter}, 85.
Criterion #5: Embedded Textuality and Intertextuality

Words spoken are more ephemeral than words written. As Finnegans puts it, “The most obvious property of writing is that it gives permanence to verbal expression. Words can be transmitted through space and over time in permanent and unchanging form.” This leads to another phenomenon that characterizes literarily conceived narrative, as opposed to orally conceived narrative: embedded textuality.

Written narratives can manipulate and transmit other texts, embedding them within their narrative. This is what Jacques Derrida calls the iterability of writing. Because writers have freedom of time not afforded to speakers, they are able to examine other texts, determine how they will be utilized within their own discourse, and then reproduce the text within their narrative. The result is that literarily conceived narratives show intertextual precision. These narratives can more accurately reproduce their intertexts as they exist in time and space.

Oral narratives also evoke intertexts, but not in the same way that literarily conceived narratives do. Producers of oral narratives can embed other texts in their discourses by recalling the text, or a portion of the text, mnemonically. This is a less exact process than when a physical text is reproduced in a literarily conceived narrative.

---

58 Finnegans, *Literacy and Orality*, 17.


60 I do not intend to imply that oral narrative is not influenced by and does not utilize a variety of intertexts. My point here is simply that intertextuality functions differently in oral narrative than in written.
discourse. The amount of text reproduced mnemonically will always be limited by the speaker’s memorial reservoir. Textuality can deepen this reservoir significantly by externally storing a discourse. Producers of oral narrative can then utilize textual traditions by having those texts on hand and reading them aloud. This requires a level of preparation on the speaker’s part and is another demonstration of the overlap between orality and textuality.

Jan Assmann’s work on cultural and communicative memory provides a theoretical entry point for considering intertextuality in ancient media culture. Assmann expands the boundaries of what constitutes a text. As (post)modern people conditioned by the fixity of printed texts, we tend to think of them as single, stable entities. They are ink, formed into readable signs, printed on bound pages that can be reproduced with absolute accuracy. But Assmann, assessing the differences between ancient and modern memory and textuality, considers a text a “retrieved communication.” Written words themselves are not necessarily texts. Rather,

---


writing is an externalization of memory for the reactivation of what he calls “cultural texts.” Cultural texts come in a variety of forms. Writings, oral storytelling traditions, rituals, and customs are but a few examples.

When a cultural text is recalled, it is not necessarily evoked by embedding words from a written text verbatim. Rather, ideas, themes, or key phrases signal that a certain cultural text is alluded to. This familiarity with and recall of cultural texts in the oral-mnemonic mode is similar to what has been called secondary orality. This term was originally coined by Ong who used it to refer to electronic media, such as radio and television, that are dependent on writing and print but are not themselves writing or print. Whereas primary orality is, for Ong, completely independent of textuality, secondary orality only exists within a literate culture and is directly dependent on it. In recent biblical research, the term secondary orality refers to something different from Ong’s notion. In this context, it has connoted “indirect familiarity with texts through oral tradition.” That is, if a text was heard in a public reading rather than read individually, it was experienced through secondary orality. It has been especially employed in this way with reference to the Gospel of Thomas,

---

64 Assmann, “Remembering in Order to Belong,” in idem, Religion and Cultural Memory, 85–87.

65 Ong, Orality and Literacy, 3.


67 Kelber, Gospel, 217–18.
in the study of which secondary orality is the concept that suggests that the Synoptics were mediated to the author of that gospel orally, rather than textually.\(^68\) The problem with applying the concept in this manner is, as Mark S. Goodacre notes, twofold. First, it imports a new connotation to Ong’s phrase that already expresses something totally different.\(^69\) And second, it commends a Great Divide approach to orality and textuality, conceiving of the influence of these modalities as unidirectional.\(^70\)

It would be possible to expand the semantic range of “secondary orality” to include cultural texts in whatever form they exist. But I consider this unnecessary for our purposes not only because the term is already freighted, but also because Foley’s “communicative economy” and “metonymy” are concepts that signify this kind of expanded mnemonic recall of cultural texts.\(^71\) According to Foley, performers of a tradition can evoke “an enormous wellspring of meaning” with a familiar phrase, theme, or scene.\(^72\) Once a communicative node metonymically activates the wellspring of tradition, in whatever form the tradition exists, the performer continues his or her tale with that tradition in the audience’s mind.\(^73\) Speakers can

---


\(^70\) Ibid.

\(^71\) Foley, *Singer of Tales*, 53–56.

\(^72\) Ibid., 54.

\(^73\) Ibid.
recall a cultural text or tradition without precisely reproducing long strings of words from a written text verbatim but by evoking themes, ideas, or catchphrases from the more expansive cultural text.

When reading texts with an eye to their embedded textuality and intertextuality, we will find that authors of orally conceived narratives do not reproduce other texts in the same way that authors of literarily conceived narrative do. Intertextuality in these narratives is more likely to be more general, mnemonic, and echoic. To employ Richard B. Hays’s well-known taxonomy of intertextuality, allusions and echoes will abound in the former.\textsuperscript{74} In texts that are literarily conceived, we will find a higher presence and a greater cross-section of intertextuality, manifested in lists, exact representations of other texts, and texts quoted verbatim from antecedent sources.

In conclusion to this section, the five criteria outlined above will serve as tools that measure the density of Mark’s and Joseph and Aseneth’s residual orality. This density suggests that both are related to an antecedent oral tradition. I will argue that the differences between telling a story orally and writing a story shed light on these narratives and their subsequent reception. But I wish to go beyond the

\textsuperscript{74} Hays details the differences between allusions and echoes in his seminal monograph, \textit{Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul} (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989; repr., 1993), 29. He offers methodological considerations for detecting allusions and echoes in ibid., 29–33 and \textit{The Conversion of the Imagination: Paul as Interpreter of Israel’s Scripture} (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 34–45. In contrast to quotations, allusions and echoes do not necessarily possess verbatim repetition of words. If they do, the repetition is of only a few words, often in different grammatical forms.
simple claim that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth exhibit features of oral literature and possess dense residual orality to offer a theory as to why they do so. They were composed via dictation by scribally illiterate persons. If this claim is to be substantiated, we need to move towards the media realia of the world in which these narratives were produced. I will first consider composition by dictation in this context and the purposes for which scribally illiterate persons might have dictated a text. To demonstrate the utility of the three linguistic criteria proposed above, I read two papyrological texts that were almost assuredly composed in this manner with these criteria as compositional lenses.

Composition by Dictation in Greco-Roman Antiquity

Composition by dictation was a ubiquitous practice in the Greco-Roman world. Both the literati and those who were not “grapho-literate” wrote this way. As to the former, it was a privilege of wealthy, literate men, though also some women, who could afford to hire or purchase a secretary to produce texts. Nicholas Horsfall notes that transcription by dictation was practiced for the initial stages of literary composition by, among others, Caesar, Pliny the Elder, Pliny the Younger, and

---


76 “Grapho-literacy” is a term Keith uses to refer to the relatively few individuals who could write, copy, and compose literary texts (*Jesus*, 24–25).
Vergil. This mode of composition for literary texts had several practical advantages to it. First, it could greatly increase the amount of time a person spent writing and thus also their literary output. Pliny the Elder was particularly adept at using transcription to this end. He would dictate as he walked, sunbathed, ate, and traveled. Another frequently overlooked advantage of dictation is that it allowed an individual to continue to write after his eyes began to fail. This is particularly consequential in the ancient Roman context where ophthalmia, a condition that causes inflammation of the eyes and makes many everyday tasks more difficult, was common.

Despite its advantages, composition by dictation had detractors. Quintilian disparages the practice. In Inst. 10.3.17–18, he criticizes those who write a rough draft as quickly as they can, calling it their “raw material” (*silvam*) that will later be worked into proper form. The better practice, he suggests, is to write carefully from the start. From this critique of rough drafts, Quintilian moves immediately to his opinion of dictation (*dictandi*), noting that it should be clear to his reader what he

---


78 Ibid.

79 Ibid., 49–51. That this was a very real concern is indicated by Quintilian’s concession that those with weak eyesight can use papyrus for writing. He judged that writing on wax tablets was preferable because they were more conducive to a steady, uninterrupted flow of thought. A writer using papyrus had to disrupt his flow frequently to dip the pen in ink. Ink on papyrus was apparently much easier to see and did not strain the eyes as reading from wax tablets did. Quinitilian supposes this is papyrus’s primary advantage over tablets (*Inst.* 10.3.31–32).

80 Horsfall, “Rome without Spectacles,” 49.
thinks, given his opinion of impromptu writing. Because the mind moves faster than
the hand, writing *sua manu* produces a more refined product. Dictating allows the
speaker to pour forth his or her thoughts more rapidly, resulting in writing that is
“crude and casual” (*rudia et fortuita*). Quintilian recommends a different modus
operandi for writing. A writer should work alone in a secluded, unadorned study at
night by the light of a single lamp (*Inst. 10.3.25–27*).

Quintilian had the luxury to choose between writing *sua manu* and dictating
his texts. The case was similar for many of his wealthy, educated colleagues. But the
vast majority of people in the Greco-Roman world could produce texts only through
a proxy. Even those who had received a basic Jewish education were not likely to be
trained in writing and composition. These skills were separately acquired from

---

81 Chafe notes that, because handwriting takes approximately ten times longer than speaking,
in the act of writing, the flow of consciousness is slowed down and “we have time to mold a
succession of ideas into a more complex, coherent, integrated whole, making use of devices we
seldom use in speaking” (“Integration and Involvement,” 37). Quintilian’s recognition that speaking a
discourse results in “crude and casual” writing coheres with sociolinguistic theory, which finds that
speaking is produced in spurts of “idea units” that are only loosely connected syntactically (ibid., 37).

82 Nathan Morris, *The Jewish School: An Introduction to the History of Jewish Education*
(London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1937), 14–15; Gerhardsson, *Memory*, 58; Christine Schams, *Jewish
102; Hezser, *Jewish Literacy*, 88, 474; eadem, “Private and Public Education,” in *The Oxford
Handbook of Jewish Daily Life in Roman Palestine*, ed. eadem (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2010), 471; Chris Keith, *The Pericope Adulterae, the Gospel of John, and the Literacy of Jesus,
writing through specialized instruction. The ability to compose an original text was the highest form of literacy a person, Jewish or otherwise, could attain.

Even elementary writing skills were a commodity in relatively short supply in Greco-Roman antiquity. Recent research has shown that there were different types and gradations of literacy in the ancient world. Reading and writing were separate skills. The ability to write simple documents or even sign one’s name was not presupposed in this context. There was a large population of “semi-literates” who could do so, but also a substantial number of “illiterate” people who could not. The former, though they could write, often chose not to. This is evidenced by the practice common in antiquity of appending a greeting written in one’s own hand to a

---


84 Raffaella Cribiore, *Writing, Teachers, and Students in Graeco-Roman Egypt*, American Studies in Papyrology 36 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), 10; Keith, *Pericope*, 53. It is sometimes supposed that the Markan evangelist was a “poor writer” and that this accounts for the gospel’s unique style. But the ability to compose a narrative presupposes a level of education that is incommensurate with being a poor writer. If the Markan evangelist could write, he will not likely have written as he spoke. This supposition imports an anachronistic model of training in reading and writing, one that assumes grapho-literacy as the basis of elementary education.


86 According to Harris, “semi-literates” are “persons who can write slowly or not at all, and who can read without being able to read complex or very lengthy texts” (*Ancient Literacy*, 5). He also uses the nomenclature “craftsman’s literacy” (ibid., 7–8). He is followed by Meier in this respect (*Roots*, 272–73). Semi-literacy and craftsman’s literacy are categories also employed by Herbert C. Youtie (“βραδέως γράφων: Between Literacy and Illiteracy,” *GRBS* 12 [1971]: 239–61) and Keith (*Pericope*, 57–59). The fact that most people in the first-century Mediterranean world were functionally illiterate is noted by Harris (*Ancient Literacy*, 5–7) and Keith (*Pericope*, 59–62). All of these studies suggest that it is best to think of degrees of literacy in antiquity.
letter transcribed by an amanuensis.\textsuperscript{87} Illiterate people were no doubt familiar with the roles and impact of writing, but they lacked the requisite skillsets to participate in the literary environment on their own.

Lack of grapho-literacy did not prevent people from accessing and writing texts. They could do so via intermediaries.\textsuperscript{88} There are hundreds of occasions of the phrases ἔγραψα ὑπὲρ αὐτοῦ ἁγραμμάτου (“I wrote for him who is illiterate”), ἔγραψα ὑπὲρ αὐτοῦ μὴ εἰδότος γράμματα (“I wrote for him who does not know letters”), and ἔγραψα ὑπὲρ αὐτοῦ βραδέως γράφοντος (“I wrote for him who writes slowly”) in the non-literary papyri.\textsuperscript{89} Those who were unlettered could participate in the literary environment by dictating texts to a scribe or informing the scribe what kind of texts they wanted produced.\textsuperscript{90} This meant that secretaries had varying levels of involvement in the texts they wrote. E. Randolph Richards places secretarial control on a spectrum.\textsuperscript{91} On one end, an amanuensis had little responsibility for a text’s content, transcribing verbatim what was spoken to him. In this function, secretaries

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{87} Cribiore, \textit{Writing}, 4–5.
\item \textsuperscript{90} Haines-Eitzen, \textit{Guardians}, 29–32.
\item \textsuperscript{91} Richards, \textit{Secretary}, 23–53; idem, \textit{Paul}, 64–79.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
were “recorders.” On the other end of the spectrum, they could be “composers.” That is, they produced the discourse's entire contents. This was especially common in the production of stereotyped letters and business documents. In between these two ends, secretaries could play the role of editor or co-author.

In sum, composition by dictation was a common practice in Greco-Roman antiquity. It was employed by the highly educated to produce initial drafts of literary texts, by those who were functionally or semi-literate as a convenience, and out of necessity by those who were illiterate. Because scribes had varying levels of control over the content of a dictated text, we should not assume that writing by dictation will have produced a unique and recognizable register, nor even residual orality, every time it was employed. Educated individuals who frequently dictated literary texts will have been able to speak in a literary register, and thus minimize literary infelicities characteristic of the vernacular even during their first drafts. When there were errors, they will have been edited out in later stages of the composition process. Dictation was most frequently employed during the initial stage of composition by the Greco-Roman literati and most literary texts underwent multiple rounds of

---

92 Richards, Secretary, 23–43; idem, Paul, 64–74.

93 Horsfall, “Rome without Spectacles,” 51; Richards, Secretary, 49–53; idem, Paul, 77–79.

94 Richards, Secretary, 43–49.

95 On this, Ong observes, “once the chirographically initiated feel for precision and analytic exactitude is interiorized, it can feed back into speech, and does” (Orality and Literacy, 103). In other words, the practice of writing and the ability to do so affects one’s speech.
revision. But this does not mean that composition by dictation never produced residual orality. It would have resulted in an oral register when the scribe took dictation as a direct transcript. Certain types of texts were more prone to be transcriptions and closer to the Koine Greek vernacular than others. By probing those texts and investigating them with the linguistic criteria generated above, we can better determine the probability that a text was composed by dictation. The two texts examined below have been chosen for this task because they are of the type likely to be transcriptive and they report actions in a story-like manner. That is, they possess “narrativity.”

---


97 I do not wish to give the impression that these two texts were chosen completely at random. There was an element of subjectivity in their selection. Reading through non-literary papyri, I looked for texts that possessed narrativity, were more than a few lines, and had generic features that suggested they might be oral transcriptions. The features that indicate that each of these two texts were composed in this manner are noted below. Very few papyri met all three of these conditions.

Orally Composed Papyri Narratives

BGU I.27

Epistolary texts from the papyri, of which BGU I.27 is a representative, are especially illuminating examples of the Greek vernacular. For Basil Mandilaras, letters from the papyri are the best samples of everyday speech and colloquial forms that we possess of Hellenistic and Koine Greek.\(^99\) This is particularly apposite to those letters that are personal and do not appear to be premeditated. Letters that are “quick communications” are more likely to represent the vernacular because letters in general were typically dictated and this type of letter in particular will have been only lightly modified for the textual medium.\(^100\) BGU I.27 is of this type. It is a letter dated to the 2nd or 3rd century CE from Irenaeus to his brother, Apollinarius. In its entirety, it reads:\(^{101}\)

---


\(^100\) Haines-Eitzen suggests that the employment of scribes for letters was so ubiquitous that scribes did not identify themselves as the transcribers of the text (*Guardians*, 29–30).

Irenaeus to Apollinarius his dearest brother many greetings.
I pray continually for your health, and I myself am well.
I wish you to know that I reached land on the 6th of the month Epeiph and we unloaded our cargo on the 18th of the same month. I went up to Rome on the 25th of the same month and the place welcomed us as the god willed, and we are daily expecting our discharge, it so being that up till to-day nobody in the corn fleet has been released.

Many salutations to your wife and to Serenus and to all who love you, each by name.


(1) [Εἰρηναῖος Ἀπολιναρίῳ τῷ
καὶ διὰ π[α]ντὸς εὐχομαί σε ύγιένες,
καὶ ἐ[γ]ὼ τοῦ ἄνθρωπος ὑγίεινο.

(5) καὶ ἔξεχενόταμεν τῇ
ιη τοῦ ἀντίον μνήμος. ἀνέβην
dὲ εἰς Ῥώμην τῇ καὶ τοῦ αὐ-

(10) τοῦ μνήμος καὶ παρεδὲξάμεθον ή-
μᾶς ὡς τὸ πόσος ὡς ὥς θεὸς ἤθελεν,
καὶ καθ’ ἡμέραν προσδεχόμεθα

(15) λύθας τῶν μετὰ σίτου.
ἀσπασμαί τὴν συνδιόν σου
πολλὰ καὶ Σερήνου καὶ πάν-

(20) ἔρρωσ[[θ]]ο. Μεσορὴ θ.

Verso: Ἀπολιναρίῳ(ωι) ἀπὸ Εἰρηναίου
ἀδελφοῦ.

The letter briefly narrates Irenaeus’s travels and does not appear to possess literary ambition. Given the ubiquity of the practice of dictating letters to scribes and the hand that this letter is written in, it is likely a dictated text. An application of the sociolinguistic criteria proposed above supports this probability.

---

102 Trans. Hunt and Edgar, LCL.
Criterion #1: Parataxis, Apposition, and the Idea Unit

The prevalence of parataxis with καί in the non-literary papyri is well documented. Nigel Turner writes, “the papyri provide ample evidence that popular speech favours parataxis.”\textsuperscript{103} Adolf Deissmann notes this phenomenon of the papyri and its similarity to the NT, as does Mandilaras.\textsuperscript{104} Mandilaras further observes that καί is commonly followed by an indicative verb, where a participial phrase might have been expected.\textsuperscript{105} He maintains that this phenomenon results from the colloquial form of letters.\textsuperscript{106} This comports well with sociolinguistic theory. Narratives that are comprised of popular speech or are themselves transcribed speeches will be structured paratactically, utilizing idea units and avoiding complex syntactical relationships.

In the present example, parataxis is prominent. In this short letter of 86 words, καί appears seven times. Lines 3–15 constitute the narrative portion of the letter, wherein καί coordinates clauses five times and never individual words. This, along with other syntactical features, breaks the narrative into short idea units,


\textsuperscript{105} Mandilaras, Verb, 366.

\textsuperscript{106} Ibid. Mandilaras lists the following papyri as illustrative examples of this phenomenon: BGU 1079, 6-9 (41 CE); P.Hamb 86, 14-15 (2nd century CE); P.Oxy. 528, 14-15 (2nd century CE); P. Lond 418, 12 (346 CE); P. Lond 243, 9-11 (346 CE); P. Lond 244, 20-22 (4th CE).
suggesting that it leans to the oral side of the oral-literary continuum. Excising the
greeting and farewell and organizing the narrative portion of the letter by these units
is revealing:

καὶ διὰ παντὸς εὐχόμαι σε ύγιένες, καὶ ἔγω αὐτὸς ύγιένω. γινώσκειν σε θέλω όταν εἰς γῆν ἐλήλυθα τῇ 5 τοῦ Ἐπείφ μηνὸς καὶ ἐξεκενώσαμεν τῇ 1η τοῦ αὐτοῦ μηνός. ἀνέβην δὲ εἰς Ρώμην τῇ κε τοῦ αὐτοῦ μηνὸς καὶ παρεδέξατο ἡμᾶς τὸ τόπος ώς ὁ θεός ἠθέλεν, καὶ καθ’ ἡμέραν προσδέχομαι δικαιοσύνην, ὥστε ἐὼς σήμερον μηδέναν ἀπολελύσθαι τῶν μετὰ σίτου. And I pray continually for your health, and I myself am well. I wish you to know that I reached land on the 6th of the month, And we unloaded on the 18th of the same month. I went up to Rome on the 25th of the same month, and the place welcomed us, as the god willed, and we are daily expecting our discharge, it so being that up till to-day nobody in the corn fleet has been released.¹⁰⁷

When broken down in this manner, half of the idea units in the narrative
begin with καὶ. This is to be expected of stories in the vernacular. In addition, the
length of the units in this breakdown, at an average of six words each, is in line with
sociolinguistic studies, which find that most idea units are four to seven words
long.¹⁰⁸ The idea units are loosely connected and make sense on their own, rarely
requiring a complement clause.

¹⁰⁷ The translation here is my own, altered from Hunt and Edgar, LCL. On the occasions
where they have chosen to omit a translation of καὶ, I have translated it “and.”

Criterion #2: Repetition of Syntactical Patterns, Words, Phrases, and Ideas

The size of this text is not sufficient to permit significant conclusions about the criterion of repetition, but two observations are worth mentioning briefly. First, there is some level of syntactical repetition accomplished by parataxis and the idea unit. Second, there is ideological and verbal repetition as Irenaeus expresses the chronology of his travels. In the central portion of the letter he relates three different dates with the genitive τοῦ μνήμονα.

Criterion #3: Verb Employment

This brief narrative’s employment of verbs reflects what is expected of spoken narrative. I previously noted that oral narrative tends to have an even distribution of present and past tense verbs. This is a result of the distinction between the represented and the representing consciousness. On the one hand, the past tense narrates events that have happened in order “to orient the addressee to the temporal and spatial context of the event related.”109 On the other hand, the present tense accomplishes a sense of immediacy between the speaker and the hearer. Speakers tend to use present tense verbs to align temporally their own consciousness with their hearers’ consciousness. A fairly even distribution of past tense and present tense verbs occurs in this text. In the indicative mood, four present tense verbs are

---

109 Ochs, “Planned and Unplanned,” 70.
used along with five past tense verbs.\textsuperscript{110} This even distribution of the past and present in the indicative mood is consonant with what we expect to find in oral narrative.

It is also significant that most verbs in this text are in the indicative mood. There are ten indicative verbs, two complementary infinitives, and one infinitive with an accusative subject. There is also a conventional infinitive and imperative in the letter’s greeting and closing, respectively. Significantly, there is only one participle in the entire text, τούς φιλούντας, and this is a substantival participle. In lines 4, 7–8, and 10–11 καὶ precedes an indicative verb where a participial phrase would likely have been utilized by an author who conceived her text literarily. This is illustrative of the fact that spoken discourse not only prefers the indicative mood, but that it does not place its clauses in varying degrees of relation, as written discourse does. One of the most common tools for indicating the relationship between clauses in written discourse is participial construction.\textsuperscript{111}

Finally, the narrative also possesses verb employment that is characteristic of an oral register regarding its consistent use of the active and middle-deponent voices. The result is that that the passive is nearly non-existent in the text. There are

\textsuperscript{110} The present tense verbs are εὖχομαι, ὑγιένω, θέλω, and προσδέχόμεθα. The past tense verbs are ἐλήλυθα, ἔξεκενωσαμεν, ἀνέβην, παρεδέχατο, and ἤβελεν. While ἐλήλυθα is technically a perfect tense form, it surely carries an aoristic function. This is what Smyth calls a “perfect of dated past action,” which “is used of a past action whose time is specifically stated” (Greek Grammar, §1949). This is the case here, as the verb is followed by a specific date.

\textsuperscript{111} Chafe, “Linguistic Differences,” 112.
only two verbs in the passive voice: the infinitive ἀπολελύσθαι and the standard farewell, ἔρρωσθο. The other thirteen verbal forms are all in the active or middle. This is representative of the fact that speakers are more involved in their narratives than writers are and are not constructing a discourse wherein thought is displaced onto the written text.

P.Oxy. 903

P.Oxy. 903 is an affidavit by an unnamed wife lodging complaints against her husband, who has purportedly mistreated both her and his household. The account is exceptional in its length and the depth of details it provides. The petition is pertinent for our purposes not only because it possesses narrativity but also because it is likely a transcription of oral speech. This is suggested by three factors. First, the verb προεῖπον in line 25 implies that the unnamed wife has been speaking these accusations aloud and not writing them. Second, given the social distribution of literacy in the context of the affidavit, it is less likely that this woman had the ability to write the petition herself. Finally, even among those who were grapho-

---

112 Bernard P. Grenfell and Arthur S. Hunt note that “the present document […] was presumably a kind of affidavit used in proceedings taken against the husband; it is written in vulgar Greek …” (Grenfell and Hunt, eds., The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, vol. 6 [London: Egypt Exploration Fund, 1908], 239).

113 As Harris notes, there is some evidence that girls could have been educated at the elementary level in the late Empire, but “it is overwhelmingly probable […] that without any improvement in the social position of women girl pupils continued to be heavily outnumbered by boys” (Ancient Literacy, 310). While female literacy rates were not uniform across all times and locales, they will have generally been lower than male literacy rates in antiquity (ibid., 22–24).
literate, petitions of this sort were typically dictated to scribes. The account, in its entirety, reads:

\[ \text{perī pāntwn ōn eîponent katē emōu ūbrevōn.} \]


---

114 Benjamin Kelly, *Petitions, Litigation, and Social Control in Roman Egypt* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 42. Kelly offers a two-stage mode of composition for official petitions by scribes: “First, the person wanting to write the petition could presumably have gone in person to a scribe and given an oral account of the dispute. The scribe (or a group of scribes collaboratively) would have then reduced the complaint to writing, putting it into what was regarded to be the proper form for this type of document” (ibid., 44). Kelly cites *BGU IV* 1139, *BL VII* 42 as an example of this oral to literate movement. He writes, “in these [additions and interlinear additions to the text] we can see both the breathless and emotive oral performance of the petitioners (whose daughter had allegedly been kidnapped), and the attempts by the scribe to cast the story in a more conventional form” (ibid.). It is probable that P.Oxy. 903 is also the result of a similar process, as the text is written in the vernacular and there are interlinear additions at lines 15–16.

115 Greek text reproduced from Grenfell and Hunt, *Oxyrhynchus Papyri*, 6:239–40. Also available in Lincoln H. Blumell and Thomas A. Wayment, eds., *Christian Oxyrhynchus: Texts, Documents, and Sources* (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2015), 446–50. I have translated the text myself, as Grenfell and Hunt’s translation smoothes over many of the residually oral features of the petition, especially its parataxis. I have also chosen in this case not to present the Greek and English side-by-side so that I might retain the lines of the text.

116 This is a supra-linear insertion that serves as a parenthetical explanation about the keys.
Concerning all the abuses he spoke against me.
He locked his own servants, as well as mine,
together with my foster children and his agent and
his son for seven whole days in his cellars,
(5) having tortured his servants and my servant Zoe,
-nearly killing them with blows, he also burned my foster-daughters with fire,
stripping them completely, which the laws don’t allow,
and he said to the same foster-children, “Give me all the things that are hers!” And
they said, “She doesn’t have anything with us.” But to the servants he said, while
they were being
(10) beaten, “What has she taken out of my house?” The tormented ones then said,
“She hasn’t taken anything of yours, but all your property is safe.”
Zoilus went to meet him because he had also locked up his foster child, and he said
to him, “Have you come on account of your foster child or have you come on
account the woman, to talk about her?”
(15) And he swore in front of the bishops and his brothers,
“For now I will not hide all my keys from her and I will stop and he trusted his
servants but he did not trust me/ and not insult her from now on. And a marriage
certificate was made, and after these
agreements and oaths he again hid the keys
from me. And when I went to church at Sambatho, he again had
(20) the outer-doors locked from me, saying, “Why did you go
to church?” And he spoke many abusive insults to my face
and through his nose. And concerning the 100 artabae of wheat due the state
in my name, he has not paid anything, not a single artaba! But he locked up
the account books, grasping them [saying], “Pay the price of the 100 artabae!”
(25) He paid nothing, as I previously said. And he said to his servants, “Provide
helpers to shut her up as well.” And Choous, his helper,
was taken to prison, and Euthalamus provided bail for him and it wasn’t enough.
And I took a little more and gave it to this same Choous. But when I met him at
Antinoopolis, having my bathing-bag with me and my ornaments,
(30) he said to me, “If you have anything with you, I’ll take them on account of what
you gave to my assistant Choous for his pledge due to the state.” And his mother
will witness about all these things. And concerning Anilla, his servant,
he continued vexing my soul, both in Antinoopolis and here, [saying],
“Throw this servant out since she knows how much she has acquired,” probably
(35) wishing to get me involved and by this excuse to take all that I have. And I
refused to throw her out. And he persisted, saying, “After a month
I will take a concubine.” God knows these things.

Criterion #1: Parataxis, Apposition, and the Idea Unit

As in the previous account, $\kappa\alpha\iota\iota$ is abundant in P.Oxy. 903. The connective appears 36
times out of a total 395 words, or 1 in 10.97 words.\textsuperscript{117} It functions conjunctively on
nine occasions, adverbially on two, and paratactically on twenty-five. Moreover, on
the basis of Grenfell and Hunt’s punctuation, the connective begins exactly half of
the text’s sentences. As has already been noted, spoken discourse utilizes the
common connective at the beginning of clauses far more frequently than written
discourse does, since literarily conceived discourse prefers subordination to
coordination.

\textsuperscript{117} $\delta\epsilon$ is used in this text in a manner and syntactical position similar to $\kappa\alpha\iota\iota$ on six occasions.
It is not always the case that in Koine texts $\delta\epsilon$ operates in a paratactic manner similar to $\kappa\alpha\iota\iota$, but in
this text there seems to be little semantic difference between the two connectives.
Also indicative of the oral syntactical structuring of this text is the tendency to string multiple clauses together, often with the connective καί. Beaman finds that spoken discourse has a greater tendency to join multiple clauses together into one sentence with coordination. \(^{118}\) Writers of narrative will not typically coordinate more than three or four clauses in a sentence, whereas speakers will sometimes coordinate over ten clauses in a single sentence. \(^{119}\) In this respect, the first sentence in the text is instructive. It encompasses all of lines two through ten and contains eight clauses. Many of the times when the editors have opted for periods could be changed to commas, because, as I have noted, half of the sentences in this text begin with the coordinating conjunction καί. It is significant that καί functions paratactically and is immediately followed by a verb on eight of the twelve occasions that the editors have opted to punctuate with a comma. For this speaker, as is the case for most speakers, the distinction between a sentence and a clause is ambiguous. This is why sociolinguists prefer to utilize the nomenclature “idea unit” rather than “sentence” when it comes to speech units in oral narrative.

Lastly, the text is highly disjointed from the beginning. As Richard Alston has observed, it begins in medias res, which is characteristic of oral narrative. \(^{120}\) The

\(^{118}\) Beaman, “Coordination and Subordination,” 58.

\(^{119}\) Ibid.

speaker often moves to new ideas without providing a syntactical or ideological transition. For example, at line 15, after recounting her husband’s conversation with Zoilus, she abruptly moves into a narration about the oath her husband took in front of the bishops and brothers. The two accounts are entirely unrelated, and she transitions by simply saying, “And he swore ...” (καὶ ὤµοσεν ...). There are similar abrupt transitions at lines 7, 12, 21, 22, 26, and 32. Part of this results from the petition being an enumeration of her husband’s abuses against her and the household. But it is also the result of her oral narration, as oral discourse often does not utilize logical and grammatical transitions between episodes being relayed.  

**Criterion #2: Repetition of Syntactical Patterns, Words, Phrases, and Ideas**

The letter from Irenaeus was not a large enough sample to observe repetition outside of familiar syntactical patterns. In this text, however, we find superfluous repetition not only of syntax but also of words, phrases, and ideas. Spoken narrative tends to be repetitive for at least two reasons. First, repetition helps reiterate the point that a speaker is making. Second, the rapidity of production of spoken discourse results in a constricted variety of lexemes. For this reason, when it comes to speaking,

---

121 As Dewey notes, “in oral narrative and links not only clauses and sentences but also whole pericopes” (“Oral Methods,” 37). Similarly, Beaman writes, “in spoken narratives, the common and then is more frequent for detailing the sequence of events [than relating them with different time adverbials]” (“Coordination and Subordination,” 76). Beaman further notes that the phrase “and then” is nearly ten times more frequent in oral narrative than written narrative (ibid., 77).

certain lexemes are frequently repeated. With writing, the situation is different because of the possibility of editing and pausing to consider word choice. As a result, written narrative tends to be less repetitive in terms of specific lexical choices.123

The speaker in P.Oxy. 903 is repetitive in terms of her syntax, lexical choices, and the ideas she is portraying. Regarding syntax, she tends to structure her sentence with καί followed by an indicative verb. She usually dictates the object of the verb, in the accusative case, immediately following the verb. On a few occasions, she inserts a dative prepositional phrase before the object of the verb. She is also predictably repetitive about implying the subject of the verb in the verbal form itself, rather than stating the subject of the verb explicitly, which she does on only a few occasions.

There is also repetition in her lexical choices. Several words appear on multiple occasions. There is a threefold repetition of ἐνέκλεισεν in lines 2, 12–13, 23, and the subjunctive form of the verb, ἐνκλείσωσι, appears in line 26. When reporting the words of her abusive husband in direct discourse, she employs the second-person plural present imperative active form δότε in lines 8, 24, and 25. In lines 10 and 11 the verb ἥρπεν appears twice, once on the lips of her husband and once on the lips of those being tormented, to restate the fact that she has not taken anything from his house. This kind of repetition and redundancy is obvious throughout the text, so the

123 Chafe and Danielwicz, “Properties,” 91.
Along with lexical repetition, there is a significant amount of ideological redundancy throughout the affidavit. Two instances are noteworthy. The first concerns the repeated participial phrase δεδωκὼς μηδὲν in lines 23 and 24–25. Here, the accusation is made that the cruel husband has not paid any of the artabae of wheat due the state on the wife’s behalf. The accuser mentions this fact in line 23 and punctuates it with the appositional phrase μηδὲ ἀρτάβην μίαν (“not a single artaba!”). She then self-consciously repeats the fact in lines 24–25, after reporting how her husband commanded her to pay the 100 artabae: ὅτι δότε τὴν τιμὴν τῶν (ἀρταβῶν) ρ, μηδὲν δεδωκὼς ὡς προεὶπον. This makes a threefold repetition concerning the payment, or lack thereof, of the artabae. Second, the wife is repetitive about the identity of her husband as an insolent man. This is indicated by the nature of the complaint and the repetition of ὑβρ—root words, which function both nominally and verbally. A nominal form appears in the first line: περὶ πάντων ὃν εἶπεν κατ᾽ ἐμοῦ ὑβρεων. A participial form, ὑβρίσας, is then used in line 5, followed finally by a verbal form, ὑβρίζω, placed on the lips of the husband himself, in line 17. This

---

124 The following repetitions are also notable: the verb ἐπίστευεν in the supra-linear additions in lines 16–17; the frequent use of forms of ἔχω throughout the petition; ἀπεντεῦθεν in lines 16 and 17; the frequent use of aorist forms of ἔρχομαι; Ἱχοὺτι in line 28 and 31, which redundantly clarifies who was in prison; the indication, by apposition, that Chous is the husband’s assistant in lines 26 and 31; perfect forms of δίδωμι in lines 23, 25, and 30; ἔμεινεν in lines 33 and 36; forms of ἐκβάλλω in lines 33 and 36.

125 The use of the plural form, δότε, is somewhat puzzling here, since the abuser is seemingly addressing his wife individually. It could be that the repetition of δότε, as previously noted, caused the wife to report the husband’s speech in this way.
repetition suggests that this is the mental category that this wife has for her husband and that it is the charge that she is trying to bring against him.

**Criterion #3: Verb Employment**

This speaker uses a wider variety of verbal forms than Irenaeus did in the preceding example. Nonetheless, the employment of verbs in this text shows signs of an oral register more than it does a literary one. These signs are seen in the speaker’s preference for the indicative mood, general disuse of the passive voice, and the present tense in direct discourse.

The speaker prefers the indicative mood in this petition, as there are forty-six instances of it.\(^{126}\) As to the other moods, there are five infinitives, one subjunctive, one optative, four imperatives, and seventeen participles.\(^{127}\) The consistency of the indicative mood further establishes the paratactic structuring and rhythm of the narrative. The recurrent structure of \(καί\) followed by an indicative verb is a feature of the Koine vernacular.\(^{128}\) Hypotactic constructions in the petition are infrequent,

---

\(^{126}\) Depending on how the verb \(μαρτυρήσει\) is understood in line 31, this number may increase to 47. As it stands, the verb is a 3rd person singular aorist optative active, but Grenfell and Hunt suggest that it is itacized and should be rendered \(μαρτυρήσει\), making it a 3rd person singular future indicative active (*Oxyrhynchus Papyri, vol.6, 240*). In this case the discrepancy results from either the pronunciation by the speaker or the transcription by the scribe. Either way, the future makes better grammatical sense in the passage and is probably the correct reading.

\(^{127}\) As indicated in the previous note, the optative may be better understood as a future indicative. It is also significant that the ratio of participles to indicative verbs in this narrative is identical to the ratio in the Gospel of Mark. This account uses 17 participles compared to 46 indicative verbs, or 1 for every 2.7 indicative verbs. Mark uses 541 participles compared to 1,496 verbs, or, again, 1 for every 2.7 indicative verbs.

\(^{128}\) Mandilaras, *Verb*, 366.
though the speaker does use participles more often than Irenaeus did. Frequently, the participle is only loosely related to the verb that it modifies and can nearly stand on its own as a verb in its clause. This is particularly noticeable in lines 21, 23, and 25, where the participles λέγων and δεδωκώς are not modifying any verb but serve as the main verb in their respective clauses. This more independent participial function is also manifested in the three other instances of λέγων that introduce direct discourse and is characteristic of the coordinative rather than subordinative nature of oral narrative.

It is also noteworthy that the passive voice is sparse in P.Oxy. 903. Speakers are more active participants in their discourse than writers are. There are only three passives in the petition: the substantival participle βασανίζομενοι in line 10, the infinitive ἐνκλισθῆναι in line 20, and the aorist indicative passive ἠρέσθη in line 27.

Finally, direct discourse, which itself can be an indication of transcribed orality, occurs frequently in the text with present tense verbs. Speakers often employ present tense verbs throughout their discourse to portray it more vividly to their hearers. This is what Chafe calls the immediate mode of speaking, which attempts to bring the speaker’s extroverted consciousness in line with the time of the

---

129 Bennett’s findings are relevant here. She observed that the passive voice appears far more frequently in written narrative than in oral narrative (“Extended View,” 45–49).


131 Chafe notes that direct discourse is one of two ways that this is accomplished in spoken discourse. The historical present is the other way, and the two often appear in conjunction (Discourse, 208).
representing consciousness. Speakers do not always operate in the immediate mode, though. They often speak in what Chafe calls the displaced mode to verbalize their consciousness. In the displaced mode, the past tense is more common than the historical present, though the present often occurs when direct speech is reported. This is what we find in the text at hand. Of the nine present indicative forms, six are in direct discourse. The present imperative \( \delta \tau \varepsilon \) occurs on three occasions in direct discourse, and the present participle \( \lambda \gamma \omega \nu \) introduces direct discourse on four occasions. That direct discourse is introduced without a speaking lexeme, but simply with \( \delta \tau \iota \) in lines 24 and 34, is also suggestive of the narrative's transcriptive nature.

In sum, this petition, which was almost assuredly dictated to a scribe, exhibits the linguistic features expected of an orally composed narrative. This, along with supralinear addition in lines 16–17, suggests that it had not yet been thoroughly edited literally. As noted above, petitions usually began as oral transcripts dictated to a scribe and were subsequently edited into a more suitable written form by the same scribe or a scribal community. Thus the text exhibits an interfacial relationship with orality and textuality, leaning to the oral side of the oral-literal continuum. It possesses oral syntax in its written form as a “written reminder” of things spoken. For this reason, it can be classified in the versatile category of

---

132 Ibid., 205–6.

133 Ibid., 208.

134 Kelly, Petitions, 42–44.
ὑπομνήματα. I will suggest that Joseph and Aseneth and Mark also fit within this classification, to which we now turn.

The Purposes, Features, and Semantic Range of ὑπομνήματα in Greco-Roman Antiquity

The term ὑπομνήματα and its near equivalent, ἀπομνημονεύματα, had a wide semantic range in the ancient world.¹³⁵ They could refer to a preliminary draft of a historical work.¹³⁶ Or they could designate a loose collection of sayings or chreiai.¹³⁷ But their most important meaning for our purposes connoted oral transcriptions of teaching.¹³⁸ Alan Kirk suggests that, in one of its connotations, “ὑπομνήματα refers to

¹³⁵ George Kennedy notes that the former were usually considered slightly less literary than the latter. In this respect, ὑπομνήματα were meant for private use and ἀπομνημονεύματα were usually intended for publication (“Classical and Christian Source Criticism,” in Walker, Relationships Among the Gospels: An Interdisciplinary Dialogue, 136–37).

¹³⁶ Lucian (Hist. cons., 48) testifies to this sense of ὑπομνήματα, calling it the body of work that is ἀκαλλής ἢ καὶ ἀδιάφρητον (“as yet with no beauty or continuity” [trans. Kilburn, LCL]). Gert Avenarius and Alan Kirk each note that the ὑπομνήματα of historical treatises will usually have undergone further stylistic revision (Avenarius, Lukians Schrift zur Geschichtsschreibung [Meisenheim am Glam: Anto Hain, 1956], 85–86; Kirk, Q in Matthew: Ancient Media, Memory, and Early Scribal Transmission of the Jesus Tradition, LNTS 564 [London: Bloomsbury, 2016], 44–45).

¹³⁷ This function of ὑπομνήματα is evidenced in Diogenes Laertius, Lives 8.2 Empedocles (53). It is discussed by Jens Eric Skydsgaard, Varro the Scholar: Studies in the First Book of Varro’s de Re Rustica, Analecta Romana Instituti Danici 4 (Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1968), 110–15; Kirk, Q in Matthew, 46.

writing taken virtually direct from an oral instructional situation, serving as a
‘reminder’ of the oral material.”

Three Greco-Roman writers attest to this meaning of ὑπομνήματα: the
philosopher-physician Galen, the historian Lucian, and the rhetorician Quintilian. In
the case of the first two, the written reminders reduced from an oral teaching
resulted in various forms of piracy, accidental publication, and plagiarism. With the
third, the reader is informed that ὑπομνήματα were unadorned creations that could
be later “literaturized” by more skilled writers.

Galen had the problem of persons re-performing his lectures from
ὑπομνήματα. In De libris propriis 9–11, he gives his judgment on why so many
people have taken to performing his lectures as their own. Somehow or other,
imposters got a hold of notes (ὑπομνήματα) that had been transcribed from things
heard (ὡν ἠκουσαν) in his oral lectures. These were never intended for publication

139 Kirk, Q in Matthew, 46.

140 Greek text in Georg Helmreich, Johannes Marquardt, and Iwani Müller, Claudii Galeni

141 Matthew D. C. Larsen suggests four different reasons for which texts in antiquity were
accidentally published: (1) notes were given to a friend and went public against an author’s will; (2)
untitled notes were taken by students from their teacher’s lecture and these notes were claimed by
someone else in a different region; (3) multiple copies of a text that was in demand in a certain
community were made and then disseminated to another group; (4) a charlatan stole a text
(“Accidental Publication, Unfinished Texts and the Traditional Goals of New Testament Textual
Criticism,” JSNT 39 [2017]: 369). This account from Galen falls under Larsen’s second reason for
accidental publication. Larsen himself addresses this same account from Galen and notes that
“accidental publication was especially prevalent in unfinished texts or notes, like ὑπομνήματα” (ibid.,
370).
Taking the oral transcriptions (ὑπομνήματα), the charlatans began to perform them as their own (ἀνεγίγνωσκον ὡς ἑαυτά).

Galen tells of another occasion when one of his lectures was dictated for a friend, but upon the recipient’s death was widely disseminated much to his chagrin:

έπει δ’ ἵκανος ὁ λόγος ἡμοίκιςμεν, ἐδεξήθη μοῦ τις φίλος ἐπαρχῶς ἤχων πρὸς αὐτὸν ὑπαγορεύσαι τὰ ῥηθέντα τῷ περιπεφυκόμενῳ παρ’ αὐτοῦ πρὸς με διὰ σημείων εἰς τάχους ἡσκημένω γράφειν ὅπως, ἂν ἐξορμήσῃ τῆς πόλεως οἰκαδε, δύνατο λέγειν αὐτά πρὸς τὸν Μαρτιάλιον ἐν ταῖς τῶν νοσοῦντων ἐπισκέψεσιν ... ὅτε τὸ δεύτερον ἥκουν εἰς Ῥώμην ... τὸ βιβλίον δ’ εἶχον σὺν ὀλίγοι ... ἔξ ἐκείνου δ’ ὄρισα μὴ ἔτοιμο διδάσκειν ἐτι δημοσίᾳ μὴ ἐπιδείκνυσθαι. (libr. propr. 14–15)

Well, this speech got a very good response; and a friend of mine who was hostile to Martialius begged me to dictate what I had said to a person he would send to me who was trained in a form of shorthand writing, so that, if he suddenly had to leave Rome for his home city, he would be able to use it against Martialius during examinations of patients. When I subsequently returned to Rome on my second visit ... the book ... was now in the possession of a large number of people. From that moment I decided to give no more public lectures or demonstrations.\(^\text{142}\)

Galen is understandably perturbed about this piracy. And this last incident, he tells his reader, was the straw that broke the camel’s back. The risk that oral transcripts of his lectures would get leaked and be plagiarized had become too high for him to bear. And so he decided “to give no more public lectures or demonstrations.”\(^\text{143}\)

A few things are noteworthy about Galen’s accounts. First, most if not all of these ὑπομνήματα were oral transcriptions (ὑπαγορευθέντων [libr. propr. 11]) of his

\(^{142}\) Trans. Singer, Galen, 6.

\(^{143}\) Ibid.
lectures. Transcribing oral discourse for friends or students was a common practice for Galen, as it will have been for his contemporaries.\textsuperscript{144} Second, the discourses were reappropriated by others because they were not intended for publication (πρὸς ἔκδοσιν) as literary texts.\textsuperscript{145} Apparently this fact, along with their lack of a title, made them more susceptible to emendation. Third, the physician explicitly tells his readers that it is important that they know under what circumstances each text was produced, as this affects the form, purpose, and style of each work.\textsuperscript{146} The purpose of \textit{De libris propriis} is to elucidate these circumstances and inform his readers which of his discourses initially existed as ύπομνήματα and which did not.\textsuperscript{147} Fourth, Galen’s ύπομνήματα were spuriously manipulated for re-oralization. But they were also reworked for the book trade. Galen’s counterfeiters were not only rereading and performing oral lectures from his ύπομνήματα, they were also trying to pass off the written versions as their own.\textsuperscript{148} These notes apparently existed at the borderland of


\textsuperscript{145} For more on accidental publication in antiquity, see Larsen, “Accidental Publication,” 369–72. He discusses multiple texts that attest to the phenomenon in antiquity, including Plato’s \textit{Parmenides}, Galen’s \textit{On my Own Books}, Arrian’s writing up Epictetus’s \textit{Discourses}, 4 Ezra, and Augustine’s \textit{De Trinitate}.

\textsuperscript{146} libr. propr. 23.

\textsuperscript{147} libr. propr. 9–10.

\textsuperscript{148} Galen reports that his friends found numerous copies of his ύπομνήματα and that there were many discrepancies (διαφωνοῦντα) between them (libr. propr. 10). He begins \textit{De libris propriis} with an anecdote about a man finding a text spuriously attributed to him in Rome’s bookseller district (libr. propr. 8–9).
orality and textuality and were manipulated for both modalities. Galen’s
aforementioned friend, in a less malicious manner, wanted a textualized account of
Galen’s oral speech with which he could defend himself at a public, oral examination
of patients. The latter episode demonstrates that the reappropriation of an oral
discourse by employing ὑπομνήματα was not always a disreputable act.

An account from Quintilian also implies that lecture notes could be employed
with the best of intentions. In the preface to Institutio oratoria (1.0.7–8), Quintilian
tells of a situation that will have been familiar to Galen. Quintilian informs Marcus
Vitorius, to whom Institutio oratoria is dedicated, that two other books on rhetoric
are already circulating in his name. Quintilian published neither, nor were they
meant for such a purpose (editi a me neque in hoc comparati). Rather, they were
discourses taken down in shorthand (notando) from lectures on two different
occasions. Some fervent students of Quintilian rashly circulated the notes. Quintilian
concedes that, for this reason, some of the content in Institutio oratoria will be
familiar, but many things will be changed, added, and the whole text will be better
written (erunt eadem aliqua, multa mutata, plurima adiecta, omnia vero
compositiora et quantum nos poterimus elaborare).

As with the ὑπομνήματα made for Galen’s friend, this is a case where the
reappropriation of lecture notes was not done with the intent to deceive. Quintilian’s
students simply wanted to honor him. It is also noteworthy that Quintilian implies
that these transcriptive notes are less polished than their published counterparts,
presumably because they exhibit an oral register. For this reason, and probably
others, Quintilian acquired the lecture notes and eventually reworked them into a more publishable literary form.\textsuperscript{149}

In *Quomodo historia conscribenda sit* 16, Lucian gives further evidence that ὑπομνήματα were unadorned literary creations close to the vernacular and could be reworked by subsequent tradents. He observes the work of a certain historian who “compiled a bare record of the events and set it down on paper, completely prosaic and ordinary” (ὑπόμνημα τῶν γεγονότων γυμνὸν συναγαγὼν ἐν γραφῇ κομιδῇ πεζὸν καὶ χαμαιπτές).\textsuperscript{150} Lucian does not think the amateur (ἰδιώτης) should be critiqued too harshly for this product. His ὑπόμνημα has cleared the way for another historian with more literary taste and ability to handle (μεταχειρίσασθαι) the writing. While Lucian does not testify directly to the transcriptive nature of ὑπομνήματα here, he confirms that they were stylistically unadorned and could be reworked by someone other than their original author.\textsuperscript{151}

From Galen, Quintilian, and Lucian we thus learn that a text might be identified as a ὑπόμνημα if (1) it is explicitly called a ὑπόμνημα; (2) it exhibits elements of an oral register; (3) its content has been altered or expanded; (4) it has been stylistically transformed into something more suitable for publication; (5) it

\textsuperscript{149} Galen states that he did the same. He writes about how, on a trip to Rome, he collected all the spurious ὑπομνήματα of various lectures, corrected them, gave them titles, and published them (*libr. propr.* 12–13).

\textsuperscript{150} Text and translation: Kilburn, LCL.

\textsuperscript{151} Lucian, *Hist. cons.* 48.
does not have a title or author; and (6) it was not originally intended for publication.

We also learn from them that ὑπομνήματα is a meta-generic category. Galen, Quintilian, and Lucian are representatives of diverse literary fields of Greco-Roman antiquity. Their testimony confirms that ὑπομνήματα is a versatile media form employed for a variety of purposes and literary genres.\(^\text{152}\)

In the following Chapters, I shall argue that many of these features of ὑπομνήματα apply to Joseph and Aseneth and Mark. Both narratives are residually oral, were expanded by later authors, were edited literarily, and are anonymous. They can be placed within the broad range of ὑπομνήματα. Lest it be objected that these narratives are too literary for this category, we should remember that a large portion of Galen’s output, which was certainly literary, was, or at least began life as, ὑπομνήματα.\(^\text{153}\)

Significantly, Mark is explicitly called a ὑπόμνημα in some of the earliest ecclesiastical testimony. In other testimonies, his narrative is not directly labeled as such, but the composition scenario presented echoes what we know about ὑπομνήματα from Galen, Quintilian, and Lucian. In what follows, I shall present some of the early testimony to the composition of Mark. Whether these texts

---
\(^{152}\) Larsen similarly offers “an odd assortment of examples [of accidental publication] from a wide variety of times, places, contexts and genres” (“Accidental Publication,” 372). His intent is to demonstrate that textual fluidity and the phenomenon of accidental publication were widespread in antiquity (ibid.). My contention is similar here and provides another cause for the pervasiveness of accidental publication. The use of ὑπομνήματα was common across times, places, contexts, and genres. The prevalence of accidental publication stemmed in part from the ubiquitous employment of ὑπομνήματα as a medium of communication.

\(^{153}\) Johnson lists all of Galen’s texts that began life as ὑπομνήματα (Readers, 87 n. 33).
accurately portray who was involved in the production of the gospel, namely, Mark and Peter, is of only subsidiary interest here. What is significant is that the ecclesiastical testimony presents a model of composition for Mark that passes for verisimilitude. The scenario consistently outlined is that two people were involved in the production of Mark, one as speaker and one as transcriber, indicating that the gospel began life as an oral transcription of a spoken account.

**Ecclesiastical Testimony to Mark’s Composition**

Clement, as reproduced in Eusebius’s *HE* 2.15.1–2, calls Mark a ὑπόμνημα διδασκαλίας (“memoir of teaching”). The passage is replete with ancient media terms that suggest the gospel is a mixed product of orality and writing:

But a great light of religion shone on the minds of the hearers of Peter, so that they were not satisfied with a single hearing or with the unwritten teaching of the divine proclamation, but with every kind of exhortation besought Mark, whose Gospel is extant, seeing that he was Peter’s follower, to leave them a written statement of the teaching given them verbally, nor did they cease until they had persuaded him, and so became the cause of the Scripture called the Gospel according to Mark. And they say that the Apostle, knowing by the revelation of the spirit to him what had been done, was pleased at their zeal, and ratified the scripture for study in the
Clement claims that the production of the gospel makes it a *tertium quid* between orality and textuality, an oral message transferred into the written medium. The implication of Peter's hearers not being satisfied with a single telling of the oral proclamation and Mark's leaving behind a “memoir of teaching” is that the teaching would be proclaimed again, presumably by a reader or performer re-oralizing the ὑπόμνημα. Given that spuriously employing ὑπομήματα could be considered a disreputable act, Peter might have found such re-oralization problematic. This is apparently not the case. Clement assures his audience that Peter was “pleased” (ἡσθῆναι) at the prospect, and even sanctioned the ὑπόμνημα for employment in the churches. In the next chapter, *HE* 2.16, Eusebius writes that Mark was sent to Egypt with the text he had transcribed (συνεγράψατο) to establish churches.

Lexemes for writing and preaching are paired directly: στειλάμενον, τὸ Εὐαγγέλιον δ

---

154 Text and translation: Lake, LCL.

155 In *HE* 6.14.6–7, Eusebius reproduces another testimony from Clement about the circumstances of Mark's production *apropos* of the discussion about ὑπομήματα. After stating that Mark “writes up the things said” (ἀναγράψαι τὰ εἰρημένα) by Peter, Clement reports that the distribution (μεταδόναι) of the writing was not prohibited (κωλύσαι) by Peter. Clement presumably includes this comment because the distribution of the gospel might have been perceived as mendacious in ancient media culture.

156 It is noteworthy that συνεγράψατο is in the middle here, as it indicates something more transcriptive in this voice than in the active, wherein it connotes creatively composing prose or history. It most commonly often is used of drawing up treatises, contracts, and bonds in the middle (LSJ, s.v. “συγγράφω”; Isocrates, *Panath.* 12.158; P.Cair.Zen.199.5; P.Oxy. 729.17).
δὴ καὶ συνεγράψατο, κηρύξας (“[Mark was] sent to preach the gospel which he transcribed”). Eusebius states that Mark employed his written text as a tool for preaching.

Clement is not the only early Christian writer who testifies to the transcriptive nature of Mark’s Gospel, nor is he the first. In Eusebius’s summary of Clement’s testimony in _HE_ 2.15.2 above, Papias gives a similar account to the production of Mark, which he himself received from “the Elder” (ὁ πρεσβύτερος). According to _HE_ 3.39.15, Mark was Peter’s transcriber (ἐρμηνευτὴς) who wrote down accurately, though not in polished form (ἀκριβῶς ἔγραψεν, οὐ μέντοι τάξει), the words and deeds of Jesus which he had heard (Ἕκουσε) in Peter’s teaching.¹⁵⁷ Papias does not specify what purpose Mark’s writing was to serve, but there are hints that he considers it to be in the range of ὑπομνήματα. These hints are found in the comment about Mark not writing stylistically (τάξει) and Peter not intending to create a σύνταξιν τῶν κυριακῶν ... λογίων (“an orderly composition of the Lord’s words”).

---

¹⁵⁷ My translation here is dependent on considerations from Josef Kürzinger, who argues that ἐρμηνευτὴς and ἡρμῆνευσε, for Papias, do not indicate that Mark is Peter’s interpreter in the sense that he translates words from one language into another (“Das Papiaszeugnis und die Erstgestalt des Matthäusevangeliums,” _BZ_ 4 [1960]: 26). Rather, these are technical terms connoting literary intermediaries or middlemen (ibid.). He similarly contends that τάξει and σύνταξιν do not refer to chronological order in this passage, but to lack of literary artistry (“Die Aussage des Papias von Hierapolis zur literarischen Form des Markusevangeliums,” _BZ_ 21 [1977]: 252–53). This is especially illuminating when compared to Papias’s testimony about Matthew in _HE_ 3.39.16, where he writes that Matthew “writes with literary artistry” (συνετάξατο). C. Clifton Black comes to a similar conclusion as Kürzinger, proposing that the Papian testimony about Mark is concerned with literary style and compositional norms (Mark: Images of an Apostolic Interpreter, Studies on Personalities of the New Testament [Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1994], 91).
fact that the writing comes out of Peter’s oral teaching in a manner akin to Galen’s
disappearing lecture notes lends this further credence.

Following Papias, the tradition of Mark as Peter’s transcriber is pervasive in
the ecclesiastical testimony.\textsuperscript{158} Marshaling and interpreting all the primary source
evidence to it would only belabor the point. What I wish to impress here is the
plausibility of the composition scenario.\textsuperscript{159} It is striking that, without exception, an
interplay between orality and writing is reported in these early accounts about the
production and reception of the Gospel of Mark.\textsuperscript{160} The patristic writers found it

\textsuperscript{158} It is also in Irenaeus, \textit{Adv. Haer.}, 3.1.1; the Markan prologue of Hippolytus (Black, \textit{Mark},
119); Clement’s \textit{adumbrationes} on 1 Pet 5:13; Clement \textit{apud} Eusebius’s \textit{HE} 6.14.6–7; Origen, \textit{De vir.}
8; Jerome, \textit{Comm. on Matt.}, Pref.; Tertullian, \textit{Adv. Marc.} 4.1.1, 2.1–2, 3.4, 5.3–4 (Black, \textit{Mark}, 125–
26).

\textsuperscript{159} Mark’s dependence on Peter as testified in these sources need not be accepted as strictly
historical to maintain that two people were involved in the production of Mark, one as speaker and
one as writer. Following Martin Hengel, I find it as likely as not that Peter had a hand, or rather a
mouth, in the earliest stages of the production of Mark (\textit{Studies in the Gospel of Mark} [Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1985], 50). The association with Peter accounts for Justin Martyr’s reference to the
“recollections of Peter” when he addresses Mark 3:16, the prominent role Peter plays in Mark, and
what Hengel calls the “unexceptional quality” of Mark’s Greek (ibid., 50–51). More recently, Richard
Bauckham has argued that Peter’s eyewitness testimony was the principal source behind Mark’s
Gospel (\textit{Jesus and the Eyewitnesses}, 124–27, 155–80). His argument is fourfold. First, references to
Peter in Mark 3:16 and 16:7 form an \textit{inclusio} that “place Peter prominently at the end of the story as
at the beginning” and suggest that Peter’s testimony is contained within this \textit{inclusio} (ibid., 125).
Bauckham finds similar literary devices in the Gospel of John, Luke, Lucian’s \textit{Alexander the False
Prophet}, and Porphyry’s \textit{Life of Plotinus}, which by his count establishes the structure as a literary
convention (ibid., 127–47). Second, there is a phenomenon in Mark first noted by Turner that
Bauckham names the “plural-to-singular narrative device” (Turner, \textit{Marcan Usage},” 225–40;
Bauckham, \textit{Jesus and the Eyewitnesses}, 157–64). This device is “Mark’s way of deliberately
reproducing in his narrative the first-person perspective — the ‘we’ perspective — from which Peter
naturally told his stories” (Bauckham, \textit{Jesus and the Eyewitnesses}, 164). Third, Peter’s prominent role
in Mark is a holdover from the eyewitness testimony from which the gospel was composed (ibid.,
165–72). And fourth, that the audience is invited to identify with Peter is a holdover from the
perspective presented by the gospel’s primary eyewitness (ibid., 172–79).

\textsuperscript{160} Black notices a pattern in the patristic testimony wherein Mark is consistently involved in
the shift “from oral tradition to written Gospel” (\textit{Mark}, 142).
plausible that an account was dictated to a scribe who either handed over the transcriptive record immediately or subsequently reworked it into a more literary form. In both cases, Mark lands within the flexible range of ὑπομνήματα and is closer to the transcriptive end of the oral-literal continuum than the compositional end. The ecclesiastical testimony presents a plausible model for the oral composition of Mark in Greco-Roman antiquity. I suggest that the composition scenario presented for Mark is credible, and even likely, for Joseph and Aseneth as well.

**Conclusion**

In this Chapter I have pursued multiple tasks. I have advocated a theoretical mixed-media approach to orality’s influence on textuality. This method maintains that the two modalities are neither separate nor competing. Rather, orality and textuality participate with one another in a variety of ways. I have evoked Foley’s theory of verbal art as a theoretical starting point for investigating this interface in the early Jewish and Christian narratives Joseph and Aseneth and Mark. But I have contended that we can move beyond Foley’s category “Voices from the Past” and be more specific about how orality has left its imprint on the textuality of these narratives. I have reviewed sociolinguistic research to establish that telling a story orally results in different syntax than writing a story.

From these sociolinguistic studies I have distilled three linguistic criteria for considering the probability that a narrative was composed by dictation in Greco-Roman antiquity, and I have reviewed how and why texts were composed in this
manner. To show the utility of my proposed criteria I applied them to two texts from the papyri that were most likely composed by dictation. To the three linguistic criteria I added two metalinguistic criteria informed by orality theory. Collectively, these five criteria are an apparatus by which we can better explore the complex relationship between orality and textuality, especially when approaching the production of Koine Greek narratives. Finally, I identified one category from Greco-Roman media culture, ὑπομνήματα, to which Mark and Joseph and Aseneth might be related. I argued that this was the category in which patristic writers placed the Gospel of Mark.

In the next two Chapters, the criteria proposed here will be applied to Joseph and Aseneth and Mark. Chapter Three considers the narratives’ linguistic features and Chapter Four their metalinguistic characteristics. I shall argue that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth, despite their theological and generic differences, exhibit remarkable similarities. These similarities result from their medium and mode of production. Both are textualized oral narratives that were initially committed to the written medium via dictation.
CHAPTER THREE: LINGUISTIC ORAL RESIDUES

In this Chapter, I will survey Joseph and Aseneth and Mark with the three linguistic criteria proposed in the previous Chapter and argue that both narratives are residually oral. But before I do this there are two significant subjects of prolegomena that must be addressed. The first is the textual reconstruction of Joseph and Aseneth prioritized. Because there is a split among Joseph and Aseneth scholars about which reconstruction is most “original,” it is necessary to justify my preference for Philonenko’s text. The second issue is bilingual influence on these narratives. While the consensus is that both texts were written in Greek, there are lingering questions about how Aramaic or Hebrew might have affected their style.

Textual Traditions, Recensions, and Reconstructions of Joseph and Aseneth

Joseph and Aseneth is a well-preserved pseudepigraphon, existing in ninety-one different manuscripts in seven different languages.¹ These manuscripts have been categorized into four text groups: a, b, c, and d.² There is agreement that text

---

¹ Standhartinger, “Recent Scholarship,” 354.

families $a$ and $c$ are later revisions of earlier witnesses.³ Group $a$ improves upon its predecessors stylistically and literarily.⁴ Group $c$ demonstrates a similar style, but is based on an incomplete version of the narrative that was later given a Modern Greek ending.⁵ The debate about which text group is eldest has centered on groups $b$ and $d$. In 1968, Marc Philonenko published the first critical edition of Joseph and Aseneth relying on a manuscript from the shorter $d$ text group.⁶ He argued that this text family was the basis of the later-expanded $b$ group.⁷ Philonenko’s reconstruction is 8,320 words. In contrast to Philonenko, over the course of his career Christoph Burchard has argued for the priority of the longer text family.⁸ In 2003, Burchard published a critical edition based on a collation of Syriac, Armenian, Greek, and

³ Standhartinger, “Recent Scholarship,” 355.

⁴ I address the phenomenon of stylistic improvement and its similarity to Synoptic redaction in Chapter Five. Manuscript $A$ also explicitly identifies the angel in Jos. Asen. 14–17 with Michael. In the other text groups, the identity of this angel is ambiguous.


⁶ Philonenko, Joseph et Aséneth.


Latin manuscripts of the longer version of the narrative.\(^9\) His reconstruction is about 5,000 words longer than Philonenko’s at 13,401 words.\(^{10}\)

Burchard’s early arguments for the priority of the longer version were generally accepted. The consensus in the 1970s and 1980s was that the longer manuscripts best represent the original form of Joseph and Aseneth.\(^{11}\) Edith M. Humphrey offers two reasons why this position became the consensus.\(^{12}\) First, Philonenko did not actively engage Burchard in debate about the priority of the longer or shorter version.\(^{13}\) Second, Burchard’s translation was included in Charlesworth’s *Old Testament Pseudepigrapha*, effectively enshrining it as the

\[^{9}\] More specifically, Burchard’s critical edition, *Joseph und Aseneth*, relies heavily on family \(f\), which contains three subsets of Greek, Romanian, and Latin manuscripts, two Syriac manuscripts, which he labels Syr, fifty Armenian manuscripts, labeled Arm, a group he labels L2, which contains manuscript 436 and another group of five manuscripts (435&), and family \(a\), which comprises six other Greek manuscripts (A, CR, O, PQ). The texts for Burchard’s reconstruction are commonly referred to as \(f\), Syr, Arm, L2, \(a\). In 2008, Burchard’s student Uta Fink improved his text, addressing problems he had outlined in the “Verbesserungsvorschläge und Problemanzeigen zum Text des Ausgabe” section (pp. 369–84) of his critical edition (*Joseph und Aseneth: Revision des griechischen Textes und Edition der zweiten lateinischen Übersetzung*, Fontes et Subsidia ad Bibliam Pertinentes 5 [Berlin: de Gruyter, 2008]). Unfortunately, Fink’s text is not a critical edition, making it cumbersome to compare the various readings in Joseph and Aseneth when using her reconstruction. To make textual comparisons of Joseph and Aseneth more manageable, Standhartinger suggests the publication of a synopsis edition of the texts, which would include actual readings of the manuscripts themselves (*Frauenbild*, 224; eadem, “Recent Scholarship,” 363).

\[^{10}\] Word count in Standhartinger, “Recent Scholarship,” 361.

\[^{11}\] A summary of the early critiques of Philonenko’s position are in Randall D. Chesnutt, *From Death to Life: Conversion in Joseph and Aseneth*, JSPSup 16 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1995), 65–69.


\[^{13}\] Ibid., 19.
scholarly reconstruction of choice. Additionally, Burchard’s numerous publications defending the longer version meant that anyone arguing against the priority of these manuscripts would have to fight an uphill battle.

In the early 1990s, Ross Kraemer and Angela Standhartinger each engaged in this campaign. In her early publications on the narrative, Kraemer argues that text-critical considerations are not the only criteria for evaluating the different texts of Joseph and Aseneth. She traces the construction of gender in the two versions and finds that Philonenko’s reconstruction represents a feminine perspective, while Burchard’s a more patriarchal one. Comparing the feminine and masculine postures of the respective reconstructions, Kraemer does not draw any strong conclusions about the priority of either in her early publications. This changed in

14 Ibid., 18–19.


17 Ibid., 235. In 1992, Kraemer expanded her argument that the longer version was more “androcentric and sexualized,” laying out some of the differences between the two reconstructions (Her Share, 110–12).

18 This is likely a result of Kraemer’s evaluation of the quest for the earliest, most original text of Joseph and Aseneth. She has repeatedly sounded the refrain that this is a misguided pursuit that only distracts interpreters from understanding the contextual issues inherent to each version (“Women’s Authorship,” 234–35; eadem, Her Share, 112; eadem, Aseneth, 305).
1998, when she made the case for the priority of the text family, citing numerous instances where Burchard's version contains words and phrases not present in Philonenko's text.\textsuperscript{19} She argues that these were subtle editorial additions meant to elucidate ambiguities and make biblical allusions explicit.\textsuperscript{20}

Standhartinger takes an approach similar to Kraemer's. She attempts to demonstrate that the versions are two independent narratives that each present a unique image of women in general and Aseneth in particular.\textsuperscript{21} The two renditions are not “accidental products of textual growth or textual slippage, but rather two different versions of the same story.”\textsuperscript{22} She further argues that the unique image of women, the Frauenbild, presented in the shorter text of Joseph and Aseneth is most likely a unique contribution by that author. It would have been difficult, if not impossible, to create this Frauenbild out of textual revision of the longer version.\textsuperscript{23} For these reasons, she concludes that “the short text [D] certainly cannot be an epitome of the long text [B].”\textsuperscript{24} Standhartinger determines that the short text was

\textsuperscript{19} Kraemer, \textit{Aseneth}, 50–88.

\textsuperscript{20} Ibid., 50.

\textsuperscript{21} Standhartinger, \textit{Frauenbild}.

\textsuperscript{22} Standhartinger, “Fictional Text,” 304.

\textsuperscript{23} Standhartinger, \textit{Frauenbild}, 220–25.

\textsuperscript{24} Ibid., 220.
created in the 1st century BCE, while the long text was a product of the 1st century CE.\footnote{25}

The recent debate over textual priority reveals that what was once a consensus is no more.\footnote{26} The question concerning the priority of the longer or shorter version is still open. And it is now disputed whether priority is the most important issue about the different versions of the narrative. With Kraemer, I believe the quest for the original text to be a misguided endeavor.\footnote{27} Joseph and Aseneth exhibits residual orality and likely existed as oral tradition before it was transferred into a written medium. This being the case, it will have been characterized by pluriformity, and a “performance attitude” will have been taken to its written versions.\footnote{28}

In any case, it is impossible to proceed with this investigation and to draw conclusions without choosing which textual version of Joseph and Aseneth to give priority to. In the following I will utilize Philonenko's critical edition.\footnote{29} My reason

\footnote{25} Ibid., 225.

\footnote{26} Burchard responded to his critics in 2005, defending the priority of the longer reconstruction against the arguments made by Standhartinger and Kraemer and providing additional arguments for this priority (“Text”). The debate continues today. Standhartinger reviews the most recent publications related to it in “Recent Research,” 354–63.

\footnote{27} Kraemer, “Women’s Authorship,” 234–35; eadem, Her Share, 112; eadem, Aseneth, 305.

\footnote{28} “Performance attitude” is a concept developed by Thomas (Acts of Peter, 85).

\footnote{29} In my earlier argument for the oral conception of Joseph and Aseneth, I gave precedence to Burchard’s reconstruction (Elder, “On Transcription”). While I now find it more likely that Philonenko’s shorter reconstruction is closer to an older version of Joseph and Aseneth than Burchard’s, I do not believe the reconstruction that Burchard offers has moved far beyond the original oral conception of the narrative. Both Philonenko’s and Burchard’s reconstruction exhibit dense residual orality and lean to the oral side of the oral-literary continuum. Not until the literary improvements made in the a-text family does Joseph and Aseneth exhibit features more characteristic
for doing so is that there is a tendency for oral traditions to lengthen when they begin the process of “literaturization.” I have also made this decision because I find Kraemer’s assessment of the additional material in Burchard’s reconstruction convincing. Given its content, this extra material is more likely to be an addition to the shorter version than a subtraction from the longer version.

**Bilingual Influence**

The scholarly consensuses are that Joseph and Aseneth and Mark were originally composed in Greek. But the “Semitic flavor” of each is frequently noted, as well.

In Joseph and Aseneth this flavor is perceived in phrases such as καὶ ίδοὺ, εἰς τὸν αἰώνα χρόνον, ὁ παράδεισος τῆς τρυφῆς, ἐχάρη χαρὰν μεγάλαν, ἐφοβήθη φόβον μέγαν, and of literarily conceived discourse. In Chapter Five I will compare Burchard’s and Philonenko’s reconstruction with Batiffol’s to substantiate this claim.

30 “Literaturization” is a term used by Aune in *New Testament*, 65. He asserts that Matthew and Luke both literaturize Mark and that is was conventional to adopt one text as a base onto which more was added in the process of literaturization (ibid.).


32 “Semitic flavor” is a phrase used by Chesnutt (*From Death to Life*, 70).
ἀγρός τῆς κληρονομίας ἡμῶν. In Mark it is likewise encountered in the locutions εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα and ἐφοβήθησαν φόβον μέγαν, as well as several syntactical constructions.

Why these narratives exhibit this Semitic flavor is a matter of debate, and the nature of Hebraic or Aramaic influence on early Jewish and Christian Greek texts, especially the New Testament, has a long history, the contours of which can only be broadly outlined here.

It was once supposed that the register of the NT was a unique Jewish-Greek dialect. At the turn of the twentieth century, this view became the object of sharp criticism by Adolf Deissmann, who argued that texts from the NT were remarkably similar to the non-literary papyri and that both were products of the Greek vernacular. Albert Thumb expanded Deissmann’s theory, claiming that there was a


35 Maloney’s review of scholarship surveys how debates about Semitic influence and the Greek vernacular developed from the turn of the twentieth century until just past its midway point (*Semitic Interference*, 7–25).


37 Deissmann, *Bibelstudien* (Marburg: Elwert, 1895); idem, *Neue Biblestudien* (Marburg: Elwert, 1897); idem, *Bible Studies*, trans. Alexander Grieve (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1901); idem, *Light from the Ancient East*.
common written and spoken Greek that extended throughout the Mediterranean world from about 300 BCE to 500 CE.\textsuperscript{38} It was in this Koine language that the NT texts were written. This position quickly became influential and thus James H. Moulton would write in 1906, “the conclusion is that ‘Biblical’ Greek ... was simply the vernacular of daily life.”\textsuperscript{39} Hebraic and Aramaic influence were largely excluded from these early investigations of the Koine vernacular.

That perspective had a short lifespan. In the second volume of his grammar, Moulton admitted that many tenets of “Deissmannism” were applied too rigorously.\textsuperscript{40} Moulton continued to work under the general premise that the NT was representative of the Greek vernacular, but he conceded that Aramaic and Hebrew affected these texts to a greater extent than was previously recognized.\textsuperscript{41} Following Moulton’s second volume, the mid-twentieth century saw many different theories about how Aramaic and Hebrew influenced the language of texts from the New Testament to varying degrees.\textsuperscript{42}

\textsuperscript{38} Thumb, \textit{Die griechische Sprache im Zeitalter des Hellenismus} (Strassburg: Tübner, 1901).


\textsuperscript{41} Ibid., 14–34.

\textsuperscript{42} Maloney, \textit{Semitic Interference}, 11–25.
At present, bilingualism is the most common explanation for the presence of Aramaisms and Hebraisms in Greek texts. Studies on bilingualism show that a polyglot’s first and second languages “interfere” with one another.\(^{43}\) If our authors’ first or second languages were Aramaic, then syntactical patterns characteristic of Aramaic will have affected their Greek.\(^{44}\) It is from this perspective that Maloney argues for Semitic interference concerning the general style and syntax of Mark, as well as to five different parts of speech.\(^{45}\) C. Leslie Reiter similarly claims that the verbal coordination peculiar to the canonical gospels results from Semitic interference.\(^{46}\) And Maurice Casey briefly addresses Aramaic interference at the syntactical level, noting that a strong dose of parataxis, verb placement towards the beginning of a clause, and certain adverbial phrases likely stem from Semitic interference in certain Markan episodes.\(^{47}\) These studies suggest that Mark was

---

\(^{43}\) Ibid., 11. Casey reviews the phenomenon of bilingual interference in *Aramaic Sources*, 93–95.


\(^{45}\) Stylistic and syntactical interference is addressed in Maloney, *Semitic Interference*, 51–104 and interference with respect to various parts of speech in ibid., 104–96.

\(^{46}\) Reiter, *Writing in Greek*.

\(^{47}\) Casey, *Aramaic Sources*, 85–86.
produced in a bilingual environment.\(^{48}\) The gospel exhibits Semitic interference as to its vocabulary and syntactical style.\(^{49}\) It is possible that the same kind of interference has affected the language of Joseph and Aseneth, though the topic has not yet been extensively examined. By investigating the residual orality of these narratives, I do not mean to imply that they are unaffected by other linguistic factors. I find it likely that both individuals were bilingual. But Aramaic or Hebraic interference does not preclude oral composition, or vice versa.\(^{50}\) The former cannot account for all the unique similarities that Joseph and Aseneth and Mark share.

There is one characteristic of the narratives to which both Semitic interference and oral composition contribute, namely, their paratactic structures. As Casey puts it, “increased frequency of *καί is to be expected in people who are

\(^{48}\) Perhaps even a trilingual environment, if one considers the Latinisms in Mark to affect the gospel’s style. The presence of Latinisms at the lexical level is undeniable. Words in Mark such as δηνάριον (*denarius,* “denarius;” Mark 6:37; 12:15; 14:5), μέτριον (*modius,* “measure;” Mark 4:21), ξέστης (*sextarius,* “quart;” Mark 7:4), σπεκουλάτωρ (*speculator,* “executioner,” Mark 6:27), λεγιών (*legion,* “legion;” Mark 5:9, 15), κεντυρίων (*centurion,* “centurion;” Mark 15:39, 44, 45), κοδράντης (*quadrans,* “coin;” Mark 12:42) are of Latin, not Greek, origin (Brian J. Incigneri, *The Gospel to the Romans: The Setting and Rhetoric of Mark’s Gospel*, BibInt 65 [Leiden: Brill, 2003], 101). Though it is matter of debate whether these lexical Latinisms suggest Mark was produced in a locale where Latin was widely spoken, such as Rome, or whether they are technical terms related to the political, military, and administrative life of the empire that were integrated into the vernacular of the Greek-speaking world. The former position is advocated by Incigneri (ibid., 100–103), and the latter by Kelber (*Kingdom in Mark: A New Place and a New Time* [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974], 129) and Herman C. Waetjen (*A Reordering of Power: A Socio-Political Reading of Mark’s Gospel* [Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989], 13).

\(^{49}\) Many find Semitic interference most clearly exhibited in Mark’s paratactic structure (Baum, “Mark’s Paratactic,” 1–26; Decker, “Markan Idiolect,” 47–49; Maloney, *Semitic Interference*, 66–67).

\(^{50}\) Kelber (*Oral and Written Gospel*, 66) argues similarly. Casey also notes that parataxis is not an exclusive feature of Semitic syntax and must have been prevalent in the vernacular because of its ubiquity in the Greek papyri (*Aramaic Sources*, 19–20).
accustomed to saying 1. Casey himself recognizes that parataxis is not unique to Semitic languages. And neither is a Hebrew or Aramaic narrative paratactically structured by necessity. Frank H. Polak has shown that narratives from the Hebrew Bible exhibit varying degrees of syntactical complexity. While Semitic interference might increase the degree to which a narrative is paratactically structured, it alone cannot account for a prominence of parataxis. Rather, as noted in Chapter Two, parataxis is a common device for structuring spoken narrative in most languages. When it occurs in a narrative, other features of oral composition often accompany it. This is what we find with both Joseph and Aseneth and Mark.

**Residually Oral Linguistic Characteristics**

In what follows, I shall apply the three linguistic criteria for assessing residual orality to Joseph and Aseneth and Mark. The two narratives are most similar linguistically in their paratactic structures, employment of the idea unit, and repetitions. While they exhibit some resemblances in their verbal features, the ubiquity and function of the historical present in Mark is a denser residual oral characteristic than any of the verbal characteristics in Joseph and Aseneth.

---

51 Casey, *Aramaic Sources*, 95.

52 Ibid., 19–20.

Criterion #1: Parataxis, Apposition, and the Idea Unit

*Parataxis, Apposition, and the Idea Unit in Joseph and Aseneth*

Joseph and Aseneth is paratactically structured. Scholars have persistently noted this feature of the narrative, often deploring it as a sign of stylistic unsophistication.\(^{54}\) The conjunction *καί* occurs 1,034 times out of a total 8,230 words in Joseph and Aseneth. This is 12.6% of its total words or once for every 7.96 words.\(^{55}\) Most of the chapters in Philonenko’s reconstruction begin with *καί*.\(^{56}\) Dewey observes that oral literature is paratactic not only with respect to its individual clauses but also entire episodes.\(^{57}\) Only fourteen of the forty-two pericopes in Joseph and Aseneth do not start with *καί*, and eleven of these fourteen are in Aseneth’s prayer in chaps. 12–13.

When the story is in direct narration 90% of the pericopes begin with “and” (*καί*). Few sentences in the narrative begin with a word other than *καί*.\(^{58}\) Only six sentences in the entire text do not contain the connective.\(^{59}\) This is to be expected given

---


\(^{55}\) Burchard’s reconstruction does not differ significantly. There, *καί* occurs 1,651 times out of a total 13,400 words. That is 12.3% of its total words or 1 in every 8.12 words.

\(^{56}\) This is the case in every chapter except for 1, 10, and 13. Joseph and Aseneth 1 begins with *ἐγένετο*, Jos. Asen. 10 with *τότε*, and Jos. Asen. 13 with *ἐπίσκεψαι*. Similarly, in Burchard’s reconstruction, there are only two paragraphs that do not begin with *καί*. These paragraphs begin at Jos. Asen. 21:10 and 23:6 in his versification.


\(^{58}\) Of the total 312 sentences, there are 58 that do not begin with *καί*: Jos. Asen. 1:4, 13, 14; 2:16; 4:5, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16; 6:5, 6, 7; 7:2, 3, 6, 7; 8:6, 7; 10:1; 12:5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12; 13:1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; 13:9, 11, 12; 15:3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14; 16:15; 23:6, 7, 12; 24:7, 8, 14; 25:6; 27:6; 28:5, 6, 13; 29:4. The majority of these are in direct discourse, specifically, monologues.

sociolinguistic research, which finds that the simple coordinating conjunction appears far more frequently — nearly twice as often — in oral narrative than in written narrative.\textsuperscript{60}

Not only is the volume of \textit{καί} in Joseph and Aseneth indicative of its oral conception, but the number of times the connective strings multiple clauses together in single sentences is also residually oral. In literarily conceived discourse, it is extremely rare for more than three or four coordinate clauses to be used consecutively.\textsuperscript{61} In contrast, speakers will string six or seven clauses together by coordination.\textsuperscript{62} This happens frequently in Joseph and Aseneth, and two examples illustrate the phenomenon well. The first occurs in Jos. Asen. 3:9, which narrates Aseneth dressing herself before she goes to meet her mother and father:

\begin{verbatim}
καὶ ἐσπευσεν Ἀσενῆ
καὶ ἐνεδύσατο στολὴν βυσσίνην ἐξ ύακίνθου χρυσούφη
καὶ ἐξώσατο ζώνην χρυσὴν
καὶ περιέθετο ψέλια περὶ τὰς χεῖρας καὶ
tous pêdas autῆs
καὶ περιεβάλετο ἀναξύριδας χρυσᾶς
καὶ περὶ τὸν τράχηλον αὐτῆs περιέθετo
κόσμον.
\end{verbatim}

And Aseneth hastened
And she put on her fine linen robe of
blue interwoven with gold
And she belted a golden belt
And she placed bracelets around her
hands and her feet
And she put on golden trousers
And around her neck she placed a
necklace.\textsuperscript{63}

---

\textsuperscript{60} Beaman, “Coordination and Subordination,” 61.

\textsuperscript{61} Beaman notes that no writers coordinated more than seven clauses with \textit{and} in her case studies (ibid., 58).

\textsuperscript{62} While coordination of six or seven clauses is more common, Beaman finds that speakers can coordinate up to thirteen clauses with the simple conjunction (ibid.).

\textsuperscript{63} The versification and Greek text of Joseph and Aseneth is most frequently from Philonenko, \textit{Joseph et Aséneth}. I have opted to translate Philonenko’s reconstruction myself on most occasions, because in my estimation there is no adequate stand-alone English translation of Philonenko’s text. When other reconstructions, versifications, and translations are referred to, this
Here, six clauses are connected by the coordinating conjunction καί in a single sentence. At 5.8 words each, the idea units fall into the four-to-seven-word range of these units in oral narrative. Another example shows that καί links multiple clauses together in a manner characteristic of oral narrative and uncharacteristic of written discourse. Joseph and Aseneth 10:4–5 details Aseneth’s preparations for her lament:

καὶ ἐσπευσεν Ἀσενήθ
καὶ καθῄλεν ἐκ τῆς θύρας τὴν δέρριν τοῦ καταπετάσματος
καὶ ἑπλησεν αὐτὴν τέφρας
καὶ ἀνήγεγκεν εἰς τὸ υπερών
καὶ ἀπέθετο αὐτὴν εἰς τὸ ἔδαφος
καὶ ἐκλείσε τὴν θύραν ἀσφαλῶς
καὶ τὸν μοχλὸν τὸν σιδηρὸν ἐπέθηκεν αὐτὴν ἐκ πλαγίων
καὶ ἑστέναξε στεναγμῷ μεγάλῳ καὶ κλαυθμῷ.

And Aseneth hastened
And she took down the leather curtain from the door
And she filled it with ashes
And she brought it into the upper room
And she put it on the ground
And she locked the door securely
And she placed the iron bar on it sideways
And she groaned with great groaning and weeping.

In this case, Philonenko has chosen to punctuate vv. 4 and 5 as separate sentences. In my estimation, the two verses are better understood as one sentence, continuing the same idea. At the beginning of v. 4 Aseneth is explicitly stated as the subject of all the following verbs, indicating that this is one stream of thought will be noted. English translations of the longer version of Joseph and Aseneth are most frequently Ahearne-Kroll’s (“Joseph and Aseneth”).

64 I limit the sentence to v. 9 following Chafe’s conception of what a sentence consists of in spoken discourse. According to him, sentences in this mode are limited by a “single center of interest” (“Deployment of Consciousness,” 26). The next center of interest, which begins in v. 10, is connected by καί, but begins a new sentence because it shifts focus to a different topic.

centered on a single interest. In this sentence eight clauses are coordinated using καί, before the subject changes in Jos. Asen. 10:6 and the next sentence is related to the previous one, again with the simple connective. The average length of the idea units, at 5.9 words per unit, is nearly identical to the last example. These two cases are not exceptions. There are several places in Joseph and Aseneth where more than five clauses are successively coordinated with καί. This structural style is more common to orally conceived than literarily conceived narrative.

Apposition, Copulative Constructions, and the “Hitching Post”

As stated in the previous Chapter, extensive use of parataxis partitions oral narrative into idea units, which are typically four to seven words long. Though that is the case, the idea unit is not produced by parataxis alone. There are other linguistic implements speakers use to separate their narrative into these units. Apposition and

---

66 Joseph and Aseneth 10:3 might also be included in this single sentence, which would further increase the number of clauses coordinated by καί in this sentence by three. I have chosen not to include v. 3 because Aseneth is restated as the subject of the aorist verbs in Jos. Asen. 10:4.

67 Joseph and Aseneth 1:4, 9; 2:5–6; 4:8–9; 5:6; 10:11–13, 13–17; 14:15–16; 16:4–5, 9–11; 18:3–6; 24:16–18; 27:3; 29:5–6 all contain six or more clauses connected by καί consecutively. A few of these contain ten clauses connected in this manner, and 10:13–17 and 18:3–6 contain thirteen and twelve clauses connected with καί in a single sentence, respectively.

68 Beaman finds that no writers coordinate more than seven clauses with and. But speakers coordinate up to thirteen clauses with the conjunction (“Coordination and Subordination,” 58).

the copula commonly form idea units in Joseph and Aseneth.\textsuperscript{70} In oral narrative, new descriptive information is not likely to reside in the subject of a clause but is more typically contained in its predicate.\textsuperscript{71} Chafe offers the hitching post as a metaphor for this syntactical phenomenon.\textsuperscript{72} The subject is the post to which new information is hitched. This allows hearers to relate the information to its subject more easily. It is to this end that Joseph and Aseneth employs apposition and the verb ἦν as a copula.

This third-person singular form of εἰμί occurs fifty-four times in Joseph and Aseneth, nearly always in a predicate relationship with a nominative as both its subject and object, rather than with an adverb or prepositional phrase as its object. It is found commonly in descriptions of characters, as in those of Pentephres and Aseneth in Jos. Asen. 1:3–5, and of settings.\textsuperscript{73} The description of Aseneth’s house and room, which takes up the entirety of the narrative’s second chapter, illustrates the copulative use of ἦν, along with the prominence of apposition. In this description ἦν occurs seventeen times, along with seven instances of the third-person plural form, ἦσαν. Indicative verbs that are not ἦν or ἦσαν appear only fourteen times in the chapter. Moreover, apposition is frequent in this description, employed on seventeen


\textsuperscript{71} Chafe, \textit{Discourse}, 108.


\textsuperscript{73} I more thoroughly address ἦν and apposition in Jos. Asen. 1:3–5 in Elder, “On Transcription,” 125–27.
occasions, serving the same purpose as ἦν or ἦσαν, but with more economy. As a result, nominative forms far exceed all others in this chapter.⁷⁴ These two syntactical features illustrate how the grammar of descriptions in Joseph and Aseneth follows a pattern characteristic of oral narrative. Descriptive information is simply tacked onto a subject. In literarily conceived narrative, this mode of description is considered repetitive and unsophisticated. But with oral narrative this is an effective and economical way to describe characters and settings.

Absence of Literarily Conceived Syntax

While parataxis and the idea unit positively establish Joseph and Aseneth’s residual orality, there are three syntactical features absent from the narrative that are characteristic of written, literarily conceived discourse. These help to make an apophatic argument for the narrative’s oral conception. First, relative pronouns are sparse in Joseph and Aseneth. Relative clauses often provide nuance and complexity to sentences in literarily conceived narrative. Nonuse of them is indicative of the syntactical simplicity of oral narrative.⁷⁵ It is telling that there are only thirty relative pronouns in Joseph and Aseneth. Second, conjunctions that are not καί rarely appear in the narrative. There are twenty-eight different conjunctions in Joseph and

---

⁷⁴ Nominative forms occur forty-four times, genitive forms twenty-one times, dative forms thirteen times, and accusative forms fifteen times.

Aseneth. Those that are not καί appear only 196 times. This is indicative of the narrative’s paratactic structuring, but it also signifies that there are far fewer subordinate and complex clauses than coordinate clauses in the text.

In sum, Joseph and Aseneth’s heavy doses of parataxis, apposition, and copulative constructions, along with its nonuse of relative clauses, subordinating conjunctions, and attributive adjectives, are all features of the narrative’s oral register. Mark resembles Joseph and Aseneth in its paratactic structure and employment of the idea unit.

**Parataxis, Apposition, and the Idea Unit in Mark**

**Frequency and Location of καί in Mark**

In Mark, καί occurs 1,100 out of a total 11,312 words. This is 9.6% of the total words in the gospel or once for every 10.28 words. This is slightly less frequently than in Joseph and Aseneth, where καί appears once for every 7.96 words. Its frequency in Mark is also similar to the two papyrological narratives examined in Chapter Two. In BGU I.26, καί appears once for every 12.29 words in the letter as a whole and once for every 12.00 words in the narrative portion of the letter. In P.Oxy. 903, καί occurs 36 times out of a total 395 words, or once in every 10.97 words.

---

76 διότι (56x), ἐπειδή (31x), ἀλλά (21x), ὡς (17x), γάρ (11x), δέ (10x), ἵνα (9x), εἰ (8x), οὐτε (4x), μήποτε (3x), ἠάν (2x), ἐπειδή (2x), καθά (2x), καθότι (2x), καθώς (2x), οὐδέ (2x), πλήν (2x), ποτέ (2x), ἐπειδή (1x), διότι (1x), διπώς (1x), οὔτε (1x), ὡς (1x), πρίν (1x), ἃλλα (1x), τέ (1x), τοίνυν (1x).
In both BGU I.26 and P.Oxy. 903, καί begins about half of the narrative clauses and sentences. It appears even more frequently at the beginning of sentences in Joseph and Aseneth. According to Philonenko’s punctuation, the connective begins 254 of the narrative’s 312 sentences, 81.4%. Mark statistically falls between the papyrological narratives and Joseph and Aseneth in this respect. According to Paul Ellingworth, καί begins 64.5% of the sentences in Mark. And at the clausal level, Elliott Maloney finds that καί coordinates independent clauses 591 times in the gospel. Finally, Mark is also similar to Joseph and Aseneth with respect to the number of paragraphs that begin with καί. The conjunction begins 114 of the 145 paragraphs in Mark, which is 92%. This is comparable to Joseph and Aseneth, wherein 66.6%, twenty-eight out of forty-two, of the total pericopes begin with καί. If Aseneth’s prayer in chaps. 12–13 is excluded, twenty-nine of the thirty-two in Philonenko’s division of the text begin with καί. This is 90.6%.

It is instructive to compare the volume of καί in Mark and Joseph and Aseneth to other texts contemporaneous with them. In the NT, only Revelation has a higher frequency of καί than Mark. At 11.4% of the total words in the apocalypse, it

---


78 Maloney, Semitic Interference, 66.

79 This is based on the punctuation in NA27. Baum finds that the percentage is nearly identical in Westcott-Hort’s punctuation, wherein καί begins eighty of Mark’s eighty-eight pericopes (“Mark’s Paratactic,” 20). Wire offers statistics for the number of times καί begins a new pericope in the various Greek editions of Mark (Case, 83).
is slightly below Joseph and Aseneth’s volume. Excluding Mark, \( \kappa \alpha \iota \) appears 8,061 times out of 126,846 total words in the NT. That is, 6.4% of the total words or once for every 15.34 words. Paul’s letter to the Romans is a stark counter-example to our narratives. It is a text that was literally conceived and would have gone through multiple rounds of literary revisions. In the epistle, \( \kappa \alpha \iota \) occurs 279 times out of 7,114 words. This is a mere 3.9% of its total words or 1 in every 25.50 words. In Chapter Five, I shall more thoroughly compare parataxis in Mark with Matthew and Luke. But it is worth foregrounding Mark’s differences from the later Synoptics here. \( \kappa \alpha \iota \) appears 45% less frequently in Matthew and 33% less frequently in Luke than in Mark.

The volume of \( \kappa \alpha \iota \) in Mark and Joseph and Aseneth is closer to some texts from the LXX and other pseudepigraphical literature than it is to the NT. Narratives

---

80 In Revelation, \( \kappa \alpha \iota \) appears 1,128 times of 9,856 total words. This is once for every 8.64 words. The volume of \( \kappa \alpha \iota \) in Revelation might be significant for genre and compositional studies of that text, as well as for the reference to the reader (δ ἀναγινώσκων) and the hearers (οι ἀκούοντες) in Rev 1:3. David E. Aune writes that Revelation was “explicitly intended for oral performance” (Revelation, WBC 52A; [Dallas: Word, 1997], 21). Kristina Dronsch also addresses the aurality of Revelation in “Transmissions from Scripturality to Orality: Hearing the Voice of Jesus in Mark 4:1-34,” in Weissenrieder and Coote, Interface, 121.

81 Robert Jewett argues that the elegance, rhetoric, and structure of Romans all suggest that it was carefully planned and would have taken weeks to write (Romans: A Commentary, ed. Eldon Jay Epp, Hermeneia [Minneapolis: Fortress, 2006], 22–23). The fact that Romans is not a narrative certainly affects the frequency of the conjunction in the text, but it is nonetheless striking that \( \kappa \alpha \iota \) appears about two and a half times more frequently in Mark than Romans. It is also of interest that Romans was dictated to Tertius (Rom 16:21). This confirms that orality and writing were simultaneously at work in the composition of texts in the first century CE and that an educated writer could speak their composition literarily. This, along with the thorough editing process it underwent, accounts for why Romans reads as it does.

82 In Matthew there are 1,194 instances of \( \kappa \alpha \iota \) out of a total 18,363 words, or 1 in every 15.38 words. In Luke there are 1,483 instances of \( \kappa \alpha \iota \) out of a total 19,495 words, or 1 in every 13.14.
such as Ruth, Jonah, Judith, 1 Enoch, and Tobit fall between Mark and Joseph and Aseneth in their volume of καί. From the LXX, only 1 Chronicles and 1 Samuel exceed the volume of καί in both Mark and Joseph and Aseneth. Many other early Jewish narratives, from the LXX or otherwise, show a much lower frequency of καί than Mark and Joseph and Aseneth. In Philo’s De Vita Mosis, for example, καί appears about half as frequently as it does in Joseph and Aseneth. The Letter of Aristeas and 3 Maccabees also have a much lower volume of καί than Mark and Joseph and Aseneth do.

I note these other texts to suggest that there is a range of how paratactically structured narratives from antiquity are. The evidence from early Judaism and Christianity shows that the volume of καί can range anywhere from 4–5% of a narrative’s total words on the lower end to 13–14% on the upper end. Where narratives fall on this range will depend on several factors, including their author’s style, whether he or she was bilingual, their genre, whether they were written sua manu or dictated, how many times they were revised, and if they are translations

---

83 11.2% of the total words in Ruth LXX are καί, 11.9% of Jonah LXX, 10.7% of Judith, 11.1% of 1 Enoch, and 10.5% of Tobit. The percentages for these texts were calculated with Accordance Bible Software’s morphologically tagged version of Rahlfs.

84 13.7% of the words in 1 Chronicles LXX are καί. It is noteworthy that a large portion of these are in genealogies and not direct narration. 12.8% of the words in 1 Samuel are καί, which is nearly identical to Joseph and Aseneth’s 12.6%.

85 6.1% of the total words in the text. The volume of καί is nearly identical in Philo’s Legatio ad Gaium and De Abrahamo, at 6.5% and 6.4%, respectively. These percentages have been calculated using Accordance Bible Software. The Greek Philonic texts for Accordance were prepared and morphologically tagged by The Norwegian Philo Concordance Project and later revised by Rex A. Koivisto and Marco V. Fabbri.
from Hebrew or Aramaic. Of course, each text would need to be investigated in its own right to determine how residually oral it is. But if a given text possesses a higher volume of καί, it is more likely to exhibit other characteristics of an orally composed narrative, especially short, simple idea units.

Idea Units in Mark

Idea units can be connected by means other than parataxis. Chafe finds that speakers most frequently connect clauses with and, as Mark and Joseph and Aseneth do, but this does not preclude linkage with other connectives or grammatical constructions.86 A preponderance of the simple connective will make it likely that a discourse is characterized by idea units, but to confirm as much we must determine whether the language of that discourse is marked by other characteristic features of idea units. According to Bakker, idea units are typically four to seven words in length, can be independent clauses that stand on their own, which is often the case in Joseph and Aseneth, or can be a unit that needs to be complemented to make syntactical sense, which is more frequently the case in Mark.87 Idea units are usually


marked by intentional boundaries. Marked by intentional boundaries. Chafe adds that they have only one center of interest each.

Wire elucidates idea units in the gospel by translating Mark 1:1–15 and dividing the text into its respective units. But she does not state what features of Markan syntax establish idea units. Following Wire’s modus operandi, we see that two examples from the gospel demonstrate that, alongside coordination with καί, simple finite verbs with an embedded subject, participial phrases, and prepositional phrases characterize idea units in Mark.

Mark 1:21–28 narrates Jesus’s first encounter with an unclean spirit in the gospel. Dividing the text into idea units is revealing:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{καὶ εἰσπορεύονται εἰς Καφαρναοῦμ·} & \quad \text{And they went into Capernaum} \\
\text{καὶ εὐθὺς τοῖς σάββασιν} & \quad \text{And immediately on the Sabbath} \\
\text{εἰσελθὼν εἰς τὴν συναγωγὴν} & \quad \text{He entered the synagogue,} \\
\text{ἐδίδασκεν.} & \quad \text{And taught.} \\
\text{καὶ ἔξεπλήσσοντο ἐπὶ τῇ διδαχῇ αὐτοῦ·} & \quad \text{And they were astonished at his teaching,} \\
\text{ἂν γὰρ διδάσκων αὐτοὺς ὡς ἔξουσίαν ἔχων} & \quad \text{For he taught them as one who had authority,} \\
\text{καὶ οὐχ ὡς οἱ γραμματεῖς.} & \quad \text{And not as the scribes.} \\
\text{καὶ εὐθὺς ἦν ἐν τῇ συναγωγῇ αὐτῶν ἀνθρώπος ἐν πνεύματι ἀκαθάρτῳ} & \quad \text{And immediately there was in their synagogue a man with an unclean spirit;} \\
\text{καὶ ἀνέκραξεν λέγων·} & \quad \text{And he cried out,} \\
\text{τί ἡμῖν καὶ σοί, Ἡσσοῦ Ναζαρηνε;} & \quad \text{“What have you to do with us, Jesus of Nazareth?} \\
\text{ἐκλέος ἀπολέσαι ἡμᾶς;} & \quad \text{Have you come to destroy us?} \\
\text{oῖδα σε τις εἰ,} & \quad \text{I know who you are,}
\end{align*}
\]

88 Ibid.

89 Chafe, Discourse, 140–41.

90 Wire, Case, 79. She does so following Bakker, who does the same for Homer (“How Oral?” 40).
ὁ ἅγιος τοῦ θεοῦ.
καὶ ἐπετίμησεν αὐτῷ ὁ Ἰησοῦς λέγων·
φιμώθητι
καὶ ἔξελεν ἐξ αὐτοῦ.
καὶ σπάραξαν αὐτὸν τὸ πνεῦμα τὸ ἀκάθαρτον
καὶ φωνῆσαν φωνῇ μεγάλῃ
eξῆλθεν ἐξ αὐτοῦ.
καὶ ἐθαμβήθησαν ἅπαντες
ὡστε συζητεῖν πρὸς ἑαυτοὺς λέγοντας
τί ἐστιν τοῦτο;
διδαχὴ καίνῃ κατ᾿ ἐξουσίαν·
καὶ τοῖς πνεύμασι τοῖς ἀκαθάρτοις
ἐπιτάσσει,
καὶ ὑπακούσαν αὐτῷ.
καὶ ἔξηλθεν ἦ ἄχος αὐτοῦ εὐθὺς
pανταχοῦ
εἰς δῆλην τὴν περίχωρον τῆς Γαλιλαίας.

The Holy One of God.”
But Jesus rebuked him, saying,
“Be silent,
And come out of him!”
And the unclean spirit, convulsing him
And crying with a loud voice,
Came out of him.
And they were all amazed
So that they questioned among themselves, saying,
“What is this?
A new teaching! With authority
He commands even the unclean spirits,
And they obey him.”
And at once his fame spread
everywhere,
Throughout all the surrounding region
of Galilee. (RSV)

When the pericope is arranged this way exactly half of its idea units are
coordinated with paratactic καί. This is precisely what should be expected in light of
Chafe’s research. The other idea units are connected by different means, such as
 apposition, prepositional and participial phrases, and direct discourse. Finite verbs
are more common than any of these. They begin idea units on six occasions. This
is also not surprising, as spoken narrative is characterized by simple, indicative
verbal clauses more than written narrative is. The average length of the pericope’s

---

91 Chafe, “Linking Intonation Units,” 10–12. In Chapter Two, we have seen that exactly half
of the units in the two narratives addressed from the papyri were coordinated with καί.

92 One of these is ἔν in the periphrastic phrase ἔν γὰρ διδάσκων found in Mark 1:22.

93 Beaman, “Coordination and Subordination,” 54–60.
idea units is 4.43 words, on the lower end of the four-to-seven-word average Bakker finds for idea units in spoken narrative.\(^\text{94}\)

Dividing Mark 5:25–29, the first half of the pericope of the hemorrhaging woman, into idea units is also instructive. It shows that a heavy dose of participial phrases is another characteristic of Mark’s idea units.\(^\text{95}\)

\[\text{kai γυνη \ ουσα \ εν \ ρυσεi \ αιματος \ δωδεκα \ \epsilon\eta} \]
\[\text{kai πολλα \ παθουσα \ υπο \ πολλων \ iatrow} \]
\[\text{kai δαπανησασα \ τα \ par\' \ aytis \ pantα} \]
\[\text{kai μηδεν \ ωφεληβησα} \]
\[\text{αλλα \ μαλλον \ eis \ το \ χειρον \ ελθουσα,} \]
\[\text{ακουσα απο \ του \ ιησου,} \]
\[\text{ελθουσα \ εν \ τω \ χιλω \ οπισθεν} \]
\[\text{ηψατο \ του \ iamatou \ aytou\'} \]
\[\text{ελεγεν \ γαρ \ oti} \]
\[\text{εαν \ αιμωσαι \ και \ των \ iamatwv \ aytou} \]
\[\text{σωθησομαι.} \]
\[\text{kai ευθυς \ εξηρανθη \ η \ πηγη \ του \ aigmatos} \]
\[\text{aytis} \]
\[\text{kai \ eνω \ τω \ σωματι \ oti} \]
\[\text{iatais \ απο \ της \ μαστιγος.} \]

And there was a woman who had a flow of blood for twelve years
And who had suffered much under many physicians,
And had spent all that she had,
And was no better
But rather grew worse.
She had heard the reports about Jesus,
And came up behind him in the crowd
And touched his garment.
For she said,
“If I touch even his garments,
I shall be made well.”
And immediately the hemorrhage ceased;
And she felt in her body that
She was healed from her disease. (RSV)

Once again, \text{και} occurs at the beginning of roughly half of these idea units. At 4.86 words, the average length of each unit is close to what we found in Mark 1:21–28. Noteworthy in this text is the frequency of participial phrases in vv. 25–27. There are seven participles before the finite verb \text{ηψατo} in v. 27. Are these participial


\(^{95}\) For brevity I have included only the first half of the pericope. The entire pericope extends from Mark 5:25–34. The second half contains other characteristic features of Mark’s idea units. Especially noteworthy is that \text{και} followed by an indicative verb occurs frequently there.
phrases best understood as hypotactic, subordinate clauses? R.T. France, Mark Strauss, and Christopher D. Marshall argue that this is the case. According to them, the evangelist employed hypotaxis to engender pathos for the hemorrhaging woman. The compounding of participles might be out of Mark’s compositional character, but rather than an intentional use of hypotaxis, the participles are better interpreted as a verbal pattern of characterization typical of oral narrative.

In Joseph and Aseneth characters and settings are typically described with copulative constructions. I argued that Chafe’s “hitching post” metaphor explicates the syntax in the narrative’s descriptions. In spoken discourse new subjects initially “carry a light information load, as is appropriate for starting points.” That is, the subject is an anchor for new information. Chafe observes, “clauses do not express a random collection of independent events or states, floating in the air like so many disconnected bubbles. Rather, each has a point of departure, a referent from which it moves on to provide its new contribution.” This phenomenon makes sense of Mark 5:25–27. “Woman” (γυνή) is the point of departure, the starting point or hitching post, for the seven following nominative participles that all provide new information about her. While the syntax of the woman’s description is not identical to what we

---


97 Chafe, *Discourse*, 85.

98 Ibid., 83.
find in Joseph and Aseneth’s descriptions, which are characterized by ἦν or ἦσαν, the overall linguistic structure is familiar.⁹⁹ Both have an initial nominative form to which new information is attached with repetitive syntax.

Mark 1:21–28 and 5:25–29 are representatives of Mark’s characteristic use of short idea units that are usually connected with the simple conjunction καί. At 4.43 and 4.86 words per idea unit, respectively, they fit within the average length sociolinguists have found for idea units. Throughout the entire gospel the average length of idea units is consistent with what is found in these two pericopes and sociolinguistic studies. James A. Kleist has divided the entirety of Mark into Greek idea units.¹⁰⁰ The average length of his sense lines is 4.69 words per line.¹⁰¹

Other Connectives in Mark

The average length of idea units is not the only telling feature of whether a narrative is the product of spoken or written discourse. How a narrative connects idea units together is also indicative of its composition. As Steven A. Runge notes, “connectives play the role of specifying what kind of relationship the writer [or speaker] intended. Each provides a unique constraint on how to process the

---

⁹⁹ Though ἦν and ἦσαν appear frequently in Mark compared to the other gospels. The auxiliary verb occurs with a nominative participle on twenty-four occasions (Turner, “Marcan Usage,” 90–92).


¹⁰¹ Tabulations and calculations of the sense line in his text are my own.
discourse that follows." Written narrative more explicitly relates each segment of discourse with its predecessors and successors. Greek possessed a more sophisticated system for placing clauses in levels of relation than English does. A. T. Robertson wrote, “the Greeks, especially in the literary style, felt the propriety of indicating the inner relation of the various independent sentences that composed a paragraph. This was not merely an artistic device, but a logical expression of coherence of thought.” He goes on to note that connectives serve this purpose. Given Greek’s capacity to create complex syntactical relationships with a host of different connectives, it is striking that Mark connects clauses with καί nearly twice as often as all other conjunctions combined. In contrast to the 1,100 instances of καί, there are a combined 649 occasions of the twenty-four other conjunctions in the gospel. The most common is δέ, occurring 163 times followed by ὡς at 102. All other conjunctions in Mark occur less than 100 times.


104 Robertson, *Grammar*, 443.

105 καί represents 62.9% of all the conjunctions in Mark. It is noteworthy that Chafe found that 50% of the explicit connectives in spoken discourse are “and” (“Linking Intonation Units,” 10).

106 Chafe finds that “but” occurs one-fifth as often as “and” in spoken discourse (“Linking Intonation Units,” 12). It is instructive, then, that ἀλλά and δέ appear a combined 202 times in Mark to the 1,100 occurrences of καί.

107 γάρ (66x), ἵνα (64x), ἀλλά (45x), ἦν (36x), εἷ (35x), ὡς (22x), ὅταν (21x), ὅπως (15x), ὅπου (15x), ὡς (13x), ὅτε (12x), ὅπως (10x), καθώς (8x), ὅταν (6x), ὥστε (6x), ὧποτε (twice as a conjunction; seventy-five times as a particle), ὅτε (2x), ἀρα (2x) μήποτε (2x), πρὶν (2x), ἐπεί (1x), ὅπως (1x).
In short, Mark, like Joseph and Aseneth, is paratactically structured at the episodic, conjunctive, and sentential levels. There is a high volume of καί and a limited number of other connectives in both narratives. In a manner characteristic of spoken narrative, they both employ short idea units that are only loosely connected to one another syntactically.

Criterion #2: Repetition of Syntactical Patterns, Words, Phrases, and Ideas

Repetition of Syntactical Patterns, Words, Phrases, and Ideas in Joseph and Aseneth

Joseph and Aseneth is repetitive in all three aspects characteristic of oral narrative: individual and groups of lexemes, syntactical structuring, and episodes and concepts. On the level of lexemes, the recurrence of καί is most obvious. The discussion of parataxis in this Chapter has confirmed the repetition of this connective. Numerous other words and phrases are also repeated consistently throughout the narrative.

Five examples are illustrative. First, the prepositional phrase καὶ μετὰ ταῦτα occurs six times, serving to advance the narrative. Second, there is repetition of μόνος in Jos. Asen. 2:16 to emphasize that only Aseneth sat on a certain couch. Third, Joseph is consistenly described as a powerful (δυνατὸς) man. Fourth, the verb σπεύδω

---


109 Joseph is described as δυνατός in Jos. Asen. 3:6; 4:8, 9; 13:11; 18:1, 2. On four occasions the phrase Ἰωσήφ ὁ δυνατὸς τοῦ θεοῦ recurs. It is likely a result of oral literature’s preference for “heavy” characters whose deeds and epithets are memorable (Ong, Orality and Literacy, 69). This also accounts for the lengthy descriptions of Pentephres and Aseneth in Jos. Asen. 1:4–8, why Aseneth is repeatedly labeled a παρθένος (Jos. Asen. 1:6, 8; 4:9; 7:8, 10; 8:1; 8:10; 15:1; 19:2), and the adjectival epithet θεοσεβής applied to the story’s various protagonists in Jos. Asen. 4:9; 8:5, 6; 20:8; 22:8; 23:9, 10; 28:4; 29:3.
appears three times in the description of Aseneth’s preparations for Joseph’s initial visit. Lastly, there is a six-fold repetition of χαρ- root lexemes in Jos. Asen. 3:4–4:4.

Joseph and Aseneth is also repetitive at the thematic level. Two examples illuminate this phenomenon. First, bravery is a persistent theme throughout Joseph and Aseneth. It is often expressed with imperative forms of the verb θαρσέω followed by a command not to fear. Second, there is a precise verbal pattern, a form of ἀποδίδωμι with the prepositional phrase κακὸν ἀντὶ κακοῦ, repeated in Jos. Asen. 28 that propagates a non-retaliatory ethic. Other motifs recur without lexical repetition. This is the case with Aseneth’s idol worship. The topic is first presented in the description of her room in Jos. Asen. 2:3–5, which tells the audience that the first chamber of Aseneth’s tower was littered with golden and silver Egyptian gods that she worshiped and sacrificed to. The subject is evoked again when the audience is subtly informed that the names of the Egyptian gods are engraved on Aseneth’s jewelry in Jos. Asen. 3:10. It is reiterated in Jos. Asen. 8:5. Joseph refuses Aseneth’s kiss because it is not right for a God-fearing man to kiss a woman who “blesses dead and dumb idols with her mouth and eats bread of strangulation from their table and

---

110 Joseph and Aseneth 3:6, 9; 4:1.

111 In each instance the command not to fear is either μὴ with a subjunctive or imperative form of φοβέω (Jos. Asen. 14:11; 15:2, 3, 5; 23:15; 26:2, 28:4, 6).

112 According to Ahearne-Kroll, the statues and Aseneth’s religious practices imply that her bedroom resembles a temple chamber and that the description makes it clear to the audience that Aseneth’s living situation is odd (“Joseph and Aseneth,” 2531). The description of this shared sacrificial-dwelling space further heightens Aseneth’s devotion to her Egyptian idols and makes the idol-smashing scene in Jos. Asen. 9 climactic.
drinks treachery from their cup of libation and is anointed with the balm of destruction.” These words disgrace Aseneth and ultimately lead to her repentant idol-smashing bout in Jos. Asen. 10. There, the not-so-subtle and repetitive notes about Aseneth’s idolatry are brought to their crescendo. Aseneth puts on her mourning tunic, throws her exotic garments and sacrificial foodstuffs from her window, and fasts in sackcloth and ashes for seven days. By repetitively echoing Aseneth’s idolatry up to this point in the narrative, the speaker has primed his audience for her dramatic repentance.

**Intercalations**

These thematic and lexical repetitions in Joseph and Aseneth are oral residues and resemble the redundancies found in Mark that will be examined below. But there is also a similarity between how Joseph and Aseneth and Mark structure some of their episodes. Intercalations or “sandwiches,” are a well-studied literary device in the gospel. On at least six occasions in Mark episodes are relayed in this $A^1\cdot B\cdot A^2$ pattern.\(^\text{113}\) It is usually thought that the purpose of this structure is to mutually

enrich the meaning of all the episodes contained within it. Pericopes following this structure are meant to be heard and interpreted in light of one another. But this format may serve another purpose as well.

Writing, in contrast to speaking, significantly slows down a person’s train of thought. This results in the analytic structure that characterizes the literary medium. Ong argues that linear and analytic thought and speech are “artificial creations,” impossible without the technology of writing. Oral literature, rather than being characterized by linear structure, is repetitive and concentric. The oral mind employs various methods to aid recollection of stories. Chief among these, as Eric A. Havelock notes, is framing and forecasting. He writes, “All oral narrative is in structure continually both prophetic and retrospective.” It is within this framework that Mark’s intercalations can be understood as a mnemonic structuring device that aid oral performance and reception. They are tools that stabilize

---

114 Sandwiches are combined by theme, comparison, or contrast (Rhoads et al., *Mark as Story*, 51).

115 Ong, *Orality and Literacy*, 40.

116 Ibid., 39–41.

117 Ibid., 34.


119 Ibid.

120 Dewey similarly argues that Markan sandwiches are “acoustic responsions” characteristic of oral composition (“Oral Methods,” 39), and Adela Yarbro Collins claims that interpolations likely served as aural aids (*Mark: A Commentary*, Hermeneia [Minneapolis: Fortress, 2007], 524).
utterances for future pronunciation.\textsuperscript{121} When episodes are clustered, the speaker does not need to remember three separate narrative events, but only the one group that joins multiple episodes by comparison, contrast, or theme.

There are occasions where Joseph and Aseneth also follows this “prophetic and retrospective” structure characteristic of Mark and oral narrative. The clearest example is in Joseph and Aseneth 27–29. Here, Pharaoh’s son has enacted his plan to kill Joseph and kidnap Aseneth. When Aseneth is face-to-face with the antagonist and fifty of his men in Jos. Asen 26:8–27:1, Benjamin comes into the story for the first time. In a scene that echoes David’s battle with Goliath, he hurls stones and slays Pharaoh’s son’s fifty men.\textsuperscript{122} He also strikes Pharaoh’s son with a stone, leaving him mortally wounded. The narrator abruptly shifts the scene away from Benjamin and Pharaoh’s son and to the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah, Dan and Gad, who decide to abandon the plan to kidnap Aseneth and instead kill her and flee to the thicket of reeds ($\tau\eta\nu\;\upsilon\lambda\eta\nu\;\tau\omicron\upsilon\;\kappa\alpha\lambda\acute{\mu}\omicron\omicron\upsilon$). A “battle” between Dan and Gad and Aseneth is then narrated. But, unlike Benjamin, Aseneth wields no weapon. As her aggressors move toward her with their swords, she prays to her newfound God for protection and

\textsuperscript{121} Jan Assmann argues that any formalized utterance, whether by rhythm, alliteration, parallelism, or some other such is a “text.” According to him, writing is just as much a “secondary formalization” as the mnemonic devices found in spoken discourse. The primary difference is that writing is not as dependent on other mnemonic structuring devices since it is itself one (“Form as a Mnemonic Device: Cultural Texts and Cultural Memory,” in Horsley et al., \textit{Performing the Gospel}, 72–76).

\textsuperscript{122} The intertextual function of 1 Sam 17 in Jos. Asen. 27–29 will be addressed in Chapter Four.
their blades crumble to dust. Having seen the miracle, Dan and Gad beg Aseneth for forgiveness and protection from their brothers, Simeon and Levi, who they suppose will surely avenge their attempt on Aseneth’s life. Aseneth responds, assuring them that their brothers are God-fearing men (ἀνδρες θεοσεβεῖς) who do not repay evil for evil to any person (μὴ ἀποδίδοντες κακὸν ἀντὶ κακοῦ τινι ἀνθρώπῳ). In Jos. Asen. 28:5, she commands Dan and Gad to go hide in the thicket of reeds (εἰς τὴν ὑλὴν τοῦ καλάμου), which recalls their own plan laid out in Jos. Asen. 27:7, while she pacifies Simeon and Levi. After Aseneth does so, convincing them not to repay evil for evil (μηδαμῶς, ἀδελφὲ, ἀποδώσεις κακὸν ἀντὶ κακοῦ τῷ πλησίον σου), the narrator returns to the conflict between Benjamin and Pharaoh’s son in Jos. Asen. 29:1. Benjamin is about to lop off the antagonist’s head when Levi steps in and convinces him that it is not fitting for a God-fearing man to repay evil for evil. Instead, the two bandage the son of Pharaoh and return him to his father on horseback.

Thus the episodes are prospective and retrospective in the form of an A¹-B¹-B²-A² intercalation. This “sandwich” can be visualized as follows:

A¹: Benjamin’s battle with Pharaoh’s son. (Jos. Asen. 27:1–5)
B¹: Aseneth’s “battle” with the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah. (Jos. Asen. 27:6–28:3)
B²: Aseneth’s non-retaliatory response to her opponents. (Jos. Asen. 28:4–16)
A²: Benjamin’s non-retaliatory response to his opponent. (Jos. Asen. 29:1–7)

---

123 Levi’s words in Jos. Asen. 29:3 are reminiscent of Aseneth’s in 28:14. Levi tells Benjamin, “By no means should you do this deed, brother! Because we are God-fearing men and it is not fitting for a God-fearing man to repay evil for evil nor to trample a fallen man, nor to crush his enemy to death” (μηδαμῶς, ἀδελφὲ, ποιήσῃ τὸ ἔργον τούτο, διότι ἤμεις ἄνδρες θεοσεβεῖς ἐσμεν, καὶ οὐ προσήκει ἄνδρὶ θεοσεβεῖ ἀποδοῦναι κακὸν ἀντὶ κακοῦ οὐδὲ πεπωκότα καταπατῆσαι οὐδὲ ἐκβλῆσαι τὸν ἐχθρὸν ἐως βασάνου).
Not only is the intercalation reminiscent of the prophetic and retrospective structure of episodes in oral narrative, but recognizing it accentuates the purpose of these chapters in Joseph and Aseneth. At the center of the intercalation is a propagation of how a God-fearing person ought to respond to his or her enemy. This response is characterized by leaving vengeance and justice to the Lord and not repaying evil for evil. The latter idea is repeated four times in these chapters.\textsuperscript{124} By separating Benjamin’s battle with Pharaoh’s son in Jos. Asen. 27:1–5 from his response to him in 29:1–7, the narrator has created didactic space for instructing the audience about what is and is not fitting action for God-fearing people to take. Aseneth, who has only recently become a God-fearer herself, exemplifies the proper ethic and even becomes the teacher of those who have been God-fearers their entire lives, Simeon, Levi, and Benjamin.\textsuperscript{125}

The intercalation in Jos. Asen. 27–29 is perhaps the clearest in the narrative. There are, however, a few other noteworthy passages that are structured in this prophetic-retrospective manner. Sometimes this is in the A-B-A “sandwich form,” and other times in A-B-A-B, double-intercalation form. The former is represented by Jos. Asen. 1:1–3:6:

\begin{itemize}
  \item A\textsuperscript{1}: Joseph is introduced and comes into Heliopolis on the eighteenth day of the fourth month of the first year of plenty. (Jos. Asen. 1:1–3)
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{124} Joseph and Aseneth 28:4, 10, 13; 29:3. The idea is also forecasted in Jos. Asen. 23:9, where Levi convinces Simeon not to act against Pharaoh’s son when he proposes his machination to them.

\textsuperscript{125} Ahearne-Kroll notes that Aseneth has caused Levi to change his perspective on retaliatory violence, since in Jos. Asen. 27:6 he was involved in the six-man campaign that killed 2,000 of Pharaoh’s son’s Egyptian soldiers (“Joseph and Aseneth,” 2581).

\textsuperscript{124} Joseph and Aseneth 28:4, 10, 13; 29:3. The idea is also forecasted in Jos. Asen. 23:9, where Levi convinces Simeon not to act against Pharaoh’s son when he proposes his machination to them.

\textsuperscript{125} Ahearne-Kroll notes that Aseneth has caused Levi to change his perspective on retaliatory violence, since in Jos. Asen. 27:6 he was involved in the six-man campaign that killed 2,000 of Pharaoh’s son’s Egyptian soldiers (“Joseph and Aseneth,” 2581).
B: Aseneth is introduced. (Jos. Asen. 1:4–2:20)
A\textsuperscript{2}: Joseph comes to Heliopolis in the fourth month of the first year of plenty. (Jos. Asen. 3:1–6)

The latter pattern appears in Jos. Asen 4:11–7:11:

A\textsuperscript{1}: Aseneth spurns Joseph to her Pentephresh. (Jos. Asen. 4:11–15)
B\textsuperscript{1}: Aseneth changes her mind about Joseph. (Jos. Asen. 5:1–6:8)
A\textsuperscript{2}: Joseph spurns Aseneth to Pentephresh. (Jos. Asen. 7:1–7)
B\textsuperscript{2}: Joseph changes his mind about Aseneth. (Jos. Asen. 7:10–11)

And it can also be detected in 23:1–24:19:

A\textsuperscript{1}: Pharaoh’s son offers his plan to Simeon and Levi. (Jos. Asen. 23:1–6)
B\textsuperscript{1}: Simeon and Levi Respond to Pharaoh’s plan. (Jos. Asen. 23:7–16)
A\textsuperscript{2}: Pharaoh’s son offers his plan to Dan and Gad. (Jos. Asen. 24:1–11)
B\textsuperscript{2}: Dan and Gad respond to Pharaoh’s plan. (Jos. Asen. 24:12–19)

These intercalations are structural instantiations of residual orality in Aseneth that resemble the numerous intercalations in Mark.

\textit{Repetition of Syntactical Patterns, Words, Phrases, and Ideas in Mark}

Intercalation in Mark 11:12–21

There is one intercalation in the gospel that particularly resembles the Benjamin-Aseneth-Benjamin intercalation in Joseph and Aseneth 27–29. This is the fig tree-temple-fig tree sandwich in Mark 11:12–21. Here, Jesus and his disciples are on their way into Jerusalem when Jesus spots a fig tree from a distance. Walking up to it, he finds no figs, utters a curse on the tree, which his disciples overhear, and continues on his way to Jerusalem. Upon their arrival in the city, Jesus and his followers promptly enter the temple, wherein he scatters the merchants and teaches,
provoking the ire of the chief priests and scribes. Having caused a commotion, the group leaves the city when evening comes. During their next day's travels, they spot the cursed fig tree which has now begun to wither at its roots. The intercalation is thus structured as follows:

A¹: Jesus curses the fig tree. (Mark 11:12–14)
B: Jesus enters and clears the temple. (Mark 11:15–19)
A²: The fig tree withers. (Mark 11:20–21)

Like A¹ in Jos. Asen. 27:1–5, Mark 11:12–14 is left unresolved. The demise of Aseneth's antagonist and the demise of the fig tree are both delayed by an intervening episode. For Mark, this structure punctuates the critique of the temple and its functionaries.¹²⁶ The fig tree symbolizes the temple.¹²⁷ Both the location of Jesus's temple actions at the center of the intercalation and how the account of the cursing and withering of the fig tree is interweaved with aspects of the temple critique that permeates Mark 11–15 reveal that this is the case.¹²⁸ In Mark, the

¹²⁶ France detects a double intercalation here, further stressing the fig tree's symbolic relationship to the temple. In his reading, Mark 11:1, Jesus's first visit to the temple is the subject of A¹, the cursing of the fig tree in 11:12–14 that of B¹, Jesus's action in the temple in 11:15–19 is A², the withering of the fig tree in 11:20–25 is B², and Jesus's return to the temple in 11:27 is A³ (Gospel of Mark, 436).


¹²⁸ The two are intertwined on at least three counts. First, the fig-tree episodes are set toward the beginning of five chapters (Mark 11–15) that prominently feature a critique of the temple and its authorities (Evans, Mark 8:27–16:20, 138). Second, there is parallelism between the fig tree and the
cursing and withering of the tree only makes sense in light of Jesus’s temple actions in Mark 11:15–19. The resolution to the fig tree account is directly informed by the center of the intercalation, just as the resolution to Benjamin’s battle with Pharaoh’s son is informed by Aseneth’s action in the center of that intercalation.

Lexical and Phraseological Repetitions in Mark

While Markan sandwiches are structural evidence to the gospel’s residual orality, the repetitive nature of Mark is even more apparent at the lexical and phraseological levels. Pleonasms and redundancies abound. Robert H. Stein claims that there are 213 instances of grammatical redundancy in the gospel, though he offers neither a list of them nor their locations. Frans Neirynck underscores hundreds of occasions of repetition in Mark’s text and also instances of thirty different categories of dualities in the gospel. John C. Hawkins provides an abbreviated inventory of over

---


100 examples of Markan redundancies.\textsuperscript{131} He offers another thirty-nine instances where pleonasms in Mark have been altered in Matthean and Lukan redaction.\textsuperscript{132} The first item in Hawkins list, Mark 1:32, characterizes Mark’s pleonastic manner of speaking:

\begin{quote}
\textit{ὅψιας δὲ γενομένης, ὡτε ἔδυ ὁ ἥλιος...} When evening came, when the sun had set...
\end{quote}

This example is of interest not only because it shows the grammatical and lexical redundancy that exemplifies Mark, but also because the indicative phrase \textit{ἔδυ ὁ ἥλιος} (“the sun set”) is unique to Mark in the NT and appears twice in Joseph and Aseneth in a nearly identical construction.\textsuperscript{133} In its redaction of the Markan verse, Matt 8:16 eliminates the indicative phrase altogether, retaining only the genitive absolute, \textit{ὅψιας δὲ γενομένης} (“when evening came”). Luke 4:40 has combined the two Markan constructions, removing the information about it becoming evening, and making Mark’s indicative phrase into the genitive absolute, \textit{δύοντος δὲ τοῦ ἥλιου} (“when the sun had set”). The participial form in Luke is the only other occasion of the verb \textit{δύνω} in the NT or LXX. Since Matthew and Luke both avoid using the verbal form \textit{ἔδυ} and several manuscripts of Mark alter it, the phrase might be a colloquialism.

\textsuperscript{131} Hawkins, \textit{Horae Synopticae: Contributions to the Study of the Synoptic Problem} (Oxford: Clarendon, 1909), 125–26. He notes that these are not all the redundancies that appear in the gospel.

\textsuperscript{132} Ibid., 139–42.

\textsuperscript{133} \textit{ἔως ὡτε ἔδυ ὁ ἥλιος} (“until the sun set”) appears in Joseph. Asen. 10:2 and 19. This is yet another example of verbal repetition in that narrative. The verbal phrase, \textit{ἔδυ ὁ ἥλιος} (“the sun set”) is identical to Mark 1:32, but it is also worth noting that the indicative verb is preceded by a temporal preposition on all three occasions.
considered inappropriate for the literary medium.\textsuperscript{134} If so, it is a residually oral feature of Mark not only as a redundancy, but also as a unique, colloquial phrase.

Numerous other redundancies and repetitions in Mark’s Gospel could be offered as evidence of its residual orality.\textsuperscript{135} These are a result of the \textit{copia} that characterize oral discourse. But there is one particular lexeme that sociolinguistic research and the argument of composition by dictation has significant explanatory power over, \textit{εὐθὺς} (“immediately”). This word is used forty-one times in Mark and only ten times elsewhere in the NT. It is often thought to give the gospel a sense of rapidity or “urgency.”\textsuperscript{136} Commentators note this effect of \textit{εὐθὺς}, but they do not usually clarify why it is ubiquitous in and relatively unique to Mark. My contention is that \textit{εὐθὺς} is what sociolinguists call a “discourse marker.” This designation makes sense of its functions and frequency in the narrative, as well as its minimal presence in other NT texts.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{134} \textit{ἔδυ} is altered to \textit{ἔδυσεν} by B D 28. 1424. 2427.
\item \textsuperscript{135} E.g. Mark 1:35; 4:2, 39; 5:15, 19; 6:26; 7:33; 12:44; 14:61.
\item \textsuperscript{136} Donahue and Harrington, \textit{Gospel of Mark}, 17. Marcus claims that the term offers “vividness” (\textit{Mark}, 1:159).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
εὐθύς as a Discourse Marker in Mark

Discourse markers are notoriously difficult to define, primarily because they have widely variegated roles.¹³⁷ In English, words like anyway, next, look, listen, then, however, now, oh, and, but, so, because, you know can serve as discourse markers.¹³⁸ These words may or may not significantly affect the meaning of an utterance or a sentence and they primarily serve to move the discourse along sequentially. Explicating four characteristics of discourse markers clarifies their operations in spoken discourse and parallels the functions of εὐθύς in Mark.

First, discourse markers “generally belong to the word class of adverbs,” and often serve as adverbs or in a manner similar to them.¹³⁹ They also typically have identical or nearly identical words that have a different syntactical role. Heine writes, “a characteristic of many discourse markers is that they have homophonous (or

---

¹³⁷ Deborah Schiffrin’s is the classic definition of discourse markers: “sequentially dependent elements which bracket units of talk” (Discourse Markers, Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics 5 [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987], 31).

¹³⁸ Much of the theoretical work on discourse markers is in English and focuses on English discourse markers. This does not imply that discourse markers do not operate similarly in other languages. José Luis Blas Arroyo notes that “interest in the study of discourse markers has spread to a number of different languages, as can be seen in recent work on English, Hebrew, German, Catalan and ... Spanish” (“From Politeness to Discourse Marking: The Process of Pragmaticalization of Muy Bien in Vernacular Spanish,” Journal of Pragmatics 43 [2011]: 855).

¹³⁹ Miriam Urgelles-Coll, The Syntax and Semantics of Discourse Markers, Continuum Studies in Theoretical Linguistics (London: Continuum, 2010), 1, 7–41. See also Elizabeth Closs Traugott and Richard B. Dasher who classify discourse markers as “a subclass of adverbials” or “connecting adverbs” (Regularity in Semantic Change, Cambridge Studies in Linguistics [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002], 152–53). Not all linguists categorize discourse markers as adverbs. Some maintain that discourse markers “are elusive to conventional categories of grammar and must be understood and described in their own right, and this position tends to be reflected in the use of separate categories and terms [to describe them]” (Bernd Heine, “On Discourse Markers: Grammaticalization, Pragmaticalization, or Something Else?” Linguistics 51 [2013]: 1207).
nearly homophonous) counterparts that are not discourse markers." Often these corresponding words are adverbs. Whether identical or merely similar, these counterparts are not technically considered discourse markers themselves. Hansen gives the following English example, wherein \textit{a} is not a discourse marker and \textit{b} is: \footnote{Ibid., 1208.}

\begin{itemize}
  \item[a.] She asked him to rewrite it \textit{in other words}.
  \item[b.] \textit{In other words}, you must rewrite the whole essay.
\end{itemize}

In the second sentence, \textit{in other words} is an unessential phrase that helps the hearer process the discourse, whereas in the first sentence the prepositional phrase is critical to the sentence’s meaning.

In Mark \textit{εὐθύς} sometimes, though not always, operates adverbially meaning “immediately.” This is the case in Mark 1:42, where the word connotes the swiftness by which the leper was healed: \textit{kai εὐθύς ἀπῆλθεν ἀπ’ αὐτοῦ ἡ λέπρα καὶ ἐκαθαρίσθη} ("and immediately the leprosy left him and he was healed"). Comparing \textit{εὐθύς} in Mark with \textit{εὐθύς} and \textit{εὐθέως} in Matthew, Harold Riley concludes that, “When the word \textit{εὐθύς} [in Mark] corresponds to an equivalent word in Matthew and/or Luke, it requires the sense of ‘immediately.’ When there is no corresponding word, the more natural translation is in almost every instance ‘then.’” \footnote{Maj-Britt Mosegaard Hansen, “The Semantic Status of Discourse Markers,” \textit{Lingua} 104 (1998): 236.} \footnote{Riley, \textit{The Making of Mark: An Exploration} (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1989), 217.} These cases in Mark where \textit{εὐθύς} is a true adverb represent the homophonous, adverbial counterpart to the
word’s more frequent role as a discourse marker. But εὐθύς also has a nearly homophonous, adverbial counterpart in εὐθέως. This adverb occurs on only one occasion in the gospel, Mark 7:35, though even in this instance several manuscripts omit the adverb or replace it with εὐθύς. 143 In contrast εὐθέως occurs far more frequently in Matthew and Luke. This will be addressed in Chapter Five. The point is that the discourse marker εὐθύς has both a homophonous and a nearly homophonous counterpart in εὐθύς and εὐθέως, respectively.

Second, discourse markers are multifunctional. 144 This is because they serve a procedural rather than propositional role. One of their primary operations is to “signal a sequential relationship between the current utterance and the prior discourse.” 145 Discourse markers “indicate how the listener is to relate the upcoming discourse to the previous discourse.” 146 While εὐθύς acts adverbially in Mark 1:42, there are several occasions where this translation of the word is strained and it is better understood as sequencing the discourse.

Riley argues that εὐθύς often does not connote expediency in Mark, but instead discourse sequencing. He suggests the translation “then,” “next,” or “also,”

143 Ν Β Δ Λ Δ 0131. 0274. 33. 579. 892 pc it sa’miss bo all omit εὐθέως (“immediately”), while Ν Δ L 0274. 892 replace it with εὐθύς (“immediately,” “and then”).

144 Schiffrin, Discourse Markers, 64; Arroyo, “From Politeness,” 855–56; Laurel J. Brinton, Pragmatic Markers in English: Grammaticalization and Discourse Functions, Topics in English Linguistics 19 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1996), 35.


146 Paul J. Hopper and Elizabeth Closs Traugott, Grammaticalization (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 129.
for these instances. As an example of its discourse-sequencing function, he presents a cluster of occurrences of the word from Mark 1. By contrasting the Greek εὐθὺς with an English translation, he exposes the problem of translating the term “immediately” on these occasions. His illustrative examples are:

Mark 1:21: and εὐθὺς on the Sabbath Jesus entered into the synagogue and taught.
Mark 1:23: and εὐθὺς there was a man in the synagogue.
Mark 1:28: and εὐθὺς his fame spread abroad throughout the region of Galilee.

Riley concludes that “the three examples ... only bear the meaning ‘then.’” There are other Markan instances where “then,” “also,” or “next” are more adequate translations of εὐθὺς than “immediately.” Mark 8:10 is one. Here, Jesus has just released the four thousand, and Mark provides a transitory detail: καὶ εὐθὺς ἐμβὰς εἰς τὸ πλοῖον μετὰ τῶν μαθητῶν αὐτοῦ ἦλθεν εἰς τὰ μέρη Δαλμανουθά (“And then, when he had gotten into the boat with his disciples, he went to the region of Dalmanutha”). In this case, the sense of immediacy is by no means intrinsic to the sentence, and εὐθὺς can just as well carry the temporal sense “next” or “then.” Even if εὐθὺς were

---

147 Riley, *Making of Mark*, 215. Riley claims that Mark writes in a “colloquial style,” though he never develops what this means or how it is indicated in the gospel.

148 Ibid., 216–17.

149 Ibid., 217.

150 G. D. Kilpatrick supposes that every time εὐθὺς appears at the beginning of a clause in Mark, “we are not dealing with an adverb of time but with a connecting particle” (“Some Notes on Markan Usage,” in Elliott, *Language and Style*, 168).
omitted entirely the sentence would make just as much sense.\footnote{151} This is further evidence for \textit{εὐθύς}'s role as a discourse marker in Mark, since discourse markers are typically optional and do not add propositional content to a sentence's meaning.\footnote{152}

The discourse marker is especially superfluous when it precedes a participial or prepositional phrase in Mark, which happens frequently.\footnote{153} This is the case in Mark 14:43, where \textit{εὐθύς} precedes a genitive absolute: \textit{καὶ εὐθύς ἐτι αὐτοῦ λαλοῦντος παραγίνεται Ἰσόδας} ("And so, while he is still talking, Judas arrives").\footnote{154} If Mark intends \textit{εὐθύς} to express a sense of immediacy here, the genitive absolute quickly curbs it. It is more likely that \textit{εὐθύς} focuses the audience's attention, since this is a dramatic point in the narrative.\footnote{155}

One last example shows that Mark does not only use \textit{εὐθύς} to carry a sense of immediacy and that the word has multiple operations in the gospel. We have seen, from Riley's example above, that Mark 1:23 juxtaposes \textit{εὐθύς} with \textit{ἦν: καὶ εὐθύς ἦν ἐν...}

\footnote{151} This is precisely the route Matt 15:39 takes in its redaction of Mark 8:10: \textit{καὶ ἀπολύσας τοὺς ἄχλους ἐνέβη εἰς τὸ πλοῖον καὶ ἤλθεν εἰς τὰ ὄρα Μαγαδάν} ("and having released the crowds, he got into the boat and went into the region of Magadan"). Matthew does this on several other occasions. Finding the term in Mark otiose, he removes \textit{εὐθύς} altogether. I will address these in Chapter Five.


\footnote{154} \textit{εὐθύς} is paired with a historical present tense verb here, though it does not directly precede the verb.

\footnote{155} Matthew's redaction supports this hypothesis. Matthew retains most of the clause, changing only the finite verb and altering \textit{εὐθύς} to \textit{ἰδοῦ} in Matt 26:47.
τῇ συναγωγῇ αὐτῶν ἀνδρώπος ἐν πνεύματι ἀκαθάρτῳ (“and then there was a man with an unclean spirit in their synagogue”). Here perhaps more clearly than anywhere else in Mark εὐθὺς means something other than “immediately.” The co-occurrence of εὐθὺς with ἦν makes little syntactical sense from a literary perspective. Sociolinguistic research on discourse markers helps provide a way forward. Schiffrin shows that discourse markers are often sequentially dependent. That is, they do not depend on other lexemes in a sentence to create meaning. Instead they primarily rely on the discourse’s sequence for it. For this reason, discourse markers can contradict other elements within a sentence or utterance, such as tense and time. Schiffrin calls this “co-occurrence” and gives an example of a discourse marker with a past tense verb that is pertinent to Mark 1:23: “Now these boys were Irish. They lived different.” She writes, “now is a temporal adverb which marks the reference time of a proposition as coterminous with the speaking time. Thus, we would not expect now to co-occur with indicators of a reference time prior to speaking, e.g. the preterit.”

This may seem to be a grammatical violation but is not because now is a sequentially

---

156 Not surprisingly, there are textual witnesses that omit εὐθὺς here (A C D W Θ 13 M latt sy), finding it awkward.

157 By this Schiffrin means that “markers are devices that work on a discourse level: they are not dependent on the smaller units of talk of which discourse is composed” (Discourse Markers, 37).

158 Ibid., 37–40.

159 Ibid., 38; emphasis original.

160 Ibid.
dependent discourse marker.\textsuperscript{161} If we consider εὐθύς in this manner in Mark 1:23, it becomes more appropriate to translate it not as “immediately,” but with a different English discourse marker that implies sequencing. The force of εὐθύς does not adverbially press upon ἤν, but signals that a new discourse sequence is beginning.

Third, discourse markers typically occur towards the beginning of an utterance.\textsuperscript{162} In Mark, εὐθύς almost always appears at the beginning of a clause and often in the stock phrase καὶ εὐθύς.\textsuperscript{163} According to Decker, it precedes the verb that it modifies on 38 occasions and follows it on only two.\textsuperscript{164}

Finally, discourse markers are “predominantly a feature of oral rather than of written discourse.”\textsuperscript{165} Some linguists consider them a smoking gun for an oral register.\textsuperscript{166} Because of their oral nature, they are negatively evaluated when they appear in formal, literary texts.\textsuperscript{167} This accounts for the ubiquity of εὐθύς in Mark

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{161} Ibid. Marcus comments that Mark frequently employs εὐθύς in ungrammatical fashion (Mark, 1:159).
\item \textsuperscript{162} Brinton, \textit{Pragmatic Markers}, 34.
\item \textsuperscript{163} εὐθύς occurs at the beginning of a clause in Mark 1:10, 12, 20, 21, 23, 29, 42; 2:8; 4:29; 5:29, 30, 42; 6:27, 45, 50; 5:25; 8:10; 9:15, 24; 10:52; 11:2; 14:43, 45, 72; 15:1.
\item \textsuperscript{165} Brinton, \textit{Pragmatic Markers}, 33.
\item \textsuperscript{167} Brinton, \textit{Pragmatic Markers}, 33. In this vein, BDF §102.2 notes “Mk always uses the vulgar εὐθύς (42 times) for ‘immediately’.”
\end{itemize}
compared to its nonuse in other narratives. In Chapter Five, I will show that Matthew and Luke alter εὐθύς to its adverbial counterpart or they omit it altogether because they did not find it suitable for a literary composition.

In sum, εὐθύς is not just another repetitive lexeme in Mark. It is a discourse marker that serves numerous functions beyond providing the gospel with a sense of rapidity. A wider semantic range for translation of the word is in order. The discourse marker can be rendered temporally, conjunctively, adverbially, or as prompting attention. Above all, that εὐθύς is a discourse marker in Mark is further evidence for Mark’s dense residual orality and my contention that the gospel is a textualized oral narrative.

Criterion #3: Verb Employment

*Residually Oral Verbal Features in Joseph and Aseneth*

Joseph and Aseneth’s tendencies with respect to verbal mood and voice and its penchant for direct discourse are two demonstrable features of its residual orality. The minimal use of the historical present, in contrast, does not constitute what might be expected of oral conception.

Concerning mood, the narrative relies on the indicative. Of the total verbal forms in Joseph and Aseneth, 76.3% are in the indicative.\(^{168}\) The result is that other

\(^{168}\) 1,037 indicative verbs out of 1,357 total verbal forms.
verbal moods rarely occur. Two observations about the non-indicative moods in Joseph and Aseneth are noteworthy. First, the infinitive and subjunctive moods combined make up only about 5% of the total verbal forms in the narrative.\textsuperscript{169} This is a feature of the fragmentation of oral narrative as opposed to the integration of written narrative. Literally conceived discourse has a higher proportion of dependent, complex, and complement clauses to integrate idea units into cohesive sentences in a manner that oral narrative does not.\textsuperscript{170} Second, participles make up only 11.3% of the total verbal forms in Joseph and Aseneth.\textsuperscript{171} Significantly, these are rarely circumstantial participles. Instead, supplementary participles in a copulative construction with \( \varepsilon\iota\mu\iota \) are most common in Joseph and Aseneth. Akin to the narratives in the papyri, Joseph and Aseneth typically avoids syntactically hypotactic relationships with a participle. The conjunction \( \kappa\alpha\iota \) followed by an indicative verb is far more common.\textsuperscript{172} In most of these instances, the indicative verb could have been rendered in participial form, creating more cohesive and integrated syntax. In texts

\textsuperscript{169} 38 infinitives (3.8% of all verbal forms) and 24 subjunctives (1.8% of all verbal forms) occur in Joseph and Aseneth.

\textsuperscript{170} Cha\textsuperscript{\textae} finds that complement clauses with infinitives are about three times more frequent in written discourse than spoken discourse (“Integration and Involvement,” 44).

\textsuperscript{171} 153 participles out of 1,357 total verbal forms.

\textsuperscript{172} Mandilaras argues that \( \kappa\alpha\iota \) with an indicative verb, rather than a participial phrase, is a feature of the Koine Greek vernacular (\textit{Verb}, 366).
conceived literally, this would be expected. But in oral narrative integrated syntax is rare.

It is well documented that passive verbs appear more frequently in written narrative than oral. In Joseph and Aseneth, active indicative verbs occur almost ten times more frequently than passive indicatives. When the purview is expanded to all the verbal moods, the active voice occurs over ten times more frequently than the passive.

Regarding the historical present, Joseph and Aseneth does not exhibit features that are necessarily characteristic of oral narrative, nor does it demonstrate features that contradict oral conception. Unlike the Gospel of Mark, the historical present is not prominent in the narrative. In Chapter Two, I’ve argued that the historical present makes a speaker’s represented consciousness more immediate and vivid to his or her audience. But speakers do not always aim for this vividness. In fact, in oral narrative the displaced or distal mode often dominates, and the immediate mode can be, but is not necessarily, evoked at climactic moments in the narrative.

---

173 Philonenko details eight instances where αἰτί with an indicative verb is rendered with a participial construction in the a MSS family’s redaction of d, producing a more elegant literary style (Joseph et Aséneth, 6). I provide other examples in Chapter Five.


175 There are 662 active indicative verbs compared to 67 passive indicative verbs.

176 When all verbal forms are considered, Joseph and Aseneth has 870 active forms compared to 82 passive forms.
discourse. The displaced mode utilizes consciousness that is extroverted and does not depend on the immediate environment for its representation. The distal mode represents the speaker’s view at the point of time of the original event, whether it is real or imagined, and the past tense accomplishes this. Joseph and Aseneth tends to remain in the distal mode, and infrequently enters the immediate mode.

The distal mode in Joseph and Aseneth is particularly demonstrated by the narrative’s proportion of aorist verbs, even with forms of λέγω. It has been observed that attributions of direct speech and the historical present go hand in hand. This is true of both written and oral discourse. A verb of saying in the present tense will often introduce quoted material. Joseph and Aseneth does not follow this pattern. Instead, aorist tense forms of λέγω abound. There are ninety-nine instances of aorist tense forms of this verb in the narrative, and only nineteen instances of present tense forms. This is significantly different from Mark’s and Matthew’s narratives, where present forms of λέγω are more common than aorist forms. This is at a ratio of 1.83:1 and 1.40:1, respectively.

The fact that Matthew is more literarily conceived

---

177 Chafe, Discourse, 198–211.
178 Ibid., 198.
179 Ibid., 207–11.
180 Schiffrin, “Tense Variation,” 58.
181 Mark has 154 present forms of λέγω compared with 84 aorist forms. Matthew has 282 present forms compared with 202 aorist forms. Luke is more similar to Joseph and Aseneth. There are more aorist forms of λέγω (295) than present forms (195) in his gospel, but present forms are not as minimal as in Joseph and Aseneth.
than Mark helps account for his greater frequency of the aorist tense, which I shall argue in Chapter Five. However, aorist tense forms of λέγω in Joseph and Aseneth result from the distal mode of speaking during its composition. This being the case, the historical present in Joseph and Aseneth is not a telltale sign of its oral conception, as it is in the Gospel of Mark. But the distal mode of speaking clarifies Joseph and Aseneth’s preference for the aorist tense.

Finally, the frequency of direct discourse in Joseph and Aseneth is a verbal indicator of its oral conception. Oral discourse tends to contain direct speech more often than written discourse.\textsuperscript{182} Indirect discourse occurs less frequently than direct discourse.\textsuperscript{183} There are 115 occasions of direct discourse in Joseph and Aseneth. It frequently appears in dialogue, as in Jos. Asen. 4:5–8, where a conversation between Aseneth and Pentephre contains six occurrences of εἶπεν. Elsewhere, direct discourse is evoked and a single character offers an extended monologue, as in Jos. Asen. 12:1–14:2 and Jos. Asen. 15:2–12. Indirect discourse, in contrast, is present on only one occasion, Jos. Asen. 13:10.\textsuperscript{184}

\textsuperscript{182} Chafe, “Integration and Involvement,” 48.

\textsuperscript{183} Schiffrin, “Tense Variation,” 58.

\textsuperscript{184} Even this occasion could be indicating direct discourse. Here, Aseneth is regretting that she believed those who told her Joseph was the son of a shepherd from Canaan. The text reads, εἶπόν μοι οἱ ἄνδροι ὅτι Ἰωσὴφ τοῦ ποιμένος ὦ νῦν ἔστι ἐκ γῆς Χαναάν. The ὅτι could indicate either direct or indirect discourse. For ὅτι introducing direct discourse in prose, see Smyth, Greek Grammar, §2590a; with indirect discourse, ibid., §§2576–2578.
**Residually Oral Verbal Features in Mark**

The Historical Present in Mark

The most obvious verbal feature of Mark’s residual orality is its preponderance of the historical present. This tense in Mark is best accounted as an oral residue, since it is not typically considered an Aramaism.\(^{185}\) Conversational narratologists, sociolinguists, and literary critics have addressed the historical present in conversational narrative, oral narrative, and diverse types of literature, respectively. While it serves several distinct purposes in various media, settings, and genres, there have been some consistent conclusions drawn about this unique role of the present tense. Four aspects of these findings are especially germane to the historical present in Mark.

First, the historical present is a performative feature characteristic of oral narratives.\(^{186}\) Nessa Wolfson writes, “the more fully a story is performed, the more likely it will contain [the historical present].”\(^{187}\) At the same time, it is an optional

---

\(^{185}\) Matthew Black writes that “there is nothing especially Semitic” about either the historical present nor the imperfect and periphrastic, all of which are frequent in Mark and will be addressed below (An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts, 2nd ed. [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1954], 130). The same point about the non-Semitic nature of the historical present is made by Moulton and Howard (Accidence, 456–57); E. P. Sanders (The Tendencies of the Synoptic Tradition, SNTSMS 9 [London: Cambridge University Press, 1969], 253); Carroll D. Osburn (“The Historical Present in Mark as a Text-Critical Criterion,” Biblica 64 [1983]: 486).


\(^{187}\) Wolfson, CHP, 29.
aspect of oral narrative.\textsuperscript{188} Not every oral narrative will feature the historical present.\textsuperscript{189} Also, no oral narrative will exclusively appear in this tense. Narratives might eschew the historical present altogether, but it will never be the only tense found in a story.\textsuperscript{190} That historical presents are characteristic of oral storytelling does not preclude their presence in literary narratives. But their occurrence in literary narratives is usually considered a holdover from spoken discourse.\textsuperscript{191}

Second, because the historical present always appears in conjunction with past tense verbs, how a narrative switches in and out of the tense is significant. Sociolinguists and narratologists find that speakers tend to shift into the historical present at predictable junctures in a discourse. This is predicated on the fact that the constituent episodes of oral narrative follow regular structural patterns.\textsuperscript{192} Schiffrin and Fludernik argue that the historical present will never occur at the conclusion or resolution of a spoken episode.\textsuperscript{193} Schiffrin finds that the majority of historical

\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{189}] In one study, Wolfson finds that half of the oral narratives she collected switch between the past tense and the historical present (“Feature,” 223). In another study, she finds that every narrative contains switching between the tenses (\textit{CHP}, 29). Fleischman also addresses the optional nature of the historical present in oral narrative (\textit{Tense and Narrativity}, 76).
\item[\textsuperscript{190}] Wolfson, \textit{CHP}, 35.
\item[\textsuperscript{191}] Fleischman notes various studies that situate the origins of the historical present in speech in French, Italian, Latin, Old Icelandic, and English (\textit{Tense and Narrativity}, 79).
\item[\textsuperscript{192}] Schiffrin argues that oral narratives have various types of clauses, including abstract, orientation, embedded orientation, complicating action, evaluation, and coda (“Tense Variation,” 48).
\item[\textsuperscript{193}] Ibid., 51; Fludernik, “Historical Present Tense,” 86; eadem, “Historical Present Tense Yet Again,” 375–76.
\end{itemize}
presents occur in “complicating action clauses.” According to her, it will not be
found in clauses providing a reference time or orientation for the narrative, which
usually begin an episode. Fludernik finds that the historical present is most
commonly used at “turns” in the narrative. A turn can be at the beginning of an
episode, its incipit, which she distinguishes from Schiffrin’s concept “orientation.”
If there is no orientation clause, a speaker’s oral episode may begin with a historical
present. Fludernik agrees with Schiffrin that the historical present will also be
expected at major incidences in the narrative. That is, at “surprising, remarkable, or
emotionally memorable” moments. But she also finds that it appears at “incipit
points of new story-internal episodes.” Fludernik calls these “incidence turns” and
“incipit turns,” phrases that I will employ here.

Fludernik’s and Schiffrin’s research suggests that historical presents can be
expected at three predictable points in an oral narrative: (1) the beginning of an
episode; (2) when a new character or setting is introduced; and (3) at a surprising or

194 Schiffrin, “Tense Variation,” 51.
195 Ibid., 51–52.
196 Fludernik, “Historical Present Tense,” 86.
197 Ibid., 81.
198 Ibid., 85.
199 Fludernik, “Historical Present Tense Yet Again,” 375.
200 Ibid.
climactic moment. Per their findings, a historical present will never appear as the last verb in an episode.

Third, the historical present frequently co-occurs with verbs of speaking. This was briefly addressed in Chapter Two. Schiffrin argues that this happens because both direct discourse and the historical present increase immediacy. 201 While this may account for the development of the co-occurrence of the two phenomena, I am inclined to agree with Wolfson, who argues that the distinction between a historical present and a non-historical present of a verb of speaking is minimal because of the ubiquity of verbs related to say. 202 Because these verbs are the most common in any narrative, any significance between the tenses is negligible.

Fourth, both Wolfson and John R. Frey find that tense switching often co-occurs with adverbs expressing immediacy. Specifically, Frey found that the German adverb ‘plötzlich’ frequently appears with the present tense. He writes, “sooner or later the word ‘plötzlich’ bobs up so that it appears as if the part preceding the word ‘plötzlich’ had merely been the prelude to the sudden development in the story that calls for the present.” 203 Wolfson similarly finds that the adverb “suddenly” and the phrase “all of a sudden” frequently co-occur with a shift in tense in American 


202 Wolfson, CHP, 50–52.

English.\(^{204}\) She observes that no adverb demands a switch to the historical present, but that certain time expressions “constitute very favorable environments for the switch between the past tense and the [historical present.]”\(^{205}\) This is consistent with Schiffrin’s and Fludernik’s findings about where a shift into or out of the historical present can be expected in oral narrative.

These features of the historical present cohere with its presence in the Gospel of Mark. First, the historical present is more frequent in Mark than any other text in the NT, occurring 150 times.\(^{206}\) The Gospel of John has 162 instances of the historical present, but significantly more indicative verbs than Mark.\(^{207}\) The historical present makes up 9.9% of the verbs in Mark’s Gospel and 6.3% of those in John.\(^{208}\) Since the historical present is more common in oral, performed narrative than it is in written literature, its frequency in Mark is not surprising. Further, the historical present was characteristic of the Koine Greek vernacular.\(^{209}\) These factors account for its presence in Mark.

\(^{204}\) Wolfson, \textit{CHP}, 41.

\(^{205}\) Ibid., 40.


\(^{207}\) Hawkins, \textit{Horae Synopticae}, 143.

\(^{208}\) 150/1520 in Mark and 162/2556 in John. Of course, the frequency of the historical present in John may be indicative of its media conception or form. It is noteworthy that historical presents are concentrated in certain sections of John’s Gospel, whereas they are consistent throughout Mark’s (ibid., 144). This may suggest a mixture of media conception within the Gospel of John itself.

Second, the location of historical presents in Markan pericopes conforms to what should be expected given the research reviewed here. A historical present is never the last verb in an episode in Mark. Rather, historical presents typically appear at turns within pericopes, namely, when new action is initiated by a new character or the narrative moves into a new setting. Their role in Mark is not exclusively to provide “vividness,” as is sometimes proposed. Rather, vividness is occasionally an effect of the switch into the historical present. It is a result of the narrator moving into this tense at a turn that happens to be climactic. This is the case with the first historical present in Mark, ἐκβάλλει (“throws”), at an incidence turn in Mark 1:12:

καὶ εὐθὺς τὸ πνεῦμα αὐτὸν ἐκβάλλει εἰς τὴν ἅρμον. καὶ ἴν ἐν τῇ ἅρμῳ τεσσέρακον ἡμέρας πειράζομενος ὑπὸ τοῦ σατανᾶ, καὶ ἴν μετὰ τῶν θηρίων, καὶ οἱ ἄγγελοι διηκόνουν αὐτῷ. And then the spirit throws him into the desert. And he was in the desert forty days being tempted by Satan, and he was with the wild animals, and the angels were serving him.

210 Setting aside λέγει and λέγουσιν because the distinction between the present and past tenses has largely been lost, historical presents are used at the outset of a new episode in Mark 1:21; 3:13, 20; 6:30; 7:1; 8:22; 9:2; 10:1, 35, 46; 11:1, 15, 27; 12:13, 18; 14:17, 32, 33, 66; 15:20 16:2. Over half of these occasions are forms of ἔρχεται. The sociolinguistic research on the historical present lines up well with what Buist Fanning has observed of it its presence in the NT: “[it marks] a clear pattern of discourse-structuring functions, such as to highlight the beginning of a paragraph, to introduce new participants into an existing paragraph, to show participants moving to new locations” (Verbal Aspect in the New Testament [Oxford: Clarendon, 1990], 232). Moreover, Hyeon Woo Shin argues that most historical presents in Mark either introduce a new pericope, which happens on sixty-six occasions, or introduce a new event, which happens on thirty-six occasions (“The Historic Present as a Discourse Marker and Textual Criticism in Mark,” BT 63 [2012]: 50).

211 BDF §321; Lane, Gospel of Mark, 26. In contrast, Shin argues that the historical present provides vivid description on three occasions (“Historic Present,” 50).

212 Wolfson, Fludernik, Schiffrin, and Fleischmann all agree that creating vividness is not necessarily a function of the historical present (Wolfson, CHP, 34; Fludernik, “Historical Present Tense,” 84; Schiffrin, “Tense Variation,” 57; Fleischmann, Tense and Narrativity, 78).

213 I have opted to translate the text myself here because most English translations convert both the historical present and imperfect verbs to the simple past tense.
While the verb is vivid and the action climactic, this is only part of the reason that the historical present appears. It is also the result of narrating a new series of events in a new setting. The verbs that follow ἐκβάλλει are unsurprisingly in the imperfect tense because they signal the resolution of this short episode.\(^{214}\)

There are also several occasions in Mark’s Gospel where the historical present does not make the episode more vivid. This is usually the case when a historical present occurs at an incipit turn.\(^{215}\) For example, in Mark 8:22 the narrative moves to its new setting in Bethsaida, using a historical present:

καὶ ἔρχονται εἰς Βηθσαΐδαν. καὶ φέρουσιν αὐτῷ τυφλόν καὶ παρακαλοῦσιν αὐτὸν ἵνα αὐτοῦ ἰησοῦν.

And they come into Bethsaida. And they bring to him a blind man and they beg him to touch him.\(^{216}\)

Here, the first historical present appears at a turn to a new setting and new action, and it certainly does not to make the narrative vivid. The following two historical presents, φέρουσιν (“bring”) and παρακαλοῦσιν (“beg”), follow a verbal pattern in Mark. After an initial historical present at a turn in the narrative, the speaker often continues to employ the tense for the next verb or two.\(^{217}\) This is because there is a tendency for historical present tense verbs to cluster together in oral narrative.\(^{218}\)

---

\(^{214}\) Fludernik, “Historical Present Tense,” 84.

\(^{215}\) Forms of ἔρχομαι are the most common historical present to begin a new episode in Mark (Mark 3:20; 8:22; 10:1, 46; 11:15, 27; 12:18; 14:17, 32, 66; 16:2). Though various other verbs do so as well (Mark 1:21; 3:13; 6:30; 7:1; 9:2; 10:35; 11:1; 12:13; 14:33, 43; 15:20).

\(^{216}\) As with Mark 1:12 above, the translation is my own here.


\(^{218}\) Schiffrin, “Tense Variation,” 51.
Third, verbs of speaking freely switch between the imperfect, aorist, and present tenses in Mark. Of the 150 historical presents, 73 are λέγει or λέγουσιν. When all the verbal moods are considered there are 154 total present forms of λέγω to 84 aorists, 50 imperfects, and 2 futures. When the purview is limited to indicative forms there are 106 presents, 70 aorists, 50 imperfects, and 2 futures. Mark freely employs both past and present tense forms of λέγω and there does not appear to be a significant reason for this variation. This lost distinction is most likely a result of the commonality of the verb in both oral and written narrative.

Fourth, it is striking that adverbs and phrases indicating immediacy often co-occur with the historical present in oral narratives. Both the historical present and the word εὐθύς are distinctive stylistic features of Mark’s Gospel. Given the regularity of both in Mark and their frequent co-occurrence in oral narratives, we might expect εὐθύς to work in direct conjunction with historical present tense verbs. But this is not the case. There are only four occasions in the gospel where εὐθύς co-occurs with a historical present.\(^{219}\) The word more consistently appears with aorist participles and indicatives.\(^{220}\) This divergence from sociolinguistic expectation might result from the role of εὐθύς (“immediately”) as a discourse marker. Be that as it may, it is telling

---

\(^{219}\) Mark 1:12; 30; 14:43; 45.

\(^{220}\) εὐθύς co-occurs with aorist participles on sixteen occasions (Mark 1:18, 21, 29; 2:8, 12; 3:6; 5:30; 6:25, 27, 54; 7:25; 8:10; 9:15, 24; 14:45; 15:1) and with aorist indicatives on fourteen occasions (Mark 1:20, 28, 42, 43; 4:5; 5:2, 29, 42 [x2]; 6:45, 50; 9:20; 10:52; 14:72).
that two linguistic phenomena peculiar to Mark’s Gospel are also characteristic of oral narrative generally.

Verbal Mood, Tense, and Voice in Mark

Just as the ubiquity of the historical present in Mark coheres with spoken norms, Mark’s verbs conform to what is expected of oral narrative in terms of mood, tense, and voice. The indicative mood occurs far more frequently than any other in the gospel, though participles are more frequent in Mark than Joseph and Aseneth. As for tense, there is a relatively even distribution of aorist, imperfect, and present tense verbs. Particularly notable is the high percentage of imperfect verbs. These make up 19.2% of all indicative verbal forms in Mark. Lastly, active forms occur far more frequently than passive forms. In the indicative mood, 1,003 verbs are in the active voice compared to 160 in the passive. When all moods are considered, there are 1,843 actives to 299 passives.

---

221 Indicative verbs make up 57.6% of the verbal forms in Mark, compared to 21.3% for participles, 7.6% for infinitives, and 7.9% for subjunctives. Particples make up only 11.3% of the total verbal forms of Joseph and Aseneth. In Mark, many, though certainly not all, of the participles are in “orientation” clauses, as would be expected of participles in oral narrative (Labov, Language, 388). That is, these participles suggest that “one event is occurring simultaneously with another” (ibid.). To this end, it is significant that 257 present tense participles occur in Mark.

222 As noted above, the imperfect tense is not considered an Aramaism (Black, Aramaic Approach, 94). It is, however, more characteristic of oral narrative than written (Schiffrin, “Tense Variation,” 59).

223 Compared with 6.3% and 14.9% in Matthew and Luke, respectively. I will further address the imperfect in Matthew and Luke in Chapter Five.
Direct Discourse in Mark

Finally, the frequency of direct discourse in Mark is evidence of its composition by dictation. This is primarily indicated by ὅτι recitativum, which is more frequent in Mark than any other NT text. Blass, Debrunner, and Funk state that this function of ὅτι is nearly identical to quotation marks. In Mark, ὅτι signals direct discourse following a verb of speaking on forty-two occasions. Several of these might be considered indirect discourse if ὅτι was not present. Significantly, Matthew has omitted ὅτι on all but five of these, and Luke on all but three.

In sum, the frequency of the historical present and its syntactical location in Mark are the most indicative verbal features of the gospel’s composition by dictation. The historical present appears more frequently in Mark than any other text in the NT, and its location at turns in an episode is consistent with sociolinguistic research. On the subjects of mood, tense, and voice, Mark’s residual orality is on display in the frequency of the indicative over all other moods, the active over all other voices, and the present and imperfect over the aorist, perfect, and pluperfect tenses.

---

224 BDF §470.


227 Ibid.
Conclusion

In this Chapter I have argued that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth both linguistically exhibit residually orality. They do so with respect to their paratactic structures, repetitions, and verbal features. Some of these similarities overlap in remarkable ways. This is the case with their volumes of καί, the number of times that connective begins paragraphs, sentences, and clauses, their intercalations, and their general preference for active indicative verbal forms. There are also ways in which each narrative is more residually oral than the other. Mark’s employment of the discourse marker εὐθύς and the historical present are residually oral features that have no equivalent in Joseph and Aseneth. But the way Joseph and Aseneth strings five or more idea units together with καί is a denser residual orality than Mark exhibits when it comes parataxis.

In the next Chapter I will argue that there are metalinguistic indications that both Joseph and Aseneth and Mark are textualized oral narratives. Both are representatives of a pluriform tradition and a “performance attitude” was taken towards their early written versions. They also evoke intertexts in similarly imprecise ways that are characteristic of oral composition.
CHAPTER FOUR: METALINGUISTIC ORAL RESIDUES

In the previous Chapter I argued that Joseph and Aseneth and Mark exhibit similarities with respect to their language and style. The first three criteria proposed in Chapter Two served as a linguistic lens to view their resemblances. In this Chapter we move towards metalinguistic characteristics of the texts by investigating them with the fourth and fifth criteria previously offered. These metalinguistic features will further the case that both Mark and Joseph and Aseneth are textualized oral narratives and were composed by dictation. First, I shall address the multiformity of both traditions. We shall see that Joseph and Aseneth exhibits a greater level of *mouvance* than Mark. But the latter is nonetheless more pluriform than the other Synoptic Gospels. Second, I shall argue that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth recall other traditions similarly. Both tend to evoke cultural texts mnemonically and are characterized by echoic intertextuality rather than lexical precision.

**Criterion #4: Multiform Traditions**

The Multiform Tradition of Joseph and Aseneth

As noted earlier, Joseph and Aseneth is one of the best-attested pseudepigrapha, existing in ninety-one known manuscripts. Uta Fink provides a stemma of the witnesses and argues that they all go back to a single archetype.\(^1\) Her stemma

\(^1\) Fink, *Joseph und Aseneth*, 17.
communicates the complexity of the textual tradition of Joseph and Aseneth. Burchard’s apparatus to his critical edition also reveals the multiformity of the narrative’s textual tradition.² On any given page, his apparatus is approximately four times longer than the reconstruction itself.³ Patricia Ahearne-Kroll shows that the relationship between these textual witnesses is highly complex and argues that there do not seem to be distinguishable patterns of redaction.⁴ That is, the witnesses to Joseph and Aseneth were not edited in discernible stages and the tradition is so complicated that it is impossible to reconstruct, or even detect, an original text.⁵

Because she finds it impossible to reconstruct an original text, Ahearne-Kroll adopts a different method. Advancing Thomas’s argument that a “performance attitude” was taken to Joseph and Aseneth, she considers the fixed-yet-fluid nature of the narrative’s textual transmission.⁶ In lieu of an original textual reconstruction, she outlines Joseph and Aseneth’s “well-defined fabula.”⁷ This fabula consists of a chronological sequence of thirty-one events and uniformity of location, situation,

---

² Burchard, *Joseph und Aseneth*.

³ Burchard’s modus operandi was to include “all bits of material that are attested by at least one family, conforms in style to the undisputed passages, and fits smoothly into the ‘narrative integrity’ of the story” (“Text,” 88).

⁴ Ahearne-Kroll, “Jewish Identity,” 34. Burchard similarly observes that, especially in the b text family, the different versions vary significantly both in wording and in total length (“New Translation,” 180).


and characters in the story across the earliest, divergent textual witnesses. Scribes adapted this fixed storyline and did not often reproduce the text verbatim.

The fixed storyline was supplemented with fluid elements. Portions of the narrative were frequently moved, removed, or altered. This was at the level not just of words and phrases but entire episodes. For example, manuscripts B and D omit most of the pericope about Pharaoh marrying Joseph and Aseneth, G omits 2:13–10:1, L1 omits 18:2–19:1, and several manuscripts end at different verses in ch. 16. Aseneth’s psalm in Jos. Asen. 21:10–21 of Burchard’s reconstruction also shows how mutable the tradition was. The psalm is fragmentary in many texts, nonexistent in others, and introduced in a variety of ways.

Ahearne-Kroll’s emphasis on the fixed-yet-fluid nature of Joseph and Aseneth has quickly taken root in scholarship. Many now agree that the “original text” of this narrative is a red herring. It is either a theoretical construct that never existed

---

8 Ibid.
9 Ibid., 87.
10 Ibid., 78–79.
13 Ahearne-Kroll’s methodology is praised by both Standhartinger (“Recent Research,” 362) and Jill Hicks-Keeton (“Rewritten Gentiles: Conversion to Israel’s ‘Living God’ and Jewish Identity in Antiquity” [PhD diss., Duke University, 2014], 110–11).
in actuality or it is irrecoverable. Despite these considerations, little attention has
been paid to why Joseph and Aseneth is fixed-yet-fluid and multiform in its textual
instantiations. While Ahearne-Kroll sees that the narrative exhibits these qualities,
she denies that it is because Joseph and Aseneth began at the oral level or was
influenced by an oral tradition.\textsuperscript{15} She follows Thomas’s argument about a
performance attitude being taken towards Joseph and Aseneth in its textual
recensions on analogy with the \textit{Actus Vercellenses}. But she excludes the stimulus
that Thomas provides for this attitude, namely, that the tradition is influenced by
the oral lifeworld.\textsuperscript{16} In contrast, I contend that the narrative’s existence as an oral
tradition textualized via dictation best accounts for the performance attitude taken
towards it.

Oral traditions are equiprimordial and exhibit \textit{mouvance}. Every instantiation
of the tradition, whether in text, voice, or ritual, is a “freshly autonomous event.”\textsuperscript{17}
And thus pluriformity is a distinguishing mark of oral literature.\textsuperscript{18} While the
tradition will be contiguous with its past, it will also change in its new contexts. This

\textsuperscript{15} Ahearne-Kroll, “Jewish Identity,” 78–79. Burchard similarly excludes the possibility,
writing, “The book is an author’s work, not a folk tale which has no progenitor (“New Translation,”
180).

\textsuperscript{16} Thomas, \textit{Acts of Peter}, 82–86.

\textsuperscript{17} Kelber, “Works of Memory,” 238.

\textsuperscript{18} Alan Dundes, \textit{Holy Writ as Oral Lit: The Bible as Folklore} (Lanham, MD: Rowman &
Littlefield, 1999), 2.
mirrors the fixed-yet-fluid character of Joseph and Aseneth. This perspective also aids interpreters in examining each version of the narrative in its own setting. Folklorists and students of oral tradition are less concerned with Ur-forms and more with the purpose of each instantiation of the tradition. This media-sensitive hermeneutic provides the impetus for viewing “the multiplicity of texts [of Joseph and Aseneth] as testimony to the multiplicity of people’s lives, experiences, and self-understanding in antiquity” that Kraemer encourages. But it also offers the reason that a performance attitude was taken to the textual versions of the narrative. This attitude was not applied secondarily. It is not as though Joseph and Aseneth was written and was only later considered pluriform. Rather, as an oral tradition the performance attitude towards Joseph and Aseneth persisted when it was transferred into its new modality via dictation. This perspective still affirms that Joseph and Aseneth is a written text. Once the narrative entered the textual medium, it could be redacted textually and literarily. Later tradents worked with the narrative in the textual mode. The different versions of the narrative, from this perspective, are not different oral tellings of it that are independent of its textual forms. Rather, orality and textuality mutually affected Joseph and Aseneth’s multiformity.

---


20 Kraemer, *Aseneth*, 305.

21 Each textual version of Joseph and Aseneth should not, in my estimation, be viewed as a “separate performance,” as Thomas suggests (*Acts of Peter*, 85). This perspective does not appreciate how the narrative’s new textual medium affects its transmission and reception.
The Multiform Tradition of Mark

Mark’s textual attestation does not display the same “performance attitude” taken towards nor the *mouvance* that characterizes Joseph and Aseneth. The gospel is not textually fluid and multiform to the extent that Joseph and Aseneth and the *Actus Vercellenses* are. In these textual traditions, material is frequently rearranged, lengthened, and shortened. Mark, in contrast, is characterized by, what Michael W. Holmes calls, “macro-level stability.”

While the overarching structure and episodes of Mark are mostly stable, many details of the gospel, especially its language, are fluid in its witnesses. This is

---

22 The situation will be different if Morton Smith’s Secret Gospel of Mark ever proves to be authentic (*Clement of Alexandria and a Secret Gospel of Mark* [Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1973]). The two additions to canonical Mark, if genuine, would be evidence of the narrative’s multiformity. Be that as it may, there is nothing close to a consensus about whether the Secret Gospel and the *Letter to Theodore* that contains it are forgeries or authentic. It initially appeared that Stephen C. Carlson had delivered a devastating blow to the case for the letter’s authenticity (*The Gospel Hoax: Morton Smith’s Invention of Secret Mark* [Waco, TX: Baylor University Press], 2005). But Scott G. Brown and Allan J. Pantuck have disputed Carlson’s evidence that Smith forged the text and playfully left behind clues for the astute interpreter to recognize that it is a hoax (Brown, “Factualizing the Folklore: Stephen Carlson’s Case Against Morton Smith,” *HTR* 99 [2006]: 291–327; idem, “The Letter to Theodore: Stephen Carlson’s Case Against Clement’s Authorship,” *JECS* 16 [2008]: 535–72; Brown and Pantuck, “Morton Smith as M. Madiotes: Stephen Carlson’s Attribution of Secret Mark to a Bald Swindler,” *Journal for the Study of the Historical Jesus* 6 (2008): 106–25; Pantuck, “A Question of Ability: What Did He Know and When Did He Know It? Further Excavations from the Morton Smith Archives,” in *Ancient Gospel or Modern Forgery? The Secret Gospel of Mark in Debate: Proceedings from the 2011 York University Christian Apocrypha Symposium*, ed. Tony Burke [Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2013], 184–211). Burke’s edited volume, *Ancient Gospel or Modern Forgery?*, which contains ten essays that represent various positions, reveals how divergent the views on the origins of Secret Mark and the *Letter to Theodore* currently are. Since the debate is still so contentious, it seems to me that any claims made about canonical Mark on the basis of the Secret Gospel of Mark are precarious.


what Holmes labels “microlevel fluidity.” Especially compared to the other canonical gospels, Mark exhibits fluidity at the micro level. This is primarily indicated by the number of textual variants in the gospel. Mark has more variants than the other canonical gospels. In addition, Mark has the least number of variant-free verses of the gospels and the highest number of variants per page in the Nestle-Aland reconstruction.

The frequency of microlevel variants in Mark might hint at its oral transmission, but this evidence should be taken with a grain of salt, as early textual attestation to Mark is sparse. P45 is the sole witness to the gospel prior to the fourth century. While Dewey and Wire both take the scarcity of early textual witnesses to Mark as evidence for the gospel's oral transmission, the argument from silence is not conclusive in and of itself. A better case can be made for mouvance in the textual

---

25 Holmes, “From ‘Original Text,’” 674. Collins likewise notes that “many details of the text of Mark were remarkably fluid” (Mark, 125).


27 Dewey, citing Kurt and Barbara Aland, notes that 45.1% of Mark’s verses are variant free, compared with 62.9% for the NT as a whole and over 60% for both Matthew and Luke (“Survival,” 505; Aland and Aland, The Text of the New Testament: An Introduction to the Critical Editions and to the Theory and Practice of Modern Textual Criticism, trans. Erroll F. Rhodes [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989], 27–30). She takes this as one of three textual data points for the influence of oral transmission on Mark. Wire similarly takes the higher number of variants in Mark as evidence for the gospel’s composition in performance (Case, 32).

tradition of Mark from the gospel’s endings. These do exhibit multiformity and are the strongest argument for a “performance attitude” taken to the gospel.

The endings are commonly referred to as the “Original Ending,” concluding at 16:8, the “Shorter Ending,” which also concludes at v. 8 but adds two additional sentences, and the “Longer Ending,” consisting of Mark 16:9–20. The division of the endings into only three groups simplifies a more complex text-critical situation. There are certainly more than just three endings. Holmes argues that there are at least nine different conclusions to Mark’s Gospel. D. C. Parker finds six. No matter how many there are, the same conclusion is to be drawn: the final chapter of Mark is textually multiform and probably was so as early as the second century. This likely results from both a performance attitude taken to the textual tradition of Mark in the first few centuries CE and also from the fact that the abrupt ending at Mark 16:8 seemed unsatisfying, especially in light of the endings of the other Synoptics.

---

29 Though not taken up here, an argument could also be made for Mark’s mouvance given its subsummation into Matthew and Luke. One might argue that Mark was subject to rewriting precisely because it was not connected to individual authorship, nor was it considered anyone’s intellectual property, as Kelber has suggested (“The History of the Closure of Biblical Texts,” in Weisenrieder and Coote, Interface, 81–82).


Mark’s near contemporary, Galen, will have been familiar with the manner in which the gospel was amended. In *De libris propriis* 9 he writes about how his texts were “shortened, lengthened, and altered” (µετά τοῦ τὰ μὲν ἀφαιρεῖν, τὰ δὲ προστιθέναι, τὰ δὲ ὑπαλλάττειν) by persons trying to pass off his work as their own. There was another form of intellectual property theft that Galen experienced. On at least one occasion someone attempted to turn a profit by affixing Galen’s name to a text. The philosopher-physician begins *De libris propriis* with an anecdote about this latter kind of plagiarism. While in the bookseller district of Rome, Galen witnessed someone buying a book roll entitled *Galen the Doctor* (Γαληνὸς ἰατρός).33 A bystander trained in letters (ἀνὴρ τῶν φιλολόγων) was struck by what was apparently an odd title and asked to look at the text. After reading only two lines, he declared it a farce and ripped off the inscription, claiming, “This is not Galen’s style” (οὐκ ἔστι λέξις αὕτη Γαληνοῦ).34 Galen does not tell his reader whether this spuriously titled work was based on any of his oral teachings that were transcribed into ὑπομνήματα. Though this seems likely since this was the most common kind of intellectual theft Galen experienced, as we witnessed in Chapter Two. Moreover, immediately following the anecdote, Galen tells his reader that others have read and published his books under their names. He claims they were able to do so because these texts were ὑπομνήματα transcribed from oral lectures that were not intended for publication.35

---

33 *libr. propr.* 9.

34 *libr. propr.* 8–9.

35 *libr. propr.* 10.
The Longer and Shorter Endings of Mark

Mark’s added endings correspond to Galen’s experiences. If the gospel is an oral transcription and within the generic range of ὑπομνήματα, it is not surprising that a later tradent would amend the text in such a manner. Just as the text falsely attributed to Galen was not written in his style, the Longer Ending of Mark is not written in Mark’s style. The sociolinguistic criteria I have proposed related to parataxis and verbal features expose an important difference between the Original Ending and the Longer Ending. The former coheres with the syntax of oral composition that characterizes the rest of the gospel, while the latter exhibits literary syntax. In other words, Mark 16:9–20 was not likely composed orally. Comparing the paratactic and verbal tendencies of Mark 1:1–16:8 with those of Mark 16:9–20 reveals that the Longer Ending does not exhibit dense residual orality.

36 Other syntactical and grammatical comparisons of the long ending with the rest of Mark have considered words or phrases and overall grammatical structure. This is the case with William R. Farmer, *The Last Twelve Verses of Mark*, SNTSMS 25 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1974), 83–103; Hester, *Does Mark?* 141–42. Farmer concludes that only Mark 16:10 contains preponderant evidence for non-Markan authorship, that Mark 16:12, 14, 16, 17, 18, and 19 intimate neither Markan nor non-Markan authorship, and that Mark 16:9, 11, 13, 15, and 20 contain thoroughly Markan words and phrases (*Last Twelve Verses*, 103). Farmer compares only words and phrases from Mark 16:9–20 with their occurrences in the rest of the gospel, and is unconcerned with overarching syntactical patterns, such as parataxis and verbal tense, voice, and mood.

37 Here I employ the reconstruction of the long ending from NA28 and not any one specific long ending from the MS tradition.
Linguistic Characteristics of Mark’s Longer Ending

Regarding parataxis, in the Longer Ending καί appears less frequently than Mark 1:1–16:8 and the syntactical location of the copula differ in the two sections of text. Moreover, the Longer Ending employs δέ more frequently than the rest of Mark. In Mark 16:9–20, καί appears 13 times out of 174 total words, once for every 13.38.\(^{38}\) This is about 30% less frequently than in the rest of Mark, which is close to Matthew’s and Luke’s reductions, which will be explored in the next Chapter. More telling than the volume of καί in the Longer Ending is its syntactical locations and grammatical operations. The connective begins a new sentence on only one occasion, Mark 16:15. Unlike Mark 1:1–16:8, καί rarely begins a new clause in the Longer Ending. This only happens with the contracted forms κάν in Mark 16:18 and κάκεινοι in Mark 16:11 and Mark 16:13. On every other occasion καί serves as a copulative connecting individual words, not entire clauses or sentences. It is also instructive that the Longer Ending has a higher frequency of δέ than the rest of Mark. The conjunction appears six times, or once for every 29 words. This is once for every 2.17 times καί occurs. These proportions are much closer to the other two Synoptics than they are to Mark 1:1–16:8, where δέ occurs once for every 70.94 words and once for every 6.92 times καί occurs.\(^{39}\)

\(^{38}\) Three of these instances are in the contracted forms κάκεινοι and κάν. Elsewhere in the Gospel, contracted forms with καί appear only six times total.

\(^{39}\) In Matthew δέ occurs once for every 2.41 instances of καί and once for every 37.17 total words. In Luke δέ occurs once for every 2.74 instances of καί and once for every 35.97 total words.
Regarding verbs in the Longer Ending of Mark, the differences from Mark 1:1–16:8 in tense and voice are telling of each text’s compositional mode. The Longer Ending of Mark does not contain any historical presents. As discussed in Chapter Three, historical presents are frequent in the rest of the gospel and evidence of its residual orality. Additionally, there is only one present indicative verb in Mark 16:9–20 and no imperfect verbs at all. As noted in Chapter Two, oral narrative heavily relies on the present and imperfect tenses, while written narrative is more dependent on the simple past tense.\(^{40}\) It is significant, then, that aorist indicative verbs occur fourteen times in the Longer Ending compared to the one occasion of the present and the total absence of the imperfect. Regarding voice, the more frequent employment of the passive in the Longer Ending is also indicative of its literary conception. In Mark 16:9–20, 29.2% of the indicative verbs and 22.4% of the total verbal forms are in the passive, compared with 10.2% and 11.1%, respectively, in Mark 1:1–16:8. This also coheres well with sociolinguistic research that finds that the passive is more frequent in written than in spoken narrative.\(^{41}\)

To summarize thus far, the endings of Mark are the best evidence that the gospel is textually fluid and multiform. While it is possible that the oral, and perhaps even the textual tradition of Mark was multiform before the third century when consistent manuscript attestation to it begins, this cannot be proven from the extant

\(^{40}\) Nearly half of the indicative verbs in Mark 1:1–16:8 are either in the present or imperfect.

\(^{41}\) Chafe, “Integration and Involvement,” 45; Bennett, “Extended View,” 69–70.
witnesses. Besides the *mouvance* of the ending of the gospel, textual multiformity does not necessarily witness to Mark’s oral conception. Nonetheless, linguistic considerations shed light on the endings and suggest that the Longer Ending was composed in a manner different than the rest of the gospel. This is primarily evidenced by its lack of parataxis and its verbal features. Neither of these conforms to what is found in Mark 1:1–16:8.

This all supports the general scholarly consensus that Mark 16:9–20 is not “original” to the gospel. Sociolinguistic research further endorses the “originality” of the ending at Mark 16:8, since oral narratives often exhibit grammar that is considered sloppy or is simply unacceptable in the written medium. Mark 16:8 infamously ends on the pregnant note ἐφοβοῦντο γὰρ (“for they were afraid”). It is especially rare for sentences in narratives, and even more rare for entire narratives, to end with the conjunction γὰρ (“for”). Yet this ending is not as unexpected when one recognizes that speakers employ syntax that is considered ungrammatical in literary registers. It is even more telling that one of the “ungrammatical” devices found in spoken narratives is a clause-final preposition. It is surely significant then, and perhaps not so surprising, that, as N. Clayton Croy notes, Greek works that


possess an oral style contain a sentence-ending γάρ far more frequently than those that exhibit a literary style.\textsuperscript{45}

This, combined with the better textual attestation to the Original Ending, leads to the conclusion that Mark 16:8 is the oldest textual ending to the gospel. If the goal is to reconstruct the eldest textual form of Mark, then Mark 16:8 ought to be considered the end of the narrative. But, as I have argued, each instantiation of a tradition should be considered equiprimordially. Every manuscript of Mark is itself the tradition, not merely a witness to it. Thus, in those manuscripts in which Mark 16:9–20 is included, the Longer Ending is indeed “original,” or, better, “traditional.” It is no less primary or significant to the story’s meaning in those textual instantiations. The dissimilar endings of Mark are in this way the direct result of manuscript mouvance. Alan Kirk writes, “The principle of mouvance means that manuscript texts would come to bear in their receptive materiality the marks of the social and cultural contexts that they traversed in the course of transmission.”\textsuperscript{46} In this case, the mark of the gospel’s social and cultural contexts is anxiety over an abrupt ending.

With both Joseph and Aseneth and Mark, therefore, we see that new communicative contexts affect the written versions of the narrative. Later editors altered the texts and added to them at their volition. While no text, ancient or

\textsuperscript{45} Croy, \textit{Mutilation}, 48.

modern, is perfectly protected from emendation, texts that exist at the borderland between orality and textuality are less protected than those that are conceived as literary products. Because the latter are viewed as the intellectual property of single authors rather than anonymous and open traditions, they are less likely to be altered the way that Joseph and Aseneth and Mark were.

In this respect, the later Synoptic Gospels might also be considered evidence to Mark’s pluriform tradition. If gospel tradents had no qualms about adding new endings to Mark because of its media form, perhaps the authors of Matthew and Luke also utilized the raw Markan textual material for the same reason. Matthew D. C. Larsen has suggested that this is precisely the case.\(^{47}\) Taking Mark to be a ὑπόμνημα, he claims, “it would be anachronistic to categorize Matthew as creating a separate piece of literature from Mark, especially since Matthew’s alterations of Mark, from the point of view of ancient writing practices, are fairly minor.”\(^{48}\) Rather, Matthew is simply part of “the same mushrooming textual tradition of the gospel.”\(^{49}\)

If we were not so conditioned by the fixity of texts occasioned by our print culture and we possessed unlabeled versions of Mark and Matthew, would we likely consider them different traditions? The answer for Larsen is “no.” This is because gospels are not books, but rather “fluid constellations of texts.”\(^{50}\) Thus the reuse of Markan

\(^{47}\) Larsen, “Accidental Publication,” 376–78.

\(^{48}\) Ibid., 377.

\(^{49}\) Ibid.

\(^{50}\) Ibid., 379.
material by the later Synoptic authors is, like Mark’s multiple endings, evidence to
the pluriformity of the tradition.

**Criterion #5: Intertextuality**

As is the case with the pluriformity of their traditions, Joseph and Aseneth and Mark
are similar in the way that they evoke antecedent texts. Both exhibit an echoic mode
of intertextual recall of the LXX. Texts from the Jewish Scriptures inform Joseph and
Aseneth and Mark, but these are not typically reproduced verbatim in either
narrative. They are recalled as cultural texts.

Also akin to the pluriformity of their traditions, Joseph and Aseneth and
Mark differ in some of the ways that they relate to other textual traditions. There are
a few instances in Mark where the intertextuality is best characterized as “imprecise.”
Joseph and Aseneth has no analogy to this. And both narratives intertextually evoke
corpora that the other does not. Joseph and Aseneth exhibits an echoic intertextual
relationship with the Greek romance novels, and Mark a similar relationship with
the Book of the Watchers in 1 Enoch. In the case of both narratives their
intertextuality is best described as echoic. This echoic intertextuality, I shall argue,
results from of their mode of composition.
Intertextuality in Joseph and Aseneth

Joseph and Aseneth never directly quotes another text. This does not suggest that textual traditions do not influence the narrative. To apply Hays’s taxonomy, allusions and echoes abound.\textsuperscript{51} In my estimation, verbatim reproduction of the LXX and other literature does not occur in Joseph and Aseneth because quotation is a phenomenon more characteristic of textuality than it is of orality. In place of quotations, Joseph and Aseneth evokes texts, traditions, and literary genres in an allusive manner. Key lexemes and thematic parallels register intertexts from the LXX and the novels in a manner characteristic of oral literature.

\textit{Intertextuality with the LXX in Joseph and Aseneth}

Two recent studies contend that the LXX, and the Joseph narrative in particular, is integral to Joseph and Aseneth.\textsuperscript{52} The text’s affinities with the LXX have been noticed in previous scholarship, but these similarities have usually been deemed incidental rather than essential.\textsuperscript{53} In contrast, Kraemer argues that Joseph and Aseneth is constructed directly on the basis of materials from Jewish Greek

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{51} Hays, \textit{Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul}, 29; idem, \textit{Conversion}, 34–35.

\textsuperscript{52} Kraemer, \textit{Aseneth}, 19–42; Susan Docherty, “Joseph and Aseneth: Rewritten Bible or Narrative Expansion?” \textit{JSJ} 35 (2004): 27–48. These studies directly contradict Gruen’s contention that Joseph and Aseneth is hardly related to or concerned with the biblical Joseph narrative in Genesis (\textit{Heritage}, 99).

\end{flushright}
Scripture.54 Susan Docherty claims that the narrative is an example of rewritten Bible and is composed from the elements of the Joseph tale in Genesis.55 Both offer a host of intertextual resonances between Joseph and Aseneth and the LXX to support their claims. Yet neither is precise in her intertextual terminology. They do not specify what kind of intertextual evocation Joseph and Aseneth makes, whether it is a citation, allusion, echo, or some other such. Critical scrutiny of the narrative’s intertextual resonances reveals that Joseph and Aseneth is indeed indebted to the LXX, but does not offer citations from it. Three illustrative examples reveal this to be the case.

Joseph and Aseneth 1:3 and Gen 41:46–49

Joseph and Aseneth begins by recalling Joseph’s Egyptian grain-gathering expedition narrated in Gen 41:46–49 LXX.56 Joseph and Aseneth 1:3 verbally resonates with Gen 41:49 LXX, and Docherty claims that this resonance grounds it in the biblical Joseph story.57 This parallel is one of the clearest between Joseph and Aseneth and the Septuagintal version of the Joseph cycle:

54 Kraemer, Aseneth, 21–22.
56 It is important to recognize, as Ahearne-Kroll does, that Joseph and Aseneth inverts the order of events given in Genesis 41. There, Joseph marries Aseneth before he goes out to gather Egyptian grain (“Joseph and Aseneth,” 2529).
57 Docherty, “Joseph and Aseneth,” 34.
καὶ ἦν συνάγων τὸν σῖτον τῆς χώρας ἐκείνης ως τὴν ἀμμὸν τῆς βαλάσσης. And he was gathering the grain of that land like the sand of the sea. (Jos. Asen 1:3)

καὶ συνήγαγεν Ἰωσήφ σῖτον ὡσεὶ τὴν ἁμμὸν τῆς βαλάσσης πολὺν σφόδρα, ἕως οὐκ ἠδύνατο ἀριθμῆσαι, οὔ γαρ ἦν ἀριθμός. And Joseph gathered up very much grain—like the sand of the sea—until they were unable to count, for there was no counting. (Gen 41:49 LXX, NETS)

Even in this obvious parallel the intertextuality is inexact. To be sure, five lexemes overlap. These are all in the phrase σῖτον ὡσεὶ τὴν ἁμμὸν τῆς βαλάσσης.⁵⁸ Beyond this, the overlap is not verbatim. The other shared term is the verb συνάγω, which is in a different mood in the two texts. In addition, the particles ὡς and ὡσεὶ, while closely related, are different, Joseph and Aseneth makes σῖτος definite, and Gen 41:49 emphasizes the amount of grain Joseph gathered with additional clauses. The inexact pairing of the verb συνάγω with the genitive phrase τὴν ἁμμὸν τῆς βαλάσσης recall Gen 41:49 not as a quotation, but as a loud echo.⁵⁹ The Joseph story from Genesis is recalled here without a full excerpt.⁶⁰

---

⁵⁸ The genitive phrase ἁμμὸς τῆς βαλάσσης appears to be stock, as it occurs several times in the LXX to indicate large numbers. See LXX Gen 32:13; 41:49; Josh 11:4; Hos 2:1; Isa 10:22; Jer 15:8. It also occurs in Rev 20:8, which is its only appearance in the NT. Moreover, ἁμμὸς is often associated with βαλάσσα in other syntactical constructions in the LXX to indicate a large number. See LXX Gen 22:17; Judg 7:12; 1 Sam 13:5; 2 Sam 17:11; 1 Kgs 2:35; 1 Kgs 2:46; 1 Kgs 5:9; 1 Macc 11:1; Ps 77:27; Odes Sol. 7:36; Sir 1:2; Dan 3:36.

⁵⁹ Hays offers suggestions for determining the volume of an echo (Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul, 30; idem, Conversion, 34–37). Philonenko concludes that Joseph and Aseneth was “inspired” by Gen 41:49 LXX (Joseph et Aséneth, 9).

⁶⁰ Joseph and Aseneth 1:1; 4:13–14; 20:7; 21:8; 22:1–6 all similarly assume or re-narrate elements from Genesis without directly quoting the text.
Joseph and Aseneth 4:9 and Gen 41:38

Joseph and Aseneth 4:9 echoes an element of Joseph’s character from the Genesis narrative. Pentephres tells Aseneth, “The spirit of God is upon [Joseph]” (πνεῦμα θεοῦ ἐστιν ὑπ’ αὐτῷ). Contrary to Docherty’s claim that the statement “is taken straight from Pharaoh’s similar recognition in Genesis 41:38,” the parallel is not a verbatim quotation from Genesis.61 Rather, it is an ideological echo registered by the catchphrase πνεῦμα θεοῦ (“spirit of God”). The phrase occurs in Genesis 41:38 LXX when Pharaoh asks his servants if they will find another man like Joseph “who has the spirit of God in him” (ὅς ἔχει πνεῦμα θεοῦ ἐν αὐτῷ). The differences are obvious. First, in Genesis, the subject of the verb is Joseph while in Joseph and Aseneth it is the spirit of God. Second, the texts have different prepositions, ὑπὸ in Joseph and Aseneth and ἐν in Genesis. And third, Joseph and Aseneth makes its claim about Joseph with a finite clause, while Genesis uses a relative one.

Joseph and Aseneth 27–29 and 1 Sam 17

Joseph and Aseneth 27–29 is an intercalation that recalls David’s battle with Goliath in 1 Sam 17.62 The two outer layers of the intercalation, Jos. Asen. 27:1–5 and 29:1–


62 The form of the intercalation is addressed in Chapter Three. It consists of A1: Benjamin’s battle with Pharaoh’s son (27:1–5); B1: Aseneth’s “battle” with the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah (27:6–28:3); B2: Aseneth’s non-retaliatory response to her opponents (28:4–16); A2: Benjamin’s non-retaliatory response to his opponent (29:1–7).
7, narrate Benjamin’s battle with Pharaoh’s son, likening him to the valorous king.\(^{63}\)

At this point in the story, Joseph and Aseneth have already been married and are parting ways for a limited time. Joseph is off to act as savior of Egypt, distributing grain in the cities. And Aseneth plans to travel to the field of their inheritance to await Joseph’s return. On her way she runs into an ambush by Pharaoh’s son, who has contrived a plan to murder Joseph, kidnap Aseneth, and take her as his wife. Up against Pharaoh’s son and fifty of his soldiers, all hope looks lost for the heroine until Benjamin, Joseph’s brother, steps in and fights Davidically. Joseph and Aseneth

27:1–5 reads:

καὶ ἦν Βενιαμίν καθεζόμενος μετ’ αὐτῆς ἐπὶ τοῦ όχήματος. καὶ ἦν Βενιαμίν παιδάριον ἵσχυρὸν ὡς ἐτών δέκα καὶ ὅκτω, καὶ ἦν ὑπ’ αὐτῶ κάλλος ἀρρητὸν καὶ δύναμις ὡς σκύμνου λέοντος, καὶ ἦν φοβούμενος τὸν θεόν. καὶ κατετήρησε Βενιαμίν ἐκ τοῦ όχήματος καὶ ἔλαβε λίθον ἐκ τοῦ χειμάρρου στρογγύλον καὶ ἐπλήρωσε τὴν χείρα αὐτοῦ καὶ ἤκοντισε κατὰ τοῦ ὑιοῦ Φαραῶ καὶ ἐπάταξε τὸν χρόσαφον αὐτοῦ τὸν εὐώνυμον καὶ ἐτραυμάτισεν αὐτὸν τραύματι μεγάλῳ καὶ βαρεῖ, καὶ ἔπεσεν ἐκ τοῦ ἵππου αὐτοῦ [ἡμιβανής τυγχάνων]. καὶ ἀνέδραμε Βενιαμίν ἐπὶ πέτρας καὶ ἔπε τῷ ἴππῳ τῆς Ασενῆθ. δὸς δὴ μοι λίθους ἐκ τοῦ χειμάρρου πεντήκοντα. καὶ ἔδωκεν αὐτῷ [λίθους πεντήκοντα]. καὶ ἤκοντισε τοὺς λίθους Βενιαμίν καὶ ἀπέκτεινε τοὺς πεντήκοντα ἄνδρας τοὺς ὄντας μετὰ τοῦ ὕιου Φαραῶ καὶ

And Benjamin was seated with her [Aseneth] on the chariot. And Benjamin was a strong young man, eighteen years old, and he was very good-looking and as powerful as a young lion and he feared God. And Benjamin leapt down from the chariot and he took a round stone from the brook and he filled his hand and he threw it at the son of Pharaoh and he struck his left temple and wounded him severely and he fell off his horse nearly dead. And Benjamin ran onto a rock and said to Aseneth’s chariot driver, “Bring me fifty stones from the river!” And he gave him the fifty stones, and Benjamin threw the stones and killed the fifty men that were with Pharaoh’s son, and

ἔδυσαν οἱ λίθοι ἐπί τοὺς κροτάφους ἐνὸς ἐκάστου αὐτῶν. the stones sank into the foreheads of each one of them.

The content of the narrative recalls David’s battle with the giant. There are reminiscences of 1 Sam 17 throughout this episode. 1 Samuel 17:49 LXX has the densest verbal resonance with Jos. Asen. 27:

καὶ ἔξετειν Δαυὶδ τὴν χεῖρα αὐτοῦ εἰς τὸ κάδιον καὶ ἔλαβεν ἐκεῖθεν λίθον ἕνα καὶ ἐσφενδόνησεν καὶ ἐπέταξεν τὸν ἀλλὸφυλὸν ἐπὶ τὸ μέτωπον αὐτοῦ, καὶ διέδυ ὁ λίθος διὰ τῆς περικεφαλαίας εἰς τὸ μέτωπον αὐτοῦ, καὶ ἐπεσεν ἐπὶ πρόσωπον αὐτοῦ ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν.

And David stretched out his hand into the bag and took out from there one stone and slung it and struck the allophyle on his forehead, and the stone penetrated through the helmet into his forehead, and he fell on his face on the ground. (NETS)

Certain lexemes make it certain that the story from the LXX is being recalled. Both Benjamin and David are described as a “young man” (παιδάριον) and “good-looking” (κάλλος). They both take stones (λίθους) from a stream (ἐκ τοῦ χειμάρρου) in denominations of five and use them as their missiles of choice. These subsequently strike (ἐπάταξεν) an area of their enemy’s head. But the intertextuality is inexact. Different words for forehead (Jos. Asen. 27:3: κρόταφον; 1 Sam 17:49 LXX: μέτωπον), to sling (Jos. Asen. 27:3: ἡκόντισε; 1 Sam 17:49 LXX: ἐσφενδόνησεν), to sink (Jos. Asen. 27:5: ἔδυσαν; 1 Sam 17:49 LXX: διέδυ), and round (Jos. Asen. 27:3: στρογγύλον; 1 Sam 17:40 LXX: λεῖος) appear in each account. David takes five stones, Benjamin fifty.

---

64 παιδάριον in Jos. Asen. 27:1; 1 Sam 17:33, 42 LXX; κάλλος in Jos. Asen. 27:2; 1 Sam 17:42 LXX.

65 Joseph and Aseneth 27:4; 1 Sam 17:40 LXX.

66 Joseph and Aseneth 27:3: κροτάφον; 1 Sam 17:49 LXX: μέτωπον.
And most importantly, the way that each narrative describes the antagonist’s demise differs. This is because Jos. Asen. 27–29 recalls 1 Sam 17 only to upend it.\footnote{Zerbe claims that Joseph and Aseneth 27–29 is rewriting both the scriptural tradition and its implicit morality (Non-Retaliation, 79). Christopher Brenna argues that there is a similar reversal of the Samson narrative from Judges in Joseph and Aseneth (“The Lion, the Honey, and the New Timnite Woman: Joseph and Aseneth and the Samson Cycle,” JSP 26 [2017]: 144–63). He notes lexical parallels between Judges 14 LXX and Aseneth’s encounter with the angel who resembles Joseph (ibid., 158). As with Joseph and Aseneth 27–29, the intertextuality with Judges is thematic and echoic and serves to reimagine the actions of a protagonist from Jewish Scripture.} David claims that the Lord will be with him as he fights the giant (1 Sam 17:37 LXX). Aseneth also insists that the Lord takes action in battle (Jos. Asen. 28:11), but it is for this very reason that a human should not seek justice by means of physical force. Instead, she advocates a non-retaliatory ethic.\footnote{Zerbe notes similar non-retaliatory ethics in Second Temple Judaism (Non-Retaliation, 34–165). He argues that Joseph and Aseneth’s ethic is reflective of its Jewish provenance and biblical influences (ibid., 93–97). Nir comes to the opposite conclusion about Joseph and Aseneth on the basis of the non-retaliatory ethic, claiming that it results from the narrative’s Christian provenance (Joseph and Aseneth, 160–66).} A God-fearing person will not do his or her enemy harm but will leave judgment and vengeance to the Lord (Jos. Asen 28:6, 14).

Joseph and Aseneth 27–29’s subversion of 1 Sam 17 is illustrated in the different responses of David and Benjamin to their foes. Standing before Goliath, David announces the giant’s fate to him in 1 Sam 17:45–46:
And David said to the allophyle, “You come to me with sword and with spear and with shield, and I am coming to you in the name of the Lord Sabaoth, the God of the ranks of Israel, which you have reproached today. And today the Lord will shut you up into my hand, and I will kill you and remove your head from you, and I will give your limbs and the limbs of the camp of the allophyles on this day to the birds of the air and to the wild animals of the earth, and all the earth will know that there is a God in Israel. (NETS)

The contrast with Levi’s words to Benjamin, which emulate Aseneth’s ethic, is stark.

Just as Benjamin is about to behead Pharaoh’s son in Jos. Asen. 29:3–4, Levi grabs him and says:

By no means should you do this deed, brother, because we are God-fearing men, and it is not fitting for a God-fearing man to repay evil for evil, nor to trample one who has fallen, nor to afflict an enemy to death. But come and let us bandage up his wound and if he lives he will be our friend and his father, Pharaoh, will be our father.

Thus unlike 1 Samuel and Mark, there are no beheadings in Joseph and Aseneth. 69

Benjamin and Levi are not so Davidic as to the final actions they take against the antagonist. Rather than cutting off their enemy’s head, they wash and bandage it, attempting to make amends and restore their relationship with him. These actions are informed by Aseneth’s “battle” with Dan in Gad and her propitiation of their

---

69 1 Samuel 17:51; Mark 6:17–20.
brothers in the center of the intercalation, and they undermine David’s deed in 1 Sam 17:48–51.

The motivation for subverting 1 Sam 17 is twofold. First, Joseph and Aseneth promotes a non-retaliatory ethic. This is indicated by the repetition of a precise formula in Jos. Asen. 28. This formula consists of a verbal form of ἀποδίδωμι with the prepositional phrase κακὸν ἀντὶ κακοῦ.\textsuperscript{70} Second, 1 Sam 17 accentuates Goliath’s foreignness, promulgating an implicit morality that Joseph and Aseneth rejects. Throughout 1 Samuel nominal forms of פלשטיינ (“Philistine”) are not translated φυλιστίμ (“Philistine”) and their equivalents, as elsewhere in the LXX, but ἀλλόφυλος (“allophyle,” “foreigner”) and its equivalents. The latter occurs twenty-three times in 1 Sam 17, fifteen of which refer to Goliath. Goliath’s foreignness is further accentuated in 1 Sam 17:36–37, wherein David twice jeeringly calls him an “uncircumcised foreigner” (ὁ ἀλλόφυλος ὁ ἀπερίτμητος). The attitude toward the Other exhibited in 1 Sam 17 runs counter to the outlook presented throughout Joseph and Aseneth.

In sum, Benjamin’s stone-slinging account in Jos. Asen. 27–29 resembles David’s battle with Goliath, but it also differs. Key lexemes and themes make it certain that the text is being recalled, but it is never quoted. The longest verbatim overlap between the texts is five words: καὶ ἔλαβε τὴν ῥομφαῖαν αὐτοῦ (“And he took

\textsuperscript{70} Zerbe suggests that the maxim behind this formula is μὴ ἀποδίδονα κακὸν ἀντὶ κακοῦ and is also attested by Rom 12:19; 1 Thess 5:15; 1QS 10.17; 2 En. 50:4 (Non-Retaliation, 87).
his sword”). The intertextuality between Joseph and Aseneth and the Septuagint in this case, as with those addressed above, is echoic.

These examples of echoic intertextuality between Joseph and Aseneth and the LXX reveal that the former is familiar with the latter at the lexical level, but that no text is quoted verbatim. The tales from the LXX are recalled as cultural texts and not embedded in Joseph and Aseneth as literary artifacts. The intertextual phenomenon found here is an example of how the medium shapes, and indeed is, the message. Marshall McLuhan famously offered the truism that any medium is a technological extension of the human person and necessarily becomes inextricably bound with the message that it contains. This being the case, writing structures thinking and serves as an external memory aid. Texts store memories that are reactivated by authors, speakers, and audiences. This is done in at least two different ways. First, texts can be reproduced and embedded in other discourses, oral or written. This reproduction depends heavily on the technology of writing as a memory aid and less on pure memory itself. In this mode, either the text is read verbatim in oral

---

71 1 Samuel 17:51 LXX; Jos. Asen. 29:2.

72 This proposal contrasts with Burchard’s tentative suggestion that Joseph and Aseneth’s echoic intertextuality with the Joseph novella is the result of “a different form or forms of text” from the LXX (“New Translation,” 185 n. 37).


74 Ibid., 4–8.

75 Jan Assmann calls this phenomenon “exteriorization” (“Remembering in Order to Belong: Writing, Memory, and Identity,” in idem, Religion and Cultural Memory, 85).
reappropriation or it is copied verbatim in written replication. Exact reproduction is a hallmark of this method of recall. In the second mode, authors and speakers become familiar with texts through their experience of them, whether by hearing or reading them. These texts then enter into the author’s or speaker’s memory and can be reactivated without directly consulting the writing itself. This method is dependent on the text, but only insofar as it has been assimilated into the author’s or speaker’s cultural repertoire. Recall in this mode is less exact than in the former mode. The intertextuality in Joseph and Aseneth represents this second model of textuality as an external memory aid. The Joseph story in Genesis and David’s battle with Goliath in 1 Sam 17 are indeed evoked, perhaps even from their textual versions. The textual recall is filtered mnemonically and culturally, though. This accounts for Joseph and Aseneth’s echoic intertextuality with the LXX.

**Joseph and Aseneth and the Greek Romance Novels**

Joseph and Aseneth’s intertextuality with the Greek romance novels resembles its intertextuality with the LXX. There is a significant difference, however. Whereas Joseph and Aseneth will often echo a specific Septuagintal text with key lexemes, the narrative does not echo particular novelistic texts. Rather, Joseph and Aseneth evokes tropes from this literary genre, which results in thematic and lexical resonances between the two textual traditions.\(^{76}\) I will offer two examples that show

---

\(^{76}\) Many scholars have recognized the similarities between Joseph and Aseneth and the novels. See especially Philonenko, *Joseph et Aséneth*, 43–48; Stefanie West, “Joseph and Asenath: A
that Joseph and Aseneth’s intertextuality with the novels is not verbatim but lexically echoic, as is the case with the LXX. This suggests that Joseph and Aseneth recalls tropes from the novels, but it does not imply that Joseph and Aseneth directly reproduces or is literally dependent on any of the novels.77

The description of Aseneth’s beauty in Jos. Asen. 1:6–8 thematically echoes those of the female protagonists in the novels, particularly Callirhoe in Chariton’s *Chaereas and Callirhoe* and Anthia in Xenophon’s *Anthia and Habrocomes*.78 All three narratives state that their heroines are excessively comely παρθένοι (“virgins”)...
whose allure surpasses that of their fellow countrywomen. Callirhoe and Anthia are described as goddess-like in appearance. Joseph and Aseneth, whose audience worshiped an aniconic God, compares Aseneth to the Israelite damsels of old, Rebecca, Sarah, and Rachel, rather than to a goddess. Finally, in both Joseph and Aseneth and Chaereas and Callirhoe, the rumor (ἡ φήμη) of the respective maiden’s pulchritude is spread far and wide, generating strife among many love-stricken potentates. While the three narratives never directly cite one another, there are several persistent lexemes that recall the familiar trope of the protagonist’s incomparable beauty in each of the texts: μεγάλη, ὡραία, εὐπρεπὴς, κάλλος, παρθένος, φήμη, θέαμα, θυγάτηρ, θαυμάσια, and θαυμάζω.

The thematic allure of the protagonists runs into another trope shared between the novels and Joseph and Aseneth: love at first sight that results in physical illness. After the beauty of the lovers is described in the novels, the two lock eyes

---

79 Joseph and Aseneth 1:6 relates the following about Aseneth’s appearance: παρθένος μεγάλη καὶ ὡραία καὶ εὐπρεπὴς τῷ κάλλει σφόδρα ὑπὲρ πάσαν παρθένον ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν. Chaereas and Callirhoe 1.1.1–3 describes Callirhoe’s beauty similarly: Καλλιρόην τόνομα, θαυμαστόν τι χρήμα παρθένου καὶ ἄγαλμα τῆς ὀλίς Σικελίας, ἵνα γὰρ τὸ κάλλος οὐκ ἄνφορον ἄλλα θεῖο, οὐδὲ Νηρήδος ἢ Νύφης τῶν ὁρισιῶν ἀλλ’ αὐτῆς Αφροδίτης [παρθένου]. Finally, Anthia and Habrocomes 1.2.5 has similar language to describe its protagonist: ἵνα δὲ τὸ κάλλος τῆς Άνθιας οἶκον θαυμάσαι καὶ πολὺ τὰς ἄλλας ὑπερβάλετο παρθένους. Anthia and Habrocomes 1.2.6 goes on to describe Anthia’s physical features in detail.

80 Callirhoe is also mistaken for a goddess throughout the novel. See especially Chaer. 1.1.4–2; 2.3.8; 3.3.5; 3.9.1.

81 Joseph and Aseneth 1.9–11 reports that Aseneth’s beauty spread throughout the land of Egypt. Chaereas 1.1.2–3 similarly reports that Callirhoe’s beauty spread throughout all of Italy, as her suitors poured in from the entire continent.

82 Braginskaya notes the shared themes of love at first sight and lovesickness in Callirhoe and Joseph and Aseneth (“Joseph and Aseneth,” 96–97). She concludes that the narratives were independent of each other or that Joseph and Aseneth influenced Callirhoe. She recognizes that lovesickness is a “novelistic topos” but does not note the similar lexemes in the narratives (ibid., 97).
and become immediately enamored. Following their initial infatuation, one or more of the lovers mentally and physically grieve until they are eventually joined in matrimony. Examples from Chaereas and Callirhoe and Anthia and Habrocomes illustrate this theme.\textsuperscript{83}

Chaereas and Callirhoe’s auspicious meeting is described in 1.1.6. Tyche herself contrives a chance encounter that ensures the two see each other (ἔκατερος τῷ ἐτέρῳ ὀφθῇ) as Chaereas is on his way home from the gymnasium. The two fall in love at first sight (ταχέως οὖν πάθος ἐρωτικὸν ἀντέδωκαν ἄλληλοις). Chaereas is so smitten that he no longer can stand (στῆναι δὲ μὴ δυνάμενος). Callirhoe likewise falls (προσέπεσε) at the feet of Aphrodite. The meeting brings physical and mental torment (δεινή) to them both. Chaereas ceases his exercise routine, much to the chagrin of his compatriots, who themselves abandon the gymnasium on account of his absence.\textsuperscript{84} Thus his lovesickness endangers his own wellbeing as well as that of his friends. Callirhoe, much like Aseneth, agonizes on her bed. During her weeping, she receives report that she is to be married, but she knows not to whom. Presuming her betrothal is not to Chaereas, “her knees collapsed and her heart within her” (τῆς δ’ αὐτοῦ λύτο γούνατα καὶ φίλον ἦτορ).\textsuperscript{85} The parallel with Jos. Asen. 6:1 is striking:

\textsuperscript{83} Though see also Achilles Tatius’s Leuc. Clit. 1.4.4–5 and Apuleius’s Metam. 5.22.

\textsuperscript{84} Chaereas 1.1.10: ἐπόθε εἰ δὲ τὸ γυμνάσιον Χαιρέαν καὶ ἄσπερ ἔρημον ἥν. ἐφίλει γὰρ αὐτὸν ἡ νεολαία.

\textsuperscript{85} Chaer. 1.1.14. Trans. Goold, LCL. The phrase is directly quoted from Odyssey 4.703 and also occurs in Chaer. 3.6.3 and 4.5.9.
“her heart was broken and her knees were paralyzed” (συνεκλάσθη τὰ σπλάγχνα αὐτῆς καὶ τὰ γόνατα αὐτῆς παρελύθησαν). The protagonists’ physical and mental despair is finally assuaged when they are married at the end of Chaer. 1.1.

Similarly, in Anthia and Habrocomes 1.3.1, upon seeing the other (ὅρωσιν ἀλλήλους) each falls into a deep love-trance and cannot look away from the other’s gaze. Upon their separation, both are lovelorn and emotionally disheveled. They each offer passion-laments, Habrocomes in 1.4.1 and Anthia in 1.4.6–7. The narrative then reports in 1.5.5 that Habrocomes’s body and mind begin to wither away (τὸ σῶμα πᾶν ἡφάνιστο καὶ ἡ ψυχὴ καταπεπτώκει). Anthia fares no better. Each is so lovesick that “they were expected to die at any moment” (ὅσον οὐδέπω τεθνεσθαὶ προσδοκώμενοι). Like Chaereas and Callirhoe, Anthia and Habrocomes’s conditions only improve when they get word of their betrothal in 1.7.4.

Joseph and Aseneth 6:1–8 takes up these same tropes about the physical and mental state of the story’s protagonists. But it applies them to only one of the lovers, namely, Aseneth. When Aseneth sees (εἶδεν) Joseph for the first time, “her soul was strongly stabbed, her affections were shattered, her knees failed, her whole body shook, and she feared greatly” (κατενεχεσθαὶ στῆ ὕπνοι καὶ συνεκλάσθη τὰ σπλάγχνα

---

86 The narrative explicitly states in 1.5.1 that “each of them spent the entire night lamenting these things” (ταῦτα ἑκάτεροι αὐτῶν δι’ ἐλης νυκτὸς ὠθοῦσα).

87 Anthia’s condition is summarized in Anthia and Habrocomes 1.4.6. The audience is told that “Anthia too was in a bad way” and that she “hurt in ways strange and inappropriate” (Henderson, LCL).

88 Trans. Henderson, LCL.
αὐτῆς καὶ τὰ γόνατα αὐτῆς παρελύθησαν καὶ συνετρόμαξεν ὅλον τὸ σῶμα αὐτῆς καὶ ἐφοβήθη φόβον μέγαν). Aseneth laments in Jos. Asen. 6:2–8. Features of her lament resemble Habrocomes’s and Anthia’s. All three pose several questions. Both Aseneth and Habrocomes apply self-deprecating terms to themselves with ἐγώ. Anthia speaks the pronoun similarly, but with an adjective that is not necessarily deprecating. Along with a superfluity of the personal pronoun ἐγώ, all three have an abundance of first-person verbal forms. Both Aseneth and Habrocomes consign themselves to slavery, Aseneth in Jos. Asen. 6:8 and Habrocomes in Anthia and Habrocomes 1.4.1. Finally, Aseneth and Habrocomes both utter an invocational νῦν on multiple occasions. These similarities are best accounted for by their generic

---

89 This is because there are certain features characteristic of the Greek laments. These are (1) a hesitant beginning with an initial question; (2) questions, sporadic or successive, that carry the lament along; (3) a series of hypotheses, differentiated from reality that are proposed and rejected; (4) a contrast between past, present, and future time, resulting in a variety of verbal tenses; (5) a prominence of the invocational now (νῦν); and (6) an abundance of first-person pronouns and verbal forms. I have synthesized these elements of Greek laments from Margaret Alexiou, The Ritual Lament in Greek Tradition (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2002), 161–68; Casey Dué, The Captive Woman’s Lament in Greek Tragedy (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2006), 12–15, 53–55; R. L. Fowler, “The Rhetoric of Desperation,” HSCP 91 (1987): 6. Edgar Wright Smith explicitly addresses questions in laments (“Form and Religious Background of Romans 7:24–25a,” NovTest 13 [1971]: 130–31).

90 Aseneth asks six questions in her lament, Habrocomes four, Anthia five.

91 In Anthia and Habrocomes 1.4.2, Habrocomes states ὃ πάντα ἄνανδρος ἐγώ καὶ πονηρός. Aseneth predicates the adjectives ταλαίπωρος, ἄφρων, and θρασεῖα to ἐγώ in her lament.

92 Anthia and Habrocomes 1.4.6: παρθένος ἐγώ φρουρουμένη.

93 Aseneth speaks thirteen first-person verbal forms, Habrocomes nine, Anthia seven.

94 Joseph and Aseneth 6:4, 5, 8; Anthia and Habrocomes 1.4.1, 2 (x2).
connection. They are the result of lament topoi, not direct literary influence one way or the other.\textsuperscript{95}

Once again, the lexical affinities between the laments in the novels and Aseneth’s lament in Joseph and Aseneth are inexact. Neither directly quotes, or even alludes to, the other. Rather, they are similar in syntax and resonate with each other verbally because they belong to a common literary genre that possesses recurring verbal tropes. Since the limits of what constitute intertextuality are methodologically wide, it is appropriate to deem these narratives intertextually related.\textsuperscript{96} To be more precise the relationship might be called inter-generic.

In conclusion, the intertextuality between Joseph and Aseneth and the LXX is echoic. I have argued that the narrative does evoke specific texts in the LXX, but it does not directly quote or embed those texts. This echoic intertextuality is more characteristic of oral narratives than it is of literarily conceived narrative. Concerning the Greco-Roman novels, Joseph and Aseneth contains themes and tropes that appear in those novels, but never evokes any one novel in particular. It is more

\textsuperscript{95} There are laments in the other Greek romance novels that also feature these topoi. See especially Chaer. 7.6. My conclusion about literary influence is contra Braginskaya, who argues that the similarities between the novels and Joseph and Aseneth are the result of latter's direct literary influence on the former (“Joseph and Aseneth,” 102).

\textsuperscript{96} Hays provides a concise overview of the different methodological applications of the term intertextuality in the foreword to the English edition of \textit{Reading the Bible Intertextually}, ed. idem, Stefan Alkier, and Leroy A. Huizenga (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2009), xi–xv. In the same volume, Stefan Alkier offers a thorough history of the development of intertextuality in literary theory and biblical scholarship (“Intertextuality and the Semiotics of Biblical Texts,” 3–21).
accurate to call the textual relationship between the novels and Joseph and Aseneth inter-generic.

Intertextuality in Mark

The Gospel of Mark is certainly influenced by antecedent Jewish writings. Nominal forms of the word γραφή ("writing") appear in Mark 12:10, 24; 14:49. Verbal forms of γράφω ("to write") occur in Mark 1:2; 7:6; 9:12, 13; 10:4, 5; 11:17; 12:19; 14:21, 27, often in the perfect tense form, γέγραπται ("it has been written"). The evangelist considers written Scriptures authoritative and employs references to writings for rhetorical leverage. Along with these conscious evocations of written Scripture, the gospel, and especially the passion narrative, is peppered with echoes of the LXX.

---

97 γέγραπται occurs in Mark 1:2; 7:6; 9:12, 13; 11:17; 14:21, 27. It is reminiscent of the formula καθὼς γέγραπται and its Hebrew equivalent, כִּיּוֹתָה, which frequently introduce authoritative antecedent texts in early Jewish and Christian writings (2 Kgs 14:6; 2 Chr 25:4; Luke 2:23; Acts 7:42; Rom 1:17, 3:4, 10; 8:36; 9:13, 33; 10:15; 11:8, 26; 15:3; 9:21; 1 Cor 1:13; 2:9; 2 Cor 8:15; 9:9; 1QS V, 17; VIII, 14; CD VII, 19; 1 Clem. 48:2). Yet this precise formula introduces quoted material in only Mark 1:2. The other time καθὼς γέγραπται appears in the gospel is Mark 14:21, where no particular text is quoted but a body of authoritative writings are alluded to.

98 Rudolf Bultmann influentially argued that the passion narrative was constructed out of the kerygma of the early church that was enriched with allusive elements from Scripture (The History of the Synoptic Tradition, trans. John Marsh [New York: Harper & Row, 1968], 275–84). Dibelius similarly reasoned that the kerygmatic passion narrative congealed out of the reading of discrete biblical texts that then made their way into the written account by way of allusion rather than citation (Tradition, 184–85). He calls special attention to allusions in the dividing of Jesus’s garments, the vinegar offered to him, the passerby’s mocking him, and his maltreatment after his trial (ibid., 186–88). That the passion narrative developed out of the early church’s kerygma is no longer taken as axiomatic, though most agree that it was heavily influenced by Scripture. Interpreters vary on the number of allusions and echoes that are found therein. Howard Clark Kee detects hundreds ("The Function of Scriptural Quotations and Allusions in Mark 11–16," in Jesus und Paulus: Festschrift für Werner Georg Kümmel, ed. E. Earle Ellis and Erich Grässer [Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1975], 167–71). Kelli S. O’Brien finds that scholars have proposed over 270 different allusions or echoes to the OT in the passion narrative (The Use of Scripture in the Markan Passion Narrative, LNTS 384 [London: T&T Clark, 2010], 17). She critiques the maximalist approach as
There can be no doubt that Mark is familiar with both the LXX and other traditions and evokes them in the gospel more often than Joseph and Aseneth, which does not appear to contain a single quotation of Scripture.

Nonetheless, in this section I shall argue that Mark’s intertextuality is both echoic and imprecise. The gospel rarely quotes extended texts from the LXX verbatim.\(^{99}\) Christopher Bryan finds that there are only two precise quotations in the entire gospel, Mark 7:6b–7, where two lines from Isa 29:13 LXX are reproduced, and Mark 12:10–11, where four lines from Ps 117:22–24 LXX are quoted.\(^{100}\) While this truncated manner of drawing upon Scripture reveals that Mark’s intertextuality is echoic, other characteristics indicate its mode of intertextual evocation is imprecise. The gospel “miscites” and “misquotes” Scripture and appeals are made to “writings” when no explicit text seems to be in mind.\(^{101}\)

The conclusion to be drawn is that the evangelist does not regularly rely directly on written texts of Jewish Scripture while composing the gospel. Rather, the

\(^{99}\) Christopher Bryan notes that very few of the intertexts recalled in Mark are quotations, and those that are quotations are never of much length (A Preface to Mark: Notes on the Gospel in Its Literary and Cultural Settings [New York: Oxford University Press, 1993], 146).

\(^{100}\) Ibid., 148–49. He argues that both texts were easy to memorize because of their parallelism and that there is no evidence that the evangelist read any Scripture (ibid., 149). I find it more likely than not that Mark was semi-literate, having some capacity to read the LXX, but it does not appear as though he is consistently making eye contact with scrolls as he composes the gospel.

\(^{101}\) I do not mean to imply that the evangelist’s mode of intertextual recall is in any way malicious or dishonest. Conditioned by the norms of print culture, we think of miscitation and misquotations as academically mendacious or indolent. In the case of oral literature, however, mnemonic recall is simply another mode of evoking a tradition.
speaker recalls texts and traditions primarily from memory.\textsuperscript{102} We should not imagine multiple scrolls laid out and their words copied directly into the gospel.\textsuperscript{103} Instead, we should think of the speaker evoking texts that he or she has internalized, either by memorization or familiarity through reading them or hearing them read.\textsuperscript{104}

Before showing how this mnemonic mode of recall is realized in Mark, there are three potential objections to be addressed. First, it could be argued that Mark’s imprecise intertextuality is a result of theological intentionality. That is, he or she has advertently changed the wording of or referent to Scripture for theological purposes. While I don’t believe this argument can be sustained for the divergent varieties of intertextual imprecision in Mark, it is certainly possible that the evangelist has kneaded traditions to fit his or her theological mold. In fact, this would be easier to do with oral literature than written literature, since direct comparison of texts is a hallmark of the literary mode of production and reception.

\textsuperscript{102} Eve argues that memorial recall ought to be scholars’ default assumption when it comes to the gospel writers’ source materials (\textit{Writing the Gospels}, xii, 39–51). He does not imagine that the evangelists worked entirely from memory but that during the composition process they rarely consulted texts directly (ibid., 50). In my estimation, Eve’s position holds true for the Gospel of Mark. But, as we shall see in this Chapter and the next, Matthew and Luke are more precise with their intertextuality. It is more likely that they had more eye contact with various texts during the composition process than the Markan evangelist did.

\textsuperscript{103} Contra Burton Mack, who imagines that Mark “was composed at a desk” with written sources, including the Wisdom of Solomon, Samaritan texts, and Maccabean literature, strewn about (\textit{A Myth of Innocence: Mark and Christian Origins} [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988], 322–23).

\textsuperscript{104} William A. Graham (\textit{Beyond the Written Word: Oral Aspects of Scripture in the History of Religion} [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987], 161) and Richard A. Horsley (“Oral and Written Aspects of the Emergence of the Gospel of Mark as Scripture,” \textit{Oral Tradition} 25 [2010]: 98) similarly argue that the evangelist has “internalized” Scripture and does not work from written texts during the composition process.
and not the oral mode.\textsuperscript{105} Second, it might be objected that if the evangelist is Greek-Aramaic bilingual, he or she is recalling Aramaic versions of Scripture and translating them on an ad hoc basis. There is no way to prove that this is not the case for some intertextual evocations in Mark. But it is clear on other occasions, such as Mark 7:6b–7 and 12:10–11, that the Septuagint and not a translated Aramaic text, is quoted.\textsuperscript{106} If the evangelist were producing a literary text in Greek, we would expect he or she would make the effort to consult the Greek version of Scripture whenever authoritative traditions are evoked, not just sporadically. And third, claiming that the evangelist evokes Scripture mnemonically is not to minimize its importance in Mark. It is simply to observe that the medium affects the message. Mnemonic evocation is more appropriate to the oral mode of composition than the literary mode.

In what follows, I shall first review those ways in which Mark’s echoic intertextuality differs from Joseph and Aseneth’s. The latter’s echoic intertextuality manifests itself in its evocation of themes from the Greco-Roman romances and its recollection of the Septuagint by key lexemes, as we have seen above. There are occasions when Mark evokes intertexts similarly, but there are also instances when

\textsuperscript{105}Kirk notes, “It is the written medium, with its visual, material properties, that makes variation evident” (\textit{Q in Matthew}, 6).

\textsuperscript{106}As W. D. Davies and Dale C. Allison note, we have no indication from the gospel that Mark was familiar with any other text of Scripture than the LXX (\textit{A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel according to Saint Matthew}, 3 vols., ICC [Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2004], 1:45).
the gospel’s intertextuality manifests itself differently. We shall look to examples of
the latter first, in the form of “miscitations,” “misquotations,” and inexplicit
references to writings, which I have called “imprecise intertextuality,” before
considering two instances of the former.¹⁰⁷

**Misciting and Misquoting Scripture in Mark**

Mark’s first miscitation occurs in the opening lines of the gospel, immediately
following its incipit. Mark 1:2–3 ostensibly quotes Isaiah, introducing the text with
the phrase καθώς γέγραπται ἐν τῷ Ἡσαΐᾳ τῷ προφήτῃ (“as it is written in Isaiah the
Prophet”). But the quotation is not from Isaiah alone. It is a composite. The first two
lines recall Exod 23:20 LXX and Mal 3:1 LXX:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark 1:2:</th>
<th>Exodus 23:20:</th>
<th>Mal 3:1:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ἵδοὺ ἀποστέλλω τὸν ἄγγελόν μου πρὸ προσώπου σου, δὲ κατασκευάσει τὴν ὀδὸν σου.</td>
<td>καὶ ἵδοὺ ἐγὼ ἀποστέλλω τὸν ἄγγελόν μου πρὸ προσώπου σου, ἵνα φυλάξῃ σε ἐν τῇ ὀδῷ.</td>
<td>ἵδοὺ ἐγὼ ἐξαποστέλλω τὸν ἄγγελόν μου, καὶ ἐπιβλέψεται ὅπως πρὸ προσώπου μου.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, who shall prepare thy way. (RSV)

And look, I am sending my angel in front of you, in order to guard you on the way. (NETS)

Behold, I am sending my messenger, and he will oversee the way before me. (NETS)

¹⁰⁷ Imprecise intertextuality differs from an echo. The latter refers to a subtle intertextual
reference (Hays, *Echoes of Scriptures in the Letters of Paul*, 29). Imprecise intertextuality refers to a
textual evocation wherein the second text differs from or misrepresents the content of the antecedent
text. Imprecise intertextuality is not in the same category as citation, allusion, and echo. Thus an echo
can be imprecise or precise, as can an allusion or citation.
The text in Mark does not exactly reproduce either Exod 23:20 or Mal 3:1. ①08

The same is true of the next verse, Mark 1:3, which recalls Isa 40:3:

Mark 1:3:  
φωνὴ βοῶντος ἐν τῇ ἐρήμῳ.  
έτοιμάσατε τὴν ὄδον κυρίου, εὐθείας  
pοιεῖτε τὰς τρίβους αὐτοῦ.

Isa 40:3:  
φωνὴ βοῶντος ἐν τῇ ἐρήμῳ  
έτοιμάσατε τὴν ὄδον κυρίου, εὐθείας  
pοιεῖτε τὰς τρίβους τοῦ θεοῦ ἡμῶν.

The voice of one crying in the wilderness: Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths straight. (RSV)

A voice of one crying out in the wilderness, “Prepare the way of the Lord, make straight the paths of our God.” (NETS)

Here, the intertextuality is more precise than in the preceding verse, but it is still not completely exact. The final genitive nouns differ between the two texts.

Several reasons have been offered for the composite quotation that begins the gospel and why it is attributed to Isaiah. ①09 Guelich, Marcus, and Hays argue that there is theological intention behind the Isaian attribution and that it metaleptically recalls the entire context of Isaiah 40, which is an “announcement of a revelation of the divine advent.” ①10 Marcus argues that Mark himself has formed the

---

①08 For this reason interpreters differ about which text is being recalled. Collins argues that Mal 3:1 better fits Mark’s intention and thus is the primary text evoked (Mark, 136). In contrast, Hays makes a case that the wording of Exod 23:23 and its surrounding literary context make it the more likely intertext. According to him, by evoking this text at the beginning of the gospel, Mark metaleptically recalls themes of restoration and judgment from Exod 20 that will be consistently echoed in Mark (Echoes of Scripture in the Gospels, 22–23).

①09 Collins reviews three possibilities that have been entertained: (1) the citation is from a collection; (2) Mark created the composite citation himself and attributed it to Isaiah because of its popularity; and (3) Mark attributed the conflation to Isaiah for theological reasons (Mark, 136).

composite quotation, stringing the texts together because he knows that Mal 3:1 and Isa 40:3 are related by the Hebrew phrase דרך פנה, despite the fact that the phrase has been translated ἐπιβλέψεται and ἐτοιμάσατε in Malachi LXX and Isaiah LXX, respectively.\(^{111}\) If Mark has created the composite citation, he does not bother to be textually precise about where all of it comes from. If he was literarily sophisticated enough to create a composite citation based on the Hebrew catchphrase דרך פנה, it is surprising that he has included the prepositional phrase ἐν τῷ �ается τῷ προφήτῃ (“in Isaiah the Prophet”), which he could easily have rendered ἐν τοῖς προφήταις (“in the prophets”), ἐν ταῖς γραφαῖς (“in the writings”), or some other such instead. Perhaps the imprecision is theologically intentional, its aim being to carry more Isaian freight. Or perhaps the evangelist mnemonically conflated texts and attributed them all to Isaiah. Whatever the case may be, Matthew and Luke found this imprecision problematic, as they retain the attribution to Isaiah but omit the words that are not from the prophet (Matt 3:3–3; Luke 3:5–6).

Mark 2:23–28 and 1 Sam 21:2–10

Mark 2:23–28 is another instance where Matthew and Luke emend a textual referent because of Mark’s imprecision. In Mark 2:25–26, Jesus responds to the Pharisees’ challenge about his disciples having picked heads of grain on the Sabbath. Jesus asks if the Pharisees have read the account of David and his compatriots eating the bread

of the presence when Abiathar was high priest. The notorious problem is that Jesus gets the High Priest’s name wrong. In the account he is referring to, 1 Sam 21:2–10, Ahimelech, Abiathar’s father, is the high priest who gives David the bread.\(^\text{112}\) This is not technically a case of miscitation or misquotation because a text is neither directly cited nor quoted. It might better be called a false recollection. Collins notes that Abiathar is a better-known associate of David than Ahimelech.\(^\text{113}\) It is likely that the discrepancy in Mark results from a memory of Abiathar’s connection with David. Even though he was not the high priest at the time, Abiathar was recalled because of his connection with David. This inaccuracy, while understandable from an oral-memorial perspective, was unacceptable in the literary mode. It is a significant enough blunder that some manuscripts of Mark omit the phrase ἐπὶ Ἀβιαθάρ ἀρχιερέως (“when Abiathar was High Priest”) in 2:26, as do Matthew (12:4) and Luke (6:4).\(^\text{114}\) This is to be expected of literary compositions, which are characterized by

---

\(^{112}\) Horsley argues that Mark is referring to a popular, folkloristic version of the tale from 1 Samuel, not the text itself (Hearing, 164–65). To him, this accounts for many of the peculiar aspects of Jesus’s version of the story, including the misnaming in Mark 2:26.

\(^{113}\) Collins, Mark, 203 n. 130. Marcus also argues that a better-known figure can replace a lesser-known figure in the development of a tradition, and so the replacement of Ahimelech with Abiathar may simply be a mistake (Mark, 1:241).

\(^{114}\) B, D, 2427, r¹, and t all omit the phrase. Hays notes that Matthew’s omission “is one of many editorial nuances that show how carefully Matthew was reading his sources. He does not merely take over scriptural references from Mark; he cross-checks them, either directly against the Old Testament text or against his comprehensive knowledge of that text” (Echoes of Scripture in the Gospels, 398 n. 65). We might call Matthew’s cross-checking “intertextual precision.”
inter textual exactitude more than oral narratives are. The change thus exhibits the “precision of verbalization” that typifies writing on account of its editability.\textsuperscript{115}

Mark 14:27 and Zech 13:7

Mark 14:27 is the last explicit citation in the gospel that uses the introductory phrase καθὼς γέγραπται (“as it written”). Mark’s intertext is clearly Zech 13:7, but his quotation differs from any known Hebrew or Septuagintal version of it.\textsuperscript{116} The quotation from Mark 14:27 compared with Zech 13:7b in Rahlfs edition of the LXX reads:

Mark 14:27:  
\begin{align*}
\text{πατάξω τὸν ποιμένα, καὶ τὰ πρόβατα διασκορπισθήσονται.}
\end{align*}

Zech 13:7b:  
\begin{align*}
\text{πατάξατε τοὺς ποιμένας καὶ ἐκσπάσατε τὰ πρόβατα, καὶ ἐπάξω τὴν χειρὰ μου ἐπὶ τοὺς ποιμένας.}
\end{align*}

I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep will be scattered. (RSV)  
Smite the shepherds, and remove the sheep, and I will bring my hand against the shepherds. (NETS)

There are two differences. First, in Mark the sheep (τὰ πρόβατα) are the subject of the passive verb διασκορπισθήσονται, rather that the object of the imperative verb ἐκσπάσατε.\textsuperscript{117} Second, the leading verb in Mark is the first-person future πατάξω

\textsuperscript{115} “Precision of verbalization” is a phrase used by Ong to characterize writing over against oral performance, which knows nothing of editability and this precision (\textit{Orality and Literacy}, 103).

\textsuperscript{116} Ibid., 81.

\textsuperscript{117} There is one manuscript, LXX\textsuperscript{Q}, that witnesses to this reading. See the apparatus in Rahlfs; Hays, \textit{Echoes of Scripture in the Gospels}, 81.
with the Lord as its subject. This reading appears to begin with Mark.\textsuperscript{118} The LXX versions either have the second-person plural imperative, as in Rahlfs, following MSS B, ο*, and W, or the second-person singular imperative, πατάξω (A, Q, οc, L, and C).\textsuperscript{119} It is possible that Mark has intentionally altered the tense and number of the verb πάτασσω in Zech 13:7b to serve his purposes. Changes like this occur in the literary mode. Yet they are more common in oral narrative, because neither the speaker nor the hearer is crosschecking the tense and voice of the quoted text. The other differences between Mark’s version and the LXX, including the change of number of the shepherds, the different placement of “the sheep” (τὰ πρόβατα) either before or after the verb, and the general abbreviation of the passage, evoke the referent mnemonically, not textually.\textsuperscript{120} In this case, the discrepancies between the texts result from both an intentional change that makes the antecedent text fit the context of Mark better and from a mnemonic mode of recall.\textsuperscript{121} This is far more

\begin{footnotes}
\item[119] Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Gospels, 387 n. 127. The singular reading corresponds to the singular imperative verb in the MT.
\item[120] Moreover, Mark has not quoted the first half of the passage, βομβαία, ἐξεγέρθητι ἐπὶ τοὺς ποιμένας μου καὶ ἐπ’ ἄνδρα πολίτην μου, λέγει κύριος παντοκράτωρ (“Awake, O sword, against my shepherds and against his fellow citizen,’ says the Lord Almighty” [NETS]).
\item[121] James R. Edwards suggests that the change to the first-person singular future verb may have been a result of mnemonic recall facilitated by the first-person singular future verb, ἐπάξω (“I will bring upon”), in the second half of Zech 13:7 (The Gospel according to Mark, The Pillar New Testament Commentary [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002], 428 n. 34).
\end{footnotes}
likely than the theory that Mark knew an earlier Greek version of the passage that is no longer extant.\footnote{As Collins tentatively suggests (\textit{Mark}, 669).}

\textit{Inexplicit References to Writing}

Along with Mark’s imprecise citations and quotations, there are three inexplicit references to writing, purportedly of Scripture, in Mark. In these instances, the gospel is not intertextually precise about what text is being recalled. The first case is Mark 9:12. Here, the disciples ask Jesus why the scribes claim Elijah must come first. Jesus responds and poses a question of his own, “And how is it written about the Son of Man that he must greatly suffer and be despised?” (καὶ πῶς γέγραπται ἐπὶ τὸν υἱὸν τοῦ ἀνθρώπου ἵνα πολλὰ πάθῃ καὶ ἔξουδηνηθῆ;) As Marcus notes, there is precedent for using the introductory phrase “it is written” of conflations of biblical passages and even exegetical conclusions drawn from specific texts.\footnote{Marcus cites Gal 4:22; John 7:38; 4Q266 11.3–5; 4Q270 7 1.17–18 as examples (\textit{Mark}, 2:645).} In this case it is difficult to determine what specific texts or exegetical conclusions are being recalled, since “there is ... no discrete OT passage that describes the suffering and rejection of the Son of Man.”\footnote{Ibid.} It could be that Mark is alluding to Isaiah’s suffering servant, the Son of Man in Dan 7, or the righteous sufferer of the Psalms.\footnote{Marcus argues all three are possibilities (ibid.). Collins likewise reviews the various intertexts that have been proposed (\textit{Mark}, 430–31).} Or, as Horsley
argues, Mark might employ the introductory formula “it is written” (γέγραπται) as a general appeal to written authority without a specific textual referent. This would be akin to the petitioner of P.Oxy. 903, examined in Chapter Two, who makes a general appeal to “the laws” (οἱ νόμοι).

The second and third cases of appeals to writing without an explicit citation or quotation occur in Mark 14:21 and 49. The former is again a reference to the Son of Man: “because the Son of Man goes as it is written about him.” Collins and France argue that the reference to writing in v. 21 continues an allusion to Ps 40:10 LXX that they find in Mark 14:18. This might be so, but in neither v. 18 nor v. 21 is the citation or allusion explicit. In the final non-explicit appeal to writing, Jesus states that Judas and his cohort come at night with weapons to arrest him, even though he had been teaching daily in the synagogues. This happened in order that “the writings may be fulfilled” (ἵνα πληρωθῶσιν αἱ γραφαὶ). Again, there is debate as to whether “the writings” refers to a specific text. If so, none is provided by citation or quotation. The intertextuality is imprecise.

---


127 Collins, Mark, 652; France, Gospel of Mark, 567.

In Mark’s three instances of general appeals to writing discussed above, Matthew, Luke, or both emend their predecessor. Jesus’s question in Mark 9:12 is removed altogether in Matt 17:11–12. Luke does not have the pericope at all. Mark 14:21 is only lightly redacted in Matt 26:24, and the reference to writing is retained. But in Luke it is not. Rather than “the Son of Man goes as it is written about him” (ὁ μὲν ιὸς τοῦ ἀνθρώπου ὑπάγει καθὼς γέγραπται περὶ αὐτοῦ), Luke reads “the Son of Man goes as it has been determined” (ὁ ιὸς μὲν τοῦ ἀνθρώπου κατὰ τὸ ὀρισμένου πορεύεται). Finally, Luke omits the reference to the writings being fulfilled in Mark 14:49 altogether, and Matthew specifies that the writings being fulfilled are the prophets (αἱ γραφαὶ τῶν προφητῶν). Just as they found Mark’s imprecise citations and quotations problematic, so also do Matthew and Luke find Mark’s general appeals to writing without a specific referent inadequate.

_Echoic Intertextuality_

Mark’s imprecise intertextuality explored thus far has not resembled the intertextuality exhibited in Joseph and Aseneth. Unlike Mark, there are no explicit appeals to Scripture or writings in the pseudepigraphon. There are also no quotations of Scripture, whether imprecise or exact. In fact, the verb γράφω occurs on only two occasions in Joseph and Aseneth, and the nominal form γραφὴ never appears.129 This does not imply that Joseph and Aseneth has no relationship to

---

Jewish Scriptures. As I have argued above, the narrative allusively evokes cultural texts with key lexemes and themes on several occasions. Mark likewise allusively recalls texts and traditions. In fact, this mode of evocation is far more common than citation and quotation. As Hays puts it, “Mark’s way of drawing upon Scripture, like his narrative style more generally, is indirect and allusive.”\footnote{130} According to him, Mark has intentionally hidden intertextual layers of meaning within the narrative for the discerning reader.\footnote{131} In contrast, I see this phenomenon as a result of Mark’s mode of composition. Like Joseph and Aseneth, Mark frequently evokes texts and traditions with key lexemes and themes because the gospel is orally composed and texts are recalled mnemonically. Nowhere is this more noticeable than the sea-stilling narrative in Mark 4:35–41, which recalls Jonah 1:1–16 LXX and Ps 106:23–32 LXX.

Mark 4:35–41, Jonah 1:1–15, and Ps 106 LXX

Mark 4:35–41 recalls Jonah by mirroring the content and order of Jonah 1:1–15.\footnote{132} There are also several specific lexemes that are shared between the two texts that

\footnote{130} Hays, *Echoes of Scripture in the Gospels*, 98. He shows how ubiquitous allusive recall is throughout the Gospel in ibid., 15–103.

\footnote{131} Hays argues that Mark 4:21–25 is a hermeneutical signification for the reader to be attentive to these hidden, allusive meanings (ibid., 101).

\footnote{132} Marcus also notes the Jesus’s similarities to Jonah and the shared vocabulary between the texts. He argues that Mark’s readers will have registered the similarities to the Jonah account, but he concludes Jesus acts more like the Lord than he does Jonah (Mark, 1:337–38). Robert H. Stein does not see as strong a connection between the texts. He concludes that, “the analogies in wording ... are interesting,” but that Mark makes “no intentional effort to tie these stories together” (Mark, BECNT [Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008], 245).
make it unmistakable that Jonah is behind the Markan pericope. Four parallels are noteworthy.

First, the rising of the storm puts both Jonah’s and Jesus’s boat in danger:

**Jonah 1:4:**
καὶ κύριος ἐξῆγειρεν πνεῦμα εἰς τὴν βάλασσαν, καὶ ἐγένετο κλύδων μέγας ἐν τῇ βαλάσσῃ, καὶ τὸ πλοῖον ἐκινδύνευεν συντριβῆναι.

**Mark 4:37:**
καὶ γίνεται λαίλαψ μεγάλη ἀνέμου καὶ τὰ κύματα ἐπέβαλλεν εἰς τὸ πλοῖον, ὡστε ἥδη γεμίζονταί τὸ πλοῖον.

And the Lord aroused a wind in the sea, and a great surge came upon the sea, and the ship was in danger of breaking up. (NETS)

And a great storm of wind arose, and the waves beat into the boat, so that the boat was already filling. (RSV)

The similarity in narrative order is striking. Both texts report the rising of the storm, mention the waves, and then tell of the danger that the boat is in.

Nonetheless, the only distinctive shared lexeme between Jonah 1:4 and Mark 4:37 is πλοῖον (“boat”). The storms, the waves, and the danger are all described with different words and phrases.

Second, in both accounts the minor characters are characterized by their fear.

Jonah 1:5 first reports the sailors’ fear with the verb ἐφοβήθησαν (“they were afraid”), which is then repeated in 1:10 with the phrase καὶ ἐφοβήθησαν οἱ ἄνδρες φόβον μέγαν (“and the men feared a great fear”). The second report of the sailors’ fear comes after Jonah tells the men he worships the Lord God (τὸν κύριον θεόν). Similarly, the disciples fear in Mark 4:41 after Jesus calms the storm and asks them why they are

---

133 It is also likely, as Strauss argues, that several texts from the Psalms that extol the Lord’s power over the sea, such as Ps 18:15; 104:7; 106:9; 107:23–29, intertextually inform the Markan pericope (*Mark*, 208).
cowards and do not yet believe. The same phrase, ἐφοβήθησαν φόβον μέγαν is used in both narratives. These are the most distinctive words that the two pericopes have in common.

Third, in both narratives, the main character is sleeping below deck as the storm rises:

Jonah 1:5  
Ιωνας δὲ κατέβη εἰς τὴν κοίλην τοῦ πλοίου καὶ ἐκάθευδεν καὶ ἔρρεγχεν.  
But Jonah went down into the hold of the ship and was sleeping and snoring. (NETS)

Mark 4:38  
καὶ αὐτὸς ἦν ἐν τῇ πρόμην ἐπὶ τὸ προσκεφάλαιον καθεύδων.  
But he was in the stern, asleep on the cushion. (RSV)

Once more, the content is nearly identical, but there is only one distinctive shared lexeme between the two texts, the imperfect verb ἐκάθευδεν (“he was sleeping”) in Jonah and the participial form, καθεύδων (“sleeping”), in Mark.

Fourth and finally, the manner in which the sea is stilled is similar in both accounts. The captain of the ship approaches Jonah in 1:6, commanding him to rise up (ἀνάστα) and call upon his God so that all aboard are not destroyed (μὴ ἀπολώμεθα). Jonah then tells the sailors in Jonah 1:11–12 to pick him up and throw him into the sea, informing them that this will cause the storm to abate (κοπάσει ἡ θάλασσα ἀφ’ ύμων). As soon as they do, the sea ceases from its surge (καὶ ἔστη ἡ

---

134 Interestingly, both Matthew and Luke redact the verbal phrase ἐφοβήθησαν φόβον μέγαν. Matthew 8:27 replaces ἐφοβήθησαν (“they were afraid”) with ἐθαύμασαν (“they marveled”). Luke 8:25 alters the indicative form of φοβέω (“to fear”) to the participle, φοβηθέντες (“fearing”), which appears alongside the indicative form ἐθαύμασαν (“they marveled”). A nearly identical phrase, ἐφοβήθη φόβον μέγαν (“feared a great fear”), occurs in Jos. Asen. 6:1. Only the number of the verb has been changed. That Mark and Joseph and Aseneth have the phrase and Matthew and Luke redact it from the former may indicate that it is colloquial.
θάλασσα ἐκ τοῦ σάλου αὐτῆς). In Mark 4:38, the disciples wake Jesus (ἐγείρουσιν αὐτὸν) and ask him if he is concerned that they are being destroyed (σὺ μέλει σοι ὅτι ἀπολλύμεθα;). Jesus then rises up (διεγερθείς), rebukes the wind and sea, and as a result, “the storm ceased and there was a great calm” (καὶ ἐκόπασεν ὁ ἀνέμος καὶ ἐγένετο γαλήνη μεγάλη). Once more, the narrative order is similar and some of the central lexemes are related, but the intertextuality is inexact. Mark does not directly quote Jonah, though there can be no doubt that the narrative is behind the pericope.

Yet it is not just the Jonah narrative that resonates with Mark 4:35–41. There are several Psalms and other texts that tell of the Lord’s power over the wind and sea that are evoked. Hays calls attention to Job 38:1–11, Ps 89:9, 106:8–12, and Isa 51:9–11. More consequential than any of these is Ps 107:23–32 (106:23–32 LXX):

Those who used to go down to the sea in ships, doing business on many waters—it was they who saw the deeds of the Lord and his wondrous works in the deep. He spoke (εἶπεν) and the tempest’s blast stood (ἔστη), and its waves (τὰ κύματα) were raised on high.

They mount up as far as the heavens, and they go down as far as the depths; their soul would melt away in calamity; they were troubled (ἐταράχθησαν); they staggered like the drunkard, and all their wisdom was gulped down.

And they cried to the Lord when they were being afflicted, and out of their anguish he brought them, and he ordered the tempest (ἐπέτεαξεν τῇ καταγίδι), and it subsided to a breeze, and its waves became silent (ἐσίγησαν).

---


136 Ibid., 67.
And they were glad, because they had quiet, and he guided them to a haven of their want. Let them acknowledge the Lord for his mercies and for his wonderful works to the sons of men. Let them exalt him in an assembly of people and in a session of elders praise him. (NETS)

The content of the psalm resembles the Markan pericope. In both, people in ships are troubled because of a great storm and they beseech an agent who speaks to the storm on their behalf, causing it to cease. As was the case with Jonah 1:1–15, the Markan narrative echoes Psalm 106:23–32 LXX thematically. There are a few key terms shared between the texts (τὰ κύματα, τὸ πλοῖον, ἡ θάλασσα), but many also differ. In fact, more terms are shared between Jonah and the Psalm than Mark and the Psalm. This is not to imply that Mark is not related to Psalm 106 LXX. Rather, it is likely that Jonah and the psalm are intertextually related and Mark recalls both of them by mnemonically evoking central themes and words they have in common.

Hays claims that they are so similar that “Mark 4:35–41 looks very much like a midrashic narrative based on the psalm” (Echoes of Scriptures in the Gospels, 67).

It is probable that Greco-Roman sea-storm and storm-stilling accounts function as cultural intertexts in Mark 4:35–41 as well. Diogenes Laertius reports that Empedocles was called “wind-stayer” (κωλυσανέμας) because of his ability to catch winds that were damaging crops (Lives 8.2 Empedocles [60]). In Lives 1.5 Bias (86), he writes that Bias encountered a storm on a voyage with impious men who called to the gods for help. Bias rebuked the men, saying “Peace!” (σιγᾶτε), for fear that the gods would hear their voices. In this case the storm is not explicitly stilled, but the narrative content resembles Mark 4:35–41. Sea-storm accounts in the Odyssey (5.291–390; 10.28–55) and Aeneid (1.81–142) may also inform Mark 4:35–41. This further characterizes Mark’s intertextuality as echoic in this pericope, as no specific Greco-Roman accounts appears to be alluded to.
Mark 5:1–20 and the Book of the Watchers (1 En. 1–36)

Most investigations of Mark’s intertextuality are concerned with the gospel’s evocations of Jewish Scriptures. Its intertextual relationship to other Jewish texts has not garnered as much attention. But there is at least one pericope in the gospel that recalls a noncanonical tradition. Mark 5:1–20, the pericope of the Gerasene Demonic, evokes the Watchers tradition, a popular Second Temple myth textually attested to in 1 En. 1–36, known as the Book of the Watchers. Mark does not directly quote this text but alludes to it with themes and lexemes characteristic of that tradition.

First, the demoniac is not called a δαιμόνιον (“demon”) when he is introduced in Mark 5:2. Instead, he is called an ἄνθρωπος ἐν πνεύματι ἀκαθάρτῳ (“man with an unclean spirit”). Mark knows the term δαιμόνιον, as there are participial forms of the verb δαιμονίζομαι (“to be demon possessed”) in the second half of this pericope.
and the nominal form appears elsewhere in the gospel. The best explanation for
the demoniac’s initial characterization as a “man with an unclean spirit” is a
mnemonic reference to the Book of the Watchers. There, uncleanness is a
characteristic trait of both the watchers and their progeny. The verb μιαίνω (“to make
unclean”) is repeated throughout 1 En. 6–16. It always appears in connection with
the watchers’ illicit sexual union with human women. Most relevant to Mark 5:1–20
is the verb’s occurrence in 1 En. 10:11, where it is used with the dative prepositional
phrase ἐν ἀκαθαρσίᾳ (“in uncleanness”). In the Book of the Watchers, the fallen
angels are indelibly marked by their uncleanness, as are their offspring, the giants.
Because these giants are mixed creatures—half human, half angelic—they are
considered unclean. The actions of the giants are characterized by impurity
(ἀκαθαρσία) in 1 En. 10:11–22. In a telling passage, the Lord commands his angels to
purify the earth from the giants’ uncleanliness. Multiple verbal forms of καθαρίζω
(“to cleanse”) appear in 1 En. 10:20–22. Like the watchers in 1 Enoch, the spirits that

---

141 Nominal forms of δαιμόνιον occur in Mark 1:34, 39; 3:15, 22; 6:13; 7:26, 29; 9:38; [16:9, 17].

142 1 Enoch 7:1; 9:8; 10:8, 11; 12:4; 15:3, 4.

143 In 1 En. 10:11, the Lord commands Michael, “Go and declare to Shemihaza and the rest of
those with him who mixed with women to be defiled in their uncleanness.” All translations of the
Greek text of 1 Enoch are my own from Matthew Black and Albert-Marie Denis, eds., Apocalypsis

144 Clinton Wahlen writes that the giants are unclean in a manner analogous to creatures in
the HB that are considered impure because they do not physically fit into established categories (Jesus
and the Impurity of Spirits in the Synoptic Gospels, WUNT 2/185 [Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2004],
32 n. 44). See also Archie T. Wright, “Evil Spirits in Second Temple Judaism: The Watcher Tradition
inhabit the man in Mark 5:1–20 are characterized as unclean and must be destroyed to restore cleanliness.

Second, Mark 5:1–20 alludes to the watchers tradition by giving details about the demoniac’s dwelling and previous attempts to restrain him. Mark 5:3–4 reports that the demoniac “had a dwelling in the tombs” (τὴν κατοίκησιν εἶχεν ἐν τοῖς μνήμασιν) and that “no one was able to restrain him with a chain any longer” (οὐδὲ ἀλύσει οὐκέτι οὐδὲς ἐδύνατο αὐτὸν δῆσαι). “Dwelling” (κατοίκησις) is a NT hapax legomenon. Its presence here is best understood with reference to the four occasions of it in 1 En. 15:7–10. In that text, the Lord tells Enoch that the watchers’ dwelling (ἡ κατοίκησις) will be in the earth (ἐν τῇ γῇ). Just like the watchers, the demoniac has a dwelling inside the earth. Furthermore, that the demoniac has a habit of cutting himself with rocks (κατακόπτων ἑαυτὸν λίθοις) in his lodging place is likely analogous to the detail given in 1 En. 10:5 that Raphael places “rough and sharp rocks” (λίθους τραχεῖς καὶ ἐξεῖς) atop Asael’s dwelling.

145 I more fully address the demoniac’s dwelling and the theme of binding in “Porcine and Polluted,” 439–45.


147 Many exegetes consider the demoniac’s self-harm a characteristic of his madness (Collins, Mark, 267; Donahue and Harrington, Gospel of Mark, 164; Robert A. Guelich, Mark 1–8:26, Word Biblical Commentary 34A [Waco, TX: Word Books, 1989], 278).
The detail about the inability to bind the demoniac recalls the binding of the watchers in 1 En. 10, wherein the Lord commands Michael to bind (δῆσον) Asael, Shemihaza, and the other watchers. This is to be their lot until they face final, eternal judgment. After 1 En. 10, the watchers are always encountered in their bound form. Mark evokes this theme not only with the verb δέω (“to bind”), which appears twice in the Markan pericope and is found multiple times in the Book of the Watchers, always with reference to the fallen angels (1 En. 9:4; 10:4, 12, 14; 13:1; 14:5; 18:16; 21:3, 6; 22:11), but also by the lexemes ἅλυσις (“chain”), πέδη (“shackle”), διασπᾶν (“to tear”), and δαμάζειν (“to tame”).

Third, the demoniac’s request that Jesus not torment him recalls the oath the watchers take in 1 En. 6. He states, “I implore (ὁρκίζω) you, don’t torment me!” The verb evokes not only the place, Mount Hermon, where the watchers join in oath together, but also the dative nominal form ὀρκῷ (“with an oath”) found in 1 En. 6:4 and the threefold repetition of forms of the verb ὀμνύω (“to swear”) in 1 En. 6:4–6.

These similarities between Mark and the Book of the Watchers indicate that the gospel evokes this pseudepigraphical narrative in the pericope of the Gerasene demoniac. Like the recall of Jonah 1:1–15, the Book of the Watchers is never quoted. Rather, there are striking thematic and lexical similarities between the two texts. The evangelist evokes the watchers tradition this way presumably because he recalls it mnemonically as a cultural text. Given the popularity of the myth in the Second Temple period, he might even be recalling an oral tradition about the watchers and no particular textual version.
The Geographical Mistake in the Setting of Mark 5:1–20

While the watchers tradition has often been overlooked as the formative demonological framework for Mark 5:1–20, the geographical “mistake” in Mark 5:1 has not been missed. The pericope’s setting “in the region of the Gerasenes” (ἐν τῇ χώρᾳ τῶν Γερασηνῶν) has brought many Markan interpreters face to face with a question presumably far afield from their area of expertise: the maximum distance a porcine herd can run in one stretch. Gerasa, modern Jerash, is situated thirty-seven miles from the Sea of Galilee, into which the 2,000 pigs plunge in Mark 5:13.148 Interpreters frequently note this would be an impossible run for the herd.149 Other details in the story further signify that the action takes place near the sea. In Mark 5:2, the demoniac meets Jesus after he exits the boat (καὶ ἐξελθόντος αὑτοῦ ἐκ τοῦ πλοίου ἐυθὺς ὑπῆντησεν αὐτῷ). Mark 5:14 then narrates that the pig herders announce what had happened “in the city” (ἐν τῇ πόλιν). By setting the pericope in Gerasa, Mark has created an implausible series of events when it comes to geographical concerns. Both the pigs and the herders will have had to travel a marathon and a half’s distance, presumably within the span of a single day.

The difficulty of distance was recognized as early as Matthew’s gospel, in which “the region of the Gerasenes” (τῇ χώρᾳ τῶν Γερασηνῶν) is changed to “the


149 The problem of distance between Gerasa and the Sea of Galilee is recognized as early as Origen (Comm. Jo. 6.24), and modern commentators frequently note it (Guelich, Mark, 1:275; McRay, “Gerasenes,” 2:991; Marcus, Mark, 1:342; Donahue and Harrington, Mark, 163; Edwards, Gospel According to Mark, 153; Collins, Mark, 267; Stein, Mark, 251).
region of the Gadarenes” (τὴν χώραν τῶν Γαδαρηνῶν).\textsuperscript{150} This is an attempt to make the events more plausible, as Gadara is only five miles from the Sea of Galilee.\textsuperscript{151} Several Markan MSS similarly change the location, either to the region of the Gadarenes (Γαδαρηνῶν) or the Gergasenes (Γεργεσηνῶν).\textsuperscript{152} The latter is the most geographically and topographically plausible, as Gergasa is flanked by the sea on the west and has a steep embankment leading into it.\textsuperscript{153} However, the region of the Gerasenes (Γερασηνῶν), as the lectio difficilior and with the best textual support, remains the preferred reading of Mark 5:1.

Changing the pericope’s location is but one way that interpreters have dealt with the porcine problem. Others have taken the plasticity of the word “region” (χώρα) to mean “the general territory of the Decapolis on the eastern side of the lake.”\textsuperscript{154} In this view, Mark is not necessarily ignorant of the geography. He simply does not have the specific city of Gerasa in mind. Still others let the tension remain.

\textsuperscript{150} Matthew 8:28. Luke retains Mark’s reading, though there are significant textual variants, as there are in Mark and Matthew.

\textsuperscript{151} McRay, “Gerasenes,” 2:991.

\textsuperscript{152} The region of the Gadarenes (Γαδαρηνῶν) is supported by A, C, f\textsuperscript{41}, \textit{m}, sy\textsuperscript{p}, sy\textsuperscript{h}. The region of the Gergasenes (Γεργεσηνῶν) by Α, L, Δ, Θ, f\textsuperscript{4}, 28., 33., 565., 579., 700., 892., 1241., 1424., 2542, sy, bo, and others. And the region of the Gerasenes (Γερασηνῶν) by Α, B, D, 2427, latt, sa.


They suggest that either Mark is unfamiliar with the geography of the region or that the location “is best held in abeyance due to the textual confusion.”¹⁵⁵

Dean W. Chapman presents the most theoretically informed argument about Mark’s geographical “mistake.”¹⁵⁶ According to him, it is no mistake at all. It is only considered such when viewed from a Euclidean, projective perspective of spatial geography, which is characterized by knowledge of the quantifiable distances between spaces and objects, such as cities and geographical landmarks.¹⁵⁷ Put simply, it is only an error if you’ve seen a modern map of the region. But Mark does not conceptualize space from this perspective. He works with a cosmographic map.¹⁵⁸ The evangelist is most familiar with the spaces that he regularly traffics in, which Chapman concludes is Jerusalem and its surrounding areas.¹⁵⁹ Gerasa is the borderland of his Galilean homeland and is “only nebulously positioned in Mark’s mind.”¹⁶⁰ Because it was the hinterland of Mark’s geographical knowledge, “everything in the Decapolis was in the vicinity of the Sea of Galilee.”¹⁶¹ From a

¹⁵⁵ Stein, Mark, 250. Similarly, Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:282; Donahue and Harrington, Mark, 163; Marcus, Mark, 1:342.


¹⁵⁷ Ibid., 28.

¹⁵⁸ Ibid., 31–33.

¹⁵⁹ Ibid., 34.

¹⁶⁰ Ibid., 35.

¹⁶¹ Ibid., 33.
cosmographic conception of geography, places and spaces lack precision in scale.\footnote{Ibid., 30.} Chapman is comfortable with the geographical imprecision, and he refuses to belittle the evangelist’s mental capacities on its account. Mark’s geographical outlook provokes his imprecision.

The gospel’s compositional mode also helps sustain this geographical imprecision. It is prudent to acknowledge the mistaken geography in Mark 5:1. But it is also likely the case that the evangelist has little concern for being geographically precise. Oral narrative works with “heavy” characters and settings.\footnote{Ong, Orality and Literacy, 69.} This is why in Mark 2:26, as argued above, Abiathar is mistakenly recalled as the High Priest when David ate the bread of the presence in 1 Sam 21:2–10.

Gerasa was a more memorable location than Gergasa or Gadara for two reasons. First, the Hebrew root גרשׁ means “to drive or cast out.”\footnote{BDB, s.v. “גָּרַשׁ;” J. Duncan M. Derrett, “Spirit-Possession and the Gerasene Demoniac,” \textit{Man} 14 (1979): 286–93; Marcus, \textit{Mark}, 1:287; Stephen D. Moore, “My Name Is Legion, for We Are Many: Representing Empire in Mark,” in \textit{Empire and Apocalypse: Postcolonialism and the New Testament}, ed. idem, Bible in the Modern World 12 (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2006), 28. See, for example, Gen 3:14; Exod 2:17; 33:2; Num 22:6; Josh 24:18.} The city’s name was thus appropriate for the events narrated there. Second, Vespasian’s military actions in Gerasa in the years preceding 70 CE will have made the city culturally significant for Mark’s audience. In \textit{J.W.} 4.487–489, Josephus recounts that Vespasian sent Lucius Annius to Gerasa with a party of horsemen and many infantrymen.
Lucius and his “legions” killed one thousand young men, took their families captive, plundered the city, and left it in flames. If Mark 5.1–20 carries the political and military critique that several interpreters find, then Gerasa was a convenient setting that will have resonated with the audience’s recent cultural imagination of it. Gerasa was politically freighted and thus appropriate for a politically-charged story. Mark may have known that the run from Gerasa to the Sea of Galilee was improbable for a herd of swine. Or he may have been unfamiliar with the geography of the Decapolis. In either case, it appears that the narrative is set in Gerasa for onomatological and cultural reasons. The city fit the narrative bill and was memorable because of its lexical and political connotations. Of course, a similar move could have been made in the written mode of composition. But it is more likely to occur in the oral-aural mode. Not only does oral narrative work with heavy characters and settings, but speakers and hearers aren’t concerned with precision to the extent that writers and readers are. We have already seen Mark’s imprecision illustrated on the lexical and intertextual levels. Here it manifests on the geographical.

In sum, Mark’s mnemonic recall of traditions, as exhibited in Mark 4:35–41 and Mark 5:1–20, the gospel’s appeal to writings without a specific citation or

---

quotation, its lexical imprecision when writings are quoted, and its geographical imprecision regarding the setting of Mark 5:1, are all evidence of the oral-memorial mode of composition. The imprecision exhibited in Mark does not characterize the other Synoptic Gospels as it does their counterpart. Matthew and Luke frequently correct Mark’s imprecision.

**Conclusion**

In this Chapter I have argued that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth are similar in two metalinguistic aspects: their pluriformity and their mode of evoking intertexts. With respect to the former, tradents emended or added to the textual versions of the narratives. This is most likely because both were considered traditions characterized by equiprimordiality and *mouvance*. These are exhibited more clearly in the textual instantiations of Joseph and Aseneth than they are of Mark. Nonetheless, the microlevel fluidity of Mark and its multiple endings reveal that the tradition possesses some level of *mouvance*.

As to intertextuality, both narratives echoically recall cultural texts. Joseph and Aseneth never directly quotes a text from the LXX or the Greco-Roman novels but is related to these corpora intertextually. Mark more self-consciously evokes written texts, but in an echoic and sometimes imprecise manner. The way Mark 4:35–41 recalls Jonah and texts from the Psalms, as well as how Mark 5:1–20 recalls the watchers tradition, resembles Jos. Asen. 27–29’s evocation of 1 Sam 17. These similarities are rooted in a mnemonic mode of recall characteristic of oral literature.
In the next Chapter we will look to how the linguistic characteristics that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth share were altered by subsequent editors and authors. I shall argue that their similarities, which result from a comparable mode of composition, were objectionable to later editors. Both narratives’ residual orality is similarly altered to syntax characteristic of literary psychodynamics.
CHAPTER FIVE: LINGUISTIC TRAJECTORIES OF JOSEPH AND ASENETH AND MARK

Introduction

There has been a tendency among some orality and media critics to interpret every NT writing with the same oral hermeneutic, paying little regard to a given text’s written form and literary features. In this line of thinking, orality swallows up textuality altogether. This is the case when Dunn suggests that Matthew and Luke are retelling Mark in an oral rather than a written mode.\(^1\) The perspective also pervades a strain of performance criticism that considers all NT texts as something orally conceived and aurally received.\(^2\) When Wire introduces her case that Mark is

---

\(^1\) Dunn, “Altering,” 44.

\(^2\) For example, David Rhoads claims, “Simply put, the writings we have in the New Testament are examples of ‘performance literature,’ that is, literature that was meant for performance – like music or theater or ancient poetry” (“Performance Events in Early Christianity: New Testament Writings in an Oral Context,” in Weissenrieder and Coote, Interface, 169). According to Rhoads, all the NT writings are of the same performative ilk. Similarly, Achtemeier writes, “What has not been considered [in NT scholarship], I would urge, is the fact that both the writing and reading of this material [the NT writings] involved the oral performance of the words, and that therefore clues to the structure which the author provided were intended for the ear, not the eye” (“Omne Verbum Sonat,” 25). In his programmatic article on performance criticism, Hurtado critiques this “zero-sum game” in which orality is featured at the expense of textuality (“Oral Fixation,” 232–24). I agree with Hurtado that some performance critics have played play this zero-sum game. Yet it seems that as this discipline continues to develop, more performance critics are recognizing what Iverson calls in a response to Hurtado’s critique “the symbiotic relationship between orality and literacy” (“Oral Fixation or Oral Corrective?” 186). Iverson cites the following as evidence for the development in performance criticism: James A. Maxey, From Orality to Orality: A New Paradigm for Contextual Translation of the Bible, Biblical Performance Criticism Series 2 (Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2009); Robert D. II Miller, Oral Tradition in Ancient Israel, Biblical Performance Criticism Series 4 (Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2011); Botha, Orality and Literacy; J. A. Loubser, Oral and Manuscript Culture in the Bible: Studies on the Media Texture of the New Testament – Explorative Hermeneutics, Biblical Performance Criticism Series 7 (Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2013). In any nascent field nuance develops over time as scholars begin to paint with fine rather than broad strokes. Performance and orality criticism of the NT is no exception.
composed in performance, she asks, “But how were the gospels composed?” and answers, “They were composed, not by individual authors with pens in hand, but orally in performance; that is, they were shaped in the telling.” But Wire does not address the gospels; she addresses a gospel, Mark. Presumably because she concludes that Mark was composed in performance, Matthew, Luke, and John must have been as well. This overemphasis on orality in the NT and the gospels is another instantiation of the Great Divide approach. What is needed, and what I will argue for in this Chapter, is a perspective that appreciates that the gospels are products of a mixed-media culture and that they interface with orality and textuality in various ways.

This claim can be substantiated by comparing Mark’s linguistic features to Matthew’s and Luke’s. Matthew and Luke consistently alter many Markan traits that are characteristic of oral storytelling. They make changes in order to construct more literary texts. These are similar to alterations made by a later text group of Joseph and Aseneth. The a-manuscript family of Joseph and Aseneth reaches a higher literary standard than both the d-text family and Burchard’s longer reconstruction based on L2, Syr, Arm, and f.

A comparison of a’s redaction of earlier witnesses of Joseph and Aseneth with Matthew’s and Luke’s redaction of Mark reveals that the process of literaturizing an orally composed Greek narrative involved making predictable linguistic changes.

---

3 Wire, Case, 2.
There were ways to mold an orally conceived text into a more literary form. The
linguistic characteristics of Mark and Joseph and Aseneth that I have argued result
from oral composition are the very features that Matthew, Luke, and the a text
family find disagreeable. I shall show that by altering their predecessor’s paratactic
structures and verbal features these tradents are scrubbing away residual orality. Just
as Mark and Joseph and Aseneth were composed similarly, so also were they edited
similarly.

This has consequences for both Joseph and Aseneth and the Synoptic
Gospels. With respect to the former, it substantiates the claim that aliterarily
improves upon d. It also casts doubt on Burchard’s and Fink’s contention that the d
family that Philonenko based his critical edition on is a later abridgement of the a-
text family. The a-family’s “precision of verbalization,” a mark of the editability of
writing, was possible only after the oral tradition was transferred into its written
medium. Concerning the Synoptics, it reveals that the gospels are not equal as to
their media form. Matthew and Luke attempt to articulate the gospel tradition for a
new, more literary medium of reception. While Matthew and Luke represent an

---

4 Burchard, Joseph und Aseneth, 24–26; Fink, Joseph und Aseneth, 72–98, and the stemma
on p. 17.

5 Ong, Orality and Literacy, 103.

6 Here I echo Alan Kirk’s media-sensitive definition of redaction: “the means by which
written tradition is articulated for new or altered contexts of reception” (“Orality, Writing, and
Phantom Sources: Appeals to Ancient Media in Some Recent Challenges to the Two Document
Hypothesis,” NTS 58 [2012]: 22).
interfacial relationship between orality and textuality, they appear to be linguistically affected by literary psychodynamics to a greater extent than Mark is. The Synoptic Gospels exemplify a mixed-media environment and this can be demonstrated linguistically. If Mark exists at the borderland between orality and textuality, Matthew’s and Luke’s narratives self-consciously move in a literary direction.

**Redacting Parataxis and Simplicity of Clauses**

Redacting Parataxis and Simplicity of Clauses in Joseph and Aseneth

Joseph and Aseneth, in Philonenko’s reconstruction, exhibits paratactic structuring and simplicity of syntax. The volume of καί in this textual version, the frequency with which the connective strings five or more clauses together, the general nonuse of other conjunctions, and the recurrence of this conjunction and apposition are all oral residues. The situation is much the same in Burchard’s reconstruction and Fink’s improvements to his critical edition. The a-text family, however, differs from these witnesses.

The volume of καί in Burchard’s preferred MSS and in the d-text group is reduced in the a-text group. Whereas in Philonenko’s and Burchard’s reconstructions καί occurs once for every 7.96 and 8.12 words, respectively, in Batiffol’s reconstruction based on the a group the connective appears only once for every

---

7 I more thoroughly address parataxis as evidence to oral conception in Burchard’s reconstruction in “On Transcription,” 122–25.
11.56 words.\(^8\) Thus καί occurs about 30% more often in the less literary versions than in the more literary.\(^9\) The connective also appears less frequently in sentence-initial and paragraph-initial positions in Batiffol’s reconstruction. With respect to the former, 102 of 293 (34.8%) sentences begin with καί.\(^10\) As for the latter, 15 of the 29 (51.7%) paragraphs begin with καί.\(^11\) The a-text family links clauses together with the simple connective less frequently than the two other groups do. As a result, there are significantly more connectives that are not καί in Batiffol’s reconstruction than Philonenko’s. In orally conceived discourse, it is common for a storyteller to string along well over five clauses with a simple connective. In contrast, writers producing literary narratives do not usually join more than five clauses together with and.\(^12\) It is instructive to compare directly the d-family witness with the a-family as to their different paratactic tendencies. Two examples reveal that a does not string clauses along in the same fashion that d does.

In Jos. Asen. 27, Pharaoh’s venal toadies, the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah, go rogue, abandon Pharaoh’s son’s insidious machination, and resolve to murder Aseneth. As they approach her with their bloodied swords, she prays to the Lord for

---

8 1,010 times of 13,400 total words. This is 8.63% of the total words in a, 12.6% of the total words in d, and 12.3% in Burchard’s reconstruction.

9 This is nearly identical to Matthew’s redaction of Mark. καί occurs 33% more often in Mark than in Matthew.

10 Compare with Philonenko’s reconstruction, where καί begins 254 of 312 (81.4%) sentences.

11 Batiffol divides the narrative into lengthy paragraphs, as each chapter contains one paragraph.

12 Beaman, “Coordination and Subordination,” 58.
protection and the blades immediately crumble to dust. Joseph and Aseneth 28:1–2 narrates the pawns’ response. In Philonenko’s reconstruction, five clauses are coordinated consecutively with καί. Batiffol’s a-text witness, in contrast, coordinates only two of the clauses with καί, and these two clauses are not successive. It is revealing to view the two side by side:

Joseph and Aseneth 28:1 (Philonenko):
καὶ εἶδον οἱ γυναικεῖοι Βαλλας καὶ Ζελφας τὸ θαύμα τὸ γεγονός καὶ ἐφοβήθησαν καὶ εἶπον· κύριος πολεμεῖ καθ’ ἡμῶν ὑπὲρ Ἀσενέθ. καὶ ἔπεσον ἐπὶ πρόσωπον ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν καὶ προσεκύνησαν τῇ Ἀσενέθ λέγοντες ...

Joseph and Aseneth 28:11–14 (Batiffol):
ιδόντες δὲ οἱ γυναικεῖοι Βαλλας καὶ Ζελφας τὸ γεγονὸς παράδοξον θαύμα ἐφοβήθησαν καὶ εἶπον· κύριος πολεμεῖ καθ’ ἡμῶν ὑπὲρ Ἀσενέθ. τότε πεσόντες ἐπὶ πρόσωπον ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν, προσεκύνησαν τῇ Ἀσενέθ, καὶ εἶπον ...

And the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah saw the miracle that had happened and they were afraid and said, “The Lord fights against us for Aseneth.” And they fell on their faces on the ground and they bowed to Aseneth, saying ...

But having seen the strange wonder that had happened, the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah were afraid and said, “The Lord fights against us for Aseneth.” Then, having fallen on their faces on the ground, they bowed to Aseneth, and said ...

The a-family recension removes καί before the indicative verbs ἐφοβήθησαν ("they were afraid") and προσεκύνησαν ("they bowed"). The redactor also substitutes the first καί (“and”) in the passage with a postpositive δὲ (“but”) and has altered the indicative verb εἶδον ("they saw") to the participial form ἰδόντες ("saving seen"). He or she similarly changes the verbal mood of the verb ἔπεσον ("they fell") at the beginning of Jos. Asen. 28:2, correlating the next sentence to its predecessor with the
adverb τότε (“then”) instead of καί (“and”). These types of changes are common throughout the a-text family. Particularly significant in this case is the redactor’s tendency to remove coordination and modify it to subordination.

Time adverbials are the most common type of subordinate clause in both spoken and written narrative but are 33% more frequent in written narratives.\(^\text{13}\) They “clarify the sequence of events to the reader, whereas extra-linguistic factors are available to the speaker to provide this information” and provide written discourse with a higher level of cohesion.\(^\text{14}\) The a-text family of Joseph and Aseneth displays this cohesive quality of written narrative. It employs several different time adverbials and conjunctions to establish cohesion between clauses.\(^\text{15}\) None of the adverbs and conjunctions in this textual witness is more indicative of its literary conception than τότε (“then”).

Beaman has found that the adverb “then” without a preceding coordinator is far more common in written narrative than in spoken.\(^\text{16}\) “And then,” in contrast, is more common in oral narrative.\(^\text{17}\) The a-text family’s frequent use of τότε (“then”) is

\(^{13}\) Ibid., 76.

\(^{14}\) Ibid. Tannen also addresses establishing cohesion in written discourse, and experimentally compares it to spoken narrative. She found that sentences in the written versions of a narrative were more integrated and complex than their spoken counterparts (“Oral and Literate Strategies,” 9–10).

\(^{15}\) δέ occurs 148 times in Batiffol’s reconstruction compared to ten in Philonenko’s reconstruction. λοιπόν appears ten times in Batiffol, compared to four in Philonenko. There are twenty-seven occurrences of οὖν in Batiffol and just one in Philonenko.

\(^{16}\) Beaman, “Coordination and Subordination,” 76–77.

\(^{17}\) Ibid.; Chafe, “Linking Intonation Units,” 16.
revealing in this respect. In Batiffol’s version, τότε occurs forty-two times, never with καί directly preceding it.\(^{18}\) In Philonenko’s reconstruction there are only two instances of τότε.\(^{19}\) Against both, Burchard’s reconstruction omits the adverb altogether and simply has καί. The frequency of τότε in the a-family against its minimal and nonuse in the d and b recensions, respectively, are emendations meant to make the text of a higher literary quality. The addition of various conjunctions and adverbs in the a-text family is best understood as editorial activity meant to make the narrative read more literarily.

Redacting Parataxis and Simplicity of Clauses in Mark

Mark’s paratactic structure is found in the overall frequency of καί and the number of times it appears in clause-, sentence-, and paragraph-initial positions. The preponderance of the connective in Mark is one demonstration of how the idea unit characterizes the narrative, indicating that it was composed orally. Matthew and Luke restrain Mark’s parataxis in their redaction and their own unique materials are not marked by it to the extent that their predecessor is.\(^{20}\)

\(^{18}\) Moreover, εἰς (“then”), which never appears in Philonenko’s reconstruction, occurs twelve times in Batiffol’s text.

\(^{19}\) Joseph and Aseneth 10:1; 27:6.

The connective $καί$ begins 64.5% of the sentences and 92% of the episodes in Mark.\(^{21}\) It appears 1,100 times in the gospel and coordinates independent clauses on 591 occasions.\(^{22}\) Matthew and Luke each drastically curb these numbers. Matthew employs $καί$ 94 more times than Mark, but also contains 7,225 additional words. Thus $καί$ occurs about 45% less frequently in Matthew compared to Mark.\(^{23}\) The reduction is similar in Luke, where $καί$ appears 33% less frequently.\(^{24}\) These reductions are similar to Batiffol’s reconstruction of Joseph and Aseneth. Just as significant is that they cohere with sociolinguistic research.\(^{25}\) Turning to sentence- and paragraph-initial occasions of $καί$ in Matthew, we find that the connective begins only 20.6% of the gospel’s sentences and 20.7% of its paragraphs.\(^{26}\) For Luke it is 30.4% and 32.1%, respectively.\(^{27}\)

The decreased frequency of $καί$ in Matthew and Luke is accompanied by an increase of other connectives. In spoken discourse, idea units, usually connected by

\(^{21}\) See Chapter Three and the table below.

\(^{22}\) Maloney, *Semitic Interference*, 66.

\(^{23}\) In Mark $καί$ occurs 1,100 times out of 11,138 words. This is 9.9% of the total words in the gospel or once for every 10.12 words. In Matthew there are 1,194 instances of $καί$ out of a total 18,363 words. This is 6.5% of the total words or once for every 15.38 words.

\(^{24}\) In Luke there are 1,483 instances of $καί$ out of a total 19,495 words. This is 7.6% of the total words or once for every 13.14 words.


\(^{26}\) According to the division and punctuation in NA27, $καί$ begins 202 of the 979 total sentences in Matthew and 29 of 237 paragraphs.

\(^{27}\) 309 of 1,017 sentences and 77 of 240 paragraphs in NA27.
“and” or asyndeton, are the norm. In written discourse, by contrast, the relationships between clauses are more overtly marked. Tannen names this phenomenon “the literate strategy of establishing cohesion by lexicalization.”\footnote{Tannen, “Oral and Literate Strategies,” 7.} Subordinating conjunctions are one of the principal tools writers employ to establish such cohesion.\footnote{Ibid., 8; Chafe, “Differences,” 111–12; idem, “Linking Intonation Units,” 23; Chafe and Danielwicz, “Properties,” 104; Beaman, “Subordination and Coordination,” 76.} As Chafe summarizes, “spoken language consists typically of chains of relatively brief, relatively independent idea units. Written language not only has longer idea units, but places them in various relations of dependence.”\footnote{Chafe, “Linguistic Differences,” 112.} In this respect, it is telling that Matthew and Luke have, in place of Mark’s paratactic καί, a wider variety of differing conjunctions uniting clauses, sentences, and episodes, and they employ them at a greater frequency than Mark.\footnote{Neirynck has compiled a cumulative list of how paratactic καί and asyndeton in Mark are altered by Matthew and Luke (Minor Agreements, 203–13).} Compared to the twenty-five different conjunctions in Mark, there are thirty-four and thirty-six in Matthew and Luke, respectively. In Matthew, there are 1,157 conjunctions that are not καί compared to 1,196 in Luke and only 593 in Mark.\footnote{Thus 50.4% and 46.5% of the total conjunctions in Matthew and Luke, respectively, are not καί. This compared to the 36.0% in Mark.}

Next to the variety and frequency of cohesion devices in the later Synoptics, the most significant observation to make is their location in a sentence or clause. In
Mark, aside from καί, rarely is a cohesion device, whether it be a conjunction, sentence adverb, or participle, in a sentence-initial position. When such a word or phrase does appear towards the beginning of a sentence of clause, they are typically preceded by καί. This is common in spoken discourse.\textsuperscript{33} The situation is different in writing, wherein connectives are treated as their own punctuation units and “the linkage itself is given full attention.”\textsuperscript{34} The weighted connective without “and” occurs about six times more frequently in written than spoken discourse.\textsuperscript{35}

It is no surprise, then, that in Matthew and Luke various connectives that are not καί occur more frequently in clause- and sentence-initial positions than in Mark.\textsuperscript{36} The case of τότε is instructive in this respect, as it coheres with sociolinguistic findings and the differences between the text families of Joseph and Aseneth discussed above. Both Beaman and Chafe find that “then” is exceedingly rare as a connective that is not preceded by “and” in spoken discourse.\textsuperscript{37} Nonetheless, it occurs relatively frequently without “and” in written discourse.\textsuperscript{38} In Philonenko’s and Burchard’s less-literary reconstructions of Joseph and Aseneth, τότε occurs twice and never, respectively. In Batiffol’s reconstruction based on the

\textsuperscript{33} Chafe, “Linking Intonation Units,” 13–16.

\textsuperscript{34} Ibid., 22.

\textsuperscript{35} Ibid., 24.

\textsuperscript{36} ἡδή, οὕτως, πάλιν, and ὑστέρον commonly begin sentences in Matthew, while ἐπειδήπερ, ἐπειδή, and πλὴν all begin sentences in Luke.


\textsuperscript{38} Beaman, “Coordination and Subordination,” 76–77.
witnesses that literaturize their predecessors, it appears forty-two times. In like manner, there are only six instances of τότε in Mark, five of which are directly preceded by καί.\(^{39}\) In contrast, the adverb appears fifteen times in Luke, only thrice with καί directly preceding it and seven times in a sentence-initial position without καί. Even more telling is Matthew’s ninety occasions of τότε.\(^{40}\) Of these, only ten are directly preceded by καί, and seventy are in sentence-initial position without the coordinating conjunction.

Matthew and Luke both prefer to make the relationships between clauses, sentences, and episodes more grammatically explicit than Mark does. This is because, for writers, the stream of consciousness is slowed in the process of composing. The constituent elements of a narrative are more explicitly considered in light of one another. For speakers, the consciousness continues to march forward, and clauses, sentences, and episodes are relayed in an additive manner.\(^{41}\) Breaking down the paratactic structure of an oral narrative to make it more hypotactic is precisely what is to be expected in the process of literaturization.\(^{42}\) The table below shows not only how this happens in Matthew, Luke, and Batiffol’s reconstruction of Joseph and Aseneth, but also how they alter parataxis in their predecessors.

\(^{39}\) Mark 2:20; 3:27; 13:21; 13:26, 27. Mark 13:14 is the only occasion where τότε is not directly preceded by καί.

\(^{40}\) Many of these replace a Markan καί (Neirynck, Minor Agreements, 205–7).

\(^{41}\) Ong, Orality and Literacy, 38; Chafe, Discourse, 53; Bakker, “How Oral?” 38.

\(^{42}\) Chafe, “Differences,” 112.
Table 5.1: Parataxis in Mark, Matthew, Luke, and Joseph and Aseneth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>Matthew</th>
<th>Luke</th>
<th>Joseph and Aseneth (Philonenko)</th>
<th>Joseph and Aseneth (Batiffol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total volume of καί</strong></td>
<td>1,100/11,138: 9.9% of total words or 1 in every 10.12 words</td>
<td>1,194/18,363: 6.5% of total words or 1 in every 15.38 words (45% less frequently than Mark)</td>
<td>1,483/19,494: 7.6% of total words or 1 in every 13.14 words (33% less frequently than Mark)</td>
<td>1,034/8,2340: 12.6% of total words or 1 in every 7.96 words</td>
<td>1,010/13,400: 8.6% of total words or 1 in every 11.56 words (31% less frequently than Philonenko’s reconstruction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>καί in sentence-initial location</strong></td>
<td>376/583: 65%</td>
<td>202/979: 21%</td>
<td>309/1,017: 30%</td>
<td>254/312: 81%</td>
<td>102/293 35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>καί in paragraph-initial location</strong></td>
<td>114/145: 92%</td>
<td>29/237: 21%</td>
<td>77/240: 32%</td>
<td>28/42: 67% In direct narration: 28/31: 90%</td>
<td>15/29 52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Connectives</strong></td>
<td>593 total (καί 1.85x more common)</td>
<td>1,157 total (καί 1.03x more common)</td>
<td>1,196 total (καί 1.24x more common)</td>
<td>190 total (καί 5.44x more common)</td>
<td>553 total (καί 1.83x more common)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Redacting Verbal Mood, Tense, and Voice

Redacting Verbal Mood, Tense, and Voice in Joseph and Aseneth

Literaturization similarly makes sense of the verbal differences between the text groups of Joseph and Aseneth and Mark. In Chapter Two I noted that subliterary narratives from the papyri prefer indicative verbs to participial forms. Mandilaras observes that the frequency of καί with an indicative verb, and thus a minimal presence of hypotactic participial phrases, is characteristic of verbal construction in both papyrological texts and the Koine Greek vernacular. Chafe’s sociolinguistic research confirms that a higher frequency of participles creating hypotactic constructions is a characteristic of written narrative.

The a-text family of Joseph and Aseneth predictably and consistently changes indicative verbs to participles. Batiffol’s reconstruction contains 342 participles, compared to 153 in Philonenko’s text. As a result, the former employs indicative verbs slightly less frequently than the latter. More significantly, Batiffol’s text has 1 participle for every 3.59 indicative verbs, while Philonenko’s has 1 for every 6.77. In Batiffol’s witness, participles curb the ubiquitous presence of the idea unit found in

43 Mandilaras, Verb, 366.


45 Burchard notes this tendency of the a witnesses, along with the use of various adverbs, conjunctions, and subordinate clauses. He does not, however, offer any figures for how often these changes are made, nor does he indicate why they are made (Joseph und Aseneth, 23).

46 Participles make up 1.86% of the total words in Philonenko, occurring 1 in every 53.79 words. They make up 2.8% of the words in Batiffol, or 1 in every 35.66 words.
Philonenko’s orally conceived text. The \textit{a}-text family is not as grammatically choppy as the \textit{d}-text family and Burchard’s based on Syr, L2, Arm, and \textit{f}. This is particularly discernible when the differences between Burchard’s reconstruction of Jos. Asen. 18:3 are compared with the same content in Batiffol’s text:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joseph and Aseneth 18:3</th>
<th>Joseph and Aseneth 18:11–14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Burchard):</td>
<td>(Batiffol):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>καὶ εἶδεν αὐτὴν ὅ τροφεύς αὐτῆς καὶ</td>
<td>ἰδὼν δὲ αὐτὴν ὅ ἐπὶ τῆς οἰκίας (ἡν \textit{γάρ} τὸ πρόσωπον αὐτῆς \textit{συμπεπτωκός ἐκ τῆς θλίψεως καὶ τοῦ κλαυθμοῦ καὶ τῆς ἐνδέιας τῶν ἡμερῶν καὶ ἐλυπήθη καὶ ἔκλαυσεν καὶ ἔλαβε τὴν χεῖρα αὐτῆς τὴν δεξιὰν καὶ καταφιλῆσεν αὐτὴν καὶ ἐἶπεν ...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And her attendant saw her and, behold, her face was downcast from the distress and the weeping and the seven days of privation and she grieved and wept and took her right hand and kissed it and said ...

But when the attendant over the household saw her (for her face was downcast from the distress and the weeping and the seven days of privation), grievously she wept, and, having taken her right hand and kissed it, she said ...

Burchard’s version has seven indicative verbs and each clause is connected by \textit{καὶ}.

There are only three indicative verbs in Batiffol’s text, the other four having been altered to participial forms. This allows the redactor to omit \textit{καὶ} before \textit{ἐλυπήθη} (“grieved”), \textit{ἔκλαυσεν} (“wept”), and \textit{καταφιλῆσεν} (“kissed”) and to emend the \textit{καὶ} that preceded \textit{εἶδεν} (“saw”) to a postpositive \textit{δὲ}. He or she substitutes \textit{καὶ} in the first line with \textit{γάρ} (“for”), giving the clause a parenthetical and causal force that specifies the subject of the verbs \textit{ἐλυπήθη} and \textit{ἐκλαυσεν}, which are ambiguous in Burchard’s version.
In the end, Batiffol’s reconstruction coordinates clauses with καί on only one occasion, while Burchard’s reconstruction, in a manner typical of orally conceived literature, coordinates seven clauses with the simple conjunction. The nonuse of participles in Burchard’s reconstruction compared to the notable presence of them in Batiffol’s is precisely what one would expect of orally and literarily conceived narrative, respectively.

One final example of participial constructions and redaction reveals the differences between the text families. A comparison of a passage that exists in the d-text family, the a family, and Burchard’s version exposes these differences and how the three versions are related to one another. In Joseph and Aseneth 14, the appearance of Aseneth’s angelic visitor is described:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joseph and Aseneth 14:8–10 (Philonenko)</th>
<th>Jos. Asen 14:9–10 (Burchard)</th>
<th>Joseph and Aseneth 14:13–21 (Batiffol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>καὶ ἦρε τοὺς ὀφθαλμοὺς αὔτῆς καὶ εἴδε, καὶ ἰδοὺ ἀνὴρ ὄμοιος κατὰ πάντα τῷ Ἰωσὴφ τῇ στολῇ καὶ τῷ στεφάνῳ καὶ τῇ ῥάβδῳ τῇ βασιλικῇ, πλὴν τὸ πρόσωπον αὐτοῦ ἦν ως ἀστρατή καὶ οἱ ὀφθαλμοὶ αὐτοῦ ὡς φέγγος ἥλιον καὶ αἱ τρίχες τῆς κεφαλῆς αὐτοῦ ὡς φλὸξ πυρὸς</td>
<td>καὶ ἐπῆρε τὴν κεφαλὴν αὐτῆς Ἰσαέθ καὶ εἶδε καὶ ιδὼν ἀνὴρ κατὰ πάντα ὀμοῖος κατὰ πάντα Ἰωσὴφ τῇ στολῇ καὶ στεφάνῳ καὶ τῇ ῥάβδῳ τῇ βασιλικῇ, πλῆν τὸ πρόσωπον αὐτοῦ ἦν ως ἀστρατῆ καὶ οἱ ὀφθαλμοὶ αὐτοῦ ὡς φέγγος ἥλιον καὶ αἱ τρίχες τῆς κεφαλῆς αὐτοῦ ὡς φλὸξ πυρὸς ὑπολαμπάδος</td>
<td>ὡς ἐπάρασα τὸ πρόσωπον αὐτῆς εἶδε, καὶ ἰδοὺ ἀνὴρ ὀμοῖος κατὰ πάντα τῷ Ἰωσὴφ τῇ στολῇ καὶ τῷ στεφάνῳ καὶ τῇ ῥάβδῳ τῇ βασιλικῇ, πλῆν τὸ πρόσωπον αὐτοῦ ἦν ως ἀστρατῆ, καὶ οἱ ὀφθαλμοὶ αὐτοῦ ὡς φέγγος ἥλιον, αἱ δὲ τρίχες τῆς κεφαλῆς αὐτοῦ ὡς φλὸξ πυρὸς ὑπολαμπάδος</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
καὶ αἱ χεῖρες καὶ οἱ πόδες αὐτοῦ ὦσπερ σίδηρος ἐκ πυρὸς.

καὶ εἶδεν Ἀσενῆ καὶ ἔπεσεν ἐπὶ πρόσωπον ἐπὶ τοὺς πόδας αὐτοῦ ἐν φόρῳ μεγάλῳ καὶ τρόμῳ.  

και ομένης καὶ αἱ χεῖρες καὶ οἱ πόδες αὐτοῦ ὦσπερ σίδηρος ἐκ πυρὸς ἀπολάμπων καὶ σπινυθῆρες ἀπεπήδων ἀπὸ τῶν χειρῶν καὶ τῶν ποδῶν αὐτοῦ.

καὶ εἶδεν Ἀσενή καὶ ἔπεσεν ἐπὶ πρόσωπον αὐτῆς ἐπὶ τοὺς πόδας αὐτοῦ ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν. καὶ ἐφοβήθη Ἀσενῆ φόβων μέγαν καὶ ἐτρόμαξε πάντα τὰ μέλη αὐτῆς.

και ομένης, καὶ αἱ χεῖρες αὐτοῦ καὶ οἱ πόδες ὦσπερ σίδηρος ἐκ πυρὸς ἀπολάμπων, ὦσπερ γὰρ σπινυθῆρες ἀπέσπενδον ἀπὸ τῶν χειρῶν καὶ τῶν ποδῶν αὐτοῦ. ταῦτα τοίνυν ἰδοῦσα Ἀσενῆ ἐφοβήθη καὶ ἔπεσεν ἐπὶ πρόσωπον μηδ’ ὀλίως δυνηθεῖσα στῆναι ἐπὶ τοὺς πόδας αὐτῆς, πάνυ γὰρ ἐφοβήθη καὶ ἐτρόμαξεν πάντα τὰ μέλη αὐτῆς.

καὶ ομένης, καὶ αἱ χεῖρες καὶ οἱ πόδες αὐτοῦ καὶ οἱ πόδες ὦσπερ σίδηρος ἐκ πυρὸς ἀπολάμπων καὶ σπινυθῆρες ἀπεπήδων ἀπὸ τῶν χειρῶν καὶ τῶν ποδῶν αὐτοῦ. ταῦτα τοίνυν ἰδοὺσα Ἀσενῆ ἐφοβήθη καὶ ἔπεσεν ἐπὶ πρόσωπον μηδ’ ὀλίως δυνηθεῖσα στῆναι ἐπὶ τοὺς πόδας αὐτῆς, πάνυ γὰρ ἐφοβήθη καὶ ἐτρόμαξεν πάντα τὰ μέλη αὐτῆς.

And Aseneth lifted up her head and saw and, behold, there was a man alike in every respect to Joseph, with a robe and crown and royal staff, except his face was like a star, and his eyes like the radiance of the sun, and the hairs on his head like a flame of fire burning in a window, and his hands and feet just like iron shining out of a fire and sparks were

And she lifted her eyes and saw and, behold, there was a man alike in every respect to Joseph with a robe and crown and royal staff, except his face was like a star and his eyes like the radiance of the sun and the hairs on his head like a flame of fire and his hands and feet just like iron from fire.

But she, lifting up her face, saw, and, behold, there was a man alike in every respect to Joseph, with a robe and crown and royal staff, except his face was like a star, and his eyes like the radiance of the sun, and the hairs of his head like a flame of fire burning in a window, and his hands and feet just like iron shining out of a fire, for they were just like
And Aseneth saw and fell on her face at his feet in great fear and trembling. shooting from his hands and his feet. sparks pouring out from both his hands and feet. Moreover, having seen these things, Aseneth was afraid and fell on her face, completely unable to stand on her feet, for she was very afraid and all the parts of her body trembled.

Of the different versions, Batiffol’s reconstruction is clearly the most literary. Despite being the longest of the three, καί occurs least often. Typical of this witness, indicative verbs are converted into participles on two occasions and καί is twice altered to a postpositive δέ. This version also employs the adverb πάνω (“completely”) and the conjunction γάρ (“for”), which are absent in both Burchard’s and Philonenko’s reconstructions. This is evidence of the more complex grammatical structure of the a-text group compared with the other witnesses.

The stylistic features of Burchard’s and Philonenko’s reconstructions are comparable. Both contain more indicative verbs, have less participial clauses, are heavily indebted to parataxis for their grammatical structure, and minimally employ other conjunctions and adverbs. More striking are some of the lexical similarities between Burchard’s and Batiffol’s reconstructions in this passage. The phrases υπολαμπάδος καιομένης (“burning in a window”) and σπινθήρες ἀπέσπευδον ἀπό τε τῶν
χειρῶν καὶ τῶν ποδῶν αὐτοῦ ("sparks were shooting from his hands and his feet") are in both texts but absent in Philonenko’s reconstruction. The final clauses in Batiffol and Burchard, which is not contained in Philonenko, are identical, save for the number of the aorist verb τρομέω ("to tremble").47 Finally, forms of the compound verb ἀπαίρω ("to lift up") are present at the beginning of the passage in both Burchard and Batiffol, while Philonenko has the non-compounded ἔρρε ("lifted up").

Lexical overlap between Burchard’s and Batiffol’s reconstructions could support the text-critical contention that the a-text family and f, L2, Syr, Arm share a closer affinity than the a and d families do.48 However, there are instances where a and d agree against Burchard’s and Fink’s preferred witnesses.49 In Jos. Asen. 14 alone there are five cases of this sort of agreement.50 Rather than draw conclusions about the proximity of a to either of the other text groups based on lexical resonances, the most judicious conclusion is that a is the youngest of all the groups and made use of texts from the other two families, literally improving on each of

47 Standhartinger notes other locations where Burchard’s text and a correspond against d. She argues that these support the case for the priority of the d family (Frauenbild, 39–40).

48 As is the case in ibid, 39–40.


them.\textsuperscript{51} It is unlikely that the author of \(a\) considered a single witness from any text group more authoritative or original than other versions since, as I have already argued, Joseph and Aseneth was a pluriform tradition. Most consequential is that the \(a\)-family recension constructs a new, more literary textual version of Joseph and Aseneth that is stylistically dissimilar from all its predecessors. This discordance results from its higher literary ambitions.

Redacting Verbal Mood, Tense, and Voice in Mark

\textit{Introductory Participial Phrases in Mark, Matthew, and Luke}

Akin to the narratives from the papyri and the less-literary witnesses to Joseph and Aseneth, Mark typically begins new narrative units and sentences with \(\kappa\alpha\iota\) followed by an indicative verb. Also analogous to the redaction of Joseph and Aseneth in the later, more literary \(a\) text versions, Matthew and Luke predictably replace the simple connective followed by an indicative verb with a participial phrase at the beginning of a sentence. According to Neirynck, this happens on fifty-three occasions in Matthew and forty-eight in Luke.\textsuperscript{52} There are four and ten instances where this structure is changed to a genitive absolute in Matthew and Luke, respectively.\textsuperscript{53} By

\textsuperscript{51} This is Ahearne-Kroll’s evaluation of \(a\)’s relationship to \(b\) and \(d\) (“Jewish Identity,” 36). She suggests Jos. Asen. 10:11 (Jos. Asen. 10:12 in Burchard’s text) is an instance where \(a\) combines both \(b\) and \(d\). She does not note the literary differences that \(a\) exhibits from both \(d\) and \(b\).

\textsuperscript{52} Neirynck, \textit{Minor Agreements}, 207–10.

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid., 210–11.
replacing καί and an indicative verb with a participial phrase, Matthew and Luke have employed one of the three principal devices for integrating idea units into sentences in written narrative, whose elements are marked by more complex degrees of relation than in spoken narrative. They have also changed a syntactical structure characteristic of both the Greek papyri and vernacular. Whereas Mark exhibits a simple, paratactic structure characterized by short idea units, Matthew and Luke each strive to make their narrative read more literarily. They do so primarily by using a wider variety of subordinating conjunctions more frequently than their predecessor and by creating hypotactic clauses with an introductory participle.

**The Historical Present in Mark, Matthew, and Luke**

In Chapter Three I argued that the ubiquity, purpose, and location of historical present tense verbs in Mark is the gospel’s densest oral residue when it comes to verbal features. The tense function makes up nearly 10% of all verbal forms in Mark, appearing 150 times, more than half of which are not in speech margins. The historical present predictably occurs at incipit turns in the narrative or incidence turns within individual episodes, but never in the resolution of a pericope.

---

54 Chafe, “Differences,” 111–12. The other two devices for creating the complexity that characterizes sentences in written narrative over against idea units in spoken that Chafe observes are subordinating conjunctions and appositives (ibid.).


Occasionally, switching into the historical present does make the narrative in Mark more vivid, but this is an effect of the switch, not necessarily its purpose.

Matthew and Luke less frequently employ the historical present and they do so in a manner that differs from Mark. In Luke, the historical present is almost completely absent, appearing thrice in non-speech margins and eight times in speech margins. One of these cases, Luke 8:49, is retained from Mark. But on eighty-nine other occasions, Luke alters a Markan historical present to another tense form, usually an aorist or imperfect. Thus Luke is a representative of one stream of Hellenistic literary writers who deliberately avoid the historical present. It was apparently too colloquial for his taste.

Matthew does not avoid the historical present as rigorously as Luke does, but neither does its frequency reach that of Mark. There are ninety-four occurrences of the historical present in Matthew. Matthew removes 130 instances of Mark’s

---


60 Robertson, *Grammar*, 867; BDF §321; Turner, *Syntax*, 61 all indicate that the historical present is colloquial or vulgar and that it is on this basis that Luke avoids it.
historical presents, retains 20 of them, and produces 74 of his own. As a result, 4.2% of Matthew’s indicative verbs are historical presents compared to just over 10% of Mark’s. Most cases, seventy-six of ninety-four or 80.8%, of Matthean historical presents are in speech margins. In Chapters Two and Three, I argued that historical presents in speech margins carry little interpretive weight, as the present tense and verbs of speaking go hand in hand in both written and oral narrative. Historical present tense verbs in speech margins “approach a stereotyped idiom.” This leaves the eighteen historical presents in non-speech margins in Matthew as most noteworthy.

Matthew strategically employs these eighteen historical presents for rhetorical ends. Stephanie Black and S. M. B Wilmshurst have each argued that this is especially true in those pericopes where historical presents are clustered. Black addresses the six in Matt 4:1–11, wherein Jesus is tempted by the devil in the wilderness, arguing that they help escalate the pericope to a rhetorical climax in Matt

---


63 Black and Wilmhurst also minimize the role of the historical present in speech margins (Black, “Historic Present,” 126; Wilmhurst, “Historic Present,” 275).

64 Black, “Historic Present,” 126.

4:8–10. She divides the episode into four parts: vv. 1–4; vv. 5–7; vv. 8–10, v. 11. Each of these begins with a temporal adverb, consists of four total sentences (or three in the case of the last section), and connects two of its constituent sentences with καί and one with a different connective. Black observes that Matthew has employed historical presents at increasing frequency in these sections. There are no present tense forms in vv. 1–4, two in vv. 5–7, three in the climax that is vv. 8–10, and one in the drop-off, v. 11. In Black’s reading, Matthew employs the historical present as a discourse structuring device that builds the pericope to a staggered climax. The evangelist has consciously shaped the episode with this marked tense form to have a rhetorical effect on the reader. The historical presents, along with the upward movement from the desert to the summit of the temple to the exceedingly high mountain, make vv. 8–10 the focal point of the pericope and serve to heighten rhetorically Jesus’s rebuke of the tempter.

Wilmshurst offers a similar interpretation of the cluster of three historical presents in Matt 13:44, the parable of hidden treasure. Following Jacques Dupont,

---

66 Black, “Historic Present,” 129–35. Davies and Allison make a similar argument, though not on syntactic grounds. They suggest that “the three temptations exhibit a spatial progression, from a low place to a high place,” and that this spatial progression “corresponds to the dramatic tension which comes to a climax in the third temptation” (Matthew, 1:352).


68 There are noteworthy variants in Matt 4:9 for the aorist verb ἐπέτυω. The historical present λέγει is supported by L W Θ 0233 fε 33, and the aorist by Ν B C D Z f 33. If the present is accepted, Black’s argument is further strengthened, as there are then four historical presents in these verses and no aorists.

he argues that this pericope is at the chiastic center of the collection of parables in Matt 13:24–52. Matthew weaves together three thematic threads that are of utmost importance to his gospel: revelation of what is hidden, eternal treasure, and overwhelming joy. Given this thematic coalescence and its location, Wilmshurst proposes that the parable of the hidden treasure has a special role to play not only in this collection of parables, but in the gospel as a whole. The three historical presents that conclude the parable, ἔπει ("he goes"), πωλεῖ ("he sells"), ἀγοράζει ("he buys"), function, as Wilmshurst suggests, like a light switch that illuminates its significance for the reader.

In both Matt 4:1–11 and 13:44, then, the historical present is employed strategically and selectively to mark important events or themes. Black maintains that the cluster of historical presents in Matt 26:36–46 work similarly. These three texts account for eleven of the eighteen historical presents in non-speech margins in Matthew. The remaining seven occur either at climactic points in the narrative or at "seams," serving in a structuring capacity.

---

72 Ibid.
74 Wilmshurst makes this very point for these seven remaining historical presents (“Historic Present,” 286). Wolfgang Schenk argues that the primary function of historical presents in Matthew is to structure the discourse (“Das Präsens historicum als makrosyntaktisches Gliederungssignal im Matthäusevangelium,” NTS 22 [1976]: 464–75).
According to these studies, literary design is what characterizes Matthew’s employment of the historical present. Black writes, “[Matthew] intentionally juxtaposes present and aorist or imperfect tense-forms within these passages for dramatic effect.”\(^75\) Utilizing the historical present sparingly aids this. In writing, the past tense is the foundation on which the other tenses can be employed for artistic influence and rhetorical flourish.\(^76\) Matthew falls in line with this pattern. In spoken narrative, the historical present is utilized more frequently, unconsciously, and at expected locations in an episode. In Chapter Three I argued that Wolfson’s claim that “the more fully a story is performed, the more likely it will contain [the historical present]” makes sense of the frequency of the historical present in Mark.\(^77\)

The converse is true of Matthew and Luke. Furthermore, the location of historical presents in Matthew differs from Mark. Mark employs historical presents at incipit and incidence turns and never in a coda or resolution clause. While historical presents sometimes appear at incipit turns in Matthew, primarily as a discourse structuring device, they rarely appear at incidence turns in an episode.\(^78\) More importantly, historical presents occur in resolution clauses on two occasions in the

\(^{75}\) Black, “Historic Present,” 139.

\(^{76}\) Chafe, Discourse, 236.

\(^{77}\) Wolfson, CHP, 29.

\(^{78}\) Incipit turns begin a new episode in the historical present, whereas incidence turns are embedded in the body of the episode itself (Wolfson, “Historical Present Tense Yet Again,” 375).
gospel: Matt 3:15 and 13:44. This position of the historical present is foreign to both Mark and oral narrative.\textsuperscript{79}

In sum, the historical present occurs far less frequently in Matthew and Luke than it does in Mark, and it follows the norms of written narrative more than spoken. What should be gathered from this is not only that the historical present is a dense oral residue in Mark that is largely altered in Matthean and Lukan redaction, but that being conscious of a given narrative’s mode of composition when assessing the historical present, as it has operations peculiar to written and oral narratives, affects evaluation of it. The type of discourse being evaluated, its mode of composition, and its medium of reception all matter for interpretation.

\textit{The Imperfect Tense in Mark, Matthew, and Luke}

Schiffrin observes that a prominence of the historical present tense is often accompanied by a similar pervasiveness of the past progressive tense in oral narrative.\textsuperscript{80} It is complemented by reports of direct speech as well.\textsuperscript{81} This is because the memory of events reported, what Chafe calls the extroverted consciousness, play back in the speaker’s mind not as singular events but as a continuous stream.\textsuperscript{82}

\textsuperscript{79} See Chapter Three; Schiffrin, “Tense Variation,” 51; Fludernik, “Historical Present Tense,” 86; eadem, “Historical Present Tense Yet Again,” 375–76.

\textsuperscript{80} Schiffrin, “Tense Variation,” 59.

\textsuperscript{81} Ibid., 58; Chafe, “Integration and Involvement,” 48; idem, Discourse, 210.

\textsuperscript{82} Chafe, Discourse, 197–208.
When these memories are reported in speech, the progressive tenses are most appropriate for depicting the events and portraying them as immediate to the hearer. Direct discourse also aligns the speaker's consciousness with the hearer's by collapsing the distance between the former's recollection of the words and the latter's experience of them. The speaker presents the direct discourse to the hearer as if he or she was hearing it him- or herself.

A lower frequency of the historical present, imperfect tense, and direct discourse in written narrative is a result of, what Chafe calls, “displaced immediacy.” Oral storytelling, on the one hand, brings the speaker's memory directly in line with the hearer's memory. Writing, on the other, obviates the necessity of co-presence, and memories of events are not transferred in the same immediate sense as they are in spoken discourse. Consciousness is displaced onto another object, the written text. Because the flow of consciousness is slowed down and edited in the process of writing, events are commonly depicted in a more punctiliar manner in this mode.

It follows, then, that both the imperfect tense and direct discourse are less frequent in Matthew and Luke than in Mark. Imperfect verbs make up 19.6% of the


84 Chafe, Discourse, 215–19.

85 Ibid., 226–32.
indicative verbs in Mark, compared to 6.3% in Matthew and 14.8% in Luke.\textsuperscript{86} Matthew changes a Markan imperfect to an aorist on 41 occasions and removes another 187, by either deletion or paraphrase.\textsuperscript{87} With respect to direct discourse, Matthew omits a Markan ὅτι recitativum on twenty-three occasions, while Luke does so on eighteen.\textsuperscript{88}

\textbf{The Active and Passive Voice in Mark, Matthew, and Luke}

Finally, Matthew and Luke exhibit only a slightly higher frequency of passive verbs in their narratives than Mark does. Chafe, Bennett, and Ochs each found a higher preponderance of passive voice verbs in written narrative than spoken.\textsuperscript{89} This is also the case in Joseph and Aseneth, wherein active verbs appear approximately ten times more frequently than passives.\textsuperscript{90} It is somewhat unexpected that passive voice verbs make up 10.2% of the indicatives in Mark, compared to 13.1% in Matthew and 11.2% in Luke.\textsuperscript{91} There are, however, sixteen occasions in Matthew and

\textsuperscript{86} In Mark this is 293 imperfects of 1,496 indicative forms, 142 of 2,245 in Matthew, and 363 of 2,445 in Luke. When total verbal forms are considered, Matthew and Luke's reduction is just as stark, with imperfects making up 3.5% of total verbal forms (142/4,000) in Matthew, 8.2% (363/4,449) in Luke, and 11.3% in Mark (293/2,586).

\textsuperscript{87} Allen, \textit{Matthew}, xx–xxi.

\textsuperscript{88} Neirynck, \textit{Minor Agreements}, 213–16.

\textsuperscript{89} Chafe, “Integration and Involvement,” 40–41; Bennett, “Extended View;” Ochs, “Planned and Unplanned Discourse,” 69–70.

\textsuperscript{90} See Chapter Three.

\textsuperscript{91} 153/1,496 in Mark; 293/2,245 in Matthew; 275/2,4445 in Luke. The case is similar when expanded to all verbal forms. Passives make up 11.1% (288/2,586) of the total verbal forms in Mark, 14.9% (595/4,000) in Matthew, and 13.3% (592/4,449) in Luke.
seventeen in Luke where a Markan active has been changed to a passive.\textsuperscript{92} The inverse, a passive in Mark with an active in the redacted text, occurs only once for Matthew and never for Luke.\textsuperscript{93}

In sum, just as the ubiquity, function, and location of the historical present is the densest oral residue of the verbal features in the Gospel of Mark, so also is the nonuse of it in Luke and the altered employment of it in Matthew evidence that these narratives are literarily conceived. Other verbal features, such as the curbed frequency of the imperfect and a substitution of a participial phrase for \textit{καί} with an indicative, further support this contention. Differences in verbal voice in the Synoptics are not as strong indicators of each narrative’s oral or literal conception as might have been expected.

\textbf{Redacting Repetitive Syntactical Patterns, Words, Phrases, and Ideas in Mark}

Both orality critics and sociolinguists note that repetition is a distinctive mark of oral communication.\textsuperscript{94} I argued in Chapter Three that repetition is ubiquitous in Mark

\textsuperscript{92} Neirynck, \textit{Minor Agreements}, 251–52.

\textsuperscript{93} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{94} In orality studies this claim is made by Bennison Gray (“Repetition in Oral Literature,” \textit{Journal of American Folklore} 84 [1971]: 289–30), Ong \textit{(Orality and Literacy}, 39–41), Zumthor \textit{(Oral Poetry}, 111), Lord (“Characteristics of Orality,” 57–62), and Foley \textit{(Singer of Tales}, 90). Sociolinguists who argue that repetition is characteristic of oral discourse include Tannen (“Oral and Literate Strategies,” 7) and Ochs (“Planned and Unplanned Discourse,” 70–72). Kelber \textit{(Gospel}, 67), Achtemeier (“Omne Verbum Sonat,” 21), Dewey (“Mark as Interwoven Tapestry,” 225), and Mournet \textit{(Oral Tradition}, 174–79) are NT interpreters who also make the claim.
and Joseph and Aseneth, occurring at the thematic, episodic, structural, grammatical, and lexical levels. While the a-text family of Joseph and Aseneth does alter some of the repetitions of its predecessors, especially their paratactic structures, it is not nearly as patent as Matthew’s and Luke’s redaction of this characteristic of their predecessor.

Hawkins and Neirynck have each compiled lists of Matthean and Lukan redaction of Markan redundancies, repetitions, and pleonasm at the clausal level. While these are not without consequence, my interest here is in how the later traditions modify two of the Markan repetitions I called attention to in Chapter Three, namely, intercalations and the discourse marker εὐθύς (“immediately,” “so then”).

**Intercalations in Mark, Matthew, and Luke**

Matthew and Luke appear to have little concern for maintaining the integrity of Markan intercalations. In Chapter Three I claimed, following Havelock and Dewey, that intercalations in Mark are an oral residue that serve, or at least formally served, a mnemonic purpose. Of these six commonly identified “sandwiches” in Mark, only one is retained by both Matthew and Luke together. On three other occasions an

---

95 Hawkins lists thirty-nine Markan pleonasm that are altered in Matthew and Luke (*Horae Synopticae*, 139–42). He also provides a list of over one hundred “context-supplement” repetitions in Mark. Though he does not indicate which texts in the list are altered in Matthean and Lukan redaction, he does note that there are “certainly very few [repetitions] in comparison with those in Mark” (ibid., 125–26). Neirynck catalogs twenty-six “duplicate expressions” in Mark that are replaced by “simple expressions” in Matthew and Luke (*Minor Agreements*, 287).

intercalation is preserved in one gospel but not the other. And in two instances, both Matthew and Luke disrupt the intercalation by removing one or more of its constituent pericopes, combining episodes, or rearranging material. Thus Matthean and Lukan redaction of Markan intercalations is as follows:

**Matthew and Luke disrupt intercalation:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A¹: Jesus’s companions attempt to seize him</td>
<td>A¹: 3:20–21</td>
<td>A¹: N/A</td>
<td>A¹: N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(vv. 31–45,</td>
<td>(intervening, unrelated material)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A¹: Cursing of the fig tree</td>
<td>A¹: 11:12–14</td>
<td>A¹: (21:18–22)</td>
<td>A¹: (13:6–9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

97 The pattern of redaction changes only slightly if one concludes that there are more than six intercalations in Mark. Edwards finds nine “sandwiches” in the gospel. He shows that Matthew and Luke agree in retaining two and disrupting two and that there are five places where only one or the other follows Mark. Thus, if there are nine intercalations instead of six, about half of them remain intact. Even on those occasions, however, “[Mark’s] intention is often lost” (“Markan Sandwiches,” 197–99).
Matthew disrupts intercalation, but Luke retains it:

|--------------------------|-------------|---------------------------|-------------|

Luke disrupts intercalation, but Matthew retains it:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A¹: Jewish leaders conspire</td>
<td>A¹: 14:1–2</td>
<td>A¹: 26:3–5</td>
<td>A¹: 22:1–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: A woman anoints Jesus</td>
<td>B: 14:3–9</td>
<td>B: 26:6–13</td>
<td>B: (7:36–50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A²: Judas goes to Jewish leaders to conspire</td>
<td>A²: 14:10–11</td>
<td>A²: 26:14–16</td>
<td>A²: 22:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A¹: Peter warms himself by a fire</td>
<td>A¹: 14:53–54</td>
<td>A¹: 26:57–58</td>
<td>A¹: N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Jesus before the high priest</td>
<td>B: 14:55–65</td>
<td>B: 26:59–68</td>
<td>B: 22:63–71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both Matthew and Luke retain intercalation:

|--------------------------|--------------|-----------------|--------------|
As seen here, Matthew and Luke do not avoid the Markan “sandwich” structure as ardently as they do the historical present or parataxis. But neither do they rely on it to structure their narratives as frequently as Mark. On some occasions, they retain the intercalations. On others, they alter them in order to strengthen the rhetoric or make a different rhetorical point altogether. The latter is the case with Matthew’s alteration of the Fig Tree-Temple-Fig Tree intercalation from Mark 11.

In Mark, the fig tree and temple episodes occur on two successive days and the structure of the pericopes accentuates Mark’s temple critique. Matthew removes the intercalation and does not spread the cursing and withering of the fig tree over multiple days. Instead, in Matt 21:18–22 the withering follows immediately upon Jesus’s curse. This heightens the miraculous nature of the episode and mutes the temple critique. Brent Kinman writes, “It is less clear in Matthew (than in

---

98 As argued in Chapter Three and by Telford (Barren Temple, 238), Wright (Jesus and the Victory of God, 421–22), Evans (Mark, 2:160), Marcus (Mark, 2:790), and Kirk (“Time for Figs,” 511–13).

Mark) that the fig tree episode is meant to draw attention to the destruction of the
Temple.”

By dismantling the Markan intercalation Matthew has recast the episode from a critique of the temple and a symbol of its destruction to a miraculous tale that imports “open and indefinite” pronouncement of judgment on Israel. Rather than serving a “prophetic and retrospective” role characteristic of oral narrative, the cursing of the fig tree in Matthew begins a pronouncement of condemnation that is sharpened as Jesus goes on speak two botanic parables against the chief priests and elders in Matt 21.

εὐθύς in Mark, Matthew, and Luke

Intercalations are a structural repetition in Mark that Matthew and Luke alter. But there is a lexical redundancy that is removed or modified even more in their redaction than intercalations. In Chapter Three I argued that εὐθύς (“immediately,” “so then”) is best understood as a discourse marker in Mark. This is one of Mark’s densest oral residues and one of the most prominent repetitions that Matthew and Luke consistently revise.

101 Luz, Matthew, 3:23.
102 Luz argues that the pronouncement of judgment contained within Matthew’s Fig-tree episode primes the reader for the Parable of the Wicked Tenants in Matt 21:33–44 (ibid.). However, his contention can be broadened to include Matt 21:23–46. The Parable of the Man with Two Sons (Matt 21:28–32) and the Parable of the Wicked Tenants (Matt 21:33–41) are both set in a vineyard and themes of faith, fruit, and judgment are echoed throughout the section.
Discourse markers are a subclass of adverbs that appear with high frequency in oral narrative. They have multiple discourse-sequencing capacities. They typically play procedural rather than propositional roles in a narrative, are optional, occur towards the beginning of a sentence or utterance, and have homophonous or nearly homophonous adverbial counterparts. In written narrative, discourse markers are commonly disparaged as subliterary. Understanding these features of discourse markers helps to make sense of Matthean and Lukan redaction of εὐθύς in Mark. Matthew and Luke do one of three things with the discourse marker: (1) omit it altogether; (2) alter it to another adverb; or (3) retain it.

Because discourse markers are optional, appear with high frequency in oral narrative, and informal, the later gospel-writers take the first route most often. Finding εὐθύς otiose and inappropriate for the literary medium, they remove it altogether. This happens on eighteen occasions in Matthew and twenty-two in Luke. The parallels to Mark 1:12 are a case in point in this respect:

---

103 The informality and oral nature of discourse markers are established in Östman, “Symbiotic Relationship,” 169; Watts, “Taking the Pitcher,” 208; Brinton, Pragmatic Markers, 33. Urgelles-Coll (Syntax, 1, 7–41), Traugott and Dasher (Regularity, 152–52), and Heine (“Discourse Markers,” 1207) all classify them as adverbs.

104 Schiffrin (Discourse Markers, 64), Arroyo (“From Politeness,” 855–56), and Brinton (Pragmatic Markers, 35) each argue that multifunctionality is a constituent feature of discourse markers.

105 Brinton addresses the location of discourse markers in a sentence or utterance (Pragmatic Markers, 34). Their adverbial counterparts are discussed by Hansen, “Semantic Status,” 236; Heine, “Discourse Markers,” 1208.

106 Brinton, Pragmatic Markers, 33.

107 Neirynck, Minor Agreements, 274–75.
### Mark 1:12:
καὶ εὐθὺς τὸ πνεῦμα αὐτοῦ ἐκβάλλει εἰς τὴν ἔρημον.

### Matthew 4:1:
tότε ὁ Ἰησοῦς ἀνήκυθε εἰς τὴν ἔρημον ὑπὸ τοῦ πνεύματος, πειρασθῆναι ὑπὸ τοῦ διαβόλου.

### Luke 4:1:
Ἰησοῦς δὲ πλήρης πνεύματος ἁγίου ὑπέστρεψεν ἀπὸ τοῦ Ἰορδάνου, καὶ ἤγετο ἐν τῷ πνεύματι ἐν τῇ ἔρημῳ.

And then the Spirit throws him into the wilderness.\(^{108}\)

Then Jesus was led up by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil. (RSV)

And Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, returned from the Jordan, and was led by the Spirit ... in the wilderness. (RSV)

Here, Mark’s discourse marker does not connote immediacy, but discourse sequencing.\(^{109}\) As they do many other times, both Matthew and Luke find this role objectionable and remove εὐθὺς altogether.

There are occasions when the force of εὐθὺς in Mark is not totally removed from Matthean and Lukan redaction. The later Synoptic tradents frequently replace the word with one of two adverbial counterparts to εὐθὺς. Matthew, on the one hand, changes seven instances of εὐθὺς to the nearly homophonous adverb εὐθέως (“immediately”).\(^{110}\) Luke, on the other, prefers παραχρῆμα (“immediately”), replacing

---

\(^{108}\) Given the sequencing function of discourse markers discussed in Chapter Three, I have translated εὐθὺς “then” here.

\(^{109}\) The discourse sequencing function of εὐθὺς in Mark 1:12 is confirmed by τότε and δὲ in Matt 4:1 and Luke 4:1, respectively.

\(^{110}\) Matthew 4:20, 22; 8:3; 13:5; 14:22; 20:34; 26:49 (Neirynck, *Minor Agreements*, 274–75). With respect to the relationship between εὐθὺς and εὐθέως, it is noteworthy that discourse markers are often a shortened or phonologically reduced form of their adverbial counterparts (Östman, “Symbiotic Relationship,” 149; Schiffrin, *Discourse Markers*, 328).
εὐθύς with this adverb six times and for εὐθέως (“immediately”) once.\textsuperscript{111} The adverbs appear in Matthew’s and Luke’s shared and unique materials as well. Altogether, there are a combined fifteen cases of εὐθέως (“immediately”) and παραχρήμα (“immediately”) in Matthew and sixteen in Luke.

Rarely do Matthew and Luke retain the discourse marker εὐθύς from their predecessor. Luke never keeps it from his Markan source and Matthew does so only five times.\textsuperscript{112} When εὐθύς does appear in the latter, it serves as an adverb rather than a discourse marker. “Immediately” seems to serve as the best translation in these cases.\textsuperscript{113} For example, Matt 13:20–21 preserves two instances of εὐθύς from Mark 4:16–17, presumably because its adverbial indication of haste is literally unobjectionable. The translation “immediately” is entirely appropriate for both instances in Matt 13:20–21:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ὁ δὲ ἔπι τὰ πετρώδη σπαρεῖς, οὗτός ἐστιν ὁ τὸν λόγον ἀκούων καὶ εὐθύς μετὰ χαρᾶς λαμβάνων αὐτὸν, ὦκ ἔχει δὲ ρίζαν ἐν ἑαυτῷ ἄλλα πρόσκαιρός ἐστιν, γενομένης δὲ θλίψεως ἢ διωγμοῦ διὰ τὸν λόγον εὐθύς σκανδαλίζεται.}
\end{align*}
\]

As for what was sown on rocky ground, this is he who hears the word and immediately receives it with joy; yet he has no root in himself, but endures for a while, and when tribulation or persecution arises on account of the word, immediately he falls away. (RSV)

\textsuperscript{111} Neirynck, Minor Agreements, 274–75.

\textsuperscript{112} There is one occurrence of εὐθύς in Luke 6:49 that has no parallel in Mark. Matthew’s five instances of a Markan εὐθύς are in Matt 3:16; 13:20, 21; 14:27; 21:3.

\textsuperscript{113} This being the case, εὐθύς in Matthew and Luke is the homophonous adverbial counterpart to the discourse marker εὐθύς in Mark.
The correspondence between the adverbial use of εὐθύς and its synonyms εὐθέως (“immediately”) and παραχρῆμα (“immediately”) in Matthew, Luke, and Mark leads Riley to conclude, “When the word εὐθύς [in Mark] corresponds to an equivalent word in Matthew and/or Luke, it requires the sense of ‘immediately.’ When there is no corresponding word, the more natural translation [in Mark] is in almost every instance ‘then.’”114 Riley’s point is similar to that which I made about the roles of εὐθύς in Chapter Three. The discourse marker is multifunctional in Mark. But his claim calls attention to another pattern in Synoptic redaction, namely, that Matthew and Luke do not object to the adverbial capacity of εὐθύς in Mark, but they do object to its discourse sequencing role.

In conclusion, Matthew and Luke curb the repetition of εὐθύς in Mark. The word occurs far less frequently in the former two than the latter. More interestingly, though, Matthew’s and Luke’s patterns of redaction correspond to the unique functions of discourse markers in oral narrative. It is exactly those places where εὐθύς resembles oral patterns of discourse markers in Mark that Matthew and Luke remove the word. When it is employed in an adverbial sense, which is at home in both oral and written narrative, Matthew and Luke either retain εὐθύς or alter it to a more appropriate adverbial form, εὐθέως or παραχρῆμα.

This follows a pattern that we have seen emerging in Matthew’s and Luke’s editorial activity. The linguistic features that are most characteristic of oral

---

storytelling found in Mark are not retained by the later Synoptic tradents. They make Mark’s paratactic structure more complex, are less dependent on the imperfective aspect, modify or remove historical presents and the discourse marker εὐθύς, alter linguistic repetitions, and disrupt intercalations. By doing so, they write texts that read more literarily. Like the a-text family of Joseph and Aseneth, Matthew and Luke exhibit the “precision of verbalization” that is a mark of writing’s editability. They do so because they are products of different media and possess higher literary ambitions than Mark.

This is indicated not only by Matthew’s and Luke’s linguistic registers, but also by how each gospel begins. Texts frequently signal their generic affiliations and contents with their opening words. In the case of the Synoptics, we have three narratives that begin quite differently. In the following, I shall argue that Matthew and Luke declare that they are more “bookish” than Mark with their opening words. Just as the later Synoptics reveal their literary conception by their linguistic variance from Mark, so also do they suggest their differing media affiliations from their outset.

---

115 Ong, Orality and Literacy, 103.
The Media Forms of the Synoptic Gospels

All three Synoptic Gospels contain what Gérard Genette has called paratexts.\textsuperscript{116} Paratexts are the “thresholds” between discourse and audience that suggest how the former is to be received by the latter.\textsuperscript{117} Under the wide umbrella of paratexts, Genette distinguishes between those that exist outside of the text itself, which he designates epitexts, and those that are around or within the text, which he calls peritexts.\textsuperscript{118} It is Genette’s latter concept that is applicable to the opening verses of the gospels. Peritexts are devices such as titles, prefaces, publisher’s notes, dedications, and tables of contents that precede the body of the text itself.\textsuperscript{119} They provide information about the text’s production, content, and intended mode of reception. Aune employs Genette’s theoretical concept in service of elucidating Matthew’s and Mark’s genre.\textsuperscript{120} He argues that Mark 1:1 and Matt 1:1 are “[para]textual clues that reflexively move the reader to apply a certain schema to their interpretation.”\textsuperscript{121} The schema, for Aune, is a generic one. On the basis of the


\textsuperscript{117} Ibid., 1–2.

\textsuperscript{118} Ibid., 4–5.

\textsuperscript{119} Ibid., 16–343.

\textsuperscript{120} Aune, “Genre Theory,” 145–75.

\textsuperscript{121} Ibid., 152.
gospels’ peritexts and their content, he argues that Matthew is properly a Greco-Roman βίος (“biography”) and Mark is a parody of the βίοι (“biographies”).

What is striking about the peritexts in all three Synoptic Gospels is that they divulge not only something about each narrative’s generic affiliations, as Aune argues, but also their media affiliations. As to Mark and Matthew, neither a “gospel” (εὐαγγέλιον) nor a “book” (βίβλος) is a genre. These are media terms. The same can be said about Luke’s first four verses, which serve as the narrative’s preface. The mere presence of a preface in a discourse does not imply one genre or another. But it does signify that a text is a literary product. Each Synoptic contains a peritext that hints at its media form. “Gospel” (εὐαγγέλιον) in Mark connotes something orally produced and proclaimed, while Matthew’s opening titular sentence and Luke’s preface suggest something more “bookish.”

Mark’s Gospel (εὐαγγέλιον)

Mark begins with the phrase ἀρχή τοῦ εὐαγγέλιου Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ (“Beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ”), which likely serves as a meta- or paratextual title for the entire narrative. Four aspects of the incipit suggest that this is the case. First, ἀρχή

---

122 Ibid., 166–73.

123 Rather, a discourse’s genre affiliations are suggested by the content of the preface.

124 As Collins notes, “title” is somewhat of a misnomer, since the opening words of a document and its title proper may or may not be distinguished from one another (Mark, 87). By “title” I mean a textual indication that occurs at the beginning of the work, suggesting what the text is and how it should be received. That Mark 1:1 serves as the title of Mark is the majority opinion in scholarship (Allen Wikgren, “ΑΡΧΗ ΤΟΥ ΕΥΑΓΓΕΛΙΟΥ,” JBL 61 [1942]: 15–17; Pesch,
(“beginning”) is anatharous, making Mark 1:1 a nominative absolute. Nominative absolutes frequently occur in introductory materials to texts. Second, reminiscent of conventions for titles, the sentence is verbless. Third, it was customary for Jewish texts to begin with an “independent titular sentence.” And fourth, Greek historians indicated what their subjects were by the opening words of their discourse. By syntactical, medial, and generic counts, then, Mark 1:1 appears to be a peritextual title for the entire narrative.


125 Aune, following Wallace, claims that the phrase in Mark 1:1 is a nominative absolute (Aune, “Genre Theory,” 162; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 49–51). From Wallace’s perspective, the nominative absolute differs from the casus pendens insofar as the latter appears in a sentence and the former does not (Greek Grammar, 51). The nominative referent in the casus pendens is generally resumed later in the sentence in an oblique case (BDF §466). Moulton, following F. J. A. Hort, takes a similar perspective to Aune and Wallace, though he does not use the same nomenclature. He claims that sentences that serve as headings frequently have anatharous subjects, but he does not explicitly call Mark 1:1 a nominative absolute (Prolegomena, 82; Hort, The Epistle of St. Peter 1:1–2:17 [London: Macmillan, 1898], 15). This is also J. K. Elliott’s argument (“Mark 1.1–3 — A Later Addition to the Gospel?” NTS 46 [2000]: 585). Whether or not nominative absolute is the most fitting label is less significant than the fact that anatharous nominative phrases often serve an independent, titular role. And so Marcus notes that the definite article is similarly absent in the titular constructions at the beginning of Hosea, Proverbs, the Songs of Solomon, Matthew, and Revelation (Mark, 1:141).


127 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:151. Ibid. (151–52) offers the following list of Jewish texts that begin with the titular convention: “Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Hosea, Amos, Joel, Nahum, Tobit, Baruch, the Community Rule, the War Rule, the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, Jubilees, 1 Enoch, 2 Enoch (in some mss), the Testament of Job, and the Apocalypse of Abraham.” To this list Collins adds Isaiah, Jeremiah, Obadiah, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, and Malachi (Mark, 132).

128 Alexander, Preface, 29.
If this is the case, Mark has employed the term εὐαγγέλιον to a written text in novel fashion. In the first century this word did not connote a literary genre as it would as soon as the second.¹²⁹ Nor did it designate something written at all.

Gerhard Friedrich notes that the substantive derives from the term messenger (εὐάγγελος) and so εὐαγγέλιον is “that which is proper to an εὐάγγελος,” namely orally proclaimed news, the reward given to a messenger for bringing news, or sacrifices made in celebration of an announcement.¹³⁰ In Greco-Roman literature forms of εὐαγγέλιον and εὐαγγελίζομαι consistently refer to messages that are news themselves and to sacrifices performed in celebration of a message delivered.¹³¹ Similarly, in the

---

¹²⁹ How the term εὐαγγέλιον (“gospel”) came to designate a literary genre is a subject of debate. Hans von Campenhausen and Helmut Koester both argue that Marcion of Sinope is the innovator who first applied the label to a written text (von Campenhausen, The Formation of the Christian Bible [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1972], 157–60, 170–77; Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels: Their History and Development [Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1990], 35–36). According to them, Marcion mistook Paul’s phrase “my gospel” (εὐαγγέλιόν μου) in Rom 2:16 as a reference to Luke and began to use the literary designation in protest against the oral traditions that were authoritative for his contemporaries (Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels, 36). James A. Kelhoffer and Michael F. Bird have each critiqued this position, arguing that εὐαγγέλιον refers to a literary genre in texts that antedate Marcion (Kelhoffer, “How Soon a Book’ Revisited: EUANGELION as a Reference to ‘Gospel’ Materials in the First Half of the Second Century,” ZNW 95 [2004]: 1–34; Bird, The Gospel of the Lord: How the Early Church Wrote the Story of Jesus [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2014], 266–69). They both hypothesize that an earlier copyist or bookseller of Matthew misinterpreted Mark’s incipit as a literary designation and applied it to Matthew (Kelhoffer, “How Soon?” 31; Bird, Gospel, 258–59). In my opinion, their primary source evidence against von Campenhausen’s and Koester’s case is strong, but their theory about how “gospel” became a generic appellation is unconvincing. It is more likely that when Mark transferred the oral gospel tradition into the written medium, he also widened the semantic range of the term. “Gospel,” in Christian circles, came to designate the message about the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus in multiple media forms.


¹³¹ The latter is the case in Xenophon’s Hellenica 1.6.36, wherein Eteonicus spuriously “sacrifices the good tidings” (ἔθυε τὰ εὐαγγέλια) at the battle of Arginusae. Similarly, in Diodorus Siculus’s The Library of History 15.74.2.3, an entrepreneurial εὐάγγελος hastily departs Athens to Syracuse to be the first to offer Dionysius the good news that his tragedy had been victorious at Lenaea. Not only is the messenger rewarded, but Dionysius “was himself so overjoyed that he
LXX the verbal form translates בוש (“to proclaim good news”), and the nominal form בשור (“good news”), which has a semantic range similar to the Greco-Roman εὐαγγέλιον, indicating either news or a reward offered to the מעשר (“messenger”) for bringing good news. Philo and Josephus attest to these standard meanings of εὐαγγέλει– root words in the Hellenistic period, as they always relate both the nominal and verbal forms to proclaimed news. NT writers also follow this pattern. As Friedrich puts it, “In the NT εὐαγγέλιον is oral preaching.” In short, εὐαγγέλιον (“gospel”) was originally “something of a media term” concerned with orally

sacrificed to the gods for the good tidings [τοῖς θεοῖς εὐαγγέλια δώσας] and instituted a drinking bout and great feasts” (Sherman, LCL). In Plutarch’s Pompeius 66.3, Pompey’s allies prematurely declare to Cornelia the good news that the war had come to an end (εὐαγγελίζομεν πέρας ἔχειν τὸν πόλεμον). Dickson (“Gospel,” 213) offers other examples of nominal and verbal forms of the εὐαγγέλει– root that relate to military and imperial news, including Lycurgus, Against Leocrates, 1.18; Demosthenes, On the Crown, 18.323; Plutarch, Sertorius, 11.4; Plutarch, Phocian, 23.4; Plutarch, Moralia, 347.D; Chariton, Callirhoe, 8.2.5; Philostratus, Life of Apollonius, 8.27.2; Philostratus, Lives of the Sophists, 1.508.14. Further examples in Bird, Gospel, 6–7.

132 Bird, Gospel, 9–11. The nominal form εὐαγγέλια appears in 2 Sam 18:20, 22, 25, 27; 2 Kgs 7:9, and the verbal form occurs in 1 Sam 31:9; 2 Sam 1:20; 4:10; 18:19-20, 26, 31; 1 Kgs 1:42; 1 Chr 10:9; Ps 39:10; 67:12; 95:2; Sol 11:1; Joel 3:5; Nah 2:1; Isa 40:9; 52:7; 60:6; 61:1; Jer 20:15.

133 In Philo’s On the Life of Joseph 245, Joseph encourages his brothers to return to their father to report the good news of his discovery (αὐτῷ τὰ περὶ τῆς ἐμῆς εὐφέσεως εὐαγγελίσασαι). In On Dreams 2.281, Philo writes that the death of the Egyptians on the shores of the Red Sea “announces three beautiful things to the soul” (τρία δ’ εὐαγγελίζεται τῇ ψυχῇ τὰ κάλλιστα). Josephus shows a similar pattern. Dickson notes that all sixteen instances of εὐαγγελε– in Josephus similarly “connote the telling of news” (“Gospel,” 216).

134 Friedrich, TDNT 2:727–35; Dickson, “Gospel,” 220–23. The nominal form frequently appears with verbs of speaking and hearing. For instance, all four Matthean occurrences of the εὐαγγέλιον are the object of κήρυσσω (Matt 4:23; 9:35; 24:14; 26:12), a verb that most often connotes public proclamation (BDAG, s.v. “κήρυσσω”). In Acts 15:6 the nominal form is similarly in a genitive construction indicating the kind of word (λόγον) that was heard (ἀκούσα). In the Pauline corpus, εὐαγγέλιον co-occurs with verbs of proclamation and hearing in 1 Cor 9:14, 17; 15:1; 2 Cor 11:7; Gal 1:10; Eph 1:13; Col 1:5, 23; 1 Thess 2:2, 9; 2 Thess 1:8.

proclaimed news in Greco-Roman literature, the LXX, Philo, Josephus, and the NT. Mark 1:1 seems to diverge from this consistent pattern by designating a written text a εὐαγγέλιον.

But Mark’s use of the term does not appear aberrant if, as I have argued, the narrative exists at the borderland between orality and textuality. The εὐαγγέλιον referenced in Mark’s title is the orally proclaimed preaching about Jesus that has been committed to writing. Oral proclamation is thus the content of Mark’s written medium. Mark offers a glimpse into the beginning stages of the Jesus tradition’s media transference from orally proclaimed message to written text. This is not to imply that Mark puts an end to oral traditions about Jesus. Rather, the gospel opens a new media vista by orally transferring these traditions into a different modality. Mark is a written text insofar as the narrative exists in manuscript form.

---


137 McLuhan writes, “the ‘content’ of any medium is always another medium. The content of writing is speech, just as the written word is the content of print, and print is the content of the telegraph” (Understanding Media, 8). In the case of Mark 1:1, the peritextual title is self-conscious about this phenomenon.

138 Parker argues that oral Jesus traditions did not end when written ones began (Living Text, 210). He suggests that we should “think instead of an oral tradition extending unbroken from the lips and actions of Jesus [to the present], since people have never stopped talking about the things he said and did. Sometimes the oral tradition has been influenced by the written tradition, and sometimes the influence has been in the opposite direction. The written and oral tradition have accompanied, affected and followed one another” (ibid.).

139 As Keith puts it, “If Mark’s gospel was anything in the ancient Christian media world, it was not the oral tradition’s Grim Reaper but rather the catalyst for a new genre that harnessed the technology of writing and manuscripts in, at times, unprecedented ways” (Keith, “Prolegomena,” 163).
But the fact that this written narrative commends itself as an oral phenomenon in its title and remains residually oral throughout shows that it has not abandoned the oral lifeworld altogether. Mark is a link between orality and textuality, orally produced and aurally received when the writing is reactivated in performance.\footnote{This is similar to the perspective that both Dronsch and Weissenrieder and Keith adopt on the textualization of Mark. The former argue that the gospel (\textit{εὐαγγέλιον}) is a message that connects the absent Jesus with the Christian community in the act of performance (Dronsch and Weissenrieder, “Theory,” 222–28). Keith argues that Jan Assmann’s \textit{zerdehnte Situation (“extended situation”) is the most apt methodological framework for understanding Mark’s textualization (“Prolegomena,” 170–81). For Assmann, by creating an “extended situation,” a written tradition escapes the confines of co-presence inherent to oral tradition (“Form as Mnemonic Device,” 77). By transferring the oral-performative tradition about Jesus into the written medium, Mark created a \textit{zerdehnte Situation} that “extended the audience of his Gospel beyond the limits of interpersonal communication” (Keith, “Prolegomena,” 178).}

Matthew’s Book (βιβλος)

Matthew similarly begins with an incipit that serves as a title for the entire narrative.\footnote{Those that argue that Matt 1:1 is the title of the entire narrative include Davies and Allison, (\textit{Matthew}, 1:149–55), Jack D. Kingsbury (\textit{Matthew: Structure, Christology, Kingdom} [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1975], 10 n. 54), Boring (“Mark 1:1–15,” 50–51), Dale C. Allison (\textit{Studies in Matthew: Interpretation Past and Present} [Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2005], 157–62), Luz (\textit{Matthew, 1:69}), and Aune (“Genre Theory,” 171). The strongest arguments for this position are: (1) it follows literary convention (Davies and Allison, \textit{Matthew}, 1:151–52); (2) like Mark 1:1, the opening verse of Matthew is verbless and βιβλος anatharous; and (3) “book” or “papyrus” was the primary meaning of βιβλος in the NT and the patristic period (ibid., 151; Luz, \textit{Matthew, 1:69}).} But he employs a “more conventional literary term” than Mark, βιβλος (“book”).\footnote{Aune, \textit{New Testament}, 17. In its entirety Matt 1:1 serves as the title and reads βιβλος γενέσεως Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ υἱοῦ Δαυὶδ υἱοῦ Αβραάμ (“The Book of the Genesis of Jesus Christ, Son of David, Son of Abraham”).} This word and its Hebrew equivalent, ספר, frequently introduce Jewish texts both antecedent to and contemporary with Matthew.\footnote{Davies and Allison (\textit{Matthew, 1:152} list Nah 1:1; Tob 1:1; Bar 1:1; T. Job 1:1; Apoc. Ab.; 2 Esd 1:1–3; \textit{Sepher Ha-Razim} 1 as examples of texts that begin with βιβλος or ספר.} Moreover, Matthew’s
first two words, βίβλος γενέσεως (“book of the genealogy,” RSV), mirror a phrase that appears in Gen 2:4 and 5:1, likely associating the First Gospel with that text of Jewish Scripture.\footnote{By calling the narrative a βίβλος (“book”), Matthew has placed it into a category of written literature that has “biblical-like importance.”\footnote{Designating the narrative a book was not necessarily an obvious choice. Matthew has chosen to omit εὐαγγέλιον (“gospel”) from his predecessor’s incipit and newly describe his text. Genette states that authors chose peritextual labels to the exclusion of others.\footnote{The implication is that Matthew found βίβλος (“book”) to be a more suitable designation than εὐαγγέλιον (“gospel”). The most likely reason is that the latter had not yet come to designate authoritative traditions about Jesus as it would in the second century.\footnote{Matthew understood Mark’s peritextual title to connote orally proclaimed news, and he did not consider this an apposite designation for what he himself was writing.\footnote{Matthew might not have objected to}}}}

By calling the narrative a βίβλος (“book”), Matthew has placed it into a category of written literature that has “biblical-like importance.”\footnote{The first book of Jewish Scripture had come to be known as Γένεσις (“Genesis”) by the time Matthew wrote (Philo, Abr. 1; Post. 127; Aet. 19; Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:151; Craig A. Evans, “The Book of the Genesis of Jesus Christ: The Purpose of Matthew in Light of the Incipit,” in Biblical Interpretation in Early Christian Gospels, ed. Thomas R. Hatina, vol. 2: The Gospel of Matthew, LNTS 310 [New York: T&T Clark, 2008], 66. Thus, “Matthew almost certainly intended to set up the story of Jesus as a counterpart to the story of Genesis” (Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:151).}}

Designating the narrative a book was not necessarily an obvious choice. Matthew has chosen to omit εὐαγγέλιον (“gospel”) from his predecessor’s incipit and newly describe his text. Genette states that authors chose peritextual labels to the exclusion of others.\footnote{The implication is that Matthew found βίβλος (“book”) to be a more suitable designation than εὐαγγέλιον (“gospel”). The most likely reason is that the latter had not yet come to designate authoritative traditions about Jesus as it would in the second century.\footnote{Matthew understood Mark’s peritextual title to connote orally proclaimed news, and he did not consider this an apposite designation for what he himself was writing.\footnote{Matthew might not have objected to}}}

\footnote{Luz, Matthew, 1:70. J. Andrew Doole similarly argues that by calling his text a βίβλος Matthew has evoked other βίβλοι, namely scripture, and attempts to set his narrative on par with them (What Was Mark for Matthew? An Examination of Matthew’s Relationship and Attitude to His Primary Source, WUNT 2/344 [Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2013], 182).}

\footnote{Genette, Paratexts, 12.}

\footnote{Aune, “Genre Theory,” 172.}

\footnote{As Doole puts it, “Mark was written to be heard, and one can announce a εὐαγγέλιον ... while one cannot announce a βίβλος” (What was Mark?, 182).}
gospel as a designation for Mark, but he found the incipit inapplicable for his own text because he was producing something for a different mode of reception.¹⁴⁹

Luke’s Historical Prologue

Luke similarly diverges from Mark’s opening words, likely for the same reason as Matthew. Luke’s Gospel signals its media affiliation not with an incipit, but a prologue. Prologues were conventions that began texts from a variety of Hellenistic literary genres, including historiography, scientific treatises, novels, and biographies.¹⁵⁰ Luke 1:1–4 shows an affinity with this literary trope in three ways. First, these verses are stylistically set off from the rest of the gospel. The prologue is, like its Hellenistic counterparts, written in an elevated style.¹⁵¹ It consists of a single, well-balanced periodic sentence.¹⁵² Second, Luke’s introduction contains most of the

¹⁴⁹ Joanna Dewey suggests that Mark will have taken an hour and a half to two hours to read and that this was a customary duration for performances (“The Gospel of Mark as an Oral/Aural Event: Implications for Interpretation,” in eadem, *Oral Ethos*, 95). Luz determines that Matthew takes four hours to read in its entirety and that this makes it unlikely that it was meant to be heard or read in one sitting (*Matthew*, 1:8). Instead, he proposes that the narrative would have been experienced in sections (ibid., 9). If Dewey and Luz are correct, then it appears that Mark and Matthew were experienced differently and even produced for unique purposes.


¹⁵² Three phrases constitute the protasis and each is paralleled by one of another three in the apodosis (Fitzmyer, *Luke*, 1:288).
elements that were standard in prefaces.\textsuperscript{153} And third, these first four verses of the gospel teem with technical terms characteristic of literary prologues.\textsuperscript{154}

By introducing the narrative in this way, the Gospel of Luke declares itself literature.\textsuperscript{155} What kind of literature is debated. History and historiography are usually considered the most likely candidates.\textsuperscript{156} In this vein, Luke’s prologue is commonly compared with sections from Josephus’s prefaces in \textit{J.W.} 1.17 and \textit{Ag. Ap.} 1.1–18.\textsuperscript{157} The former is especially relevant, as it contains many of the technical terms found in Luke 1:1–4.\textsuperscript{158} But Loveday Alexander has contested the consensus that Luke belongs to a historical genre and that Josephus’s prologues are the most

\textsuperscript{153} Parsons (\textit{Luke}, 25–26) argues that Luke 1:1–4 contains six of the seven elements commonly found in Hellenistic literary prologues: (1) a statement about the author’s predecessors; (2) an indication of the work’s subject matter; (3) an inventory of the writer’s qualifications; (4) a plan for the work’s arrangement; (5) a statement of the writing’s purpose; and (6) the addressee’s name. The only characteristic of literary prefaces absent from Luke is the name of the author.


\textsuperscript{158} The words ἐπειδήπερ, πολύς, συνετάσσομαι, and μετ’ ἀκριβείας all appear in close proximity in Josephus’s \textit{J.W.} 1.17.
relevant analogues to Luke’s.\textsuperscript{159} She acknowledges Luke 1:1–4’s relationship to the prologues in Josephus and other Jewish historians, but suggests that it is a “lateral relationship of siblings or cousins,” rather than a maternal or paternal one.\textsuperscript{160} There are many members in the Greek preface kinship-group, and Luke’s closest ties are to “scientific literature” and “technical prose” (\textit{Fachprosa}).\textsuperscript{161} For this reason, the gospel is an “immediate link in to a large and neglected area of ‘middlebrow’ literature of the first century AD.”\textsuperscript{162} This middlebrow literature was varied in content but singular in function. It was employed with respect to a “living teaching tradition” that came in a variety of forms, some closer to oral lectures and others to written literature.\textsuperscript{163} Luke recasts Mark’s more oral Jesus tradition in a literary form, which is indicated as soon as the opening words of the prologue. The Third Gospel moves away from oral storytelling and towards written literature.

\textsuperscript{159} Alexander, \textit{Preface}.

\textsuperscript{160} Ibid., 166–67. She addresses the similarities between Luke 1:1–4 and prefaces in the likes of 2 Macc, Philo, Josephus, The Letter of Aristeas, and Ben Sira, concluding that these Hellenistic Jewish authors, as well as Luke, are influenced by Greek preface-writing conventions independently of each other (ibid., 147–67).


Thus both Matthew and Luke signify from their outset that they are something different than Mark. All three Synoptic Gospels provide their audiences with peritextual clues about their medium. Mark informs its readers that it is a εὐαγγέλιον, an “orally proclaimed message,” about Jesus Christ. Matthew and Luke both eschew the oral implication of Mark’s incipit. Matthew designates his work a βίβλος, a “book” about Jesus Christ the son of David, the Son of Abraham. Luke employs a literary convention to express the “bookishness” of his text. He writes (γράψαι) a narrative (διήγησιν) about events that have been fulfilled (περὶ τῶν πεπληροφορημένων ἐν ἡμῖν πραγμάτων).

What the later gospel tradents promise with their opening salvos, they fulfill in their texts. As we have seen, both Matthew and Luke consistently literaturized those stylistic features of Mark that are residually oral. By doing so, they take the oral gospel tradition that Mark first put into writing and make it better conform to literary norms. Εὐαγγέλιον, which had initially been a media term, came, by means of Matthew’s and Luke’s literaturization, to be about content. Within a few decades the word would be identified with the message about Jesus’s life, death, ministry, and resurrection in a variety of media, both oral or written. The seeds for this semantic growth were sown in the Synoptic Gospels themselves.
CONCLUSION

In his influential monograph, *Readers and Reading Culture in the High Roman Empire*, William A. Johnson offers, what he calls, a simple proposition: “the reading of different types of texts makes for different types of reading events.”¹ The proposition presumes the obvious-yet-overlooked fact that there are different types of texts in Greco-Roman antiquity. In this study I have argued that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth are similar kinds of texts. They are textualized oral narratives. Both existed as oral traditions and were subsequently committed to the textual medium via dictation. The narratives represent one way that orality and textuality interweave in early Judaism and Christianity.

I have made this case on the basis of the linguistic and metalinguistic characteristics that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth share with each other and with oral literature. Concerning their shared linguistic qualities, both narratives are paratactically structured by idea units connected with καί, minimally employ other connectives, are repetitive at the lexical, ideological, and thematic levels, and frequently use verbs that are imperfective in aspect and indicative in mood. Concerning their metalinguistic features, both Mark and Joseph and Aseneth were freely altered by later tradents. Joseph and Aseneth is characterized by macro-level fluidity and a performance attitude was taken towards the written versions of the

narrative. Mark exhibits micro-level fluidity and was the object of emendation by later tradents who added new endings to the narrative or, in the case of Matthew and Luke, incorporated Mark’s material into their new texts. Mark and Joseph and Aseneth are also similar as to their echoic intertextuality. They recall traditions by evoking key themes and lexemes, rather than embedding antecedent texts into their narrative verbatim.

By arguing that Mark and Joseph and Aseneth are textualized oral narratives, I have in many ways been more concerned with the process of these texts’ creation than with the products themselves. This has not been a sustained study of specific exegetical issues in Mark or Joseph and Aseneth. In McLuhan’s terms, by focusing on the process, I have been more invested in the medium than in the message. But if the medium is indeed the message, as McLuhan influentially claims, then freshly considering the process of composition will necessarily affect how one interprets the product.²

To that end, I wish to conclude by drawing out exegetical results that have been reached with respect to Joseph and Aseneth and Mark over the course of this investigation. I’d also like to extract interpretive effects that have not been fully developed here but might be fruitful areas of inquiry for subsequent media-critical investigations of these texts. In other words, I am attempting to answer the question, “why does it matter exegetically if we read Mark and Joseph and Aseneth as

textualized oral narratives that were composed via dictation?” The answers to this question have been couched as support for the overarching argument in the preceding pages. In my estimation understanding the process of a text’s composition is intrinsically valuable. But by gathering the realized and potential exegetical effects of reading these narratives with an eye to their medium and mode of composition, we might better experience the proof of the media-critical pudding, so to speak.

**Results of Reading Joseph and Aseneth as a Textualized Oral Narrative**

Recognizing that Joseph and Aseneth is an oral tradition textualized via dictation produces the following results. First, Aseneth’s name change in Jos. Asen. 15:6 makes better sense if the narrative has a storied tradition behind it. In this verse, the angel tells Aseneth that her name will no longer be Aseneth but “City of Refuge” (πόλις καταφυγῆς). The “problem” of the name change is that the pun is completely lost in the Greek version of the narrative and the protagonist is never called “City of Refuge” again in the text. In earlier interpretations of Joseph and Aseneth, the missing pun was taken as evidence for a lost Semitic Vorlage. But in the present state of scholarship the overwhelming consensus is that Joseph and Aseneth was first written in Greek. This begs the question, how does an Aramaic or Hebrew

---

3 I have addressed the name change at greater length in Elder, “On Transcription,” 140–41.

4 Chesnutt lists the various Semitic reconstructions that have been proposed for the wordplay (From Death to Life, 70). He concludes that these illustrate how much uncertainty surrounds the pun and suggests a Jewish author exploited the etymological possibility of the wordplay in Aramaic or Hebrew but wrote Joseph and Aseneth in Greek (ibid.).
Hebrew wordplay work itself into a Greek text? If the narrative is a textualized oral tradition, the answer is simple: the wordplay was a constituent element of the tradition not to be discarded when it was committed to the written, Greek medium. The tradition began in one language but was continued and given permanence via writing in another.\(^5\)

Second, the long-standing debate over the priority of the long and short recensions of Joseph and Aseneth is reframed by the perspective I have outlined. Past debates about “originality” might be reconsidered and the quest for the narrative’s Ur-text abandoned. This has already proven itself a trend in recent Joseph and Aseneth scholarship.\(^6\) Considering the tradition as pluriform and each instantiation of it as equiprimordial provides firmer theoretical ground to build upon. If Joseph and Aseneth was an oral narrative textualized via dictation then it is not so surprising that a performance attitude was taken towards the earliest textual distillations of the tradition. Joseph and Aseneth’s antecedent oral tradition provided the impetus for the attitude taken towards the written tradition.

\(^5\) Wire notes that this commonly happens with oral traditions (Case, 61–62).

\(^6\) Kraemer concludes Aseneth by expressing her dissatisfaction with the search for the “original” text, as she believes that that endeavor obscures how each version of the tradition is significant in its own right (Aseneth, 305). As discussed in Chapter Four, Ahearne-Kroll concerns herself with the fixed-yet-fluid nature of Joseph and Aseneth and abandons the search for an original version of the narrative in favor of a “well-defined fabula” (“Jewish Identity,” 81–83). This method has recently been praised by Standhartinger (Recent Research,” 362) and Hicks-Keeton (“Rewritten Gentiles,” 110–11). The perspective I have taken here is indebted to both Kraemer’s and Ahearne-Kroll’s. It carries theirs forward by clarifying the media dynamics that are at work in the tradition.
Third, Joseph and Aseneth’s relationship to the novels is clarified by understanding it as a textualized oral tradition. In Chapter Four I argued that the pseudepigraphon evokes tropes and themes from the romance novels. However, differences in length and style make it certain that Joseph and Aseneth is not properly a novel. That is, the narrative was not conceived as the novels were. With his tongue firmly in his cheek, B. E. Perry famously claims, “The first romance was deliberately planned and written by an individual author, its inventor. He conceived it on a Tuesday afternoon in July, or some other day or month of the year.” Perry believed that the novel was first created by a single literary genius and not by an evolutionary process that consisted of a slow-and-steady merging of genres. In this line of thinking, each subsequent novel was, in a manner similar to the first novel, composed by individual literary artists. Each text had an original written version. This does not appear to be the case with the developmental and composition processes of Joseph and Aseneth. Nonetheless, Joseph and Aseneth originated in a context where the novels were popular and so took on novelistic topoi. Because the

7 Joseph and Aseneth, at 8,320 words in Philonenko's reconstruction, is about half the length of the shortest of the novels, Ephesian Tale, which is about 15,000 words (Wills, Jewish Novel, 27). Chariton’s Callirhoe, which is the second shortest novel at about 35,000 words, is four times longer than Joseph and Aseneth, and the longest, Heliodorus's Ethiopica, is almost ten times longer at around 80,000 words (ibid.).


9 For example, Stefan Tilg writes that Xenophon’s Ephesiaca “is too literary a text to regard as a direct outgrowth of oral folklore” (Chariton of Aphrodisias and the Invention of the Greek Love Novel [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010], 87).
narrative existed in a different medium and was orally conceived, it does not display the psychodynamics of writing to the extent the novels do nor does it approach them in length. Differing media generate these dissimilarities between Joseph and Aseneth and the ideal novels, despite their similarities in theme.

Fourth, Joseph and Aseneth shares a hitherto unnoticed structural similarity with Mark, namely, intercalations. In Markan scholarship, these “sandwiches” have long been recognized and the form helps interpreters determine where the emphasis falls in a pericope. This is also the case with the A₁-B₁-B₂-A² intercalation in Jos. Asen. 27–29 examined in Chapter Three. A¹ and A², which narrate Benjamin’s battle with and subsequent non-retaliatory action towards Pharaoh’s son, flank and mirror Aseneth’s battle with and pacifistic response to the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah in B¹ and B². Edwards notes that in Mark, “the middle story nearly always provides the key to the theological purpose of the sandwich” and “the insertion interprets the flanking halves.”¹⁰ This is precisely the case with the intercalation in Jos. Asen. 27–29. Benjamin’s actions in the outer segments are directly informed by Aseneth’s actions in the middle story, which serves to propagate Joseph and Aseneth’s non-retaliatory ideal. Benjamin’s battle is meant to be heard in conjunction with Aseneth’s.

Finally, there are a few ways in which treating Joseph and Aseneth as a textualized oral tradition might affect readings of the narrative that have not been

explicitly addressed here. First, the perspective can contribute to gender studies of
the narrative. Much recent scholarship has focused on the construction of gender in
Joseph and Aseneth. Kraemer has even entertained the idea that the feminine
concerns found in Joseph and Aseneth imply female authorship. Yet this argument
is hampered by female literacy rates in antiquity. Those investigating either the
construction of gender in the narrative or the gender of the author have assumed
that Joseph and Aseneth is a literary text created by a single writer. But if the
narrative is an oral tradition textualized by dictation, then this ought to recast
questions about the production and transmission of the narrative regarding gender.

There is ample evidence to female storytelling traditions in antiquity and at least one

---

11 Some studies claim that Joseph and Aseneth is conducive to feminist readings. For
eexample, Susan Elizabeth Hogan Doty argues that Aseneth’s actions and words subvert the “male
word” that controls much of her life towards the beginning of the story (“From Ivory Tower to City of
Refuge: The Role and Function of the Protagonist in ‘Joseph and Aseneth’ and Related Narratives”
[PhD diss., The Iliff School of Theology and University of Denver, 1989], 197–98). Similarly, Pervo
suggests that Joseph and Aseneth possesses feminist characteristics (“Aseneth and Her Sisters:
Women in Jewish Narrative and in the Greek Novels,” in Levine, “Women Like This,” 148–55). In
another line of feminist interpretation of the narrative, Standhartinger and Kraemer have concerned
themselves with how gender is constructed in the different versions of Joseph and Aseneth. Both
argue that the longer version presents a more patriarchal perspective than the shorter

12 Kraemer, “Women’s Authorship,” 232–42. Though she later adopted a more agnostic
approach about the author's gender (Aseneth, 216).

13 According to Harris, female literacy rates will have been lower than male literacy rates
throughout most periods and locations in the Greco-Roman world (Ancient Literacy, 22–24). Kraemer
names two other obstacles that female production and transmission of texts in antiquity will have
faced. First, for a woman to compose a narrative, she would need to have had the education, financial
resources, and leisure to do so. These were not as close at hand for women as they were for men
(Kraemer, “Women’s Authorship,” 239–42). Second, works authored by women, if they were
identified as such, were less likely to be transmitted and copied by scribes steeped in ancient and
medieval patriarchy (ibid., 241). Kraemer concludes that Jewish and Christian women probably did
write texts in the Greco-Roman period, but that these were mostly lost or only preserved under the
guises of pseudonymity or anonymity (ibid., 242).
modern folkloristic study finds that male storytellers are far less likely than female storytellers to feature a female main character. The textualized-oral-narrative perspective makes it more probable that a female voice or female voices influence Joseph and Aseneth.

Second, the theory argued here opens new avenues for reconsidering the purpose of Joseph and Aseneth. A distinction ought to be made between the intent for which the tradition first came into being and for which it was textualized. As to the former, no shortage of interpretations has been offered. An oral hermeneutic does not necessarily support one proposed purpose over the others. Concerning the latter, Wire claims that there are at least three reasons an oral tradition is transferred to the written medium: (1) there is a power struggle in the community and that writing can validate a certain version of a tradition to serve one particular group’s

---


15 From rewritten Bible based on Gen 41:45 (Docherty, “Joseph and Aseneth”) to a typological foundation myth for the Oniad temple at Heliopolis (Bohak, Joseph and Aseneth) to a Christian allegorical interpretation of Jesus and the Church (Nir, Joseph and Aseneth), the purpose for which the narrative was written is one topic on which there is little consensus.
interest;\(^{(16)}\) (2) an oral tradition might be textualized in response to some great crisis;\(^{(17)}\) and (3) a tradition comes into contact with social circumstances where writing benefits it in one way or another.\(^{(18)}\) The third reason seems most likely for Joseph and Aseneth.\(^{(19)}\) Textualization afforded at least two advantages to the narrative: it acquired physical permanence as well as geographic and chronological portability. Audiences did not have to wait for a new telling of the story to experience it. They could read it themselves, if they possessed the skill, or they could have it read to or performed for them. And, second, the tale could be disseminated more widely.

Third, and finally, the textualized-oral-narrative perspective might influence theories about Joseph and Aseneth’s Jewish or Christian authorship.\(^{(20)}\) Recently, Robert A. Kraft has suggested that the “default position” for the composition of pseudepigraphical texts ought to be Christian, since nearly every pseudepigraphon

---

\(^{(16)}\) Ibid., 48. This is precisely Kelber’s theory about the composition of Mark’s gospel. The oral tradition was put into writing in order to silence the living voice of the gospel tradition (\textit{Oral and the Written}, 90–131).


\(^{(18)}\) Ibid., 48–49.

\(^{(19)}\) The first two are specifically concerned with traditions that are formative for social groups. It is difficult to imagine that our narrative was the central story that a social group constructed its identity around.

\(^{(20)}\) A number of studies extensively review the history and present state of research on the question of Jewish or Christian provenance: Chesnutt, \textit{From Death}, 23–64, 76–80; Nir, \textit{Joseph and Aseneth}, 4–7; Standhartinger, “Recent Research,” 367–71. These all reveal that the debate about Jewish and Christian authorship has been, until recently, dichotomous.
was transmitted by Christians. From this default position, interpreters can work backwards towards a text’s origins, whether they be Jewish or Christian. In some cases, Jewish composition will be concluded upon further consideration. Even in these cases the texts are Christian insofar as they were transmitted and read by Christians. In Kraft’s words, “sources transmitted by way of Christian communities are ‘Christian,’ whatever else they might be.” Even if Joseph and Aseneth was initially a Jewish tradition, it became a Christian one when transmitted by Christians. A media-sensitive approach that recognizes the tradition’s equiprimordiality and multiformity can affirm that both Christianity and Judaism received and affected the narrative in its various forms. With Collins, I find the narrative’s central concerns Jewish, suggesting that this was its originating context.

---


23 Kraft, “Pseudepigrapha and Christianity, Revisited,” 36.

24 Ibid., 36.

25 According to Collins, the fact that intermarriage is a particularly Jewish concern in the Second Temple period is most telling of Joseph and Aseneth’s Jewish provenance (“Joseph and Aseneth,” 102–7). Collin’s argument dovetails nicely with the methodological criteria that Kraft’s student, James Davila, has developed for judging the Jewish or Christian provenance of pseudepigrapha (The Provenance of the Pseudepigrapha: Jewish, Christian, or Other?, JSJSup 105 [Leiden: Brill, 2005], 65–71). Davila’s “internal criteria” are fivefold: (1) the amount of “substantial Jewish content” and “strong internal evidence that the narrative was composed in the pre-Christian era;” (2) evidence that the pseudepigraphon was translated from Hebrew; (3) demonstrable concern for Jewish rituals; (4) interest in Torah, Jewish law, and halakah; and (5) interest in Jewish ethnic and national issues (ibid., 65–66). Collins claims that “the issue of intermarriage is ubiquitous in ancient Jewish literature,” but not in early Christian literature (“Joseph and Aseneth,” 103). This is well in line with Davila’s fifth criteria. As Hicks-Keeton puts it, “Hebrew ethnicity matters in this tale” (“Rewritten Gentiles,” 167). Davila’s first and second criteria are also informative of Joseph and Aseneth’s Jewish heritage. As to the first, Joseph and Aseneth exhibits “substantial Jewish content”
All the same, there is much in the narrative that will have been amenable to

Christian allegorical interpretation, such as titles attributed to Joseph in the narrative
and the bread, cup, and ointment sequences in Jos. Asen. 8 and 15.26 An oral

with respect to the popularity of Joseph as a literary figure in Hellenistic Jewish texts, particularly in Egypt. Ahearne-Kroll shows that three Egyptian-Jewish authors, Philo, Artapanus, and the author of the Wisdom of Solomon, all ruminated on signature features of Joseph’s character (“Joseph and Aseneth and Jewish Identity,” 180–86). In her estimation, Joseph and Aseneth takes a similar approach to the characterization of Joseph as a Jewish hero. All of these Jewish authors accentuate Joseph’s stateliness and temperance (ibid., 187–89). As to Davila’s second criteria, Aseneth’s name change in Jos. Asen. 15:6 is relevant. Davila claims that if a text was translated from Hebrew it is most likely to be of Jewish origin (Provenance, 65). Of course, the scholarly consensus is that Joseph and Aseneth was not originally written in Hebrew (Humphrey, Joseph and Aseneth, 31; Burchard, “Present State,” 302). I concur with the consensus as to the writing of Joseph and Aseneth. But, as I have argued above and elsewhere, the frequent Semitisms and the change of Aseneth’s name hint at a bilingual context for oral tellings of the story (“On Transcription,” 141). While the textual version of Joseph and Aseneth was not translated from Hebrew, the name change and the Semitisms are compelling evidence that the narrative did exist in a Hebrew or Aramaic form at some point, even though this form was not likely textual. Thus, at least three of Davila’s five criteria support a Jewish originating context for Joseph and Aseneth.

26 With respect to titles for Joseph, he is called κύριος on five occasions in Philonenko’s reconstruction (Jos. Asen. 7:8; 8:2; 9:4; 13:9; 20:1, 3). While κύριος likely possessed allegorical or typological resonances in Christian reception of Joseph and Aseneth, this is by no means a smoking gun for Christian composition. Other characters are addressed by this honorific throughout the narrative. It is applied to Pentephres (Jos. Asen. 4:5, 7, 12), Aseneth’s angelic visitor (Jos. Asen. 16:2, 6; 17:1), and Pharaoh’s son (Jos. Asen. 23:10; 24:4, 12). In these latter three cases, it’s an honorific title for someone in a position of authority (BDAG, s.v. “κύριος,” 577). This is how Ahearne-Kroll accounts for it as a reference to Joseph (“Joseph and Aseneth,” 2533–34). Joseph is called the son of God (ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ θεοῦ) on four occasions (Jos. Asen 6:2, 6; 13:10; 21:3), beloved by God (ἀγαπητὸς τῷ θεῷ) on another (Jos. Asen. 23:10), and the chosen one (ὁ εκλεκτός) on one more (Jos. Asen. 13:10). Aseneth also calls Joseph the “the sun from heaven” (ὁ ἥλιος ἐκ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ) in Jos. Asen. 6:5. Following Kraemer’s claim that this title recalls the Greek god Helios and his Roman equivalent, Sol Invictus, Nir argues that Joseph’s depiction as Helios and identification with the sun are Christian elements of the narrative (Kraemer, Aseneth, 156–66; Nir, Joseph and Aseneth, 116–24). The titles appended to Joseph by various characters in the narrative along with Aseneth’s declaration that he is “the sun from heaven” will have resonated typologically in Christian reception, but they are not indicative of Christian composition or even redaction. The same can be argued of the bread, cup, and ointment sequences. There can be no doubt that these will have recalled the Lord’s Supper and, to a lesser extent, baptism in Christian reception of Joseph and Aseneth. The allegorical potential of the sequence lies in the commonality of its elements. This is the very purpose of allegory—to take common, banal things and endow them with a higher symbolism. As Standhartinger’s recent review shows, no shortage of interpreters has offered a variety of symbolic referents, whether Jewish or Christian, for the bread, cup, and ointment in Joseph and Aseneth (“Recent Research,” 383–84). This is because common elements create allegorical space for a variety of interpretations. Christians no doubt will have seized the allegorical potential of these common elements. This does not suggest that
hermeneutic supports the distinction between production and reception and helps reframe the issue of the narrative’s provenance. Because Joseph and Aseneth, as an oral tradition, was not the intellectual property of any one author, it was more conducive to reception in new contexts. As with so many other Jewish writings, Joseph and Aseneth was transmitted and perhaps even flourished in Christian contexts. It was Christianity’s tendency to preserve various Jewish texts, including storytelling traditions, along with Joseph and Aseneth’s propensity to be interpreted allegorically that led to its copying in later Christian circles, though it never lost its Jewish roots.

**Results of Reading Mark as a Textualized Oral Narrative**

As with Joseph and Aseneth, there are exegetical results produced by understanding Mark as a textualized oral narrative. The following eight have been addressed in this study.

The first two concern linguistic features characteristic of Mark. It has long been thought that εὐθύς provides the gospel with an air of rapidity. I have argued that this can be affirmed to some extent, but that the word serves multiple roles as a discourse marker. I showed in Chapter Three that recent studies of discourse markers illuminate εὐθύς in Mark. The lexeme is an oral residue since discourse markers are more at home in oral discourse than in written. Moreover,

---

Christians composed Joseph and Aseneth any more than it suggests that they composed Jewish scriptures that were interpreted eucharistically.
understanding εὐθύς as a multifunctional discourse marker permits a wider translation of it. Similarly, I have argued that the historical present is held over from Mark’s oral composition. Like the frequency of εὐθύς in the gospel, the notable recurrence of the historical present is often recognized by interpreters, but its raison d’être rarely hypothesized. The process of composition argued for here carries explanatory power in this respect. The historical present is not usually considered a Semitism but is characteristic of oral narrative.27 Thus with both the historical present and with εὐθύς we have characteristically Markan linguistic features that are notably distinctive of oral narrative.

Third and fourth, the beginning and the ending of Mark both hint at and are illuminated by its oral genesis. The incipit in Mark 1:1, “Beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ” (ἀρχὴ τοῦ εὐαγγελίου Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ), is normally taken to be the title for the narrative.28 But at the time that Mark came into being “gospel” (εὐαγγέλιον) did not yet signify something written, much less a literary genre. Rather, the term connoted orally proclaimed news.29 If Mark, as a textualized oral narrative, exists at

27 Black, who finds significant Aramaic influence on Mark, acknowledges that the historical present is not a holdover from Hebrew or Aramaic (Aramaic Approach, 130). Similar claims are made by Moulton and Howard (Accidence, 456–57), Sanders (Tendencies, 253), and Osburn (“Historical Present,” 486). The oral nature of the historical present is well documented in various linguistic fields (Wolfson, “Feature of Performed Narrative,” 215–37; eadem, CHP, 29; Fludernik, “Historical Present,” 78; Fleischman, Tense and Narrativity, 79).


the borderland between orality and textuality then this helps explain the novel application of “gospel” to something written. Gospel was a suitable title because the content of the written message was one instantiation of the oral tradition. This also clarifies how the term came to be a literary designation by the second-century. The term gospel in Mark’s title bridges the oral connotation of the word with the written connotation it would subsequently take on.

Three aspects of Mark’s endings are elucidated when the gospel is understood as a textualized oral narrative. First, ending the text on γάρ (“for”) in Mark 16:8 might be unexpected of written discourse, but it is not as aberrant in oral discourse. Croy has shown that Greek texts with an oral style more frequently possess a sentence-ending γάρ, and Chafe has found that a clause-final preposition is one of the “ungrammatical” devices more common to spoken discourse than written. Second, Galen offers an analogous case to Mark’s added endings in De libris propriis 9. He states that his discourses that were taken down via dictation were “shortened, lengthened, and altered” (μετὰ τοῦ τὰ μὲν ἀφαιρεῖν, τὰ δὲ προστιθέναι, τὰ δὲ ὑπαλλάττειν), just as Mark was. And third, as argued in Chapter Four, the textualized-oral-narrative perspective accounts for why the Longer Ending

30 The rarity of ending a sentence or entire narrative with γάρ is catalogued by Croy (Mutilation, 49) and Iverson (“Further Word,” 87).

31 Croy notes that in Plato’s dialogues γάρ is followed by a period 158 times and by a question mark 182 times (Mutilation, 48). Chafe lists clause-final prepositions as one of the ungrammatical devices found more frequently in oral than written discourse in “Differences,” 115.
(Mark 16:9–20) so drastically differs from the rest of the gospel syntactically. The former was conceived as a written text, while the latter was composed orally.

Fifth, just as Mark’s endings could be amended because it was a textualized oral narrative, so also could the ὑπόμνημα be re-appropriated by the later gospel tradents Matthew and Luke. Following Larsen, we have seen that it might be more productive to view Matthew and Luke as macro-level revisions of their predecessor.\textsuperscript{32} These authors could re-deploy Markan literary materials precisely because of their media form.\textsuperscript{33}

Sixth, there are numerous occasions where Mark appears to miscite or misquote antecedent texts. Moreover, Mark’s intertextuality is frequently echoic. Rarely are extended texts from the LXX quoted verbatim. In Chapter Four I argued that this was a result of the mnemonic mode of recall that the author works from. He is not concerned with intertextual precision, as this is a hallmark of the literary, written medium and not the oral. Of course, once Mark was committed to writing textual evocations could be made more precise. This happened frequently enough in Markan MSS. But on the whole Mark’s relationship with antecedent texts is allusive.

\textsuperscript{32} Larsen, “Accidental Publication,” 379.

\textsuperscript{33} This raises an interesting question about whether or not Matthew and Luke are the kinds of texts that will have been unprotected from reappropriation. The question has gone unanswered here. But if Matthew and Luke are indeed better protected because they are more literary than Mark, then this might inform debates about the Two-Source and Farrer-Goulder hypotheses that have been rejuvenated in recent scholarship (Mark S. Goodacre, \textit{The Case against Q: Studies in Markan Priority and the Synoptic Problem} [Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 2002]; John C. Poirier and Jeffrey Peterson, eds., \textit{Markan Priority without Q: Explorations in the Farrer Hypothesis}, LNTS 455 [London: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2015]).
Seventh, there is a “problem” with geographical imprecision in Mark 5:1–20. In the story of the Gerasene demoniac, the setting in Gerasa requires the 2,000 pigs to sprint thirty-seven miles to reach the Sea of Galilee. While the location is problematic for anyone who has seen Gerasa’s proximity (or lack thereof) to the Sea of Galilee on a map, the setting works in oral narrative, which prefers memorable characters and places. Gerasa was embedded in the first-century cultural memory for at least two reasons. Etymologically, it means “to drive or cast out.”\(^{34}\) Its name fit the contents of the pericope. And it was also on the cultural radar of Mark’s audience because Vespasian had recently taken military action there.\(^{35}\) The anxiety about the pigs’ improbable thirty-seven mile run that is betrayed in later MSS of Mark and in Matthew 8:28, which changes “the region of the Gerasenes” (τὴν χώραν τῶν Γερασηνῶν) to “the region of the Gadarenes” (τὴν χώραν τῶν Γαδαρηνῶν), is felt more acutely in reading the story than it is in hearing it.

Eighth, and finally, the early ecclesiastical testimony about Mark’s composition supports the argument I have made in this study. The tradition that begins with Papias that claims Mark to be Peter’s amanuensis perdured through multiple sources in antiquity. In all of these accounts the composition scenario is one in which both orality and textuality exert influence. Mark writes down Peter’s oral testimony and this new writing is employed to re-oralize the tradition. Recently


Bauckham has made a spirited argument that this testimony is accurate and that Peter’s witness truly stands behind the Gospel of Mark. My interest is less in the identities of the persons involved and more in the composition scenario that passed verisimilitude for multiple persons in antiquity. This composition scenario makes best sense of Mark’s multiple oral residues and how Mark is a written document birthed out of the oral lifeworld.

Results of Reading Antique Textualized Oral Narratives

The similarities between Joseph and Aseneth and Mark outlined above as well as the realized and potential exegetical results of reading them as textualized oral narratives suggest that our interpretive endeavors ought to consider more seriously a text’s medium and mode of composition. As is the case with other cultures that employ both the written and oral modality of communication, texts from early Judaism and Christianity are influenced by orality and textuality to varying degrees. Every narrative is affected by these influences differently. Mark and the early versions of Joseph and Aseneth are shaped by oral norms more than Matthew, Luke, and the a-family recension of Joseph and Aseneth are. It is likely the case that other early Jewish and Christian narratives share Mark and Joseph and Aseneth’s oral influence and might be categorized as textualized oral narratives. To confirm as much the language, length, method of invoking intertexts, and pluriformity of the

---

specific tradition would need to be thoroughly investigated. While this media type is not likely to be as well attested from Greco-Roman antiquity as the literary medium, determining how other early Jewish and Christian texts exhibit an interface between orality and textuality similar or dissimilar to Joseph and Aseneth and Mark is likely to pay interpretive dividends.

These interpretive dividends might include the following. First, understanding a text’s relationship to orality and textuality can help determine why certain documents survived or even flourished in antiquity. With Mark and Joseph and Aseneth we have seen that two “unpolished” texts might have survived because of their relationship to an antecedent oral tradition. There are any number of other reasons that texts survive. Sometimes, as in the case of amulets and other apotropaic devices, texts endure that were not meant to be read at all. They abide because of their symbolic value. In these cases, it is the textuality or writtenness of the document that carries weight. Thus, considering the oral and literate functions of a given text can help us understand its function and reasons for survival in antiquity. Second, considering how orality and textuality interface in a document can bring greater nuance to its genre, purpose, linguistic influences, and authorship. Where a text or tradition lands on the oral-literary continuum might affect whether these interpretive issues are influenced multilaterally or unilaterally. A text affected by the oral lifeworld is more likely to have multilateral influences and a more literary text is likely to be affected unilaterally. Third, considering the medium and mode of composition better facilitates the comparison of seemingly dissimilar texts. This has
certainly proven true for Joseph and Aseneth and Mark. Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, approaching a text with a media-sensitive hermeneutic will necessarily alter the reader’s experiential frame. Not all texts should be approached the same way. This harkens back to Johnson’s simple proposition that different types of texts make for different types of reading events. To best understand a text, we must consider what type of text it is and what kind of reading event it will have made for in antiquity.
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